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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the representation of landscape in nine Australian plays. The
introduction examines the functions and effects of landscape discourses within Australian
culture generally, and on the stage in particular. The introduction is followed by three
chapters, each of which examines three plays. In the sequence in which they are discussed,
the plays are: At Dusk (1937) by Millicent Armstrong; Pioneers (1919) by Katharine
Susannah Prichard; The Drovers (1919) by Louis Esson; The Fields of Heaven (1982) by
Dorothy Hewett; Too Young For Ghosts (1985) by Janis Balodis; Inside the Island (1980)
by Louis Nowra; Bran Nue Dae (1990) by Jimmy Chi and Kuckles; The Kid (1983) by
Michael Gow; and Aftershocks (1991) by Paul Brown and the Workers' Cultural Action
Committee. The readings proposed here proceed on the understanding that landscapes are
systems of representation rather than autonomous topographical entities. Landscapes are
thus conceivable as textual formations, constituted of discourses and inscribed with a
variety of ideologies. In the context of these readings, 'discourse' refers both to the spoken
(dialogic) and the visual (scenic) modes of dramatic expression. A wide range of thematic
concerns and dramaturgical forms is encompassed by these nine plays; accordingly, a
variety of reading strategies is applied to them. In each of the plays examined, landscape
and character are shown in a dynamic, mutually determining relationship, even in those
realist works in which landscape is rendered as 'background' to the primary sites of
interpersonal action. With regard to its structure, the thesis traces a movement from early
realist one-act plays set in bush landscapes, to more recent, non-realist works of full-length
set partially or wholly in cities. This structure might be characterised as a movement from
the landscapes of 'nature' to the cityscapes of 'culture'.
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NOTE ON EDITIONS
This thesis examines nine plays in detail. Of these, only Dorothy Hewett's The Fields of
Heaven (1982) remains unpublished. The following bibliographic information is provided
in relation to the playtexts used in this study:
Armstrong, Millicent, At Dusk (earliest known date 1937). Published in T. Inglis Moore
and W. Moore, eds, Best Australian One-Act Plays (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1937),
pp.35 1-365.
Prichard, Katharine Susannah, Pioneers (1919). Published in T. Inglis Moore and W.
Moore, eds, Best Australian One-Act Plays (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1937), pp.87115.
Esson, Louis, The Drovers (1919). Published in Playwrights' Advisory Board, Six
Australian One-Act Plays (Sydney: Mulga Publications, 1944), pp.5-19.
Hewett, Dorothy, The Fields of Heaven (1982). Unpublished. The script consulted in this
thesis is a version revised by the author for the 1983 Sydney Theatre Company production
of the play. This manuscript was obtained from Hewett's agent, Hilary Linstead and
Associates, Suite 302 Easts Tower, 9-13 Bronte Rd, Bondi Junction, NSW 2022,
Australia.
Balodis, Janis, Too Young For Ghosts (1985) (Sydney: Currency Press, 1991).
Nowra, Louis, Inside the Island (1980). Published in Louis Nowra, Inside the Island and
The Precious Woman (Sydney: Currency Press, 1981), pp.11-91.
Chi, Jimmy, and Kuckles, Bran Nue Dae (1990) (Sydney and Broome: Currency Press and
Magabala Books Aboriginal Corporation, 1991).
Gow, Michael, The Kid (1983) (Sydney: Currency Press in association with the Nimrod
Theatre, 1983).
Brown, Paul, and the Workers' Cultural Action Committee, Aftershocks (1991) (Sydney:
Currency Press in association with Belvoir Street Theatre, 1993).
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Landscape: Orientations
This thesis offers readings of landscape in a selection of Australian plays. Given this
focus on landscape, it might seem paradoxical to begin by claiming that there is no such
thing as a landscape. Nevertheless, the arguments throughout the thesis rest on the
understanding that landscape does not exist as an objective, a priori entity, a material thing
in itself. For while 'landscape is related to land', it is distinct from it, and can most
usefully be understood as a socio-cultural rather than a topographical phenomenon.
Landscapes are systems of representation, culturally constructed and ideologically
conditioned. It has become a theoretical commonplace to observe that all representation is
re-presentation, necessarily involving the transformation of the object being represented
through its inscription with the cultural dispositions inherent both in the subject who
represents and in the medium of representation. Informed by this idea, this introduction
begins with a fairly wide-ranging consideration of discourses of landscape operating
within cultures generally, and within Australian culture specifically. This early part of the
discussion will lay the foundation for the readings of theatrical landscapes which follow.
Landscape implies a viewer, a human presence whose description or representation
always bears the traces of a culturally constructed, historically specific subjectivity. To
encounter a landscape is always, ultimately, to encounter a human presence. Rendering
landscape, whether as words, objects or images, thus becomes the practice of altering the
'disposition of Nature to.. .[a particular] point of view'. I This tendency has been
discernible throughout the history of landscape representation in modem Western culture,
a history which begins, at least in its conventionally received accounts, with the advent of
Dutch schools of realist landscape painting during the seventeenth century.2 With the
Dutch landscape art tradition, and later with the rigid systematisation of landscape
painting by the Royal Academy in England, the interestedness of landscape representation
becomes clearly apparent. Judith Wright, one of Australia's most celebrated creators of
landscape, has remarked on this, observing that 'landscape' is 'a painter's term, implying an
outside view, a separation .... What we see in the landscape, then, is a partial, inadequate
and temporal vision, reflecting our own interests.13 There is a vast corpus of descriptive
and interpretative literature concerning the European landscape painting tradition. It is not
within the scope of this discussion to consider this work in detail, other than to make this
key point: European landscape artists have for centuries been interested in depicting
external 'reality', but the nature of that reality has only rarely been conceived exclusively
Raymond Williams, The Country and the City (London: Chatto and Windus, 1975), p.123. Cited in
Susan Keogh, Land, landscape and Such Is Life', Southerly, 49, 1 (March 1989), p.55.
2 The term 'landscape' derives from the Dutch land-schap,
literally land-ship. See Hayward and Sparkes,
eds, The Concise English Dictionary (Hertfordshire: Omega Books, 1984), p.657.
Judith Wright, 'Landscape and Dreaming', Daedalus, 114, 1 (Winter 1985), p.32.
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in terms of objective description. Far more common has been a conscious mediation of

the physical world through the artist's own impressions and sensibilities. Reality has been
filtered, that is, through a moral, philosophical, political or aesthetic consciousness which
is historically conditioned. This duality, this concern to depict the objective world in

terms of subjective experience, forms the basis of the expressive realist tradition, not only
in landscape art, but in poetry and prose as well.
Catherine Belsey, in an account of the foundations of the expressive realist ethos,
cites the Victorian theorist John Ruskin, the first art critic and historian to make a
significant analysis of the conventions of landscape art established in the seventeenth

century.4 Writing in the 1840s, Ruskin was persuaded by the (then) popular literary
notion that 'true' art involves the fusion of Aristotelian mimesis and the expression of the
Romantic poet's perceptions and emotions:
By the mid-nineteenth century the expressive realist theory had become
widely established in relation to literature, but painting, and particularly
landscape painting, found its first major post-Romantic theorist in Ruskin.
Ruskin insists that the landscape painter 'must always have two great and
distinct ends: the first, to induce in the spectator's mind the faithful conception
of any natural objects whatsoever; the second, to guide the spectator's mind
to those objects most worthy of its contemplation, and to inform him of
the thoughts and feelings with which these were regarded by the artist
himself.'.. .There is no doubt in Ruskin's view that the second aim is the
more important...
Some more detailed observations concerning the relationship between landscape, painting
and the stage will be made in the final part of this introduction, in the section introducing
the plays discussed in Chapter One.
A range of familiar tropes arises as a result of the fundamentally subjective nature of

many (especially Western) forms of landscape representation. Pathetic fallacy,
anthropomorphism and personification all result from a solipsistic and rationalistic worldFor a fuller discussion of Ruskin's work on the landscape painting tradition, see Cosgrove and Daniels,
eds, The Iconography of Landscape (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp.4-8.
Catherine Belsey, Critical Practice (London: Routledge, 1980), p.8. The quotation from Ruskin is from
Volume III of his Works (London: George Allen, 1903-12), pp.133-139. The French poet Baudelaire,
writing in the mid-nineteenth century, offers an account which similarly emphasises the essential
subjectivity of landscape representation: '[I]f such and such a collection of trees, of mountains, of waters,
and of houses, which we call a landscape, is beautiful, it is not so through itself but through me, by my own
favour, by the idea or feeling I attach to it. It is enough to say, I think, that any landscapist who does not
know how to translate a feeling through an assemblage of vegetable or mineral matter is not an artist.' See
Baudelaire, The Salon of 1859, cited in Burton Pike, The Image of the City in Modern Literature (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1981), p.46.
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view which holds that the human subject animates the universe. Landscape is invested

with qualities such as hostility and mournfulness, for example, by means of the projection

of these qualities from a distinct human subject at the organising centre

-

in effect the

creating centre of the landscape.
-

This realisation that it is humans who bring landscapes into being has been especially

influential in recent decades, not only in relation to artistic representation, but across many

areas of inquiry concerned with the ways in which cultures generate and exchange
meanings. Amongst these areas of inquiry are literary criticism, semiotics,
postcolonialism, human geography, art history and performance theory. A considerable
amount of scholarship exploring landscape as a socio-cultural construct has recently

emerged from the interdisciplinary field of human geography. Theoretical work in this
area, much of which is produced in the United States, is predicated on the notion that

landscape is 'the product of [the] intentional human working of space'.6 One of the central

concerns underpinning this work is 'the problem of representation as it pertains to the
geographical world .... [W]hat it is that we do as geographers when we represent

landscapes, real or imagined, through our writings.... [T]he one thing that we believe
geographical writing is not is a faithful duplication of an external reality.'7 The most
recent developments in human geography have drawn on the traditions of Marxism and
structuralism, with the work of the French theorist Henri Lefebvre being particularly
influential in identifying 'landscapes of power'.8 Denis Cosgrove has also made a

significant contribution to the field, having developed a typological framework for the
analysis of symbolic landscapes.9

In Australia, landscape has been amongst the most important and complex of

figurative systems deployed in constructions of Australianness. Many of those

characteristics conventionally held up as essentially Australian, such as mateship,
individualism, stoicism and anti-authoritarianism, are constructed in relation to landscape,

and particularly to the bush. Overwhelmingly, novels, poems, paintings, letters and

journals from the colonial period figure the colonial experience through reference to the
6 Grahame Griffin, 'Landscape and the Representation of Space in Australian Popular Culture: A Study in
Cultural Geography', in Chambers and Cohen, eds, Australian Cultural Studies Conference 1990
Proceedings (Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Western Sydney, Nepean, 1991),
p.171. Griffin does not use the term 'human geography', but refers both to 'cultural geography' and 'social
geography' as sub-disciplines of geography, and associates them with recent 'humanistic' developments
within the discipline as a whole.

7 Barnes and Duncan, eds, Writing Worlds: Discourse, text and metaphor in the representation of

landscape (London: Routledge, 1992), p.xii.
8 See for example Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space
(trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith) (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1991); and Writings on Cities (ed. and trans. Eleonore Kofman and Elizabeth Lebas) (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1995).
9 See Denis Cosgrove, 'Geography is Everywhere: Culture and Symbolism in Human Landscapes', in
Gregory and Walford, eds, Horizons in Human Geography (New Jersey: Barnes and Noble, 1989), pp.118135.
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'new' landscape, the character of which is defined in terms of its difference from that of

the familiar landscapes of Home

-

that is, Europe, and usually England. This is not to

suggest that European responses to the Australian environment have ever been singular or

uniform. As this discussion will argue in more detail below, the landscape has been
ambivalently encountered throughout the history of white Australia as a canvas upon

which have been projected contradictory feelings clustered around the poles of attraction
and repulsion. Anthony J. Hassall observes that many novelists, for example, have either
'turned back from Australia to the landscape of "home" in Europe, or plunged into its and
interior in the hope of solving their alienation by immersion'. 10 This notion of immersion
coincides with what Randolph Stow has termed 'to die of landscape', and is a theme
which recurs in several of the plays examined in this thesis.
Discourses of landscape not only influence, but in many instances actually define,
Australians' cultural experience. Images of the outback, for instance, function as a

generalised metaphor for a presumed authentic Australia which is invoked within a
myriad of social, political, and economic activities. 12 Ross Gibson has suggested that the
'idea of the intractability of Australian nature is essential to the national ethos',13 while
Robert Kenny argues that landscape 'has dominated writing, music, painting and film in

Australia. It has been the mainstream. Even history has been related mainly as
landscape."4 Amongst the most vigorous and contentious analyses of the functions of

landscape discourses in Australian culture is that proffered by Tony Fry and Anne-Marie
Willis. In 'Criticism Against The Current',15 Fry and Willis state that the 'figure of

landscape has pervaded both high and popular culture in Australia for nearly a century,

dominating discussions of national identity'. At the heart of their arguments is the

conviction that in the absence of a fully developed political nationalism in Australia, a
cultural nationalist discourse

-

which relies centrally on images of landscape

-

has

0 Anthony J. Hassall, 'Quests', in Laurie Hergenhan, ed., The Penguin New Literary History of Australia
(Ringwood: Penguin, 1988), p.396.
1 Randolph Stow, cited in David Tacey, 'Dissolving into Landscape', Island, 56, 1 (Spring 1993), p.46.
12 J. Douglas Porteous, commenting upon the wide-ranging metaphoric associations of landscape, observes
that 'the very word landscape has superseded the previously overused situation in mediaspeak; we are
asked, for example, to visualize the effects of an event upon the existing 'political landscape".' Also
commonly invoked are cultural, intellectual, and economic landscapes, while the specific notion of scape'
extends to townscapes, cityscapes, Van Gogh's wheatscapes, L.S. Lowry's seascapes, Freud's dreamscapes,
and so on. See J. Douglas Porteous, Landscapes of the Mind (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990),
pp.3-4.
13 Ross Gibson, 'Camera Natura: Landscape in Australian
feature films', in Frow and Morris, eds,
Australian Cultural Studies: A Reader (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1993), p.21 1.
14 Robert Kenny, 'A Secret Australia', epilogue essay in Ken Taylor, A Secret Australia (Melbourne:
Rigmarole, 1984), p.92.
15 Tony Fry and Anne-Marie Willis, 'Criticism Against The Current', Meanjin, 48, 2 (1988), Pp.223-240.
The quotations from this article cited here are from pp.223-226. It is worth noting that several
commentators have challenged aspects of Fry and Willis' arguments. See for example Grahame Griffin's
'Landscape and the Representation of Space' (cited above); and Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces:
Aboriginality and Cultural Studies (Sydney: New South Wales University Press Ltd, 1992), pp.164-166.

become, de facto, the nation's primary medium of political and economic power:

"Australia" and landscape have become indivisible. Nation becomes synonymous with

landmass....' The Australian landscape tradition, which Fry and Willis see as 'politically
reactionary ... and at times explicitly racist', has provided the basis for an 'imagined

community' of national identity. However, to 'say that a nation is imagined does not mean

that it is illusory. Imaginaries have real material force, and the nation as imagined has

been the basis for nationalism, perhaps the most forceful politico-cultural ideology of
modern history.'

One of the implications of Fry and Willis' arguments is that the emotional resonances
of landscape imagery for Australians have powerful economic effects. Discourses of

nationalism and cultural achievement, expressed through landscape, facilitate the

economic exchange of commodities. Even a cursory survey of popular cultural products,

such as movies, music, tourist souvenirs and popular art reveals the extent of this

commodification of landscape. Advertisers are particularly attuned to the economic
potency of the Australian landscape, continually co-opting outback imagery in the service

of selling anything from beer and hamburgers, to cars, to national spirit.16

Fry and Willis' arguments are focused primarily on Australian landscape painting, a

tradition generally held to have had its 'authentic' origins with the Heidelberg school in the
1880s. More recently, it has been movies which inscribe landscape with a nationalist

ideology in order simultaneously to reflect and to define Australianness. As
commentators such as Graeme Turner and Ross Gibson have shown,'7 many Australian

films are, ultimately, about the Australian landscape. Cinematographer Geoff Burton

claims that his attraction to make a film based on Bruce Chatwin's book The Son glines lies

16 Consider, for example, the ways in which the following advertising copy for PGH bricks and payers
makes an emotive appeal to the nationalist spirit. Augmented by sweeping shots over the Macdonnell
Ranges, the colours of which are artificially enhanced through tinted camera lenses, a rugged male voiceover declares: 'We took the colours and textures that were rugged, warm and beautiful. We fired local clays
and shales, until they captured the magic like no other. If your hearts in the country, these are the bricks
you'll want. PGH bricks and payers.' Of course if your national allegiances lie elsewhere, you'll opt for a
different brand of paver. Similarly, advertisements for BHP's Colorbond series of house products rely for
their effect precisely on this imagined national connection to the landscape: 'Reminiscent of the yellowed
grasses of the broad Australian plains Wheat COLORBOND reflects our sweeping, earthy landscape... .The
warm, grey tones of Birch Grey COLORBOND capture the complexity of nature to provide a subtle patina
that is equally at home in the city or the country.' See BHP Steel's New Colorbond: 12 Profiles in Colour
(December 1992). On the uses of landscape imagery in Australian advertising, see Peter Spearritt and Ann
Stephen, 'The Selling of the Land', The Australian (February 22-23, 1992), pp.26-30.
17 Ross Gibson has written extensively on representations
of landscape in Australian films. He notes the
prevalence of a type of 'lyrical panoramic cinematography' which focuses on landscape. Such films, he
argues, attempt 'to persuade us that, because human beings haven't cluttered the ground with their artefacts
and connotations, the continent still stretches out as the text of some divine and immanent (as opposed to
social and arbitrary) system of native, Australian meaning. If you want the real Australia, look at the earth,
not the people. The landscape extends unsullied, the handiwork solely of nature, inscribed and subscribed
with innate messages. Quintessential Australia hasn't yet been papered over by an alien Anglo-Saxon
culture. So the story goes.' See Ross Gibson, 'Camera Natura', p.213. For an analysis of Australian cinema
and its relation to national identity, see Graeme Turner, National Fictions: Literature, Film, and the
Construction ofAustralian Narrative (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1986).
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in 'the notion of landscape-as-character'.18 Interviewed during the making of the film
Country Life (based on Checkov's Uncle Vanya), producer Robin Dalton remarked that

'[t]he uncredited "character" in the film will be the [Australian] landscape. The land itself

plays a part by preventing the characters from ever being able to recreate the English
world they see themselves as belonging to.'19
In all of these cases, the extraordinary emotive power of landscape imagery is used to

elicit the range of desired responses in audiences. For many Australians, the landscape is
inextricably tied to a deeply-held sense of themselves as Australians, even though such

sentiments normally derive less from lived experience than from culturally constructed, or

invented, paradigms of Australianness. It is widely acknowledged that national identity is

a series of inventions,20 disseminated, naturalised and legitimated to a large extent

through the agency of what Roland Barthes (writing in the 1950s) termed 'mythologies'.2 i
But nationalism is no less 'real' for being grounded in myth, and as the above examples are
intended to indicate, landscape imagery has real material effects.

One of the key principles underlying the work presented in this thesis is that

landscapes can be understood as texts. Indeed, it is by virtue of this conception of

landscape that the readings offered here are enabled.22 Before going on to offer some

examples of textualised landscapes, it might first be useful to distinguish two broad forms
of landscape text. First, there is a whole range of cultural products

-

books, paintings,

films, or of particular interest in this context, theatrical performances

-

which, in

representing landscapes, textualise them; such texts incorporate real or imagined physical

environments into their own particular systems of meaning, which are in turn
intertextually related to the broader meanings of landscape circulating within cultures.

These forms of textual representation, however, can be distinguished from actual physical

environments cities, farms, gardens, 'the outback' and so on which are themselves also
conceivable as texts: organised systems of meaning underpinned by ideologies. In the
process of being 'written' or encoded with meanings, and then 'read' or decoded, such
-

-

18 See Leilani Hannah and Raffaele Caputo, 'The Sum of Us' (an interview with Geoffrey Burton), Cinema
Papers, 100 (1994), p.33.
19 Robin Dalton, cited in Robert Wilson, 'Greta's Country Life full of drama', Daily Telegraph Mirror
(December 14, 1993), p.3.
20 See for example Richard White, Inventing Australia (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1981); and Paul Foss,
'Theatrum Nondum Cognitorum, in Botsman, Burns and Hutchings, eds, The Foreign Bodies Papers
(Sydney: Local Consumption Publications, 1981), pp.15-38.
21 Roland Barthes, Mythologies (London: Jonathan Cape, 1972). Mythologies was published in English in
1972, but first appeared in French as a series of articles in the 1950s.
22 The reading strategies employed here can be compared with those adopted by John Fiske et al. in Myths
of Oz: 'In Myths of Oz we say we are "reading' Australian culture. The analogy with reading books is a
fruitful one. It encourages a close analysis of the kind that is normally reserved for literary texts, extending
it to cultural products such as film and television and to cultural practices, rituals and behaviours.' See
Fiske, Hodge and Turner, Myths of Oz (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1987), p.ix.

spaces become landscapes.23 The distinction here is not qualitative, though, and is most

useful for the purposes of classification. Both types of landscape text lend themselves

equally to reading, and neither is any more or less dependent than the other on a
systematic arrangement of signs for its production of meaning:

A landscape is a cultural image.... [It] may be represented in a variety of
materials and on many surfaces in paint on canvas, in writing on paper,
in earth, stone, water, and vegetation on the ground. A landscape park is no
-

more real, nor less imaginary, than a landscape painting or poem. 24
Of course, no landscape text's meanings are fixed or universal; all textual signification is

necessarily plural and negotiable, according to differences amongst individual reading

subjects and amongst whole 'reading formations'.25 The term 'text', then, is 'appropriate to

describing landscape as a "field" within which an open-ended process of signification
takes place'.26

The textualising which generates 'landscape' produces almost unlimited forms, and

occurs within a vast range of socio-political contexts. As suggested above, a landscape

text can take the form of, or be found within, a book, a theatrical performance, a garden or

a city. In a larger historical and political sense, though, the entire process of Australian

colonisation was centrally dependent upon the textualisation of the land: invasion

proceeded as series of linguistic, material and ideological (re-)inscriptions. 'To live in a

place and give it a name is to know it, and to claim it as one's own. This was the political

practice of the colonisers of Australia; ownership tended to proceed de facto through the

practice of renaming, of writing over the original names of the country.'27 Systems of

23 A substantial body of literature exists concerning the ideologies inscribed in such landscape texts as
cities and gardens. Michel de Certeaus 'Walking In The City, for example, has been widely influential, and
is cited in my discussion of Michael Gow's The Kid in Chapter Three of this thesis. With respect to
gardens, a special issue of Meanjin (47, 3, 1988) includes several essays on the political and ideological
significances of various types of garden text. Michael Crozier, for example, asserts that 'the 'openness" of
the garden in the first half of the eighteenth century was quite often coupled with a strong moral, even
political, iconology .... The tradition of historia painting and landscape, realised on canvas by Claude
Lorrain, was translated into a three-dimensional garden walk in which the emblematic landscape had to be
'read'.' Michael Crozier, 'The Idea of the Garden', Meanjin, 47, 3 (1988), p.401.
24 Cosgrove and Daniels, p.1.
25 The notion 'reading formation', taken up again in the final chapter of this thesis, is introduced in Bennett
and Woollacott, Bond and Beyond: The Political Career of a Popular Hero (London: Macmillan, 1988).
Reading formations are defined as 'those specific determinations which bear upon, mould and configure the
relations between texts and readers in determinate conditions of reading. It refers, specifically, to the intertextual relations which prevail in a particular context, thereby activating a given body of texts by ordering
the relations between them in a specific way such that their reading is always already cued in specific
directions that are not given by those "texts themselves" as entities separable from such relations.' See
Bond and Beyond, p.64.
26 James S. Duncan and Nancy G. Duncan, 'Roland Barthes and the secret histories of landscape', in
Barnes and Duncan, p.28.
27 Stephen Muecke, p.6.

thought and behaviour, practices of social and economic organisation

-

notably land

clearance and farming were brought to Australia from Europe, altering the environment
and producing a kind of 'landscape palimpsest', a new text written over the old. However,
-

to judge by the public forms of colonial discourse, many colonists apprehended New
South Wales as though it were completely new, untextualised, a space at the beginning of
history. According to Ross Gibson, the explorer Thomas Mitchell did 'not intend to read
the country as if it were a thoroughly edited text that already contained lessons for
survival; rather, he [saw] it as a pristine surface receptive to the stories brought from the
established systems of Old World thought and behaviour.'28 Thus the Australian 'tabula
rasa' was inscribed with signs farms, buildings, roads and so on to make the landscape
readable according to European epistemologies.29 This process of re-inscription as a
means of claiming possession of the country has continued throughout more than two
-

-

hundred years of white Australian history. Bruce Clunies Ross has commented upon the
'preoccupation of the Jindyworobaks and modern poets such as Judith Wright and Les
Murray with naming and describing an environment for which no adequate European
poetic formulations exist, and thereby taking possession of the country imaginatively'.30
The colonial conception of Australia as an unwritten text, while perhaps a necessary
adjunct to the imperial enterprise, was born of a combination of ignorance and arrogance.
For it has become clear in the period since invasion that the country was already densely
textualised when the Europeans arrived. 'For Aborigines, every part of the country they
occupied, every mark and feature, was numinous with meaning.'3 '
As for the emptiness of Australian space, we have learned, mostly from
the contrary experience of Aboriginal people, to be wary of assuming
that a landscape is empty only because it does not contain what our European
eyes have been trained to find there. A place may be crowded with meanings
we do not apprehend because they are in a language we have not learned. 32

28 Ross Gibson, South of the West: Postcolonialism and the Narrative Construction of Australia
(Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1992), p.15.
29 The European textualising of Australia
took many forms. Veronica Brady offers this interesting
example: 'All over the land were bone-piled spots where 'lazy Abo's" had been taught not to steal the white
man's bullocks.' Here is a text which is very much subject to 'radical iterability' the variety of readings
which occurs within different reading formations. Read by whites, the 'bone-piled spots' would stand as an
assertion of white dominance. But 'seen through Aboriginal eyes, the white man is not a figure of
civilization but of brutality ...dominating by violence'. See Veronica Brady, 'The Environment: A Bran Nue
Dae or a Very Ancient One?', Westerly, 36, 4 (December 1991), p.103.
30 Bruce Clunies Ross, 'Literature and Culture', in Laurie Hergenhan, p.6.
31 Judith Wright, 'Landscape and Dreaming', p.31.
32 David Malouf, 'Making Better Australians', The Australian (September 17-18, 1994), p.29.
-
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So Aboriginal landscapes were, and are, at least as densely inscribed with complex sociocultural meanings as those of Europeans. And today, there is a renewed vigour with
which Aborigines produce elaborate landscape texts, both in the earth and in other media.
Jennifer Biddle has written of the semic density of Aboriginal painted texts, arguing that
they are complex semiotic constructions of landscape, rather than simple imitations of

it. 33

Textual representation proceeds within a particular set of historico-cultural
determinations and within available modes of discourse. To represent a landscape, as
suggested earlier, is to textualise it, a process necessarily involving the selection of ways
in which to render it, even though the choices made often seem natural or inevitable. This
is in the nature of discourse, since 'discourses have a naturalizing power which is largely
unseen'.34 Texts make concrete the 'ideological sediment'35 of discourse, and ideologies,
such as nationalism, capitalism or imperialism, are deeply inscribed in all discursive
practices, including that of landscape representation. 'Neither landscapes, nor the cultures
within which they are produced, maintained, transformed, and interpreted, are natural or
pre-given, and they cannot be described without reference to ideological systems.'36
'Discourse', then, means a signifying system which is ideologically inscribed. It is 'the site
where social forms of organization engage with systems of signs in their productions of
texts, thus reproducing or changing the sets of meanings and values which make up a
culture'.37 And because discourses are the bearers of ideologies, they function as primary
agents of social power; discourse theory, as a consequence, has been regarded as an
especially important area of inquiry for theorists interested in analysing and
problematising the mechanisms of power within cultures. Post-structuralists in particular
have been concerned to identify and position those social power relations which enable, or
impede, various discursive practices. Similarly, this thesis is centrally interested in

33 See Jennifer Biddle, 'Dot, circle, difference: Translating Central Desert paintings', in Diprose and

Ferrell, eds, Cartographies: poststructuralism and the mapping of bodies and spaces (Sydney: Allen and
Unwin, 1991), pp.27-39. Here, it is worth briefly contrasting the essentially Western separation of Self and
the world with the alternative world-view of Aborigines. David Tacey is critical of the 'Western
subjectivist view, with its grotesque inflation of the perceiving subject and its refusal to grant [as with
Aboriginal consciousness] autonomous psychic reality to the larger universe'. See David Tacey, 'Australia's
Otherworid: Aboriginality, Landscape and the Imagination', Meridian, 8, 1 (May 1989), p.60. Veronica
Brady argues that "[r]eality"...is a social construction, and reality for Aboriginal people does not involve
the same separation of self from the world which we assume in our culture'. Veronica Brady, p.100. These
concerns are developed in Chapter Three of this thesis, in the essay on Jimmy Chi's Bran Nue Dae.
34 Barnes and Duncan, p.9.
35 The phrase is Roland Barthes'; it is cited by James S. Duncan and Nancy G. Duncan in 'Roland Barthes
and the secret histories of landscape', in Barnes and Duncan, eds, p.18.
36 James S. Duncan and Nancy G. Duncan, '(Re)reading the landscape', Environment and Planning D:
Society and Space, 6 (1988), p.1 17.
37 Hodge and Kress, Social Semiotics (Oxford: Polity Press, 1988); cited in Stephen Muecke, p.22. The
problematics of discourse have been etensive1y theorised. For an initial consideration of some key issues
pertaining to discourse, the writings of Michel Foucault are very useful. See for example 'Politics and the
study of discourse', in Ideology and Consciousness, 4 (Summer 1978), pp.7-26.
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analysing the ideologies inherent in the range of landscape discourses which figure in the
plays examined.

The single most important ideological tension revealed by the readings offered here

is that which is generated between two highly complex signifiers: 'culture' and 'nature'.

Most of the plays examined in this thesis are propelled by a nature/culture dialectic in

which culture (in all the cases here associated with European civilisation) is shown not

only to be separate from nature (identifiable with the natural environment and, in several

of the plays, with Aborigines), but usually to be in an antagonistic relationship to it. It

probably goes without saying that these two words, 'nature' and 'culture', are
extraordinarily complex in terms of their etymologies and connotations. Raymond

Williams considers 'culture' to be 'one of the two or three most complicated words in the
English language', while 'nature' is 'perhaps the most complex word in the language'.38
Having acknowledged the difficulties inherent in the two terms, however, it can also be

asserted that the oppositions between the range of concepts indicated by them are

fundamental to Western consciousness. As Deborah Bird Rose contends: 'For several

millenia now, the Western tradition has been dominated by various human-centred views

of the cosmos. Nature has progressively been defined as ever more distant from human

culture.'39 Stephen Horigan asserts that the conception of culture as opposed to nature has
'been handed down from the Enlightenment to the contemporary human sciences, and

remain[s] a central part of modern social theories'.40 And in describing the broad

theoretical orientations of cultural geography, Graeme Griffin says that the discipline

'takes as its starting point the dialectical relationship between nature and culture'.4'

This ideological opposition has undoubtedly had a vital influence on the unfolding of

modern history generally. The ethos of 'progress', for example, is to a large extent

dependent upon a belief in the 'improvement' of nature through culture. In Australia, the
'primitive dialectic of nature and culture'42 has been particularly powerful, because the

nation's colonial experience is deeply tied into this opposition. As Helen Gilbert observes,

the dichotomy of culture and nature 'lies at the heart of imperialism'.43 Historically,

European imperial aggressions have been legitimated, or justified at least, by a
38 Raymond Williams, Keywords (London: Fontana, 1983), p.87, p.219. For a detailed discussion of the
nature/culture dialectic, see for example Stephen Horigan, Nature and Culture in Western Discourses
(London: Routledge, 1988).
39 Deborah Bird Rose, Exploring An Aboriginal Land Ethic', Meanjin, 47, 3 (1988), p.
379.
40 Stephen Horigan, pp.3-4.
41 Graeme Griffin, p.171.
42 Ross Gibson, 'Camera Natura', p.216.
43 Helen Gilbert, Fish or Fowl: Post-Colonial Approaches to Australian Drama', Australian-Canadian
Studies, 10, 2 (1992), p.134. Ross Gibson remarks that the nature/culture dialectic is necessarily the one
that has shaped the history of land in modern Australia. For white Australia is a product of the Renaissance
mentality that is predicated on the notion of an environment that is other than and external to the individual
ego. This is the mentality that the English colonial office sent to the continent.' See Ross Gibson, South of
the West, p.8.
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conventional wisdom which holds that indigenous societies (associated with nature) are
inferior to those of a more advanced Europe, and that in being incorporated into imperial
culture such societies will be improved. Ideological convictions of this type were, and to
an extent continue to be, enormously influential in Australia:

Most of the settlers were, and many non-Aboriginal Australians are still,
absolutely convinced that our European culture is the only culture worthy
of that name and superior to all others. We are civilised, we believe, and all
others non-civilised, if not savages. If we try to assimilate others to our ways,
the argument goes, that is only for their own good."
The particular manifestations of the nature/culture binary, and their implications for the
theatrical representation of Australian landscapes, will become apparent as each of the
plays is considered in detail.
This project traces a broad movement from plays set in bush landscapes (nature) to

plays set in cities (culture).45 Implicated in this movement is the binary relationship
which is deeply ingrained in Australian culture generally, and which is made manifest in

Australian drama particularly, between the city and the bush. 'The argument about the

city and the bush which broke out in the pages of the Bulletin [in the 1880s] was a variant
of an ancient opposition in European culture, which [has become] the focus of a complex
and unresolved debate in Australia.'46 The debate might indeed be unresolved, but it is

clear that in conventional representations of Australia, The Bush has traditionally fared far
better than The City, against which it has normally been defined; to a significant extent,

that is, the bush has been heroicised at the expense of the city. Considering the deep

(imperial) faith in the institutions of culture, this might seem something of a paradox.
Given the standard imperial valorisation of culture, it would seem logical that the city
the essential site and sign of 'civilised' culture

-

-

should be privileged, and the bush

impugned. However, in Australia, as in the West generally, nature and culture do not
stand in a simple opposition, where nature is 'bad' and culture 'good'. For while the
dominant tendency of imperialism is to privilege culture, in Western societies an inverse

formulation is also apparent in which Nature is idealised, and associated with a yearnedfor condition of prelapsarian grace. The affirmation of nature over culture is made
evident, for example, in the tradition of European Romanticism, in which exotic lands and
peoples frequently conform to images of the rustic, idyllic Arcadia of classical Greece.
44 Veronica Brady,

p.100.

The same general structure occurs, incidentally, in Suzanne Falkiner's The Writer's Landscape, a
detailed study of the place of landscape in Australian literature, which is divided into two parts: Wilderness
and Settlement. (Sydney: Simon and Schuster, 1992).
46 Bruce Clunies Ross, p.15.
45
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Rousseau's virtuous Noble Savage, untainted and unburdened by civilised culture, is

characteristically associated with such Romantic landscapes.

Nature and culture, then, have co-existed in a complex dialectical relationship
throughout modern European history. In Australia, as a consequence, two opposite
attitudes to the land have prevailed since settlement:
On the one hand [has been] the belief that human beings will fulfil the
perfect ideal of which they are capable when they are removed from
the temptations and corruptions of civilisation and placed in an unspoilt,
natural world; on the other, the belief that civilisation is a restraint on
barbarity and improvement on nature; if it is removed, human beings
revert to savagery.47
Accordingly, representations of the Australian landscape have been subject to a set of

ambivalent attitudes ranging between attraction and repulsion, aspiration and anxiety.

The landscape becomes 'the projective screen for a persistent national neurosis deriving
from the fear and fascination of a preternatural continent'.48 According to Anthony J.
Hassall, Judith Wright 'crystallised both these hostile feelings towards the landscape, and
the Quiros-like dreams of a brave new world, in "Australia's Double Aspect", the classic

essay which introduces her Preoccupations in Australian Poetry (1965)'.49
This 'double aspect' has also been evident on the Australian stage. Dennis Carroll
observes that much of the early Australian drama especially is informed by this
ambivalence: 'In some of it, we find the attitude that the outback will reveal its secrets to
man, even nurture him, if he develops the skills and life rhythms in harmony with it. But

very often, too, the outback mesmerises man and brings about his defeat.'50 Indeed, in

some of the plays to be examined here, these two different functions of landscape are
manifested simultaneously. In Esson's The Drovers, for example, the death of Briglow
Bill is figured both as a tragic 'death by landscape' and as a liberation, an entry into an
imagined fertile version of the landscape which, in the play, is depicted as barren and

hostile. The specific functions of landscape in this play, and in the others to be discussed

in this thesis, will be introduced in the final section of this introduction. First, though, it

will be instructive to trace some of the historical and ideological forces which have given

rise to landscape as a presence in drama, and then to consider some of the ways in which
landscapes function as semic economies within the specific context of the stage.
Bruce Clunies Ross, pp.4-5.
48 Ross Gibson, Camera Natura', p.212.
49 Anthony J. Hassall, p.396. See Judith Wright, Preoccupations in Australian Poetry (Melbourne:
Oxford
University Press, 1966), pp.xi-xxii.
50 Dennis Carroll, Australian Contemporary Drama (rev. ed.) (Sydney: Currency Press, 1994), p.5.
47
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Stagescapes
Landscape is a system of signs, and as such, it carries with it the range of
problematics inherent in any form of representation. The real physical world, rendered as

landscape, is necessarily transformed by the very fact of being re-presented. In the
present context, however, a whole new set of problems and possibilities arises when

landscape is made the subject of theatrical representation. Theatre is one of the most

densely coded mediums of communication, since everything on the stage is taken to be a

sign. As Petr Bogatyrev, one of the first theorists to chart the elementary principles of

theatrical semiosis, argues: '[O]n the stage things that play the part of theatrical

signs ... acquire special features, qualities and attributes that they do not have in real life.'51

So a stage landscape, in theatrically re-encoding a signifying system which already

circulates within the wider culture, can be understood as a representation of a
representation. In these terms, the stage landscape is a specialised form of landscape text
intertextually related to those other landscape texts circulating within cultures more

generally. But because of the intricacy of meanings which stage signs are able to
generate, this intertextuality works in highly complex ways. The ideologies inscribed in

landscape in the broader culture are not simply reflected, but can also be refracted through

the 'prism' of theatrical representation, so that the stage landscape stands in a dialectical

relationship with those landscape texts which have wider cultural currency. Such

refraction occurs most obviously when non-realist stage signs self-reflexively draw
attention to themselves as signs, as will be discussed later in this section.

Theatrical discourse encompasses the full range of communicative media, or semiotic

codes, of theatrical representation: linguistic, kinesic, gestural, sartorial and so on. For the
purposes of this discussion, though, theatrical discourse can simply be divided into two
broad categories: spoken and seen. Thus in this context 'discourses of landscape' refers to

the ways in which landscape is represented through both spoken (dialogic) and staged

(visual) discourses, as well as to their interrelation.52 However, it is important to make
51 Petr Bogatyrev, 'Semiotics in the Folk Theatre', in Matejka
and Titunik, eds, Semiotics of Art: Prague
School Contributions (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1976), pp.35-36; cited in Keir Elam, The Semiotics of
Theatre and Drama (London: Routledge, 1980), p.7.
52 Michael Issacharoff characterises theatrical space according to a distinction between mimesis and
diegesis; that is, between imitative representation and description or narration: In the theater, mimetic space
is that which is made visible to an audience and represented on stage. Diegetic space, on the other hand, is
described, that is, referred to by the characters. In other words, mimetic space is transmitted directly, while
diegetic space is mediated through the discourse of characters, and thus communicated verbally and not
visually.' Michael Issacharoff, 'Space and Reference in Drama', Poetics Today, 2, 3 (1981), p.
215.
However, as Mark Gauntlett notes, the distinction is not always a useful one, since Issacharoff uses 'diegetic
space' to refer only to offstage, imaginatively constructed space. While the relationship between onstage
and offstage is an important consideration in some of the work here, spoken discourse is analysed for the
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clear that the readings offered here proceed almost exclusively on the evidence of the
printed texts of the plays, rather than of any particular productions of them. The analyses
of 'staged' or 'seen' discourses, then, are determined by what is indicated or implied in the
playtext concerning the appearance of things on the stage. The readings here are thus
based on what Keir Elam refers to as the 'dramatic text', a tangible written document, as
distinct from the 'performance text', which is generated by actors in a performance space.
A dramatic text is 'a linguistic transcription of a stage potentiality', and so is 'radically
conditioned by its performability'.53 And the particular ways in which dramatic texts
transcribe their stage potentialities are determined to a large extent by the dramaturgical
conventions to which they conform; playtexts are inscribed with the theatrical conventions
of the stage for which they were written. On one level, these conventions are reflected in
an individual work's form and style. The printed text of a realist play, for example,
characteristically provides much more detailed didascalia

-

extra-dialogic information

concerning set design, blocking, character histories and so on

-

than a non-realist text.

Whilst acknowledging the theoretical complexity surrounding the concepts of form and
style, I wish to introduce here a simple, general division between two formal types: realist
and non-realist. It must of course be acknowledged that there is a formal 'sub-type' of
realism called naturalism, which is distinguishable from realism according to specific
historical and ideological determinations. However, the arguments surrounding this
distinction cannot, and in fact need not, be engaged with here, so some broad
dramaturgical tendencies are indicated by the general term 'realism'.
Chapter One of the thesis comprises readings of three one-act realist works.
Chapters Two and Three each consider three plays as well, but these are full-length, nonrealist works. This broad formal division is a useful way of organising some of the
arguments offered here, but it should be made clear that these arguments are not structured
exclusively around formal considerations. The work is, for example, also organised
chronologically, moving from the early twentieth-century works of the first chapter to the
more recent plays in Chapters Two and Three. As noted above, there is also a general
movement from 'bush' plays to 'city' plays. The main point to be made in this regard is
that dramaturgical, thematic and historical considerations are interdependent. Theatrical
conventions do not simply emerge and evolve as if in a vacuum, but are historically and
culturally determined. Developments in society at large, such as technological advances,
and even changed attitudes towards 'reality' itself, directly influence the means of formal
representation across all forms of cultural production.
ways in which it works to define both seen and unseen (onstage and offstage) theatrical spaces. See Mark
Gauntlett, 'Playing on the Margins: Theatrical Space in Othello', Essays In Theatre/Etudes Théâtrales, 10, 1
(November 1991), pp.17-29.
53 Keir Elam, p.209. The phrase 'linguistic transcription of a stage potentiality' is quoted by Elam from
Paola Gulli Pugliatti, I segni latenti: Scrittura come virtualita in King Lear (Messina: D'Anna, 1976), p.18.
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The categories 'realist' and non-realist' as will be seen, are neither absolute nor

mutually exclusive. In the present context, though, the categorisation has particular

resonances, given the historical predominance, particularly in the twentieth century, of

realist dramaturgy on the Australian stage. Some of the observations concerning realist

landscapes made in Chapter One, then, have a broader application in relation to Australian

stage realism more generally. This present discussion will go on to consider some

characteristics of, and differences between, realist and non-realist modes of signification.
First, though, it will be useful to offer a broad historical account of the development of

realism as a theatrical form, in order to consider the particular implications of this

development for landscape representation in realist drama. Of particular interest in this
regard is the emergence, during the seventeenth century, of landscape as a presence

distinct from, and 'background' to, an interior domestic world which is frequently made
the site for an exploration of the individual human consciousness.

Fundamental changes in European social relations after the Middle Ages precipitated

equally fundamental changes in theatrical representation. Arnold Hauser, in 'The Origins

of Domestic Drama', describes how the 'new' European drama of the seventeenth century

reflected the interests of the emerging bourgeois classes.54 In reaction against the
dominance of aristocratic neo-classical tragedy, the drama of the revolutionary
bourgeoisie took on a new domestic focus, which came to express a nascent bourgeois
class consciousness. One of the distinguishing features of the new form was its
individuation of character. Central characters, who had conventionally been constructed

as the emblematic, noble types of tragedy, tended less often to be drawn as princes and
kings, but became instead 'ordinary' people. Middle class dramatists compensated for the

loss of a protagonist's high social standing by deepening and enriching character,
providing it with psychological motivation. Accordingly, the entire drama's perspective

shifted to one which renders the world from the point of view of the individual, conceived
as the final indissoluble unit in the universe.
The emergence of bourgeois drama, together with its concomitant individuation of

character, is important in this context for the extent to which it underpins the development
of realist dramaturgy. Stage realism, both as an ideological impulse and as a set of formal

techniques, has its origins in those generalised historical tendencies identified by Hauser,
and others, as bourgeois domestic drama.55 Georg Lukacs characterises these tendencies

of the 'new' drama emerging in the seventeenth century as bourgeois, historicist and,
54 Arnold Hauser, 'The Origins of Domestic Drama', reproduced in Eric Bentley, ed., The Theory of the
Modern Stage: An Introduction to Modern Theatre and Drama (rev. ed.) (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976),
pp.403-419.
55 As Raymond Williams insists, however, it is important
to avoid the diagnosis of realism as simply and
epochally bourgeois; its essential characteristics were at once shared and taken further by the new
opponents of the bourgeoisie, the working class and socialist movements. See Raymond Williams,
'Realism, Naturalism and their Alternatives, Cinetracts, 1,3 (1977-78), p.3.
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importantly, individualist: 'The new drama is.. .the drama of individualism, and that with a

force, an intensity and an exclusiveness no other drama ever had.156 And Darko Suvin is
explicit in identifying bourgeois individualist drama with the conventions of realism:
[Individualist, illusionistic] dramaturgy's basic convention is that it...
directly reproduces, mirrors, or 'gives us' the empirical societal world
which is its exclusive subject matter .... This is a departure from most (or all?)
previous dramaturgic models throughout history which were basically
analogical.57
Bourgeois drama, then, is individualistic and illusionistic. It cherishes the illusion
that it is able directly to reproduce the objective world.58 Clearly, as is shown more fully
below, the illusionistic impulse has important ramifications for the ways in which the
physical world is to be depicted, especially when it comes to representing landscapes in

detail and on a large scale. But bourgeois drama's individuation of character also has
crucial implications for the theatrical representation of landscape. Suvin, on the one hand,
sees this individuation as engendering a conception of the individual as separate from the
environment; the type of reality which is therefore external to the subject who perceives it
is simultaneously the subject matter of individualism and its world view.59 Hauser, on the
other hand, claims that bourgeois drama shows character as a part and function of the
environment, so that rather than controlling concrete reality (as in classical tragedy),
character is in fact controlled and absorbed by it.60 Whereas these two formulations
56 See Georg Lukacs, The Sociology of Modern Drama', reproduced in Eric Bentley, pp.425-450. The
quotation here appears on p.430.
57 Darko Suvin, To Brecht and Beyond (Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1984),
pp.5-6. Suvin goes on to
describe such drama, still the dominant paradigm in Western theatre, as an unburied corpse that menaces us
with a universal epidemic', p.7.
58 These tendencies towards realist representation emerged for 'historically clear but still very strange
reasons (Darko Suvin, p.5). That is, as suggested earlier, changes in modes of formal representation do not
simply occur arbitrarily, but are socially determined, and hence reflect and participate in ideologies. One of
the ideological foundations of this desire for exact reproduction, according to Hauser, is that dramatists such
as Diderot and Lessing in the eighteenth century believed that the faithful reproduction of facts would lead
automatically to the dissolution of social prejudices and the abolition of injustice. Diderot, writing in the
mid-eighteenth century, called for 'exactness in the description of the milieu and fidelity to nature in the
scenery (See Arnold Hauser, p.408). He was one of the first dramatists to hint at the notions of fourth wall
'exclusion of the audience and the concealment of the fictitious nature of the representation. In this,
Diderot anticipates by about a century the demands made of the stage by the champions of the Free Theatre
movement writers such as Brahm, Antoine, Zola and Strindberg. Instances of realist dramaturgy are
certainly in evidence prior to the emergence of the bourgeois drama; however, the crucial moment is the
development of realism as an integrated form, which must be distinguished from earlier realistic scenes,
episodes and insertions. Williams locates this moment in the eighteenth century, during which time
bourgeois drama made three decisive innovations: contemporary settings; secularity; and social
inclusiveness, encompassing the lives of all people, not only princes. (See Raymond Williams, 'Realism,
Naturalism', p.3).
59 Darko Suvin, p.23.
60 Arnold Hauser, p.409.
-

[I

appear to contradict each other, they ultimately identify the same thing: that is, the

isolation of the individual from the environment, allowing in turn the perception of

character as determined by environment. She or he is at once, therefore, separate from

and a part of the environment. This accords with Lukacs' observation that in bourgeois
drama 'the concept of the external world grows more relative than ever', so that
distinctions between environment and individual are blurred.61

The realist individuation of character thus had important implications for the ways in

which the physical world was to be represented. Amongst the most significant of these

was the emergence of landscape as background to a drama enacted by individual human

subjects located within an interior setting. According to the conventions of the realist
'room play', individual subjects are located 'in here', while nature, and the determining
world of conditions, are 'out there' somewhere:

Nature became, by and large, a 'setting for action', its backdrop; it was
turned into landscape, it was fragmented into metaphors and comparisons
serving to sublimate individual and private affairs and adventures not
connected in any real way with nature itself.62
Thus it is important to make clear that the external environment, as background to the
realist domestic interior, is not simply geographical, but very often has a socio-historical

character as well. That is, in accordance with that nineteenth-century impulse
conventionally identified as Naturalism (but which in this context can be understood as a
realist tendency), it becomes impossible to understand character and action unless the full

physical and social environment which shapes them is directly presented

-

indeed, as a

kind of character and action in itself.63 Thus the realist stage landscape often comes to

stand for, or to embody, the societal world of history and conditions. As such, the

background acquires a range of values and becomes a determining presence, influencing

events by virtue of both naturalistic and metaphysical agency. Understood by Suvin to be
the defining formal device of individualist dramaturgy, background becomes the sign of

the moral and political character of the societal world. The 'apparently neutral, formal

category ['background'] in fact defines the historical limitation, the ideological and finally

political nature of practically all individualist drama' from the eighteenth century to the

present.64

61 Georg Lukacs, p427.
62 Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination (ed. M. Hoiquist) (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1981), p.217.
63 See Raymond Williams, Realism, Naturalism', p.2.
64 Darko Suvin, p.28.
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In analysing the relationship between the domestic interior and the external landscape

in realist drama, it is worth considering the extent to which realism constructs the

relationship between individuals and the world, between consciousness and history, as a

dynamic one. For realism's dominant tendency is to show humans as determined by, but

not determining, their environment. In this way, realist dramaturgy often implicitly

endorses the view that human subjectivity, and social relations in general, are given, fixed

and natural even in plays which overtly endorse social change. However, as will be seen
-

with regard to the plays discussed in Chapter One, the external environment

-

the

landscape can also be shaped by the individual consciousness. Bill Dunstone, discussing
-

the early Australian realist drama Brumby Innes, makes this important point:

[There are] subliminal structures in which the environment is a metaphor
for the psyche rather than a determinant of it. Rather than character
simply receiving the influences of the environment, psychological processes
which originate in the subject are unconsciously displaced outwards

into metaphors of place. In this sense, the characters impose their own

subjective realities on the landscape.65

Dunstone's observations can be applied, to varying degrees, to the three plays examined in

Chapter One. Their chief significance here is that they identify a mutually determining,
dynamic interrelation between 'in here' and 'out there', so that individuals and landscape

can each be understood to influence the ways in which the other is perceived and
rendered.

Thus far, the focus of this discussion has been on realist dramaturgy. However, this

thesis as a whole is interested in reading landscapes which are constructed within a variety

of dramatic forms and styles. Accordingly, it is important to consider, briefly, some
aspects of both realist and non-realist modes of signification. (Again it has to be

acknowledged that the modes and processes of theatrical signification constitute a

densely-theorised area, especially with regard to semiotic theory, and that this discussion
need engage with this theory in only a fairly limited way.) The general distinction

between these two broad categories is that realist signs tend to function 'transparently',

whilst non-realist signs tend towards various types of self-reflexive 'opacity'. That is, the
65 Bill Dunstone, Another Planet': Landscape as Metaphor in Western Australian Theatre, in Bennett
and Hay, eds, European Relations: Essays for Helen Watson-Williams (Perth: Centre for Studies in
Australian Literature, University of Western Australia, 1985), p.75. In Dunstone's terms, the inner world of
consciousness has an impact on the external world of action, and as such, touches on notions of 'the
landscape of the mind'. In Australia, this is a concept commonly associated particularly with the works of
Patrick White, whose literary as well as dramatic landscapes are 'a projection of, and an interpretation of,
his characters' spiritual quality. See Katharine Brisbane, 'Australian Drama, in Geoffrey Dutton, ed., The
Literature of Australia (rev. ed.) (Ringwood: Penguin 1982), p.269.

realist stage sign, whether it be a tangible object or a word-sign, conventionally occludes

its own status as a sign, referring beyond itself and the stage to a real possible world
which is suggested by the drama. Such signs are not, then, primarily meaning-objects in

themselves, but substitutes for the real-world objects and concepts to which they refer.66

Conversely, non-realist signs (that is anything which does not imply a direct likeness, or

iconic resemblance, to a real-world referent) are able to draw attention to themselves as

theatrical 'sign-vehicles', whilst also referring to an extra-sign reality.

Realistic or illusionistic dramatic representation, therefore, severely limits the

'mobility' or flexibility of the sign-relationship.67 Certainly, the realist sign can be over-

determined by a range of possible meanings, including symbolic meanings, and is thus
able to signify beyond the purely denotative level. However, in constructing the illusion

of a real possible world beyond the stage, the realist sign relies upon being overlooked, as
it were, as a signifying object; as a consequence, the conventions of realist representation

tend to fix and delimit the ways in which the world can be depicted, and therefore in

which it can be read. Non-illusionistic representation, on the other hand, enables greater

flexibility in the semic potential of its signs, since the non-realist sign has a greater
capacity to transform, fracture or multiply the meanings it generates.

None of this is to suggest that a stylised, minimalist, or otherwise non-realist stage

landscape must necessarily 'mean' more than a landscape which is rendered iconically. It

is simply to make the point that landscapes are constructed and function differently

according to the stylistic conventions to which they conform. Thus the distinction here
between realist and non-realist forms of signification not only allows, but ultimately

compels, the use of different strategies for the readings of landscape in this thesis. In the

first instance, the forms of the playtexts are different, and render their information in

different ways. The realist plays in Chapter One, for example, provide to a much greater
degree than the plays discussed in the other two chapters detailed and specific directions
which require a specific type of staging. In the fashion of most realist dramas, the Chapter
One playtexts all begin with a detailed description of the scene; and in all three works,
-

-

significantly, this setting remains the sole location for the duration of the play. Each of

these works calls for a mimetic representation of location, ranging from a domestic
66 Such signs 'do not attract attention to themselves but direct it to
an extra-sign reality .... Husserl spoke
about the transparency of any semantic object (sign) including sounds and graphic signs. In particular,
paintings can also be considered as semantically transparent signs: what one perceives is not the physical or
material side of the picture but the world to which the author has given symbolic expression in the painting.
As I have argued, though, this is true mainly in relation to the realist (iconic) sign. See R. Zuber, Sign
Transparency and Performatives', in Chatman, Eco and Klinkenberg, eds, A Semiotic Landscape:
Proceedings of the First Congress of the International Association for Semiotic Studies, Milan, June 1974
(The Hague: Mouton Publishers, 1974), p. 576.
67 The mobility of the stage sign is described thus by Keir Elam: 'What has been termed the "generative
capacity" of the theatrical sign the extraordinary economy of communicational means ... is enhanced by a
quality variously characterized by the Prague structuralists as its mobility, dynamism or transformability.'
See Keir Elam, p.12.
-
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interior (in At Dusk) to an open plains landscape (in The Drovers). Realist description of
this type functions as a relatively objective record from which locations can, imaginatively
and practically, be reconstructed. It is relatively easy, then, for a reader to conjure a
mental image of the location which, in general terms at least, accords with that envisaged
by both the playwright and other readers. The later playtexts explored in the thesis, by
contrast, provide far less scenic detail, and where such information is provided, it is to
suggest rather than explicitly to describe a variety of stylised, self-reflexively
theatricalised locations. This, it should be stressed, is a tendency discernible in these
plays as a broad grouping, and the discussions in the main body of the thesis will deal
more precisely with individual cases.
In general terms, though, and to borrow here from a distinction articulated by Roland
Barthes, the realist works in Chapter One can be characterised as 'readerly' rather than
'writerly' texts.68 In occluding its processes of signification, and referring as if
transparently to a real possible world beyond the stage, the realist text can be understood
as readerly or lisible

-

by which Barthes means a text 'easily' decoded, and which

constructs for the reader the relatively passive subject position of receiver, rather than
producer, of meanings. Non-realist texts, conversely, which do not attempt a mimetic or
iconic rendering of the world, are more writerly or scriptible. By referring to their own
signs as units in a signifying economy, and not directly to a real world beyond the stage,
non-illusionistic texts mediate in and problematise the audience's experience, inviting an
active engagement with the text's production of meanings, which are thus 'written' even as
they are being 'read'. There are important implications arising from this in terms of a
theatrical text's political dimension, implications perhaps most conventionally associated
with the general concerns of 'Brechtian' theatre:
[Brecht] insisted that the theatre use its 'artificiality' to explore the realms
of the social, that it be aware of its power to represent our images of
historical existence, and that it expose its own apparatus, its own production
of time and space.69
By foregrounding its own processes of signification, then, Brechtian drama seeks to
engage its audience as active participants in an exchange, as producers of meanings. In so
68 This distinction between 'readerly' and 'writerly' texts appears in Roland Barthes, S/Z (trans. R. Miller)
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1975). The notion is paraphrased by Raman Selden thus: 'A realistic novel
offers a "closed" text with a limited meaning. Other texts encourage the reader to produce meanings... .The
first type of text allows the reader only to be a consumer of a fixed meaning, while the second turns the
reader into a producer. The first type of text is called "readerly' (lisible), the second "writerly" (scriptible).
The first is made to be read (consumed), the second to be written (produced).' See Raman Selden, A
Reader's Guide To Contemporary Literary Theory (Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1985), p.76.
69 Sarah Bryant-Bertail, 'Space/Time as Historical Sign: Essay on La Célestine, in Memory of Antoine
Vitez', Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, 5, 2 (Spring 1991), p.105.
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doing, audiences are made aware of their own capacity to interact with to shape and to
change history and culture.
-

-

One final set of observations needs to be made with regard to the matter of reading
and writing in the works discussed in this thesis. Thus far, this part of the discussion has
considered these processes in terms of audiences' responses to theatrical sign systems.
The central point has been that the realist works tend to position their audiences as
readers, and therefore as relatively passive receivers of meanings; the non-realist works,

on the other hand, in foregrounding and pluralising their processes of signification, allow
greater scope for audiences actively to produce their own meanings. However, a different
point also has to be made with regard to the reading and writing of landscapes in these
plays. For discernible within all the works considered here are various processes of

reading and writing of landscape by the plays' characters themselves. That is, within both

the realist and non-realist works, characters can be understood to receive (to read) the
landscapes they encounter; they see meanings in landscape which prompt a variety of

responses. Of more significance, though, is that these responses commonly take the form
of an active transformation of the landscape by characters, who can thus be understood as
the writers of new landscapes. By re-writing the physical world according to their own

cultural conditioning, and their own systems of belief and knowledge (through clearing
land, for example, or building houses), characters become active producers of meanings,

and in some cases, destroyers of old meanings. These manifestations of written

landscapes, whilst being most closely examined in Chapter Two, are evident to varying
degrees in all the plays examined in the thesis. The implications of the notions of reading

and writing for the larger project of this thesis will be made clearer with specific reference
to the plays themselves.

The Plays
One of the key preoccupations in Australian drama is the presence and agency of

landscape. In a broad overview of nearly two hundred years of Australian drama,

Katharine Brisbane identifies 'the tyrannous landscape' as the source of Australians'

'national romantic paranoia'. Brisbane contends that up until Patrick White's exploration
of the 'country of the mind' in his early dramatic works, 'our playwrights had diagnosed
the Australian landscape as the root cause of our spiritual isolation'.70 Certainly it can be

shown that Australian playwrights have been, and continue to be, remarkably attracted by

the theatrical potentials of both urban and rural landscapes, physical spaces understood as

primary determinants of Australians' psychic and cultural experience.

70 Katharine Brisbane, p.289 and p.269. According to Brisbane, the single exception to this preoccupation
amongst dramatists with landscape as the source of Australians' 'spiritual isolation' was Sydney Tomholt.
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However, critical responses to Australian drama have typically been constrained by a
somewhat limited and limiting conception of landscape's potency as a theatrical presence,
accountable in part by a disproportionate focus on interpersonal relationships:
Although the ideological functions of nature ... have been widely
discussed in reference to fiction and poetry, and, more latterly, film,
analyses of our drama have tended to subordinate landscape to other
thematic and generic concerns or to read it merely as a scenic device
which at best heightens narrative emplotment and at worst recedes as
a naturalised backdrop for signal events.7'
The arguments in this thesis will establish that landscape figures far more substantially in
Australian drama than simply as a 'naturalised backdrop'; indeed, it is a common concern
with the relationship between landscape and character which might be identified as one of
the few enduring hallmarks of Australian writing for the stage.
As well as the introduction and conclusion, this thesis consists of three chapters, each
of which comprises discussions of three works. Discussions of individual works within
chapters are referred to as 'essays'. Common to all the essays is a concern with the plays'
discursive constructions of landscape, with the ways in which dramatic landscapes are
textualised so as to function as meaning-systems. However, each chapter is also informed
by its own internal logic, according to which particular relationships historical, formal
and thematic are identified amongst the plays. To some degree, the works considered
-

-

here are intended to represent larger Australian dramatic types and concerns, and
observations from particular essays and chapters can certainly be extrapolated and applied
to other plays not considered here. However, the 'internal dynamics' within individual
chapters are quite specific, and the scope for drawing general conclusions about the nature
of landscape representation on the Australian stage on the evidence of the work presented
here is necessarily limited. It should also be reiterated that the readings in this thesis are
not based on productions, but solely on the printed text of each play, which is in all cases
a published script, except for Dorothy Hewett's unpublished work The Fields of Heaven,
discussed in Chapter Two.
The three plays examined in Chapter One are At Dusk by Millicent Armstrong;
Pioneers by Katherine Susannah Prichard; and The Drovers by Louis Esson. These are all
realist one-act works of the early twentieth century. Each belongs to the 'bush drama'
tradition which flourished in the first half of this century, and whose characteristic
concern was with the physical rigours imposed on struggling landholders by an
71 Helen Gilbert, 'Ghosts in a Landscape: Louis Nowras Inside the Island and Janis Balodis' Too Young
For Ghosts', Southern Review, 27, 4 (December 1994), p.432.
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unforgiving bush environment. In broad terms, then, the three works discussed in Chapter
One can be understood to stand for the bush drama genre as a whole.72
The realist 'bush play' remained a dominant type of locally produced drama
throughout the early twentieth century until a generalised urban consciousness, as well as
other theatrical styles, became more influential from about the 1950s. Realism has 'served
Australian playwrights well', according to John McCallum, 'producing ... the strong short
works of Louis Esson, the great bush dramas of the thirties and forties, and the urban
dramas of the fifties'.73 Yet even though Australian realism has accommodated both
urban and rural settings and concerns, the bush plays have been somewhat privileged in
theatre histories. Moreover, the realist bush dramas perpetuated a romantic privileging of
'the bush' at the expense of 'the city', a traditional dialectic in Australian popular culture
which has been evident throughout the nation's history. However, as will be argued
below, the inclusion of the three 'urban plays' discussed in Chapter Three of this thesis is
virtually obligatory, given the significance with which urban landscapes

-

cityscapes

-

have been invested in Australian drama.
One of the abiding difficulties for dramatists in Australia has been the problem of
staging the Australian landscape whilst conforming to the conventions of realist
dramaturgy. Peter Fitzpatrick has remarked upon this problem through reference to a
scene from David Williamson's 1987 play Emerald City. Sleazy entrepreneur Mike
McCord, convinced that Australian investors must embrace a new internationalism,
exhorts the merchant banker Malcolm to 'stuff the gumnut clique' of parochial nationalists.
Fitzpatrick suggests:
In one sense the 'gumnut clique' was 'stuffed' from the beginning on the
stage; the rich evocations of the outback, and the archetypal conflicts of fire,
flood and famine which could fill the wide screen, proved resistant to the
naturalistic conventions and proscenium stages which constituted the
dominant dramatic tradition.74
Whilst there is no single scenic type to which all realist (or naturalistic) plays conform,
there are conventions for depicting objects and spaces which are characteristic of realism,
and one of the standard conventions of the form is to situate action within a built interior

-

in other words, within a room. Accordingly, playwrights interested in exploring the
72 There exist hundreds of early Australian bush dramas, many of which were never published. However,
many can be found in various special collections, most notably the Campbell Howard Collection of
Australian Plays in Manuscript, held in the Dixson Library, University of New England, Armidale, New
South Wales; and the Hanger Collection, held in the Fryer Library, University of Queensland.
John McCallum, Buzo (North Ryde: Methuen, 1987), p.13.
74 Peter Fitzpatrick, 'Views of the Harbour: The Empty City in Contemporary Australian Drama', in Anna
Rutherford, ed., Populous Places.' Australian Cities and Towns (Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1992), pp.48-49.
'
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relationship between landscape and the individuals situated within a realist room are
compelled to adopt certain strategies for conveying the impact of landscape without
necessarily showing it directly, and it is an aim of this thesis to explore some of the
implications of such strategies. Clearly, in bush plays such as At Dusk and Pioneers
which invest so much in the influence of landscape, the room convention imposes
substantial restrictions. In fact, as John McCallum has remarked, tensions between an
interior domestic setting and the vast Australian landscape became one of the
distinguishing features of the outback drama genre. In these plays:

• .

.individuals increasingly retreated into the bleak, rough, pathetically

decorated corrugated iron shacks which have become the chief scenic
stereotype of the genre. In these settings the land is represented by the
red glow projected on the cyclorama through the upstage centre door....
A perennial problem in Australian realism is that the land is too important
and too vast a protagonist to be adequately represented in this way.

'

The interior settings in both At Dusk and Pioneers are specified as timber, rather than
corrugated iron; and the landscape in Armstrong's play is described but never seen, whilst
in Prichard's play it is rendered iconically, presumably on a painted canvas, rather than as
an impressionistic 'red glow'. Nevertheless, McCallum's remarks are important in
identifying the inside/outside structural logic in both these works.
As well as its focus on the implications of the 'room' convention for representations
of landscape, the first chapter is concerned to examine other types of realist scenography.
The three plays in Chapter One are especially interesting as a group because they
demonstrate between them three of the basic scenic types enabled by realism: a wholly
enclosed domestic interior (as in At Dusk); a domestic interior opening out to views of
landscape through windows and doors (as in Pioneers); and a wholly exterior setting (as
in The Drovers). As a result of its concentration on realist works, Chapter One is more
fully focused on issues of staging than the subsequent chapters. This is because stage
directions and scene descriptions are typically much more detailed and specific in realist
dramatic texts, and so provide more solid foundations from which to make observations
about the appearances of the plays. The CURTAIN direction at the end of each of the
Chapter One plays, for example, implies production on a proscenium arch stage. It will
become clear that this has important consequences for the arguments in Chapter One,
especially as the proscenium arch's framing of action in The Drovers is likened to the
John McCallum, "Something with a cow in it": Louis Esson's imported nationalism', in Australian
Drama 1920-1955: Papers presented to a Conference at the Universiiy of New England, Armidale,
September 1-4, 1986 (Armidale: Department of Continuing Education, University of New England, 1986),
p.50.
'
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framing of a painting. This point is elaborated in the chapter itself, but it can briefly be
observed here that the essays on both Pioneers and The Drovers draw comparisons
between aspects of the plays in performance and framed paintings. Each essay is
informed, for example, by the idea that landscape, whether in the physical environment,
or in the form of a painting, does not exist without an observer':
Although the land exists, the scape is a projection of human consciousness,
an image received. Mentally or physically, we frame the view, and our
appreciation depends on our frame of mind. At one time, in the confident
late eighteenth century, we felt quite able to categorize landscapes as
picturesque, beautiful or sublime.... [T]he word picturesque, as applied
to landscapes, meant literally 'like a picture', that is, well-composed.76
While these ideas concerning framing do not directly inform the discussion of At Dusk, it
is argued in that essay that the play's action is contained by the domestic interior. The
effects of this are in some senses analogous to the ways in which both paintings and 'stage
pictures' are contained within their respective frames.
Some introductory observations can now be made with more specific reference to
each of the plays examined in this thesis. The first essay discusses Millicent Armstrong's
At Dusk, a 'bush gothic' published in William Moore and T. Inglis Moore's 1937
anthology Best Australian One-Act Plays. Although Armstrong is not as well-known
today as some of her contemporaries (such as Louis Esson, Vance Palmer, Katharine
Susannah Prichard, George Landen Dann, Dymphna Cusack and Betty Roland), she was
nevertheless a distinguished playwright in her time, and was particularly adept at the oneact form. Her unpublished play Fire won the Daily Telegraph Drama Competition in
1923, and in 1934, Drought won the international Rupert Brooke One-Act Play
Competition. Armstrong had a selection of Plays in one act published in 1958,
comprising Thomas, Penny Dreadful and Drought.77 Having returned to Australia after
World War One, during which she served in France as a nurse, Armstrong was granted a
farm under the Returned Soldiers' Settlement Scheme; Rees speculates that here she may
have suffered the hardships that went into one-acters like Fire and Drought.
Set inside an isolated bush homestead around the turn of this century, At Dusk is a
ghost story. As with other works by Armstrong, landscape figures here as a powerful
76 J. Douglas Porteous, p.4. Ross Gibson makes the related point that nineteenth-century painting 'served
to locate the viewer in a situation where s/he could feel scopic control over an entire scene rendered
completely comprehensible and consumable for the individual who, in bourgeois ideology, was necessarily
the centre of the universe. See Ross Gibson, 'Camera Natura', p.218.
77 M. S. Armstrong, Plays in one act (Sydney: Edwards and Shaw, 1958). Leslie Rees dismisses Drought
as a 'slim piece about the land' (see Rees, p.207), but it was popular in England where it received many
productions.
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determining presence, a threatening force encircling the domestic interior. But while the
brooding bush landscape is rendered as an active force, its agency is accounted for in
metaphysical rather than naturalistic terms, to the extent that it can be understood as
'personified' in the ghost-figure of Coglan, around whom the plot revolves but who
remains unseen throughout. Both Coglan and the landscape, then, separate manifestations
of the same dark power, are constructed entirely as offstage presences, their nature
mediated by the discourse of the characters. By rendering them less knowable and more
mysterious, this very invisibility heightens the threat they pose.
The bush landscape in At Dusk is a centrally important presence, but the play is set
entirely indoors. No views are provided onto the external world which is described in
considerable detail but never seen. Yet while the onstage action is confined within the
physical structure of the room, there is an impulse discernible in the play to explore the
world beyond; certainly action is directed outwards, whilst also being motivated for the
most part from outside the room. There emerges, therefore, a dialectical tension between
the domestic interior and the wider external world which both contains and invades the
house. The physical division between 'in here' and 'out there' comes to stand for a more
generalised tension between individual human consciousness (whose site is the room) and
the external world of history and action (embodied in the landscape and the wraith-like
figure of Coglan). And as the essay on At Dusk contends, this structural opposition can be
understood as a matter of ideological conflict, a polarisation of consciousness and
conditions. A similar tension informs the structural dynamic in Katharine Susannah
Prichard's Pioneers
Written in 1919, Pioneers is based on an episode from Prichard's novel The Pioneers,
which won the Colonial Section of the prestigious Hodder and Stoughton novel
competition in 1915. In its evocation of two mid-nineteenth-century settlers hewing an
existence from the Gippsland wilderness, the play engages the political thematics
characteristic of many of Prichard's seventeen plays. Although Prichard did not ever see it
staged, Pioneers was produced by the Pioneer Players in 1923. At least this occurred
during the playwright's lifetime; her best-regarded play Brumby Innes was not staged until
1972, forty-five years after it was written and three years after the Prichard's death.78
Like At Dusk, Pioneers is set indoors. Unlike the bush homestead in Armstrong's
play, though, the rough timber hut in this play opens out to views of the surrounding
landscape through windows and doors. The exploration of the external landscape, then, is
given scenic as well as dialogic expression, and the exterior world is actualised onstage
(even if only as a painted backdrop). Framed by window and door are views extending
from the newly-cleared land surrounding the hut to the pristine forest beyond. And for the
78 Brumby Innes was staged by the Australian Performing Group in association with the Aboriginal
Nindethana Theatre in 1972; this production was subsequently filmed for television.
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pioneers, this image of the 'conquest' of wilderness and the creation of productive
farmland is both picturesque and comforting: Early arrivals here came with an image in
their heads of what a real landscape should be. One, that is, that had been redeemed from
wildness by the efforts of man. It should be cleared, fenced, ploughed, made fruitful or
recreated in the artful wilderness of a park.'79 By being transformed from wilderness into
a productive landscape, and by being 'framed' within the characters' discourse, the
environment is not only commodified, but becomes a visible expression of the cultural
tradition represented by the pioneers.80
There is in the play a mutually determining dynamic between interior and exterior
worlds, between character and landscape. That is, the pioneers are shown transforming
(and in effect creating) the world beyond their hut; at the same time, the protagonist Mary
is subject to the powerful determinations of the environment, which is depicted as an
autonomous living entity, seemingly able to 'sense' Mary and condition her state of mind.
Her relationship to the bush, therefore, is much more ambivalent than that of her husband,
since she is acutely conscious of the power of the surrounding landscape's 'life-force'.
And this recognition of the landscape's power is ironically underscored in the play by
Mary's humane sympathy for two escaped convicts. For just as she understands the
natural order of the bush, so she recognises natural, as opposed to strictly legal, justice,
and she understands the barbarity of the man-made prison system of which she herself
was once a captive. Accordingly, she helps the two convicts, who escape into the
wilderness.
That Pioneers was ever staged is attributable largely to Prichard's friends Louis and
Hilda Esson, the driving forces behind the Pioneer Players. It is arguably with Esson's
own one-act plays that the 'birth of modern Australian drama occurred'.8' Certainly the
Pioneer Players was the first company to devote itself exclusively to the presentation of
new Australian drama, and despite its limited successes and relatively brief life, the
company's importance as a ground-breaking theatrical enterprise is widely acknowledged.
Esson himself wrote plays some with urban settings and sensibilities, others set in the
-

bush82 and encouraged other dramatists throughout his adult life. Yet it is the relatively
-

early The Drovers which many regard to be Esson's finest achievement, and even to be the
79 David Malouf, p.29.

80 One of the tenets of this tradition, and one which is explored in the play, is described thus by Hegel:
'Man (sic) realizes himself through practical activity, since he has the impulse to express himself, and so
again to recognize himself, in things that are at first represented to himself as externally existent. He attains
this by altering external things [landscaping] and impressing on them the stamp of his own inner nature, so
that he rediscovers his own character in them.' See G. W. F. Hegel in E. F. Carritt, ed., Philosophies of
Beauty (Oxford: Clarendon, 1931), pp.16'-'62.
81 Dennis Carroll, p.3.
82 Of Esson's 'urban plays', The Ti,,ie Is Not Yet Ripe (1912) and The Bride of Gospel Place (1924) are
representative; Dead Timber (1911) and Mother and Son (1921), as well as The Drovers, represent the
outback plays.
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first important play in modern Australian drama.83 It is, in Leslie Rees' opinion, a 'tragedy
of the stock route ... nearly perfect in point of dramatic irony, swift characterisation, clear
and definitely visualised background and lifelike dialogue'.84 T. Inglis Moore considered
The Drovers to have 'captured the very spirit of the outback life... .It has the bush flavour
of a pannikin of billy tea.'85
In contrast to Pioneers and At Dusk, Esson's play is set outdoors, on the edge of the
Northern Territory's Barklay Tableland. Thus The Drovers presents the outback
landscape directly, unmediated by windows or doors. Nevertheless, this drama is also
framed in performance not by the structures of a domestic interior, but by the stage itself.
-

Within the proscenium arch, the characters come gently to life, enacting their story with
the quiet solemnity and understatement which are the play's dominant tones. In this
context, the play in performance is comparable to a painting within its frame, as it relies
for much of its effect on the visual impression created by the stage picture as a whole.
And the picturesque image which is captured is more than a simple portrait of life on the
stock route; rather, it is a typified expression of a romantic, heroic ideal, a paradigm for
the kind of myth-as-History on which 'Australianness' has largely been invented. Thus
there is an examination in the essay of the ways in which the theatrical world of
performance frames the dramatic world of the play.
In the playtext of The Drovers there is actually a (con)fusion of the real world of
performance with the fictional world of the drovers. Indeed, it is one particular stage
direction, given towards the end of the play, from which the title of this thesis is taken:
'The drovers have disappeared on their journey across the long, dry stage.' As is argued in
more detail in the essay itself, the conflation here of the real and the fictional serves as a
metaphor for the fictionalising impulses characteristic of dominant (imperial) modes of
historiography. In a larger sense, the conceptual 'space' in which fictional dramatic
landscapes converge with actual conditions of performance, and with the material
conditions of culture, is also the space explored in this project.
In Chapter One, and specifically in the essay on Pioneers, the notion of 'writing' the
landscape is introduced; this idea is investigated more substantially in Chapter Two.
Indeed, the writing of landscape by characters is a principal concern in the second chapter,
and one which informs, and so links, each of the essays. More particularly, the idea is
examined in relation to instances of writing by outsider or invader figures. Each of the
Chapter Two plays explores an encounter between the Australian landscape and a
'foreigner' albeit 'foreigner' in a broad and unconventional sense at times. (Indeed the
very concept 'foreigner' is problematised in this chapter.) In the plays, outsiders are
-

83 Dennis Carroll, p.18.
84 Leslie Rees, A History of Australian Drama, I (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1978), p.134.
85 T. Inglis Moore, 'Introduction' to Moore and Moore, eds, Best Australian One-Act Plays (Sydney:
Angus and Robertson, 1937), p.xiii.
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shown engaged in various processes of writing, textualising the landscape in ways which
inscribe it with imposed because imported ideologies. The three plays examined in the
second chapter are Dorothy Hewett's The Fields of Heaven; Janis Balodis' Too Young For
-

-

Ghosts; and Inside the Island by Louis Nowra. These works were written within five
years of each other, in the early 1980s. As suggested above, these plays, like the plays in
the third chapter, can all be considered non-realist; the essays in Chapters Two and Three,
as a result, are focused on the hypothetical, negotiable, multivalent landscapes suggested
by the playtexts rather than on specific issues of staging.
The Fields of Heaven remains unpublished. The play was given its premiere
production at the Festival of Perth in 1982, and was subsequently staged (in a revised
version) by the Sydney Theatre Company early in 1983. The fact that neither production
was, in general, reviewed favourably might have disappointed those involved, but it
would probably have come as no great surprise to Hewett herself, whose plays have been
subjected to severe critical judgements throughout her career: '[T]here has been a
tendency to assume that because much of her work is based on personal experience, it is at
best idiosyncratic and at worst a form of self-display or personal therapy.'86 Nevertheless,
Hewett is recognised as one of Australia's foremost playwrights, and she has had
considerable successes, most notably with The Chapel Perilous (1972) and The Man
From Mukinupin (1979).87 Her plays are theatrically innovative, and many are
characterised by a romantic concern with the relationship between 'human sexuality, the
natural world and the transforming potential of the imagination'.88
In The Fields of Heaven, this relationship is explored more explicitly perhaps than in
any of Hewett's other work. One of the central figurative devices employed in the play is
that in which parallels are established between humans and the physical world;
specifically, the landscape and the play's heroine Louisa Barrow function simultaneously
as metaphors for one another. As a result, a set of resonances is generated between the
woman and the land, and both are constructed through reference to the rapacious 'alien'
Rome Bodera. The play thus interrogates the traditional trope of the land as the body of a
woman waiting to be conquered, an image 'so ingrained that it is no longer noticed':89
Land, the natural environment, is traditionally imaged as a woman....
Alternatively, women are imaged as land, as property to be fenced in and
jealously guarded against trespassers to ensure the yield of a crop of

86 Margaret Williams, Dorothy Hewett: The Feminine as Subversion (Sydney: Currency Press, 1992), p.xi.
87 Despite these successes, both The Chapel Perilous and The Tatty Hollow Story have been the subject of
legal action in Western Australia, in which state neither play is allowed to be sold.
88 Margaret Williams, p.114.
89 Suzanne Falkiner, The Writer's Landscape: Wilderness (Sydney: Simon and Schuster, 1992), p.1 18.
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legitimate heirs.90
It has to be observed, though, that close analysis of the play exposes a number of both
dramatically and politically problematic aspects of its discursive construction of
landscape. The play's concentration on the relatively narrow love plot of the two central
characters, for instance, has the effect of diminishing the larger thematic concern with
environmental conservation. And in utilising this image of woman as land', the play also
endorses it to an extent. Moreover, the depiction of Rome as the egotistical outsider
inscribing the landscape with his own destructive expansionism seems to lead implicitly

-

and disturbingly to a suggestion that the Barrow dynasty somehow has an authentic
connection with the land; the absence of any reference to Aboriginality in the play further
-

complicates this suggestion. These concerns are elaborated in the first essay in Chapter
Two.
Although they might not at first be obvious, there are certain similarities between
Hewett's play and Balodis' Too Young For Ghosts. Each play, for example, has a large
historical scope and an epic structure; more importantly, each explores the ways in which
the confrontation between displaced 'outsiders' and an unfamiliar landscape can induce
crises of alienation. To some extent, Too Young For Ghosts might also be regarded as a
kind of self-examination for Balodis, who raised in North Queensland the son of Latvian
-

parents claims that he 'started writing as a way of defining how [he falls] between stools
in a cultural sense, and in a search for some place and identity in Australia'.91 In many of
-

his works, including Backyard (1980), Summerland (1984), Wet and Dry (1986) and
Heart For The Future (1989), landscape features as a centrally important presence. This
is especially true of Too Young For Ghosts, which was commissioned by the Sydney
Theatre Company but premiered by the Melbourne Theatre Company in 1985. It is the
first in a trilogy.
The play is driven by a complex set of thematic concerns, and is in fact considered
by some commentators to be too full of ideas. Such responses are prompted by the play's
elaborate structure, in which several discrete narrative strands are interwoven, evoking
together a variety of locations and characters and spanning more than a hundred years. In
following the stories of a group of displaced Latvian emigres through the North
Queensland landscape, Too Young For Ghosts engages some broad socio-political issues,
including multiculturalism and postcolonialism, whilst also exploring some more
personalised, but hardly less political, thematics. The Latvians' experiences of landscape
are placed in a complex interrelation with those of Ludwig Leichhardt, the Austrian
90 Susan Keogh, p.60.
91 See Veronica Kelly, "Projecting the inner world onto an existing landscape: an interview with Janis
Balodis', Australasian Drama Studies, 17 (October 1990), p.7.
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explorer who inhabits the same landscape but is separated by more than a century in
time.92 For both groups, the encounter with the 'new' country elicits responses
characteristic of many of the original European settler/invaders: What they saw when they
confronted the landscape of Australia was how much work would have to be done. It was
a landscape that was in their terms meaningless and would remain so till they had changed
and shaped and humanised it.' 3 Indeed for many, it was a landscape without a history;
for Leichhardt in the play, literally inscribing the landscape with the signs of his presence
becomes a means of incorporating the landscape into the course of (European) History.
By setting together in the same theatrical space the separate dramatic worlds of the two
groups of characters, the play problematises notions of space and time

-

discursive

categories which, in traditional Western epistemologies, have been constructed as
unassailable truths. These truths have in turn been amongst the ideological cornerstones
on which imperialist aggressions have proceeded; notions of linear time, for example,
underpin the imperialist ethos of 'progress'.
This post-colonial concern to re-situate the discourses and ideologies deeply
embedded in Australia's imperial history is also evident in much of Louis Nowra's work;
moreover, this concern is often expressed through reference to the figurative field of
landscape. Usually conveyed obliquely, through resonance and metaphor, Nowra's
political concerns centre on the mechanisms of power and more specifically, the abuses
-

of power. This recurrent interest (commonly figured as a form of teaching) is evident in
the majority of Nowra's plays, even though his theatrical oeuvre is enormously varied in
terms of subject, form and style. Indeed, Nowra ranks as one of Australia's most inventive
and versatile dramatists, and in the mid-1990s,
also one of the most prolific.
In most of Nowra's plays, landscape plays a vital part. Realised in a variety of ways,
it is landscape which accommodates the scale and complexity of his ideas. Nowra himself
has said that by 'placing figures in a landscape one provides not only a greater resonance,
but also an emblem rich in suggestive possibilities'.94 This claim is illustrated in works
such as Visions (1978); The Golden Age (1985); Capricornia (1988); and Radiance
(1993). Also evident in plays such as these is a concern with the dynamic relationship
between inner and outer worlds between consciousness and history a concern which is
-

-

apparent to various degrees in other plays examined in this thesis. Nowra's 'concern with
what the Romantics called the "landscape of the mind" is clearly primarily

92 The Leichhardt story has been mythologised in Australian fiction. Other examples of imaginative work
inspired by the actual experiences of Leichhardt include Henry Kendall's poem 'Leichhardt (1920); Francis
Webb's long poem 'Leichhardt In Theatre' (1952); Randolph Stow's poem 'The Singing Bones' (1957); and
Patrick White's celebrated novel Voss (1957).
93 David Malouf, p.29.
94 Louis Nowra, 'Inner Voices and the First Coil', Australian Literary Studies, 9, 2 (1979), p.
189.
Reproduced in Veronica Kelly, ed., Louis Nowra (Amsterdam: Editions Rodopi B.V., 1987), pp.46-55.
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psychological .... Yet this concern with inner landscape often seems ... to be blended with the
psychic territory of a culture....'95
This claim certainly applies to Inside the Island, in which the grotesque
psychological distortions of a group of hallucinating soldiers come to stand for an entire
national culture, itself horribly disturbed by a repressed violent past. The play's central
character Lillian is drawn as an emblematic figure, representing the alien and oppressive
British imperial tradition. As Veronica Kelly has argued, both Madame Lynch in Visions
and Lillian are:
.European self-styled aristocrats actually arriviste bourgeois posing as
-

oracles of all that is finest [who] attempt to impose 'culture' on a semi-

backward country; its landscape, 'exotic' animals, intractable nature and
'savage' inhabitants. The relevance is clear, not only to white post-colonial
history but to the present and future of our Aboriginal peoples, upon whom
land-rape and tutelage continue to be inflicted. 96
In Inside the Island, various processes of writing are made manifest. For example,
European agricultural practices (and specifically wheat-farming) imposed on the
Australian landscape are rendered as a form of writing. But writing in this play is not the
exclusive privilege of the imperial power. For the land itself retaliates against the alien
culture by writing its own crisis, through the infected wheat, into the bodies of the
maddened soldiers. The result is a form of collective hysterical display, wherein the men
physicalise both their own and the land's complex, repressed crises. As with the earlier
'bush plays', then, the land is rendered as an active and hostile force. However, Inside the
Island 'intends a revisionist corrective to earlier "outback" plays, and. ..it adopts a critical
attitude towards the dominant class and culture, particularly through the figure of Lillian
Dawson'.97
The six works examined in Chapters One and Two are all set in rural landscapes.
Urban locations in these plays, if referred to at all, are constructed entirely through
dialogue, and normally as distant, vaguely defined places peripheral to the drama. But as
a figure in Australian drama generally, 'The City' has always been important, even though
in criticism its significance has often been subordinated to that of rural settings,
understood as more authentically Australian and so more worthy of attention.98 It is true,
95 Gareth Griffiths, 'Australian Subjects and Australian Style', in Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, pp.91-92.

96 Veronica Kelly, A Mirror for Australia: Louis Nowra's Emblematic Theatre', Southerly, 41, 4
(December 1981), p.457. Reproduced in Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, pp.56-76.
97 Brian Kiernan, 'Visions, Inside the Island and The Precious Woman', in Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra,
p.89.
98 According to Gareth Griffiths, the valorising of the bush' over the 'the city' in the early bush plays 'has
had a very distorting effect on Australian theatrical representation, and also on the theatre histories which
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however, that no substantial tradition exists within which Australians have explored the
character of their own predominantly urban culture.99 This has become less true in recent
decades; Richard White observes that increasingly through the 1950s, for instance,
photographs of Sydney's beaches and cityscape 'were challenging the familiar
iconography of outback Australia

-

the homestead, the sheep, the lonely gum and the

proud Aborigine'.100
In recent Australian drama, the city has become an increasingly important figure,
though its image has been an overwhelmingly bleak and disturbing one. The work
produced by a new generation of playwrights in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
sometimes referred to as the 'Second Wave' of Australian drama, is characterised in part
by its internationalist focus

-

a desire to 'look outwards from the island'. Political in

outlook and cosmopolitan in sensibility, the seemingly new dramatic perspectives of
writers like Nowra, Stephen Sewell, Alma de Groen and Michael Gow depict Australia in
previously unfamiliar ways. The country is located in a global context, and Australians
are depicted as being capable of, and subject to, the same excesses and terrors of modern
urban life as characters created in any other national corpus of drama or literature.
For Australians, as for Western cultures generally, 'the twentieth century is preeminently one of urban life; placeless, constantly in flux, future-shocked perhaps, a world
whose inhabitants are frequently rootless and often, in the sense of community
membership, homeless too'.101 Sometimes satirised as a place of suburban complacency,
the city in Australian drama is more often vilified as a site of violence, decay and
soullessness. In 'The Empty City in Australian Drama', Peter Fitzpatrick discusses six
'city-plays of the eighties', identifying in each of them an accumulation of 'images of
emptiness, anonymity and disorientation'.102 The work from which Fitzpatrick's article
takes its title

-

Sewell's Dreams in an Empty City (1986)

-

contains a description of

Sydney which both encapsulates and intensifies this more generalised vision of urban
dystopia: 'A city sprung from greed and ambition, built from human flesh, every building
record and perpetuate this distortion for future generations .... The re-evaluation ... of the work of the radical
playwrights associated with the New Theatre in this period [the 30s to the 60s] stresses the need to
acknowledge a continuity of radical writing, concerned with such issues as race, migration, and class
conflict in an urban environment; with the political development of Australia; and with the social
movements [which] have helped shape it, from industrial conflicts to two world wars and their profound
effect on social life in Australia. See Gareth Griffiths, City and Bush in Australian Theatre 1922-1988', in
Anna Rutherford, ed., Populous Places: Australian Cities and Towns (Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1992),
p.35.
99 According to Fiske, Hodge and Turner, 'Australian society is the most urbanised in the world, yet
Australians believe, probably more strongly than any other Western nation, that they are naturally rural
people. Australian cities are recent, the Australian sense of an independent national identity is young and
still developing, and its differentness has long been mythologised in terms of landscape (nature) rather than
of culture. So the cities, on the geographic but also the symbolic fringe of the continent, have been
neglected as a resource out of which to construct a social or a national identity.' See Myths of Oz, p.122.
100 Richard White, p.163.
101 J. Douglas Porteous, p.9.
102 Peter Fitzpatrick, pp.50-51.
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the grave of a labourer .... The city, Chris, thrown up by finance and speculation, conceived
in bribery, corruption and murder. A sparkling empty edifice of dreams and
nightmares."03 Fitzpatrick's article makes the important point that, as with the large-scale
landscapes evoked in the bush plays, staging the city is a problematic matter: 'The strength
of naturalistic signification runs directly counter to the multiple locations and the
impersonal forms of power which the dramatizing of the city entails .... The city plays of
the 'eighties insist on a flexibility of staging .... They rely on token forms of social
placement, which are sometimes visible but, in Sewell especially, are more often left
simply to inferences from the dialogue."04 Not all of the plays discussed in Chapter
Three present an unrelievedly pessimistic view of the city; Fitzpatrick's point regarding
the need for scenic versatility, however, is illustrated in each of them.
The first of the plays discussed in Chapter Three, Jimmy Chi's 'musical journey' Bran
Nue Dae, depicts a journey away from a city (Perth) into a rural landscape. The second,
Michael Gow's The Kid, depicts a journey from a rural landscape into a city (Sydney).
The third, Aftershocks, depicts a series of journeys within a city (Newcastle), as well as a
number of very closely observed journeys within a particular location the remains of the
-

Newcastle Workers' Club. Between them, the plays attach to cityscapes a range of values,
predominantly but not exclusively negative. In each work, though, the city does induce
states of crisis in those who encounter it; indeed in all the plays, the cities themselves are
shown in various stages of crisis and even decay.
Jimmy Chi began working in earnest on Bran Nue Dae in Perth in 1986. Prior to
that, the musical had been an idea and a few songs composed by Chi in partnership with
Kuckles, the Broome band of which he was a member. That the idea came to fruition at
all owes much to the fact that Chi, a person of mixed race who was educated at a Catholic
mission school, 'had taken a walloping from his experiences of dislocation and imposed
aspirations','°5 and had emerged the more determined for them. The play was a long time
in development, but eventually had its premiere season at the Festival of Perth in 1990. It
had a subsequent sell-out national tour, and in 1991 won the Sidney Myer Award for
excellence in the performing arts. The play was remounted in Melbourne and Perth in
1993 with many of its original cast members. It was, until recently at least, playing as a
weekly cabaret at Broome's Cable Beach Resort, featuring the original 'Uncle Tadpole',
Chi's friend Stephen Albert.
The play's narrative concerns the flight of the central character Willie away from
Perth, the inhospitable, alienating city where he has just been expelled from boarding
school. His journey through the north-western coastal landscape, towards his home at the
103 Stephen Sewell, Dreams in an Empty City (Sydney: Currency Press, 1986), p.80.
104 Peter Fitzpatrick, pp.49-50.
105 Peter Bibby, 'Introduction', in Jimmy Chi and Kuckles, Bran Nue Dae (Sydney: Currency Press and
Magabala Books, 1991), p.viii.
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Lombadina Aboriginal mission near Broome, becomes a metaphoric journey of growth
into young adulthood and self-discovery. The stages of the journey are punctuated in
performance by songs, the eclectic stylistic range of which reflects the diversity and
hybridity which are the basic conditions of contemporary Aboriginal identity. Thus the
play works through a synthesis of disparate cultural forms; specifically, it fuses the
European popular musical with the traditional Aboriginal song cycle. Indeed, much of its
effect is generated through an appropriation and ironic deployment of white discourse and
European cultural forms. The engaging performance style thus created is at once broadly
accessible and politically uncompromised.
As it is constructed in performance, the Western Australian landscape, including the
Perth cityscape, is textualised, and becomes densely encoded as 'cultural space'. Its
representation bears the traces of its authors' particular modes of seeing. In these terms,
the ways in which the varied landscapes of Bran Nue Dae are 'written' in performance
extend a tradition 'which in longevity dwarfs Western literature'; 106 the play's landscapes
can also be compared to other traditional types of Aboriginal landscape text. As Stephen
Muecke contends, 'there were different forms of writing in colonial Australia, Aboriginal
versus European, and.. .these forms of writing were competing for the major resource, the
land'.'07 As James and Nancy Duncan put it:
One would be hard pressed to think of a more highly textualised landscape
than the traditional Aboriginal one .... As Berndt shows, Aborigines went
about their daily lives surrounded by a physical environment which in one
sense was simply what it appeared to be rocks and trees and streams
-

-

but in another sense was a physical manifestation of a set of mythic beings.108
Finally, the play stands as both a celebration of Aboriginal survival and an indictment of
the socio-political processes which have conspired to make that survival unlikely. In
doing so, it subverts the essentialist white discourse of 'Aboriginalism':
Aboriginality in this play is presented as a mode of consciousness which
stems from a particular and shared sense of political, cultural and social
struggle. It emphasises cultural survival in the face of oppression and
celebrates the various ways in which the indigenous culture, through a
process of 'positive contamination', has become an integral part of new

106 Jack Davis and Adam Shoemaker, 'Aboriginal Literature', in Laurie Hergenhan, p.39.
107 Stephen Muecke, pp.6-7.
108 James S. Duncan and Nancy G. Duncan, '[Reireading the landscape', p.122. The references to Berndt
are from R. M. Berndt, 'Images of God in Aboriginal Australia', Visible Religion, 2 (1983), pp.14-39.
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cultural formations in the post-colonial society.'°9
Central to Bran Nue Dae is its opposition of 'city' and 'country', in which Perth is
demonised and the remote Lombadina mission idealised. In Michael Gow's The Kid, by
comparison, it is not only the city which is rendered unsympathetically, but the country as
well. The unspecified coastal 'North' from which the kids originate and through which
they travel is shown to be as moribund and spiritually void as the city which ultimately
claims them. The figure of landscape and the motif of the journey are both very
important, not only in The Kid, but throughout Gow's writing. They feature in Gow's
extremely successful Away (1986), as well as in On Top of the World (1986), Europe
(1987), and the ill-fated 1841 (1988). Gow was until recently Artistic Director of the
Sydney Theatre Company's 'Research and Development' wing New Stages. Following a
temporary respite from playwriting after the critical mauling of 1841, he returned to
writing plays with All Stops Out and Furious in 1991, and Sweet Phoebe in 1994.
The Kid engages a variety of contemporary social issues, including nuclear war,
youth suicide and the welfare state. These immediate concerns, however, are
contextualised within a much broader and more ambitious vision, in which the play's
dramatic world is invested with a quality of mythic transcendence. This enlargement of
the play's thematic scope is achieved principally by the use of intertextuality; throughout,
allusions are made to the European High Art tradition, and in particular to Wagner's
masterwork The Ring of the Nibelung. The grand vision of cosmic apocalypse presented
in The Ring thus underlies the 'surface' narrative of The Kid which, in Gow's own terms,
centres on 'these little cockroaches crawling about on the bottom of the world'.110 Thus,
as Veronica Kelly observes, The Kid attests Gow's 'continued interest in proffering mythic
contexts by which ordinary lives may be reclaimed for the kind of transcendental
significance denied to individuals in modern society'.11'
Sydney, the city in which most of the play's action is located, is simultaneously the
'real' Sydney of contemporary Australia, and an emblematic locale which embodies the
decaying culture of postmodern, post-industrial Western civilisation. Imaged as
impersonal and monolithic, the physical structures of the city actualise the oppressive,
hierarchical power relations imposed on the kids by the adult world. In these terms, the
discursive construction of the play's cityscape accords with this account of 'The City' by
Burton Pike:
109 Jacqueline Lo, 'Tropes of Ambivalence in Bran Nue Dac', unpublished paper, Drama Department,
University of Newcastle, 1993.
10 See May-Brit Akerholt, Interview: Michael Gow talks to May-Brit Akerholt, Australasian Drama
Studies, 12/13 (1988), p.8!.
III Veronica Kelly, 'Apocalypse and After: Historical Visions in Some Recent Australian Drama',
Kunapipi, 9, 3 (1987), p.76.

The city has been used as a rhetorical topos throughout the history of
Western culture. But it has another aspect as well, whose referent seems
to be a deep-seated anxiety about man's [sic] relation to his created world.
The city crystallizes those conscious and unconscious tensions which have
from the beginning characterized the city in Western culture. Only such
a crystallization can explain man's deep preoccupation with the city, or
account for the hypnotic attraction of its destruction since Troy, Sodom
and Gomorrah, and Carthage.112
Thus The Kid can be read as a reflection, expressed through a particularised and
contemporary dramatic world, on the collapse of the whole of Western civilisation. As to
whether the play stands as a prediction or a lamentation is debatable. Indeed, it might be
both: the physical world

-

the cityscape

-

is shown still to be functioning (albeit

tenuously), but the spiritual and moral fabric of the society it contains seems to have
disintegrated altogether. The apocalypse in this sense has already occurred.
Whilst not being invested with the same degree of universal significance as in The
Kid, this image of the city in the throes of destruction is also central to Aftershocks. One
of several key distinctions between this and the other 'city-plays' examined here, though,
is that Newcastle is rendered in a sympathetic light, in contrast to the negative portrayal of
cities in the other two plays. The origin of the city's crisis in this play is geological:
Aftershocks is about the collapse of the Newcastle Workers' Club in the earthquake which
struck Newcastle a few days after Christmas in 1989. More particularly, it is about the
effects of this calamity on the staff and friends of the Club.
The play was an initiative of the Workers' Cultural Action Committee, a subcommittee of Newcastle Trades Hall whose premises were part of the Club. It is an
example of 'verbatim theatre', a type of documentary drama in which dialogue consists
entirely of true stories told by real people, and gathered via taperecording, transcription
and editing. As distinct from the other plays examined in this thesis, some detailed
understanding of the process which generated the written text of Aftershocks is important,
because the text itself continually and self-reflexively foregrounds this process. Although
mediated by recording, editing and performance, the authenticity of the stories remains an
important issue in performance. The presentational mode of performance which the script
compels reflects a commitment to collaborative cultural production and to the expression
of voices often marginalised by public or official 'History'. In these terms, the play
accords with the characteristic concerns of the community arts movement. Moreover,
given that the physical and cultural contexts of any performance directly affect its
112 Burton Pike, p.4.
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perceived ideological meaning, it is instructive to consider the discursive terms of critical
responses to a production of Aftershocks staged outside the play's immediate community
context.
Insofar as the play's 'narrative' centres on the destruction of the Newcastle cityscape,
Aftershocks provides many useful points of focus in terms of its discursive construction of
landscape. Of particular interest is that the play proceeds as a series of detailed
negotiations amongst characters. The city

-

and particularly the Club, a symbolic locus

within the city is communicated by a community of voices working co-operatively. As a
-

result, space is rendered from a variety of perspectives, all of which are highly subjective,
so that locations tend to be inscribed with the particular ways of seeing of the individuals
who 'speak' them into being. No single character, however, dominates the narrative, and it
is ultimately the Workers' Club community as a whole which emerges as the author of the
drama. In performance, though, these various points of view are unified only in reception,
so that the audience is also made an active participant in the imaginative construction of
the play's cityscape.
Between them, the nine plays discussed in this thesis demonstrate a diverse range of
formal conventions, thematic concerns and ideological orientations. Common to each,
however, is a fundamental investment in the dramatic potency of landscape. The aim of
this study is to analyse the ways in which these various discourses of landscape are given
theatrical life, and to situate the stage landscapes in relation to ideologies of landscape
operating within culture more generally. The work is predicated on the assumption that
landscapes, both within cultures generally and within the theatre particularly, are textual
forms. Since texts make concrete the 'ideological sediment' of discourse, the
methodological approach here is to 'read' these stage landscapes, according to the ways in
which their representations are inscribed in their respective playtexts.

CHAPTER ONE
At Dusk
Pioneers
The Drovers
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AT DUSK
Millicent Armstrong's At Dusk, like Prichard's Pioneers and Esson's The Drovers, is
a one-act realist work of the early twentieth century. As a group, these three plays
encompass many of the thematic concerns and formal characteristics typical of the 'bush
play' genre, a theatrical tradition which flourished in the first half of this century until an
urban consciousness became a more marked influence on the national repertoire.' More
than that, though, the plays have a particular interrelation which informs the structure of
this first chapter. Specifically, they illustrate between them three of the basic scenic types
of realist drama. The first of these types, exemplified in At Dusk, is an enclosed domestic
interior; the second is a domestic interior which opens out to views through windows or
doors of the surrounding landscape, as in Pioneers; and the third is a wholly exterior
setting, as in The Drovers. This essay deals with At Dusk, and its particular focus is the
first of these scenic types, the enclosed domestic interior.
One of the consequences of the predominance in the twentieth century of realist
dramaturgy on the Australian (as on the European) stage is that, despite an abiding national
fascination with the open spaces of 'the outback', the typical setting for drama has been the
enclosed space of 'the room'. Clearly, it would be an overstatement to suggest that the
realist form adopts exclusively an interior setting. Nevertheless, the representation by a
box-set of a living or drawing room has become, since Madame Vestris' pioneering
productions in England in the 1830s, the signature design of realist drama. A variety of
means becomes necessary, therefore, for the rendering of the exterior landscape. Typically,
it becomes either an unseen, or only partially seen, offstage presence, its nature 'mediated
by the discourse of the characters'2 who remain immured within a domestic interior.3
The construction of landscape as an offstage presence has decisive effects. Peter
Womack regards offstage space as a fundamental component of realist drama, suggesting
that the 'portentous shadow of offstage events is a theatre resource, like music, or
athleticism, or melodramatic coincidence', and that the invisibility of offstage space is itself
1 Gareth Griffiths is one of several commentators to have written in some detail on the 'bush play' genre.
He remarks that 'the bush' became, in the early twentieth century, 'as potent a setting for representations of
socially conscious art as the city .... [However] in the theatre at least, after 1920 the myth of the bush is no
longer in the service of a tradition of political consciousness and egalitarianism and has been coopted to a
much more romantic concern with national myths and legend-making.' Gareth Griffiths, 'City and Bush in
the Australian Theatre 1922-1988', in Anna Rutherford, ed., Populous Places: Australian Cities and Towns
(Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1992), pp.36-37.
2 Michael Issacharoff, 'Space and Reference in Drama', Poetics Today, 2, 3 (1981), p.215.
3 Hanna Scolnicov contrasts this typically realist arrangement of 'theatrical spaces within and without'
with the staging of classical Greek drama, in which the 'perceived perspective has been turned round 180
degrees. In the Greek theatre, the action developed outdoors, in front of the skene, so that the inside of the
house was relegated to the theatrical space without and the backdrop was an architectural facade pierced with
doors. Hanna Scolnicov, 'Theatre space, theatrical space, and the theatrical space without', Themes in
Drama, 9 (1987), p.17.
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an important theatrical sign, 'shown as not shown'.4 The flats of the set, the three visible
walls of realist dramaturgy, constitute equally that which is without as well as within. In
realist drama, climactic, decisive and often violent action very often occurs offstage, not
because the box-set is necessarily unable to accommodate large-scale or extreme action, but
because the offstage space, discursively created by the characters, is a coercive reality that
invades the secluded acting area, announcing the conditions that determine the lives of the
dramatis personae.5 Jane Goodall observes that tensions between the 'enclosed spaces of
domestic routine and the uncanny transformative power of the landscape are especially
marked in white Australian drama'.6
Such tensions in many Australian realist works also suggest that the structural
opposition between onstage and offstage is a matter of ideological conflict. In these plays,
landscape is constructed as an external force, embodying the actual or metaphoric character
of the societal world. As such, it represents the objective world of history and action. In
contrast, and frequently in opposition, is the dramatic world of the individual
consciousness, situated within the confined and confining space of the domestic interior.
This arrangement serves to reify the perceived opposition of consciousness and conditions:
[H]ere is Humanity (free individual subjects, represented by living actors),
and there is History (objective collective necessities, represented by reports
and offstage noises). If we spell out the complementary processes which
the theatre thereby makes itself incapable of depicting the production of
-

humanity by history, and the making of history by human beings it
immediately becomes clear enough that the opposition is an ideological one.7
-

This opposition is made explicit in At Dusk, where the landscape is described but not
shown. The physical structure of the hut, in which all the shown (as distinct from
described) action of the play is located, both contains that action and actualises the
conceptual division between inner and outer worlds.
As a ghost story, a 'bush gothic', At Dusk discursively constructs an unseen landscape
which is invested with particular qualities: the offstage world is a powerful determining
presence, but it has supernatural rather than naturalistic agency. The play does not directly
Peter Womack, Noises Off, Textual Practice, 1, 3 (1987), p.323, p.310.
5 Peter Womack, p.318. Womack describes dramatic realism as an epochal secularisation of the stage, a
movement which freed its dramatis personae from the external determinations of fate or poetic justice, and
set them down in a disenchanted social reality. See Peter Womack, p.313. Arnold Hauser extends this view
of the liberating effects of the middle class secular drama, arguing that its world-view also relieves man of
guilt, fault, blame and responsibility by constructing him as the mere function of his environment. See
Arnold Hauser, 'The Origins Of Domestic Drama', in Eric Bentley, ed., The Theory of the Modern Stage:
An Introduction to Modern Theatre and Drama (rev. ed.) (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976), pp.410-412.
6 Jane Goodall, 'Some rooms in outer space', Australasian Drama Studies, 19 (October 1991), p.26.
Peter Womack, p.320.
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engage with any socio-political discourse, so the ideology by which the drama is informed
can be understood in terms of an apparent abnegation of human agency; the play's romantic
discourse implies a fatalistic capitulation by the central character to the dark metaphysical
forces of an ancient bush landscape. Nature here is constructed quite clearly in opposition
to that set of cultural values represented by the known, ordered and contained environment
of the homestead.
The notion that the Australian landscape possesses qualities extending beyond the
purely natural and explicable is discernible throughout the history of white Australian
drama, and is, indeed, one of the cornerstones of our whole national literature. Ideas
concerning the apparent sombreness and strangeness of the bush are especially prevalent;
the term 'weird melancholy', for example, was used by both Marcus Clarke and D. H.
Lawrence to characterise the dominant tone of Australian scenery.8 The dramatist T. Inglis
Moore, writing in 1937, remarked on the recurrence of a doleful and eerie tone in the realist
drama which he considered to be characteristic of the Australian stage:
The national temperament runs to realism as surely as the German mind
runs to idealism. In the ordinary life it is seen in general as cheerful,
casual, happy-go-lucky and cynical ... shying clear of imagination, fantasy
and deep passion .... But when this realism grows reflective in the work
of our writers it takes on a grimmer and more powerful note, as perhaps
grown overconscious of the brown bush brooding in the background,
of the droughts, bushfires, and floods against which the pioneer has
had to struggle, and often to struggle in vain.9
The bush landscape in At Dusk is indeed constructed as a brooding, and ultimately hostile,
background. Like Bert Coglan

-

the avenging ghost at the centre of the story, who

functions as a manifestation of the bush's menacing power the landscape remains unseen
-

throughout, a fact which in many ways renders it a more potent, because less knowable,
presence.
At Dusk is set around the turn of this century in the living room of a small, isolated
bush homestead. The play begins with its two main characters, sisters Lily and Amy,
returning home after a trip into town, sixteen miles away. Lily, upset and agitated, reveals
that while in town she saw Bert Coglan, the brutal and obsessive former lover she broke up
with four years earlier. In an attempt to rebuild her life after that failed relationship, Lily has
8 See Michael Wilding, "Weird Melancholy': Inner and Outer Landscapes in Marcus Clarke's Stories', in
Eaden and Mares, eds, Mapped But Not Known: The Australian Landscape of the Imagination (Netley, S.A.:
Wakefield Press, 1986), pp.128-145; and T. Inglis Moore's Introduction' to Moore and Moore, eds, Best
Australian One-Act Plays (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1937), p.xvi.
T. Inglis Moore, pp.xvii-xviii.

come to live with her sister and brother-in-law, Jim. Lily describes her deep sense of
foreboding, and her conviction that 'something was keeping beside' them (p.359) as they
drove home, at dusk, through the strange bush. Just as the sisters discover that Jim is not
at home as expected, the sound of sulky wheels is heard. Tension mounts as the sisters
listen to approaching footsteps. Then, in the play's climactic sequence, they struggle
together to hold fast against the door handle, which someone tries to force from outside.
The door bursts violently open, but reveals nothing, other than a 'wild dark gust of wind'
(p.363) which extinguishes the lanterns.
The supernatural visitation, however, has had its effects: Lily is discovered on the
floor, dead. At that moment, Jim arrives, and declares: 'That makes the second death tonight.' (p.364) Dismissing Amy's suggestion that it had been Coglan at the door, and that
it 'must have been the fear of him that killed' Lily (p.364), Jim recounts how, that evening,
he discovered Coglan's dead body in nearby scrub, 'kicked and trampled to death, with his
beast dead beside him'. (p.365) Having then gone to alert police, Jim tells Amy that Coglan
has been dead 'three hours at least. I should say he got here about dusk.' (p.365) The play
concludes:
AMY: Jim ... little Lily! He swore he'd kill her ... I don't seem able to think.
It was right here at the door and only a few minutes ago.
-

JIM: What on earth are you sayin'?
AMY: But dead three hours! Three hours dead! At dusk!
CURTAIN

It will be clear even from this synopsis that the geographical scope of the drama
extends well beyond the little homestead represented onstage. The playwright's directions
indicate the general layout of the stage space: upstage, a window, and a door opening to the
outside; two doors stage left leading to bedrooms, and a fourth, stage right, also leading
outside. (As will be argued below, these doors perform a key semiotic function as spatial
markers, thresholds between the familiar and contained world 'in here' and the threatening
unknown forces 'out there'.) A table occupies centre stage; there are chairs scattered about,
and a fireplace and chimney stage left. The room, then, at least in terms of the playwright's
own stage directions, is to be represented iconically: functional doors and windows,
furniture, lanterns and so on. Bearing in mind that the action takes place at night, nothing
can be seen beyond the room, except moonlight. The play's opening image is of a 'finger
of moonlight pointing strangely through the half-closed curtains' of the upstage window;
the same light 'illumines starkly' (p.353) the sisters' entrance through the upstage doorway.
In staging terms, this moonlight serves to represent the outside world. In semiotic and
-
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specifically Peircean10

-

terms, it functions on a number of levels simultaneously. It is

iconic by being a theatrical version of moonlight; indexical by indicating a wider external
world; and symbolic, by virtue of its conventional association with mystery and the occult.
The world beyond the room, then, the background metonymically represented by the device
of moonlight, immediately takes on a supernatural and eerie weirdness which, to some
extent, pervades the house. Other indices of the external world, such as the sounds of wind
and of dogs barking, also penetrate the room.
In general, though, the play's construction of the determining environment is not
achieved through scenic and sound effects, but almost exclusively through dialogue. For in
At Dusk, as in many realist dramas, it is primarily language which generates a dialectical
tension between the domestic interior shown onstage and the complex figurative presence
indicated beyond. The evocation through dialogue of a world outside the room proceeds as
a series of references to the farm and the road beyond the homestead, to the town, and even
to the Scottish highlands. This last reference is worth remarking, incidentally, as it
contributes to the play's discourse of the supernatural: it was there that the sisters'
grandmother had lived, and where 'people like Lily often had second sight'. (p.356) An
impression is given of the landscape immediately surrounding the homestead road, gate,
hill when Lily fearfully narrates the approach of Coglan's sulky. (p.362) The most vivid
-

-

evocation of the external world, however, occurs in Lily's account of the surrounding bush
landscape as it appeared to her that evening on the journey back from town:
LILY: Amy, it was the most awful thing. Suddenly the whole world seemed to
alter. Dusk had come it's a time I've always liked ... and the bush, that
-

used to feel so friendly, was all around. And yet, Amy, something was
keeping beside us as we drove, every step of the way .... And the loneliness
that had been pleasant turned ghastly I understand now why man go mad
-

with it. The dead trees seemed to be shrieking out loud, though there wasn't
any sound. Even the sky surely you noticed the sky? It was thick-looking
-

and whitish, without colour, like the cheek of a corpse .... That fearful presence,
like an evil spirit in torture, seemed to fill the dusk. (pp.359-360)
This passage is expressionist in tone and sentiment. Lily's overwrought state of mind,
brought on by her fear of Coglan, is projected onto the outer landscape, such that dead trees
seemed to her to be 'shrieking out loud'. In these terms, it can be observed that it is Lily,
experiencing a heightened psychological state, who determines the character of her
10 The categories icon, index and symbol constitute a 'well-known trichotomy of sign-functions suggested
by the American logician and founding father of modern semiotic theory, C. S. Peirce'. See Keir Elain, The
Semiotics of Theatre and Drama (London: Routledge, 1980), p.21.

environment, rather than vice versa. At the same time, however, the supernatural events of
the play are more than mere aberrations of her imagination; the final exchange makes it clear
that there was a haunting.
There is, then, a series of fairly detailed evocations of an external world, imbued with
a particular set of qualities, and constructed to a large extent as a character in itself.
Certainly Coglan and the bush landscape are allied as cognate forces within the drama. Yet
despite the primacy of this pervasive, threatening presence within the play, the realist room
is formally, conventionally, unsuited to show it. Following Womack, the absence from the
stage of this external world is to be regarded as a feature, rather than as somehow an
inadequacy or deficiency, of the form, although it has been argued elsewhere that the 'bush
realists' of the 1930s and 1940s might have expressed their concern with a hostile landscape
more powerfully had they had at their disposal the tools of epic narrative developed by
Brecht.11 In any case, a consequence of this tension between the interior and exterior
dramatic worlds is that the play is propelled, in part, by a kind of centrifugal impulse to
move the action outwards, beyond the confines of the room. This is counterbalanced in
turn by a contrasting sense of that external world trying to come inwards, to invade the
domestic interior. And this dynamic relation between contradictory forces is
dramaturgically transposed in the play into a struggle for space; specifically, it is realised in
the sisters' struggle to keep the main door closed against the powerful invasive presence
beyond. In this climactic sequence, the door has a liminal function as a threshold or border
between the inner and outer dramatic worlds, between controlled culture and uncontrollable
nature. Ultimately, of course, it is nature which overcomes:
[LILY runs to the door, Right stage, which she fastens, and then to
the window curtains, drawing them close. She turns down the lamp to
a flicker.]
LILY: Shut that door, Amy! [AMY obeys.] Have you locked it?
AMY: No! And I've left the key outside!
LILY: Don't open it again, for pity's sake! He's almost here!
AMY: [completely subjugated by her sister.] How could lie get here so quick?
LILY: Hold

it,

Amy. [She runs to Amy's help. Their voices have gone to whispers.]

He's coming, oh, God!
AMY: I can feel something at the handle!
LILY: Hold fast! [Her hands join her sister's.]
The claim is attributed to H. G. Kippax, former chief theatre critic for the Sydney Morning Herald. See
John McCallum, "Something with a cow in it": Louis Esson's imported nationalism', in Australian Drama

1920-1955: Papers presenteul to a Conference at the University of New England, Armidale, September 1-4,
1986 (Armidale: Department of Continuing Education, University of New England, 1986), p.43.
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AMY: I can't, I can't! It's giving! Lily, you're pulling it!
AMY: Hold it, hold it!
[There is a moment of mute struggle. The door bursts violently open.
A wild dark gust of wind sweeps in. The lowered lamp leaps up and
goes out. LILY falls prone in the brilliant moonlight, which once
more streams uninterrupted across the empty threshold. No one at all
is there....] (p.362)12
Here, the crucial function of the door in keeping out the unseen threat is accentuated
visually by its occupation of the strong focal point upstage centre. The door becomes the
dramatic focus, simultaneously barring the intruder and indicating his presence. It is worth
observing that this attempt by Coglan's violent spirit to force its way into the homestead
lends itself to a fairly conventional Freudian analysis. The traditionally feminised domus is
here threatened with 'penetration' by a character implicitly associated with the dark and
oppressive power of the bush. In these terms, the landscape is rendered 'masculine', and
the threat which inheres in the landscape is sexualised. In a broader sense, the sequence at
the door serves as a metaphor for a generalised struggle between the primal forces of
(super)nature and the human world contained by the domestic interior. While the wraithlike figure of Coglan embodies those dark forces, it is the landscape

-

functioning as

offstage background to events onstage which emerges as their true site and genesis.
-

Yet, given the constraints of the realist room convention, neither Coglan nor the
landscape is actually seen. And it is this very invisibility which works to make them more
powerful as forces which cannot be contained. Nevertheless, there are instances in At Dusk
when the tensions between the interior and exterior worlds become so acute that the
thresholds between 'in here' and 'out there' are breached. The most obvious example of
this is the sisters' struggle at the door described above; there are other instances, though,
such as Lily's account of the night Coglan came to her window:

LILY: Yes. He crept up to my window again, all bloody from Jim's whip,
and he swore that he'd have me some day, or he'd kill me. I couldn't
scream. I must have fainted. I'd have thought in the morning it was
all a horrible dream, but that there on the window-sill was red stains.
Amy, he'll keep that word. His blood was like a seal on it. (p.358)
12 It is worth noting that this sequence is similar to a sequence in Armstrong's one-acter Drought (1934):
The character Joe goes to the door, opens it a crack, and then closes it again sharply, as if shutting
something out. For a moment he stands with his back to it, panting like one in the grip of some strange
distress or fear.' See Drought, in M. S Armstrong, Plays in one act (Sydney: Edwards and Shaw, 1958),
p.66.
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Examples such as these are worth considering in the context of the following observation,
in which Raymond Williams remarks upon the formal constraints of naturalistic 'room
plays': 'When the action is really elsewhere, and begins to engage the exploring
consciousness of the writer, the trap of a room is a real trap; the interior life ... is no longer
an adequate truth. There must be a break to action: to a made and making, rather than
merely received environment.'13 In some respects, that 'exploring consciousness' of the
playwright is in evidence in At Dusk, even though the stage action remains 'cabin'd,
cribb'd, confined' within the room. In other realist room plays, however, alternative
strategies are used in order that the break to a made and making external landscape can be
effected. One of the early bush plays which illustrates this is Pioneers, as the following
essay in this chapter argues.

13 Raymond Williams, Drama From Ibsen To Brecht (London: Penguin, 1976), p.387. Williams goes on
to argue that the internal vision, external distortion' of expressionist dramaturgy is the drama which
succeeds, rather than contradicts, the great tensions of the naturalistic play. In expressionism, the person
looking from the window of that trapped room is still there; but the room around him has gone ... and what
he sees from the window ... is not the orthodox world, but his own necessary version of it.' (pp.39 I-392)

me

PIONEERS
One of the commonest means in realist drama by which the immediate domestic world
is shown in relation to its surrounding environment is the device of a view, through a
window or door, to the outside. Often, this view opens out to nature, and is probably the
most frequently used technique for showing landscapes (as distinct from describing them)
in realist drama. Darko Suvin has remarked on this formal device, relating it in particular to
the appearance, through a glass pane, of a gloomy fjord landscape in Ibsen's Ghosts.
These icy peaks stand for 'Nature as inhuman Nemesis',1 and embody a transhistoric,
apolitical morality, more profound than the ethics of a fragile and transient bourgeois
society. As such, the external landscape, rendered as 'background', functions as a form of
destiny, a secular version of Fate or the gods as they appeared in drama up to and including
the Renaissance.2
In the second and third plays to be discussed in this chapter, however, the powerful
determining effects of the surrounding landscape are substantially refigured, such that the
influence of character over environment is more fully emphasised. To a far greater extent
than At Dusk, both Pioneers and The Drovers suggest a degree of mediation by individuals
in the external world of conditions and history; and one of the main ways in which such
intervention is made manifest is via the framing of landscape. In Pioneers, this framing is
achieved principally by windows and doors, built structures which imbue the domestic
interior

-

the site of individual consciousness

-

with some measure of control over the

external landscape. In this play, the central characters are shown transforming the
wilderness around them into productive farmland. Images of the bush landscape appear
through the hut's window and at least one of the doors. Like the windows and doors in At
Dusk, these become liminal structures with which the Camerons try 'to protect their
threatened identities from either the social environment or the external natural world'.3 In
The Drovers, the signs of human occupation are much less in evidence; certainly, there are
no windows with which to shape and control the environment. In that play instead it is the
stage itself which frames the landscape. The static scene, centred on the slow demise of the
1 Darko Suvin, To Brecht and Beyond (Sussex: Harvester Press, 1984), p.60.

2 See Darko Suvin, pp.33 ff. Hanna Scolnicov also refers to Ibsen in discussing the relationship between

interior and exterior dramatic worlds: 'The spatial relations between the drawing room and the space without
are transformed by Ibsen into a theatrical expression of the central theme of Hedda Gabler. The theatrical
space within ... becomes the symbol of the powerful repression that the heroine suffers .... Looking at Hedda
Gabler from the angle of the theatrical space without and its relation to the theatrical space within takes us
straight into the heart of the play. The spatial articulation is not an extraneous aspect of the drama, but a
basic dramatic category.' See Hanna Scolnicov, 'Theatre space, theatrical space, and the theatrical space
without', Themes in Drama, 9 (1987), pp.18-19.
3 Bill Dunstone, ''Another Planet": Landscape as Metaphor in Western Australian Theatre', in Bennett and
Hay, eds, European Relations: Essays for Helen Watson-Williams (Perth: Centre for Studies in Australian
Literature, University of Western Australia, 1985), p.74.
IBRA.)
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mortally injured Briglow, has the picturesque quality of a painted canvas, an impressionistic
image come quietly to life within the proscenium arch. These ideas regarding The Drovers'
framing of landscape will be developed in the final essay in this chapter.
Pioneers is a one-acter adapted by Katharine Susannah Prichard from her awardwinning novel The Pioneers.4 The play was staged, together with The Drovers and two
other short pieces, by the Pioneer Players on December 3, 1923. Its message of libertarian
morality appears to coincide with the playwright's own political persuasions, at least
inasmuch as these are evident in her other work and in her avowed sympathies for socialist
ideals.5 One of the chief significances of Pioneers, in fact, is the relation in the play
between landscape discourse and socio-political commentary. In particular, notions of
order and control associated with the landscape are incorporated into the play's apparent
indictment of a so-called civilised culture's doctrine of law and order. As Bill Dunstone
puts it, the analysis of 'woman and convict alike as victims is analogous to ... the
exploitation and despoliation of the bush by the new colonists'.6
Pioneers is set during the 1850s in an isolated hut in the 'Gippsland Forest'. Mary
Cameron has been left alone with her baby for a few days, while her husband Donald is
away getting supplies at 'the Port' somewhere, presumably, on the Victorian coast. The
-

barking of (unseen) dogs outside heralds the arrival of Farrell and Steve, escaped convicts
from 'the Island' Van Diemen's Land. Mary, herself an ex-convict, sympathises with the
-

pair and assists them in furthering their escape. McLaughlin and McNab, a trooper and his
civilian friend who plan to share the reward for capturing the convicts, approach the hut, but
Mary hustles the convicts out through a side door and directs them to the next station. The
trooper and his companion enter, accompanied by Donald, whom they have met on the
road. Persuaded by Mary of the dangers involved in pursuing the convicts, the bountyhunters retreat for reinforcements. Donald, however, is suspicious of his wife, and Mary
admits to having helped the convicts. She is nevertheless determined not to give in to his
demands for their whereabouts:
MARY: I promised not to send anyone after them.
CAMERON: D'you mean to say...
This is in contrast to Katharine Brisbane's claim that the play came first: [In Prichard's] early writing
she often chose to work a theme as a play before expanding it into a novel. She did this with The Pioneers
(1922), her first novel...'. See Katharine Brisbane, 'Australian Drama', in Geoffrey Dutton, ed., The
Literature of Australia (rev. ed.) (Ringwood, Vic.: Penguin, 1982), p.259. In fact, the novel The Pioneers
was published in 1915, by Hodder and Stoughton. It won one thousand pounds in the Colonial Section of
the Hodder and Stoughton novel competition, and was subsequently made into a film in 1916, and remade in
1926.
See for example Ric Throssell, 'Paths towards purpose: the political plays of Katharine Susannah
Prichard and Ric Throssell', in Australian Drama 1920-1955: Papers presented to a Conference at the
University of New England, Armidale, September 1-4, 1986 (Armidale: Department of Continuing
Education, University of New England, 1986), pp.28-38.
6 Bill Dunstone, p.70.
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MARY: [quietly, her eyes meeting his with settled finality]. It was my word

I gave, Donald. I'll not tell you. (p.1 15)
CURTAIN

The general arrangement of the set, as specified by the playwright, is simple: a single
room, a bed, tables and chairs, domestic items, two doors and a window. Considering the
signifying power of these objects, the set functions not only iconically (it looks like a hut),
but indexically too, by pointing to the kind of existence the settlers are hewing from their
environment. It might also be understood in symbolic terms, by representing the condition
-

the idea

-

of pioneering. Virtually everything on the stage signifies the Camerons'

dependence on their natural environment: the timber furniture appears newly handmade, the
bed slung on saplings, and so on. When Mary places gum leaves under the kettle to speed
its boiling, she demonstrates the extent of the pioneers' adaptation to new and strange
circumstances.
One of the central means by which these circumstances are conveyed is the openings in
the set; that is, the window and doors, which provide views of cleared land and timbered
hills beyond. These apertures offer clear sightlines through the hut's interior to the
surrounding countryside. In this way, the interior domestic world is clearly situated in a
wider external environment. This stage picture with its emphasis on timber and rustic
-

simplicity might be read as showing a holistic relationship between the Camerons and their
-

environment, as if a natural harmony has been established between humans and landscape.
With due regard to other aspects of the play, however, particularly to what is said about the
surrounding landscape, it is difficult to sustain such a reading. For rather than conveying a
sense of equilibrium between domus and landscape, the play's opening sequence in
particular depicts the transformation of the environment: the wilderness surrounding the hut
is being re-inscribed with the signs of European occupation. The landscape here becomes a
kind of palimpsest, its original text written over in the language of land clearance and
ownership, according to the standard cultural, and necessarily ideological, dispositions of
European civilisation. And the discursive terms in which this shift from a natural to a
human order is communicated are those of struggle, conquest and ownership, rather than of
mutuality or interdependence. Here too, then, the nature/culture binary is constructed in
terms of an antagonistic relationship.
Consider, for example, the discursive terms in which Cameron refers to his selection.
As he gazes proudly over the cleared land to the hills beyond, he remarks that 'it's been a
great fight to plough this bit of land' (p.91), the sense of honour-in-battle implicit in his
words. 'Up there, where there are trees now, will be ploughed fields and an orchard soon',
he tells his wife. (p.92) For him, the distinction between an apparently useless wilderness
and soon-to-be productive farmland is clear. The 'bit of land' he chose as a free settler was
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a tabula rasa before his arrival, a blank sheet uninscribed with history or culture.7 He
reminds his wife that 'it is a new country and a new people we're making' (p.96), as if no
people or cultures existed prior to his arrival. This was of course a standard attitude in
colonial Australia, and one which continues to have a substantial influence on the nation's
cultural and political life.8
For Cameron, then, land and ownership are cognate concepts. His vision for the
future is informed utterly by the transfiguration of the land into a landscape of commodity:
CAMERON: I'll run more cattle but we must push back the forest. Clear more
-

and more land... .to think I worked all my born days in the Old Country...
without so much as a plot of sour earth as big as a handkerchief to call
my own .... Now this is mine. ..a hundred acres ... and more land when I'm
ready for it, more and more. (pp.91-92)
The work of the pioneers is in a sense not just to 'settle' the land, but actually to create it, at
least insofar as it is to be worth viewing by the European eye. By writing the signs of
occupation into the land, and by naming things, the landscape is brought into being, as if ex
nihilo. And this construction of the landscape as commodity is given scenic expression by
means of window and door.
Views through these openings foreground the imposition of human order on the land.
By framing and regulating the exterior world, the window and doors render the
environment as scenery, composed, as it were, for the human eye. What is made visible is
the meeting of opposites the signs of human occupation in the cleared sections, gradually
-

encroaching on the virgin forest beyond. Considered in pictorial terms, these views exhibit
qualities inherent in certain types of colonial landscape painting. In works by William
Tibbits, for example, and Henry Gritten:
.views of the small mixed farms of early settlement seem to convey a
sense of admiration for the laborious achievement of order, for the way
in which fields have been cleared and fenced, livestock and gardens have
been made to survive.9
This idea of the landscape as a 'clean slate' is similar to the 'pale white unwritten atmosphere of
Australia' as it appears to the character Richard Somers in D. H. Lawrence's novel Kangaroo: 'Tabula Rasa.
The world a new leaf. And on the new leaf, nothing. The white clarity of the Australian, fragile
atmosphere. Without a mark, without a record.' D. H. Lawrence, Kangaroo (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1950. Originally published 1923), p.365.
8 The absence of Aboriginal characters from both Pioneers and At Dusk
is worth noting. Apart from a
passing reference to the possible threat posed 'by blacks or a white man' in Pioneers, neither play
acknowledges the prior occupation of the land by Aborigines.
Australian Bicentennial Authority, The Face of Australia: The Land The Past (Sydney: Fine Arts
Press, 1988), p.15.
-
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As Bernard Smith has commented, to artists such as these the landscape could be made to
look beautiful or picturesque by the patterns imposed on it by human settlement. 'European
man's dominion over nature could impose comforting pictorial universals, it could render
the wilderness benign.'10 And in the play, the window's framing of the landscape, like the
frame of a painting, has the effect of commodifying it. John Berger makes the following
observation about the relationship between landscape paintings and property:
It is usually said that the oil painting in its frame is like an imaginary
window open on to the world... .We are arguing that if one studies the
culture of the European oil painting as a whole ... its model is not so much
a framed window open on to the world as a safe let into the wall, a safe in
which the visible has been deposited.'1
Some of these concerns relating to landscape painting will be explored further in the
discussion of The Drovers later in this chapter.
These attitudes of control and ownership are only partially shared by Mary, Cameron's
wife. And it is in her different, potentially radical response to the landscape that the play's
socio-political concerns are obliquely introduced. Mary, an ex-convict, finds herself alone
in a 'strange, lonely land'. (pSY7) Her feelings of fear and isolation are projected onto the
landscape by means of a quasi-expressionistic personification of the bush, wherein it is
attributed with a life, as it were, of its own. Recalling the clearing of the land, she muses
on the notion of 'property', asking herself: 'Ours? ... How they came down ... cursing. .the
.

great trees.' (p.90) An apparently conspiratorial quality in the trees

-

'If only the leaves

wouldn't whisper and sigh so!' (p.98) intensifies her anxiety. This image of 'whispering
-

leaves' is somewhat reminiscent of the 'shrieking trees' image in At Dusk.
Passages such as these suggest that the exterior world is shaped to some extent by
Mary's interior world, a consciousness under stress. At the same time, though, the play
presents the landscape as an autonomous, brooding presence encircling the hut, 'working'
on Mary and creating her unease. The potency of the silent forest, the smallness of the hut
in relation to it, and Mary's repeated references to the intense life of the bush, all combine to
convey a sense of the domestic, human world as somehow under the control of a sensing
environment. There is, then, a mutually determining dynamic between 'in here' and 'out
there', but it is couched principally in terms of struggle and antagonism.

10 Bernard Smith, 'The Universal and Local in Australian Colonial Landscape Painting', in Eaden and
Mares, eds, Mapped But Not Known: The Australian Landscape of the Imagination (Netley, S.A.: Wakefield
Press, 1986), p.65.
John Berger et al., Ways Of Seeing (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1984), p.109.
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This discourse of struggle also informs the political thematics in Pioneers. For the
Camerons' hardship is set against the desperate straits of the convicts, whose struggle for
survival is even more extreme. While the pioneers fight to conquer the natural environment,
the convicts have opted for the wilderness in preference to the known tortures they will
suffer in the man-made penal system. The play resists, therefore, any simplistic
polarisation of noble Man pitched against hostile Nature; rather, the human versus nature
struggle is ironically counterpointed by an indictment of a primitive prison system which
cruelly sets humans against one another and makes 'brutes of men'. (p.109)
Mary's gesture of humanity in assisting the pair is, in strictly legal terms, a breach of
law and order. But just as she suspects human order might not ultimately have a place in
the natural order of the bush, so she adheres to a personal ethic of natural as distinct from
legal justice. For her, the new land is not only a geographical but also a kind of moral
tabula rasa. She tells her husband: 'The new clearing's looking fine, all the young green on
-

-

it. ...This country will be the Redeemer, blot out all old stains.' (p.115) Here, the play
suggests, is the true pioneering spirit. Clearing the land becomes a metaphorical
expurgation for the new settler, a chance to build a society free of the hatred born of class
and ethnic difference. This appears to be a sentiment characteristic of the pioneering spirit,
for as Veronica Kelly has suggested in another context, 'forgetting the past, particularly its
traumatic injustices, seems constitutive of Australian survival'.12 Mary emerges as a figure
of moral righteousness, while the characters representing the law are drawn as gormless
incompetents. Ultimately, though, the fact that Mary 'cannot act upon her intuition and help
the convicts without incurring social penalties only serves to reinforce her alienation both
from society and from the spiritual force she senses in the bush'.13
Pioneers, then, exemplifies many of the characteristics of the 'bush play' tradition. Its
interior dramatic world is shown in relation to the determining world of conditions beyond
the room, embodied in the partially-cleared landscape. At the same time, the representation
of that landscape is conditioned by the characters' ideological orientations, and by the scenic
strategies employed to stage it, such that it becomes background to the primary action. In
particular, the window and doors have a framing effect, thus rendering the landscape as
scenery, seemingly composed for the European gaze.

12 Veronica Kelly, 'The Melodrama of Defeat: Political Patterns in Some Colonial and Contemporary
Australian Plays', Southerly, 50, 2 (June 1990), p.138.
13 Bill Dunstone, p.70.
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THE DROVERS
In contrast to the construction of landscape as a presence separate from the domestic
centre in Prichard's play, The Drovers locates its action wholly in an outdoor setting.
Indeed, landscape in this 'classic stencil of Man against Nature'1 functions as a protagonist
itself, a character whose influence over the drovers' lives is manifested both in naturalistic
and in metaphysical terms. That is, the laconic stoicism of the men is presented as directly
conditioned by the heat and dust and vastness of the Barklay Tableland, while at the same
time the landscape has 'the grimness of a fate that broods over men who pit themselves
against our vast inland wilderness'.2 It is in this nature-as-fate theme that the influence of
Esson's Irish mentors, perhaps most notably John Synge, is particularly apparent.3
In his determination to found a distinctively Australian theatrical movement, Esson
argued that in an authentic Australian play 'there should be real atmosphere some space
and sunshine, wild nature or primitive character; something with a cow in it would be closer
-

to the earth and reality'.4 The Drovers certainly conforms to these requirements, providing
theatrical versions of both space and sunshine, and not just one cow but a whole (unseen)
stampeding mob of them. The scene is a drovers' camp, set on the edge of the Northern
Territory's Barklay Tableland. As Albert the cook tends the campfire, an offstage shot
rings out, followed by the sound of the stampeding herd. Briglow Bill, fatally injured, is
carried on by two of his mates. He has been crushed underneath his horse, which was
panicked by the stampeding mob when a young jackeroo, new to the bush, fired his pistol
at a dingo. In terms of onstage action, little else happens. The men have breakfast, make
Briglow comfortable, reminisce, make plans, and after brief, unsentimental farewells, leave
Briglow to die in peace. His sole companion as he dies is Pidgeon, an Aboriginal boy
instructed by the Boss to stay behind and look after the dying drover. The play closes with
Pidgeon's monologue, incanted to the accompaniment of clicking sticks, during which
Dennis Carroll, Australian Contemporary Drama 1909-1982: A Critical introduction (New York: Peter
Lang, 1985), p.16.
2 Leslie Rees, A History of Australian Drama, Volume I (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1978), p.134.
For an account of Esson's contact with the dramatists of the Abbey Theatre, see John McCallum,
"Something with a cow in it": Louis Esson's imported nationalism', in Australian Drama 1920-1955:
Papers presented to a Conference at the University of New England, Armidale, September 1-4, 1986
(Armidale: Department of Continuing Education, University of New England, 1986), pp.39-51. The extent
to which a number of commentators have focused upon this 'nature-as-fate' theme is worth noting. Leslie
Rees says the play shows 'the cruelty of a real-life situation, of destiny itself, not of character .... The
situation has some of the inevitability of a Greek tragedy. No drama of ours more powerfully shows the
grimness of a fate that broods over men who pit themselves over our vast inland wilderness.' (Leslie Rees,
p.1 34.) John McCallum remarks on the play's concern with 'a death made inevitable and fateful by the
powerful forces of nature'. (John McCallum, p.49.) And Dennis Carroll, commenting upon the dual
naturalistic/metaphysical character of the landscape, remarks: 'In the nature-as-fate idea ... the play is cut from
the same cloth as Synge's, but the inciting incident implies that nature becomes fate because of a mistake
made in dealing with her by a greenhorn.' (Dennis Carroll, pp.16-17.)
Cited in John McCallum, p.47. (No source is provided by McCallum for the quotation.)
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Briglow dies. In the words of Esson's friend Vance Palmer, 'it is left to the black boy,
with his wild threnody in pidgin, to distil the tragic poetry from the scene'5
The events which constitute the play's onstage action are, then, subdued and low-key.
The relative stasis of the drama, and the austere, unemotional language of the men, help
create a suitably stark and restrained atmosphere for a work which has pretensions to
genuine tragedy in an Australian setting.6 These qualities are carried through into the play's
presentation of the plains landscape.
The drovers' camp is made on a little muddied waterhole, fringed with a few gydgea
trees. Around and beyond the camp, the plains of the Barklay Tableland, unbroken by
timber, stretch to the horizon. Presumably, the landscape is to be depicted on a cyclorama
or backdrop, where a combination of painted images (impressionistic or iconic) and lighting
effects evokes the plains, conveying a sense not only of open space, but of dust, natural
colour and contour as well. This background dominates the entire upstage area, but is not
in view for the duration of the performance. Rather, it is gradually revealed by lighting
changes, indicating the passage of time from pre-dawn dimness to bright early morning,
until 'the all-conquering extent and majesty of the outback is fully revealed for the first
time'.7
The pictorialised representation of the Australian landscape on the stage has a long
tradition. Richard Fotheringham observes that stage pictures of bush scenes, painted
around the turn of the century by designers such as John Brunton, were almost invariably
the most approved feature of local plays. 'It is only the total disappearance of these huge
landscapes [due to deterioration or being painted over] that prevents them from being seen
as at least as important a contribution to Australian art and Australian nationalism in their
time as the work of the Heidelberg school of landscape artists.'8 Bearing this in mind (and
remembering the influence on Esson of his uncle, the painter John Ford Paterson), it can be
argued that the whole stage picture in The Drovers takes on a special significance as a
picture, beyond whatever meanings are conveyed by each of its component parts. The
relative staticness of the play's events, the compression of its themes into a single, almost
unanimated situation, gives the whole stage not just the backdrop the quality of a painted
canvas, akin to figures in a landscape brought to life and framed within the proscenium
-

-

arch. Obviously the play differs from a painting in that its narrative unfolds in time, and its
Vance Palmer, Louis Esson and the Australian Theatre (Melbourne: Georgian House, 1948), P.19.
6 Terry Sturm has argued in some detail that the apparent matter-of-factness with which death can be so
casually rationalized and accepted ... is ultimately questioned in the play, in a way which amounts to a
probing of the sufficiency of the Australianist values embodied in the legend of the Outback .... [T]he play's
final perspective is not simply an endorsement of stoic acceptance and endurance. These attitudes are placed
within a larger, much more ambiguously tragic sense of human life as intrinsically absurd and pointless.'
See Terry Sturm, 'Drama, in Leonie Kramer, ed., The Oxford History of Australian Literature (Melbourne:
Oxford University Press, 1981), p.216.
Dennis Carroll, p.21.
8 Richard Fotheringham, Sport In Australian Drama (Sydney: Cambridge University Press, 1992), p.123.
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figures use language. However, the theatrical space is defined pictorially, and dialogue
serves in a sense to illuminate the stage picture, supporting it somewhat like a caption.
By comparing The Drovers to a painted canvas, it is possible to bring to an
understanding of the play certain observations about the cultural and ideological dispositions
inherent in traditional genres of landscape painting. The central point to be made is that in
traditional European landscape art can be found the first and clearest examples of the
selective and partial nature of landscape representation:
The picturesque neo-classical tradition as established by Claude Lorraine
and Nicolas Poussin, and systematised in eighteenth century England by
the teaching of the Royal Academy, provided a compositional formula
which could be employed for any view: a framing wing of trees on one side
in the foreground, with figures beneath, and a zigzag progression through
the middle distance to a prospect of hazy mountains.9
One of the central ideological assumptions underlying such contrived representations of
nature was that aesthetic values such as form and balance
beauty

-

-

understood as properties of

were expressions of the highest spiritual truths. Thus Goethe could say of

Claude's landscapes, for example, that 'these images express the highest truth but have no
trace of reality'.10
The earliest European artists of Australian landscape 'ordered their vision of the new
land through a framework of imported vision and styles'.1 ' The poet Barron Field, writing
in 1825, complained that 'New South Wales is a perpetual flower-garden, but there is not a
single scene in it of which a painter could make a landscape without greatly disguising the
true character of the trees'.12 As Robert Hughes observes, no European had ever seen a
eucalypt until the late eighteenth century, 'and very strange they must have looked .... Not
evergreens, but evergrays: the soft, spatially deceitful background colour of the Australian
bush, monotonous-looking at first but rippling with nuance to the acclimatised eye.'13 So
the earliest impressions of the landscape were subject to conventionalised, historically
conditioned ways of seeing. And this idea of conditioned seeing is taken up by Bernard

Australian Bicentennial Authority, The Face of Australia: The Land The Past (Sydney: Fine Arts
Press, 1988), p.7.
10 See Johann Eckermann, Gespräche mit Goethe in den letzten Jahre seines Lebens', in Claude Lorrain
(Leningrad: Aurora Art Publishers, 1986), cover notes. This claim, attributed to Goethe in 1829, finds a
concomitant sentiment in John Keats' gnomic line of poetry ten years earlier: Beauty is truth, truth
beauty...'.
11 Australian Bicentennial Authority, p.29.
12 Barron Field, Geographical Memoirs on New South Wales (London: 1825), p.422.
13 Robert Hughes, The Fatal Shore: a history of the transportation of convicts to Australia 1787-1868
(London: Collins Harvill, 1987), p.3.
-

W.
Smith, whose European Vision and the South Pacific argues a cognitive theory of
perception: that seeing is conditioned by knowing.
Smith's study is instructive in this present context for its contention that the
predominant mode in nineteenth-century landscape painting is the typical landscape. Such
works are highly selective, bringing together (though more in a spirit of science than of
aesthetics) those features which typify the particular character of an area.14 Smith provides
detailed evidence to chart the ideological changes which brought about the typical landscape
genre in art. Apart from their scientific applications, landscape paintings were able to evoke
in new settlers an emotional engagement with the land that they had alienated from its
original inhabitants. Typical landscapes were employed, therefore, as an effective means by
which landscapes and their inhabitants could be described and controlled.
Notions of 'typicality' can usefully be applied to The Drovers. Some of the most
influential thinking on types and typologies is that of Georg Lukacs, who, influenced by
Hegel, uses the idea of typicality to indicate 'the process whereby, in classical realist
literature, events and individuals are at once uniquely particularised, and representative of
broader, deeper trends in history itself.15 In a more immediate context, John McCallum
has noted that ideas of typicality also inform Russel Ward's The Australian Legend, where a
crucial distinction is drawn between the typical (normally a romanticised stereotype) and the
actual Australian. McCallum goes on to relate Ward's observations on typicality to The
Drovers, stating that 'taciturnity, stoicism and the laconic panache ... are part of the image of
the typical or representative Australian, but probably not attributes possessed by most actual
inhabitants. Esson's view of "Austral ianness " is fundamentally

16

The vision of Australia presented in the play, then, is an idealised one, constructed
according to Esson's concern to propagate the ideology of cultural nationalism. Its
geographical space

-

the plains landscape

-

becomes a cultural space as well, an heroic

landscape defined in pictorial terms. Thus The Drovers can be understood to frame culture,
to select an interested version of culture and frame it within a stage picture. In other words,
there is an impulse to capture an heroic moment in Australia's history by invoking some
presumed mythological essence of national character.
One stage direction, given towards the end of the play, is particularly telling as an
illustration of this concern to construct and frame an historical moment:
14 Bernard Smith, European Vision and the South Pacific (Sydney: Harper and Row, 1984), pp.ix-x.
According to Smith, 'landscapes came to be painted in which the rocks, plants, animals, peoples, and
atmospheric conditions depicted were selected and organised to characterise the type of landscape painted .... In
this situation there arose the desire to represent in works of art what may best be called typical landscape, a
form of landscape the component parts of which were carefully selected in order to express the essential
qualities of a particular kind of geographical environment. (p.x.)
15 See Terry Eagleton, Typicality, in Roger Fowler, ed., A Dictionary of Modern Critical Terms
(London: Routledge, 1990), p.255.
16 John McCallum, p.50.

The sun rises. From the edge of the Barklay Tableland, the great plains
stretch away, unbroken by timber, except the few gydgea trees that
fringe the muddy water-hole. The drovers have disappeared on their
journey across the long, dry stage. (p.1 8)
The final sentence here 'The drovers have disappeared on their journey across the long,
-

dry stage' is worth remarking. First, it involves a simple slippage between the dramatic
-

and theatrical worlds: the fictional dramatic world of the drovers is inadvertently conflated
with the real theatrical world of the stage performance. In these terms, it is clear that the
stage per se is not long and dry; these are properties, rather, of the dramatic landscape
suggested by the stage and set.
As it stands, this is probably a matter of minor importance. It might serve to remind,
however, that the particular meanings of certain theatrical terms are often extended and
applied in extra-theatrical contexts. 'Scenery' is an example. This word, having originated
in the classical theatre, now also denotes picturesque views presented by natural features.
This also signals, incidentally, the presupposition of 'theatricality' in ideas of landscape. Of
more significance in regard to the drovers' crossing of the long, dry stage is the ideological
disposition suggested by the merging of the real and the fictional. For this stage direction
stands for the play's impulse to represent Australia as if it were itself a stage, designed for
the playing out of history, and upon which the Australian psyche has evolved.
To present Australia as a kind of historical stage is evidence of the construction of what
Paul Carter terms 'imperial history'. Carter's account of the partial and selective nature of
imperial history is worth quoting in detail:
According to our historians ... Australia was always simply a stage where
history occurred, history a theatrical performance. It is not the historian
who stages events, weaving them together to form a plot, but History itself
.Such history is a fabric of self-reinforcing illusions. But above all, one
illusion sustains it. This is the illusion of the theatre, and, more exactly, the
all-seeing spectator .... Nature's painted curtains are drawn aside to reveal
heroic man at his epic labour on the stage of history. This kind of history,
which reduces space to a stage ... might be called imperial history.'7
Carter's remarks indicate the kinds of imported assumptions and tendencies which
underpin a nationalist enterprise such as The Drovers. It is significant that the play was
written in London, in response to a temporary West End vogue in 'regional' dramas; the
influence on Esson of the fish dramatists has also to be considered. Clearly the play was
17 Paul Carter, The Road To Botany Bay (London: Faber and Faber, 1987), pp.xiv-xvi.

designed, at least in part, to conform to

-

and so to legitimate

-

one of the standard

imperialist conceptions of Australia: that of an idealised rural Utopia, a vast pre-industrial
wilderness which could function as a canvas against which the elemental emotions and
dramas of settlement were romantically played out.
Following the departure of the drovers 'across the long, dry stage', the scene is
resolved with the tableau of Pidgeon, the Aboriginal boy, ministering Briglow's passing
while he tends the fire and intones his distinctive form of elegy. This final image is rich in
significance, as it not only reconciles the play's events but also encapsulates the attitudes to
landscape with which the play is invested. For the play's conventionalised, romanticised
representation of landscape is intrinsically linked with, and supported by, its
conventionalised representation of the Aboriginal boy.
Pidgeon appears in the play three times. His first two brief appearances serve an
essentially comic function, in keeping with one of a range of conventions which informed
the representation of indigenous peoples on the white colonial stage. Pidgeon's third
appearance, however, at the end of the play, sharply contrasts with his first two. Rather
than offering comic diversion, the boy now adopts a kind of magico-religious discourse,
and the whole final sequence is dominated by a tone of quiet solemnity. Pidgeon intones a
speech in which he asserts that the dying Briglow has shown in his lifetime the same respect
for the land as that shown by Aboriginal people. He also prophesies that Briglow, having
been an Aborigine in a past life, will be reincarnated as an Aborigine in the next, only this
time with the accumulated kharmic rewards of having lived virtuously:
PIDGEON: I think first time you blackfellow, Briglow. You die, then jump up
white fellow. Now you die, and bye 'n' bye ... next time, you jump up
blackfellow, alonga new fellow country good country plenty water,
plenty fish, plenty tucker .... (p.18)
-

-

Pidgeon goes on to promise both a 'proper' white man's burial by the Boss and a
corroboree by his own people to mark Briglow's passing.
The identification of the indigene with mysticism and magic accords with a stereotype
common in colonial drama, and prevalent still to a degree. In Australia, the Aborigine has
historically been made to conform to a limited field of signifiers primarily the sexual, the
violent, and the mystical. As Terry Goldie argues, all these facets:
-

• .are shaped by the needs of the white text, often in some exploration of
the relationship between white culture and the indigene as manifestation of
nature. The treacherous redskin and the Indian maiden, the embodiments
of violence and sex, are also the embodiments of the emotional signs of
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fear and temptation, of the white repulsion from and attraction to the land.18
Considered in this context, Pidgeon can clearly be seen as shaped by the 'white needs'
of the play. He functions to confer upon the emblematic white characters a sense of
tribalness and kinship with the land. In the manner of so much colonial literature, this
indigene is characterised as mystically attached to the landscape, such that he becomes in
effect a feature of it. From his first comically ragged appearance behind a tree, to the
closing image of him seated meditatively within the vast plains landscape, he is aligned
more with nature than with the company of men of which he is a part. In the final scene,
Pidgeon is invested with more dignity and authority by virtue of his mystical evocation of
tribal ritual and belief, yet this authority serves ultimately to celebrate and exalt the white
drovers and their way of life. The rustic toughness of the men, with their fatalistic
resignation to the hardships imposed by the land, is held up as somehow analogous to the
spiritual bond felt by Aborigines with their environment. The drovers can therefore be,
simultaneously, hard white cattlemen and spiritual beings with a quasi-religious connection
to the land. In this way, the play does acknowledge a special Aboriginal response to the
landscape, a fact which is notable in itself given the standard facile treatment afforded
indigenous perspectives in early twentieth-century drama. However, The Drovers finally
subordinates its Aboriginal discourse to a dominating discourse of the propriety of white
occupation, and the concomitant use of the land such occupation entails.
The Drovers, then, espouses the kinds of images of Australianness on which the
traditional white mythologies of national character and nationhood were built and which
retain considerable potency still. In doing so, the play conforms to the dramaturgical mode
of realism; within that mode, however, it diverges from the conventional realist room setting
by situating its action, somewhat adventurously, in an open landscape. Its representation of
landscape, therefore, is unmediated by door or window, in contrast to those central framing
and containing devices in Pioneers. Nevertheless, the painterly, picturesque quality of The
Drovers, in which the scene is contained by the proscenium arch, helps to construct the
landscape in a fashion which is in many ways comparable to the framing effects of
Prichard's domestic interior. What is ultimately endorsed in The Drovers is not the
landscape itself, but the resilience and propriety of the human activity situated within it.

18 Terry Goldie, 'Indigenous stages: the indigene in Canadian, New Zealand and Australian drama',
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CHAPTER TWO
The Fields of Heaven
Too Young For Ghosts
Inside the Island

THE FIELDS OF HEAVEN
Although Dorothy Hewett ranks amongst the most important of Australia's dramatists,
her plays have been subjected to some unusually hostile criticism throughout her career.
Objections have typically allied form and content, with both aspects of her work being
considered too idiosyncratic and 'difficult' to be broadly accessible to theatre audiences.
Some commentators have argued, for example, that Hewett's plays lack cohesive structure
and tend to be unwieldy or haphazard in form. More common, and probably more
damaging, has been the judgement that the autobiographical element apparent in much of
Hewett's writing collapses into a kind of self-indulgent exhibitionism,1 and that the plays
themselves are often characterised by a tone of overblown romanticism. Moreover,
Hewett's concern with the romantic and artistic sensibilities, and with their relation to
female sexuality, partly accounts for her reputation as a disturbing, even embarrassing,
playwright, 'too radical for the respectable audiences of the larger theatre companies, yet too
conservative for the feminists'.2 The Fields of Heaven has no less been the target of these
characteristic criticisms, yet some of the play's strengths have been underrated by reviewers
in an apparent eagerness to condemn it. While this discussion also takes issue with several
key aspects of the play, it might go some way towards revising the work and its status as an
ambitious project which 'missed the mark'.3
Despite the reservations which frequently attend accounts of her work, Hewett shares
with Patrick White much of the credit for pioneering important new forms of non-realist
theatre in Australia. Prior to the emergence of the New Wave of drama in the 1960s,
both
White and Hewett were experimenting with techniques not widely used before on the
Australian stage, including epic dramaturgy, symbolic and surreal imagery, chorus, and
caricature. Indeed, in critical overviews of Australian drama, it has become almost
conventional to place Hewett's dramatic work alongside that of White.4 In 1987 Peter
Holloway referred, in a playful spirit, to the two writers as the anciens terribles of
Australian drama a conferral of venerability somewhat at odds, incidentally, with Margaret
-

Williams' description in the same book of Hewett as the enfant terrible of Australian
Allusions in the plays to incidents from Hewett's own life have even been deemed libellous. In 1976 her
first husband took legal action over The Chapel Perilous and The Tatty Hollow Story. Both plays remain
prohibited from sale in Western Australia as a result.
2 Margaret Williams, 'A Debt Repaid: Dorothy Hewett's Pastoral Plays', in Peter Holloway, ed.,
Contemporary Australian Drama (rev. ed.) (Sydney: Currency Press, 1987), p.486.
Leonard Radic, The State of Play: The Revolution in the Australian Theatre Since the 1960s (Ringwood:
Penguin Books, 1991), p.211.
See for example May-Brit Akerholt, 'Female Figures in the Plays of Dorothy Hewett and Patrick White',
Westerly, 29, 1 (March 1984), pp.69-77; Peter Holloway's 'Introduction to the Second Edition', in Peter
Holloway, p.51; Brian Kiernan, 'Seeing Her Own Mischance', in Peter Holloway, p.478; and Katharine
Brisbane, 'Australian Drama', in Geoffrey Dutton, ed., The Literature of Australia (rev. ed.) (Ringwood:
Penguin, 1976), p.272. Dennis Carroll devotes a whole chapter to the two playwrights in his Australian
Contemporary Drama (rev. ed.) (Sydney: Currency Press, 1994), pp.125-160.
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playwriting.5 Dennis Carroll sees Hewett's work as that which 'in tone and technique most
closely approximates White's', and argues (somewhat reductively) that Hewett's 'major
contribution to Australian drama has been building on White's example in imaginatively
using Surrealism'.6
Certainly Hewett, like White, has generally preferred to work outside the realist
tradition, and the formal aspects of her plays tend to be foregrounded in critical commentary
on them. As with White's plays as well, landscape features as a central presence in much
of Hewett's drama, as well as in her poetry. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Hewett
wrote a series of 'pastoral plays', comprising the well-regarded The Man From Mukinupin
(1979); Susannah 's Dreaming (1981); Golden Valley (1981); The Fields of Heaven (1982);
and Song of the Seals (1983). In these works landscape is a vast, dominating entity,
celebrated as an Arcadian wilderness yet invested at times with a strange gothic aspect, a
dark Otherness which can be seen alternately as imposed on, or imposed by, its human
inhabitants, some of whom are capable of destruction and brutality. The operation of a
dynamic relationship between humans and the natural world is central to The Fields of
Heaven, and it is in fact a feature the play shares with many of the realist bush dramas of
the early twentieth century. Human activity and the physical environment are shown in
literal and metaphoric relation to one another, such that character and landscape are
understood to be mutually determining.
The action of the play, divided into two acts, is set within two time frames: 1929-31
and 1945-51. Twelve characters figure in the many episodes of the drama, but the narrative
centres on two individuals, Rome Bodera and Louisa Barrow. The play chronicles the rise
to wealth and power of Bodera from his humble beginnings as a young Italian immigrant,
politically exiled in Western Australia after serving in Italy with the poet-warrior and fascist
collaborator Gabriele D'Annunzio. Woven into this framing story are various episodes of
Bodera's tempestuous and finally failed love affair with Louisa, the wilful daughter of
wealthy wheat farmer Tom Barrow. The Barrows' property, Marvell Locke, verdant and
beautiful at the play's beginning, is progressively desertified by the exploitative practices of
farmers in the surrounding district which cause deforestation, soil erosion and rising salt
levels; all that remain at the end of the play are a few straggly gums. Tom Barrow, an
idealist, lacks the drive to realise his vision of the regeneration of the (fictional) Jarrahbin
district. Finally, much of the farmland surrounding Marvell Locke is owned by Bodera.
His acquisition of property, however, occurs at the physical cost of the degradation of the
land (exacerbated by his greedy practice of overstocking), and at the emotional cost of the
loss of Rome's creative daemon and his capacity to love.

See Peter Holloway, p.51 and p.486.
6 Dennis Carroll, Australian Contemporary Drama (rev. ed.), p.127 and p.147.
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Rome and Louisa's turbulent, destructive relationship, played out over many years,
functions as a sustained metaphor in the drama. The romantic discourse in which their
affair is rendered works figuratively to support the play's dominant thematic concern,
which centres on the devastation of the landscape by exploitative farming practices. So
whilst at the immediate level of plot the play focuses on a particularised love story, its
ultimate project is to endorse an environmental conservationist ethic. As will be shown,
however, the ways in which this relationship between the love plot and the play's larger
concern with environmental politics is figured is one of the most problematic aspects of The
Fields of Heaven.
The play closes on a much-qualified note of optimism: Louisa has taken over the
running of Marvell Locke together with her son Gabe, the 'love child' fathered by Bodera.
Sitting with her elderly, and now alcoholic, father on the homestead verandah, taking in the
view as 'the darkness deepens', Louisa announces: 'We'll be staying on. We'll make it
beautiful again ... I just want to be left alone now. To be alone and still must be one of life's
blessings.' (p.94) The play's conclusion, which Hewett has said was designed to convey a
'wonderful sense of Chekhovian stasis',7 has elicited some intriguingly disparate
responses. Bill Dunstone, writing soon after the play's premiere season at The Perth
Playhouse in 1982 (it was commissioned by the National Theatre Company for the Festival
of Perth that year), regards the 'reconciliation towards which [the play's] egotistical lovers
move through mature accommodation of each other' as perhaps the most important new
direction in Hewett's work at that time.8 Margaret Williams, by contrast, the only
commentator to undertake a sustained analysis of the play, feels that it 'ends more in tired
resolution than reconciliation':
[T]he play's compressed time scale makes it impossible to build up gradually
to the high moments, giving them more of the quality of melodrama than epic.
Louie's final line as she and her father drink to the future of Marvell Locke...
sounds like the conclusion to a much longer and more wearying life than has
been demonstrated in the play itself like the end of the epic novel that the
-

story was once intended to be.9
Williams' remarks concerning the play's tendency towards melodrama have been echoed
by others,10 and they have an important bearing on how the play's landscape discourse is
See 'Some Lonely Beach', an interview with Hewett, in Kavanagh and Kuch, eds, Conversations:
Interviews with Australian Writers (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1991), p.126.
8 Bill Dunstone, Four New Plays', Westerly, 27, 2 (June 1982), p.63.
Margaret Williams, Dorothy Hewett: The Feminine as Subversion (Sydney: Currency Press, 1992), p.93
and p.118.
10 H. G. Kippax's review of the Sydney Theatre Company production argues that the play is unsuccessful
for the same reasons that the 'between-wars' Australian playwrights often failed: 'Their naturalism could not

to be interpreted. For many observers agree that the play asserts a profound and even
metaphysical connection between humans and the landscape, but that it fails to convey the
depth and moment of that relationship convincingly. Instead, it is argued, the particularised
and personal dimension of the love plot predominates, becoming somewhat turgid and
melodramatically sensational in the context of the play's epic narrative. In recognition of
this, the arguments in this essay depend centrally on a clear distinction between 'plot' and
'narrative'. 'Plot' here refers to the fictional Bodera-Barrow family saga, and particularly
to Rome and Louisa's affair; 'narrative' refers to the 'shape' of that story

-

the dramatic

structure which accommodates the plot, and which extends the play's thematic compass
beyond the immediate concerns of the love story."
As with all the plays examined in this thesis, the discursive construction of landscape
in The Fields of Heaven has to be considered in relation to the play's form and style. It will
be useful then to cite a number of critical responses to the play in performance, at least
insofar as these responses shed some light on the nature of the play's dramaturgy. Some
observers find no fault with the play whatsoever; indeed, Larry Galbraith's review of the
Sydney Theatre Company production is surprising in its enthusiasm: "The Fields of
Heaven" is a great play, a great Australian play that deserves to stand with the major
Australian literary works of this century."2 James Waites is less ardent and less
commendatory, and his response seems to epitomise the general critical reaction: "The
Fields Of Heaven" like Hewett's other plays overflows with lusty passions and ideals to the
point of excess .... The play is an epic and scenes which seem to be working at crosspurposes mar the simple, linear elegance such a play requires."3 In a remarkably similar
account, Leonard Radic sees a 'confusion of themes and elements which are at crosspurposes, marring what might have been a powerful play of passion'.'4 John Moses feels
that too much of the plot, 'and too much of the dialogue generally is often cast in terms not
unfamiliar to the readers of Mills and Boon novelettes'i5 And Dennis Carroll's
perspective is especially interesting in the light of his comments on Hewett's earlier play
The Chapel Perilous, the theatrical devices of which he says are 'always interesting, but
encompass a struggle which was essentially epic, not dramatic, with men and women pitted not against each
other but against weather and distance. Trying to galvanise epics of endurance, they imposed violence on
their vast scene. Naturalism turned to melodrama; realism led to unreality.' H. G. Kippax, 'Tedium replaces
big themes in bush saga', Sydney Morning Herald (January 8, 1983), p.'4.
Il The distinction here between 'plot' and 'narrative differs from certain other analytical models. The
Russian formalists of the early twentieth century, for example, proposed a distinction between fabula
('story') and sjuzet ('plot'): The fabula, the basic story-line of the narrative, comprises the narrated events
themselves in their logical order, abstracted by the reader or critic from the sjuzet or plot, which is the
organization in practice of the narration itself (including omissions, changes in sequence, flashbacks ... ).'
See Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama (London: Routledge, 1980), p.1'9. In these terms, my
use of 'plot' and narrative compares with the Russian formalists' use of 'fabula and 'sjuzet' respectively.
12 Larry Galbraith, 'Review: Fields Of Heaven' (sic), Campaign, 86 (February 1983), p.42.
13 James Waites, 'Hewett's play of passion', National Times (January 16-23, 1983), p.25.
14 Leonard Radic, p.2 ii.
15 John Moses, Epic symbolism runs amok', The Australian (January 8-9, 1983), p.14.
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sometimes the discrepancies between the "personal" story and the bloated carapace of style
seem ludicrous. Carroll parallels this uneasy disjunction between grand epic scale and
personal focus with the structure of The Fields of Heaven, which he describes as 'another
big "epic" play.. .of passion and adultery in the West Australian wheat belt. It was not well
received when premiered at the Perth Festival in February, 1982. It appears that too much
emphasis falls on the family-centred plot that skates too close to those late 1930s and early
1940s movies Hewett is so fond of.'16
There is, then, an apparent confusion of styles and impulses in the play, and this
confusion has an important bearing on its discursive rendering of landscape. For the
various levels at which landscape is made to signify are handled awkwardly unevenly
-

-

and are finally left unreconciled. Margaret Williams recognises that it is 'essential that the
set functions in production not just as a decorative backdrop but an intrinsic element with
the human action', but she also believes that 'in the theatre inevitably the weighting is
towards the personal at the expense of the interaction between human drama and landscape,
thus detracting from the more general metaphor at the play's centre'.17 In the terms of this
metaphor, as suggested earlier, destructive interpersonal relations come to stand for the
more lasting and consequential damage that humans are capable of wreaking on the physical
world. The play thus aims to highlight the responsibility humans have to nurture and
protect the natural environment which ultimately sustains them both physically and
spiritually. However, the critical consensus is that the Rome-Louisa love plot overwhelms
this more pragmatic concern with the landscape and environmental conservation, when in
fact their story should work figuratively to augment this larger theme.
In general, then, the critical responses locate the play's perceived weaknesses in an
unsuccessful mixture of styles and an unintegrated layering of ideas. Disparate stylistic
impulses seem to work against one another, pulling the play in different directions. The
expectations set up by the open narrative structure and large time scale are left unfulfilled by
the play's concentration on the relatively closed love plot of Louisa and Bodera which
seems, in its formal context, histrionic and overstated. Landscape is thus made to carry too
great a burden of signification, to 'do' too many different things. On one hand, it functions
largely as naturalistic backdrop to a personalised, individuated love plot. On the other,
landscape embodies a heightened metaphysical reality which contains and orders the deep
inner lives of the characters. And at yet another level, landscape bears the play's thematic
concern with environmental conservation. Margaret Williams, whilst recognising various
non-realist elements in the play, defines it as 'essentially realistic', but considers the
'relative realism of the personal scenes ... to sit uneasily with the symbolic quality of song,
16 Dennis Carroll, Australian Contemporary Drama 1909-1982: A Critical Introduction (New York: Peter
Lang, 1985), p.122 and p.124
17 Margaret Williams, Dorothy Hewett, p.120.

ritual and the changing image of the landscape'.18 Radic agrees that the play is hampered
by an unsuccessful mixture of styles, deeming it 'the work of a poet with a strong romantic
streak, [but] ... also a realistic drama of exploitation and destructive love'.19 As a
consequence, the representational aspect of landscape as 'background' predominates, so
that its role in conveying the play's more romantic and poeticised dimension, the archetypal
elements of symbol, spirituality and ritual, is diminished. This more heightened and
abstract aspect of the landscape, then, is intimated rather than properly invoked, as is,
ultimately, the play's important political discourse of environmental conservation.
The relationship between the play's dramaturgy and its textualising of landscape can
also be considered through reference to the temporal logic(s) at work in the play. In an
interview with Hewett, Paul Kavanagh comments on the 'more realistic, beginning,
middle, and end structure' of The Fields of Heaven compared to that of The Man From
Mukinupin. In the same interview, Hewett refers to The Fields of Heaven similarly as a
'more realistic plotted play' than the two she wrote for children at about the same time
(Golden Valley and Song of the Seals). This structure reflects the play's concentration on
the personal histories of the main characters, as well as Hewett's desire to make her work
more accessible to Australian audiences who 'don't like playing ducks and drakes with
time'.20 However, The Fields of Heaven does diverge from the broadly realist convention
in which time is depicted as unitary and unidirectional. The play has a broad narrative
sweep and an episodic structure which ranges over twenty-two years of the Depression and
immediate post-war period, and which accommodates a variety of locations. Frequent
shifts in space and time, and the general arrangement of the narrative, substantially
compromise any definition of its structure as strictly linear; the play in fact opens with
Bodera's funeral in 1951, then moves back in time to the early days of his and Louisa's
acquaintance in 1929. The narrative movement is extremely flexible: hours of dramatic time
are compressed into a few moments' stage time (as with changes from night to day and vice
versa); and whole years are traversed in only minutes, as with Tom's letter-writing
sequence.21 (p.28)
18 Margaret Williams, Dorothy Hewett, p.120.
19 Leonard Radic, p.210.
20 See Jim Davidson, Sideways From The Page: The Mean un Interviews (Melbourne: FontanalCollins,
1983), p.200. See also Paul Kavanagh and Peter Kuch, p.113, in which Hewett declares that in The Fields
of Heaven: '[I am] more interested in how to get what I want to say across, so that Australian audiences will
be able to understand what the hell I'm on about.'
21 There are further examples of such stylised representations of time. The important generational aspect
of the narrative, for instance, with its evocation of the seasons and cycles of the land and the people, depends
centrally on the techniques of repetition and resonance, particularly in the second act. The wedding of Luigi
and Lucia is 'a kind of replay of the wedding scene in Act One' (p.62), only this time it is Rome rather than
Tom who makes the (same) speech, signifying a shift in the balance of power and status. Similarly, Louisa
and Rome's illegitimate son Gabe, now a young man back from boarding school, is seen for the first time
thus: 'GABE bears a striking resemblance to his father in Act One and is dressed much the same, workstained jeans, bare torso. Trailing across the paddock comes the Boderas servant EVIE RUSH, bringing out
the afternoon smoko. It is like a parody of that long-ago love scene between Rome and Louie Barrow in the

me

Epic narrative devices such as these work against the linear grain of the plot. The use
of repetition and resonance suggests a synchronic as well as diachronic ordering of the
characters' lives, which are shown in some respects to be subject to the same kinds of
rhythmic, seasonal cycles as the environment. At a surface level, the evocation of life
cycles, of patterns of repetition and re-birth, might be understood as an optimistic impulse
in the play, a suggestion that whatever is destroyed can also be renewed. However, the
progressive devastation of the landscape throughout the play ultimately undercuts any such
implication; in any case, the apparent optimism of Louisa's final lines has a decidedly
hollow ring if things are simply to repeat themselves generationally. Moreover, one of the
notions conventionally associated with (Brechtian) Epic theatre that individuals are 'in
-

history' and actively engaged in social change

-

is compromised in this particular epic

dramaturgy, with its suggestion of historical repetition and cyclical chronology. The 'open'
narrative structure of The Fields of Heaven, then, is subordinated to the 'closed' historical
plot of the quasi-realistic Bodera-Barrow family saga.22
Tensions thus generated between 'open' narrative and 'closed' plot, between epic
dramaturgy and realist love story, lead to some potentially contradictory readings of the
play's discursive construction of landscape. Louisa's deeply-felt attachment to the land, for
instance a notion strongly tied to the play's discourse of environmental conservation has
-

-

a very ambiguous status within the text, resulting in large part from the cumbersome
arrangement of the play's narrative levels. These potentially contradictory readings will be
considered in greater detail below. Here, it should be observed that the balance between
personal content and epic form can fully be determined only in production, and will vary
from one production to another. What is clear is that the written text calls for an extremely
versatile stage design in order that the landscape in performance be as fully incorporated,
and invested with as broad a range of meanings, as possible. For 'landscape' is the
discursive medium which accommodates much of the play's signifying economy. Indeed
landscape carries much of the burden for synthesising the play's realist content and epic
form: the personalised, relatively narrow focus of the plot is invested with greater weight
by being contextualised in a vast and polysemic environment. Thus while character is
constructed according to a fairly conventional realist paradigm, the personal is frequently
situated in a much broader context, even though the full impact of the larger (topographical
and socio-political) landscape on individuals is, in the main, insufficiently signalled. As
wheatfield.' (p.77) Margaret Williams observes that 'the central events of family life' in the play 'are to be
staged as 'replays", the text states, creating a sense of the rhythm of successive generations that swallows
up individual lives'. See Margaret Williams, Dorothy Hewett, p.116.
22 Here, a contrast can be drawn with the dramaturgy of The Man From Mukinupin: 'The a-chronological
cyclic time-structure of [that play's opening sequence] is a paradigm of larger diurnal and seasonal cycles of
time, against which the development of individual identity and the passing of history are contrasted .... The
"open" dramaturgy of the play prevails in this way over the 'closed' historical narrative....' See Bill
Dunstone, 'Performance and Difference in Dorothy Hewett's The Man From Mukinupin', New Literatures
Review, 19 (1990), pp.73-74.
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suggested above, the epic scale of the drama is established to a large extent by the fluidity
of its narrative, since the presentation of action is unconstrained by the principle of unity of
time. And the effects of this temporal flexibility are complemented by the spatial flexibility
of the set design, as specified in Hewett's directions.
The demands on the stage to represent locations in the play are considerable. The
dominant image conveyed by the set is the rural landscape of the whole Jarrahbin district,
depicted primarily as an image on a cyclorama. Over the course of the play, however, a
variety of locations has to be represented within that landscape: the homestead and four
thousand acres of Marvell Locke; a home and property of perhaps equal size known as
'Bodera's place'; the two thousand acre lot on which stands Bodera's humpy; and various
other more localised sites. A central feature of the stage picture is a large haystack upstage
centre. In the early years of the story, this haystack is shown 'framed by a blur of timber
on the cyclorama [which] looks healthy and flourishing'. (p.4) By the 1950s, however,
the haystack is gone, replaced by open grazing country, and instead of the belt of timber
there are only a couple of dead gums on the horizon. Downstage of these encompassing
images of rural landscape are two built structures. The first stands alternately for the
Marvell Locke homestead and for the homestead on Bodera's place, depending upon the
scene: 'When the prologue opens we are at BODERA's place, a verandah with a back-cloth
showing mock Italian pillars and vines blocking off the interior. When the scene changes
to MAR VELL LOCKE, the BARROW's (sic) homestead, the back-cloth is lifted to reveal
the interior of the sitting room, with an old-fashioned piano with sconces and bowls of
roses.' (p.4) This structure is downstage left; downstage right a corrugated iron wall,
surrounded by assorted domestic items, represents a number of sites, including the 'lovenest' of Ab Walsh and Etta Bell, as well as Bodera's humpy. The general arrangement of
the stage is flexible and impressionistic; a few feet of stage space frequently represent a
much more substantial dramatic space.
This device of representing multiple locations with a single stage site nothing new in
-

dramaturgically 'open' theatre such as that of the Elizabethans

-

is not only theatrically

expedient, but also invites the spectator to consider consonances amongst the various
dramatic locations indicated by that single site. (This effect is analogous to certain instances
of character doubling, where the playing of two or more roles by the same actor signals, or
even creates, a relationship between the characters which might not otherwise be apparent.)
The capacity for one part of the set to represent both the Barrow and Bodera homesteads is
an instance of the self-reflexivity of the stage signs in this play. The sign-vehicle,
highlighting its own status as such by functioning as two locations, foregrounds its
capacity to signify and to generate meanings. One effect of the doubling of the same stage
space to represent the Barrow and Bodera homesteads is to accentuate the deep divisions
cultural, historical, temperamental between the two families, particularly in the latter part
-

-
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of the play as such nuances accrue. Similarly, the corrugated iron wall becomes the site for
a number of trysts, each of which is 'read' in relation to the others, generating a kind of
thematic interrelation amongst all those episodes, as well as accentuating the sense of cycles
and historical repetition.
With such staging techniques, The Fields of Heaven establishes connections and
consonances within its own sign system. The play as a whole sets its various thematic
strands into a kind of dialogue with one another, so that the drama is enriched by the
various discursive fields inscribed in it. The discourse of environmental conservation, for
instance, while not properly integrated into the text as a whole, is always in dialogue with
and illuminated by other discourses: those of romantic and sexual love, for instance, and of
artistic imagination. The metaphoric relations thus established are generated within the text
itself, accumulating meaning as the characters' histories unfold. However the play also
produces special types of meaning through its references to other texts, ranging from
literary and art works to more general cultural discourses which can also be understood in
textual terms.
Much of Hewett's dramatic work makes use of literary allusion. In a number of her
plays, snippets from Browning, Shakespeare, Shaw, Wordsworth and others are woven
into exchanges of dialogue, often with sharp ironies emerging from the spaces created
between the original and new contexts of utterance.23 The Fields of Heaven is similarly
energised by its intertextuality, although the play's allusions tend to work through tonal
similarity rather than direct reference. Nevertheless, allusions to other genres and other
works are clearly discernible. There are references, for instance, to texts produced by
Hewett herself. Margaret Williams locates the genesis of the play in Hewett's long poem
'Legend of the Green Country',24 a central theme of which is the destruction of the land by
ruthless profiteers. The voices and concerns of the poem are clearly revisited, almost thirty
years later, in the play. Similarly, many parallels are evident between The Fields of Heaven
and other Hewett plays, particularly The Man From Mukinupin (whose central character
Polly can in turn be traced to 'Legend of the Green Country'), but also the plays for
children Golden Valley and Song of the Seals. In these celebratory evocations of
Australian landscape, ideas and images from one play intersect and 'cross-fertilise' with
ideas from another, so that familiarity with one enhances the reading of others. Recurring
motifs in these works include notions of transformation and dual identity, and the evocation
of Celtic legends in the Australian landscape.25
23 For discussions of intertextuality in other works by Hewett, see for example Lekkie Hopkins,
'Language, culture and landscape in The Man from Mukinupin', Australasian Drama Studies, 10 (October
1987), pp.91-106; and Bill Dunstone, 'Performance and Difference in The Man from Mukinupin', cited
above.
24 Included in Hewett's anthology of poems Windmill Country (Melbourne: Overland, 1968).
25 For a detailed discussion of these motifs, see the chapter 'The Pastoral Plays' in Margaret Williams,
Dorothy Hewett, pp.92-121.
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The operation of intertextuality in The Fields of Heaven, as Hewett herself has
suggested, is also discernible in the play's quality of Chekhovian stasis'. And this quality
of stillness and fixity is achieved to a large extent through the use of tableaux emblematic
-

moments designed to enhance the play's dramatic scope by contextualising figures
(primarily Louisa) within the larger landscape. The still scenes thus created, as with those
in The Drovers, are suggestive in several instances of painted canvases. Static images of
Louisa surrounded by the 'fields of heaven', for example, which recur at various points
during the play, evoke the Andrew Wyeth painting 'Christina's World' (1948), the image
of which Hewett says 'was in [her] head' the whole time she was writing the play.26 And
in both the Perth and Sydney productions, the stage picture was contrived at several points
to resemble well-known Australian paintings.27
These moments of stasis have a particular bearing on the play's discourses of
landscape in that they illustrate the ways in which landscape is invested with other than
purely representational significance in the play. Consider for example the two sets of stage
directions cited below, describing the play's opening sequence (set in 1951), and then the
transition from prologue to story proper (back to 1929):
The Prologue: Open stage, graveyard-crosses on skyline, panoramic skies. Back to
audience, outlined against the cyclorama, and gathered at ROME BODERA's
grave are his wife RUTH, her sister BETT [et. al .... ]. (p.5)
The Transition: The sky darkens ... LOUIE stands back to audience, outlined against the
sky. A crow calls, another light change into bright sunlight, plover calls. It is
1929. (p.9)
In such instances and there are many others the play optimises the stage's capacity for
-

-

moments of stasis in order to punctuate the general movement through time and space, and
so to underscore the presence and potency of the landscape. At these moments in
performance, landscape appears to envelop character. Its role in both receiving and
determining human activity is accentuated, as is its symbolic dimension as a transhistorical,
generative force which nourishes and vitalises the lives which inhabit it humans, animals
-

26 See Kavanagh and Kuch, p.132. Hewett wrote an opera libretto in 1983 entitled Christina's World; it is
unpublished, and held in the Hanger Collection at the University of Queensland's Fryer Library.
27 Both productions used a tableau to introduce the character of Ruth, Rome's wife, although this device is
not stipulated in the dramatic text and was considered unsuccessful by more than one reviewer: 'In an attempt
to achieve a certain grandeur [director Rodney Fisher] sometimes borrows unwisely for example, from
Drysdale's The Drover's Wife' in an attempt to create a stage picture of sturdy, resilient outback
womanhood. The effect, unhappily, is more comic than convincing. And his storm scene, technically
expert as it is, comes straight from The Flying Dutchman.' See John Moses, p.14. For comments on
allusions, in the Sydney Theatre Company production, to paintings by Arthur Boyd and Russell Drysdale,
see James Waites, p.25; and H. G. Kippax, p.14.
-
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and plants alike. Conversely, and ironically, it is also at such moments that the progressive
despoliation of the fragile landscape is tellingly emphasised.
Scenic devices such as these, understandable as aspects of the play's intertextuality,
work to deepen and enrich the play, to move it beyond the immediate dramatic world into
the realm of parable and archetype. The love plot, which otherwise dominates the drama, is
temporarily subordinated in such instances as the play engages broader thematic concerns
which are both metaphysical and political in nature. Insofar as these various discursive
strands are integrated at all, it is largely through the operation of the play's central
metaphoric device in which character and landscape become signifiers for one another. The
landscape itself, that is, is personified and becomes knowable as a protagonist; humans and
human relations, in turn, are rendered in terms of topographical and environmental imagery
-

growth and fecundity, deterioration and barrenness, nurturing and exploitation. Bill

Dunstone observes that in the play 'the imperatives of the ego in romantic love
are.. .paralleled by desires to possess the land

-

to exploit it or redeem it according to

temperament'.28 Thus the ruined landscape, and Rome and Louisa's failed relationship,
'are aspects of the same loss, and may be seen as metaphors for one another'.29
In this way, the familiar and relatively simple device of personification, in which the
landscape is endowed with human attributes, takes on a rather more complex function. For
'landscape' here comes to refer not only to the physical world, but also to the human
landscape, an emotional and imaginative landscape of the mind, body and spirit. This
human landscape is in turn highly responsive to its physical environment, rendered as a
metaphorical extension of 'the inner "spaces" of the psyche, which manifest themselves in
spiritual hunger, ambition and aspiration'.30 Thus the construction of 'land as human'

-

'Fields of Heaven/ cloth of goldl virgin woman who enfolds' (p.5) is complemented by
the metaphor of 'human as land' 'Own Marvell Locke, you own a country, and you own
-

-

me.' (p.87) However, in being figuratively associated with the 'human landscape', the
physical world is not only textualised, it is sexualised as well: specifically, landscape is
constructed primarily as 'Female'. And in this regard, landscape representation in the play
conforms to 'an ancient and pervasive convention'31 which collapses at times into a form of
gendered essentialism. Hewett's adoption of the 'land as female' metaphor is not entirely
unproblematised, but it does create some irreconcilable tensions within the play's
textualising of landscape.

28 Bill Dunstone, 'Four New Plays', p.63.
29 Margaret Williams, Dorothy Hewett, p.120.
30 Bill Dunstone, 'Four New Plays', p.64.
31 Delys Bird, 'Women in the Wilderness: Gender, Landscape and Eliza Brown's Letters and Journal',
Westerly, 36, 4 (December 1991), p.33.
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As a number of commentators have shown,32 the historical imagery of landscape as
woman is deeply ingrained in many forms of discourse:
From the beginning of its European history, the Australian landscape has
been perceived to have the 'female' qualities of passivity, inviolability,
mystery and allure. 'Man' or 'mankind' the civilising or colonising
-

masculine force has left the 'mother country', Britain, to 'possess' or
-

'conquer' or 'tame' or 'master' or 'subdue' this wilderness .... When the
country resists this 'penetration', 'she' is 'hostile', 'harsh', 'cruel', 'fickle',
'deceitful' the terms often applied by an unsuccessful male lover to an
-

unsubmissive woman... .More recently, industrial operations such as
open-cut mining and timber-getting have been described as the 'rape'
or 'ravishment' or 'violation' of the environment. The wilderness is
the embodiment of 'Mother Nature'.33
These tropes of landscape as productive nurturing Earth Mother on one hand, and violated,
exploited rape victim on the other, are both worked into the play's discursive construction
of landscape. In these terms, the play adheres to the conventional identification of women
and nature: 'The body of woman, the female landscape, has been used as the source and the
verification for the ideology of woman as nurturant, intuitive and so on. This ideology is
not singular, however. Woman, like the land, can withhold her favours and her
fruitfulness: she has been stereotyped as at once seductive and repellant.'34 Throughout the
play, Louisa is associated with the land itself. Indeed, her felt connection to the land and to
Marvell Locke is so often asserted that it might be regarded as the primary motivation for
her actions. In the opening exchange between her and Rome, for example, Louisa is
compared to 'wind across the wheat'. (p.10) Later, she tells Rome: 'This is our bed, the
wheat paddock and the haystack and the sky. It's a better bed than most.' (pA.l) There is
also a reference made by Rome to Louisa's genitalia, which he ranks amongst 'the earth's
treasures'. (p.88) Such images work to establish a sense of Louisa's deep connectedness
to the earth, and to emphasise her spiritual alignment with the landscape.
Yet the identification of Louisa with the landscape clearly rests on her 'Femaleness', so
that the depiction of her is informed ultimately by an essentialist paradigm. For the play
makes a substantial investment in paralleling ideas of fertility in the landscape with Louisa's
unrestrained sexuality, as well as with her generative capacities as an artist. The
32 See for example Kay Schaffer, Women and the Bush. Forces of Desire in the Australian Cultural
Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988); and Carolyn Merchant, The Death of Nature:
Women, Ecology, and the Scientific Revolution (London: Wildwood House, 1980).
33 Suzanne Falkiner, The Writer's Landscape: Wilderness (London: Simon and Schuster, 1992), p.
118.
34 Delys Bird, p.33.
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relationship between landscape and Louisa's paintings will be discussed shortly; here it is
worth considering the ways in which the fertility of landscape and Louisa's sexuality are
allied in the play through reference to the central image of the haystack.
The haystack is visible throughout the first act, and briefly again at the end of the play,
when it rises 'like a shimmering mirage on the cyclorama'. (p.93) Its occupation of the
upstage centre area gives it privileged status in the visible text of performance, endowing it
as a feature with special signifying properties; its absence in the second act is therefore
equally significant. The haystack has a metonymic function: it stands for all the hay
produced on the property, and indeed, in the whole district. As such, it also has the
indexical function of pointing to the district's staples of grain and pasture production

-

crops rejected by Rome when he changes from wheat to wool, signalling in the transition
his ruthless pragmatism:
TOM: You've just about destroyed Marvell Locke.
ROME: Whadda y'mean?
TOM: Overstocking, that's what I mean! ... It's a desert you've created out of the
most beautiful property in the Avon Valley.
ROME: Bulishit! Wool prices go up y' change over to wool. Thass good business.
(p.74)
The haystack also has an important symbolic function. In ways which resonate throughout
the text, it symbolises produce and growth, understood both as tangible aspects of
agriculture and as figurative aspects of human culture. The haystack, site of Rome and
Louisa's sexual liaisons, comes by association to symbolise liberated sexuality, the
expression of which is the basis of their initial attraction but which is gradually corrupted.
For Louisa, the productive capacity of the land is not understood in terms of commodity
and profit as it is by Rome. Rather, the material produce of the land is one facet of an
immanent life force, a creative spirit which is also manifested in human reproduction, as
well as in sexual and artistic expression. Here, as in The Man From Mukinupin, 'the life
force and its potentially creative imagination is inherent in the people ... in the wheat, the
stars and the dry creek bed'.35 Sexuality is thus presented in the play in terms of a binary
opposition. It is shown either as the creative expression of a redemptive life force, as with
Louisa; or as the exploitative and destructive assertion of power, as with Rome. This same
dichotomy applies precisely to the ways in which humans interact with the environment:
Louisa celebrates the land and opts finally to redeem it, while Rome exploits and destroys
the land for his own profit and gratification.

35 May-Brit Akerholt, p.75.
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This opposition is underscored by the play's treatment of the theme of artistic
creativity. Both Louisa and her mother Emily enjoy painting, and there is a scene in which
the two women are shown outdoors, in the open landscape, working alongside one
another. (pp.39-40) Their respective subject matters, however, indicate contrasting
perspectives on the nature of creative expression. Emily works on her 'usual' subject, an
uninspiring 'still life' painting which bears no relation to the physical reality of Marvell
Locke. Louisa's picture, by contrast

-

part of a series called 'The Lovers Series'

-

expresses an intensely felt sexual vitality: 'I want to celebrate sexuality, but in Australia
there's an embargo against it. Especially for women .... It's a painting about love, about
sexual love.' For Louisa, then, her art is contiguous with her sexual relationship with
Rome, with her own quest for artistic and imaginative liberty, and with her decision at the
play's end to redeem Marvell Locke. For Rome, on the other hand, sex is an expression of
power and ownership, bereft of romance and mercenary in spirit. It is seen simply and
crassly as the 'sowing of oats' in a 'paddock' owned by him. (p.79) As the years pass,
Rome acquires more and more farmland, and he becomes increasingly adept in the ways of
the dominant economic culture. However, he no longer sings (a character trait in Act One),
and his once 'exotic' speech becomes coarse and undignified.
The play is thus informed by a version of the nature/culture dialectic, according to
which Louisa's sexual and artistic expression is associated with the natural world, with
produce and growth, while Rome's entry into the dominant cultural order engenders (or
awakens) a ruthless spirit and is identified with the increasingly, unnaturally, barren
landscape. Louisa adopts landscape imagery to make this opposition between her and
Rome explicit when she ruefully tells him: 'And here's our monument, our dream. Look
around you Rome, a salty creek, a dead orchard, eroded paddocks, four thousand barren
acres. These were our fields of heaven.'36 (p.89) Throughout the play, then, Louisa is
associated with creative energy, with nature and the fertile landscape, to which she claims a
profound spiritual connection. In passages such as the following, which might be
considered 'typical Hewett', she adopts some of the play's most striking landscape
imagery: 'I love the storms when they come crackling across the hills, and the first rains.
The grass'll turn green, and there'll be sheets of water in the paddocks, and white frost on

36 The opposition might also be indicated by the name 'Marvell Locke'. Clearly not a name arrived at
arbitrarily, Marvell Locke can be understood as the conjunction of surnames of two English thinkers,
contemporaries, whose respective practices of metaphysical poetry and rationalist philosophy are in some
senses diametrically opposed. \Vhereas Andrew Marvells poetry espouses the power of imagination and of
love, John Locke's philosophy is contemptuous of metaphysics, and advocates self-interest. And, as with
Rome Bodera, 'the great political defect of Locke and his disciples, from a modern point of view, was their
worship of property. See Bertrand Russell, History of Western Philosophy (2nd ed.) (London: Allen and
Unwin, 1982), p.621. It is worth observing that Hewett's son, the novelist Tom Flood, features a property
of the same name (but spelled Marvel Loch) in his Vogel Award-winning novel Oceana Fine (Sydney:
Allen and Unwin, 1988).
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the grass blades.' (p.47) Rome, by contrast, is drawn as an increasingly destructive force,
driven greedily by ambition and power-lust.
It has to be observed, though, that this relatively simple division of character traits
creates some substantial problems in the play as a whole. For one of the central and most
emphatic thematic concerns of The Fields of Heaven is Rome's Italian origins. Whilst his
antagonistic relationship with the land is accounted for partly in the liberal humanist terms
of an 'innate character', it is simultaneously and repeatedly explained in terms of his
ethnicity. As will be shown, this aspect of the play places its ideological agenda in a
decidedly suspect light.
Rome remains an alien throughout. Constant attention is drawn to his exotic, ethnic
difference, to his language and accent, his swarthy good looks and his impulsive
temperament; he is in many senses the cliched 'hot-blooded Mediterranean'. Even in death,
the antipathy between him and the Australian landscape remains:
LUCIA:

. .

.Rome, lyin' out there in a foreign land. (She begins to sob)

RUTH: (implacable) It was his place.
LUCIA: But it wasn't 'is 'ome. (pp.6-7)
Reference is consistently made, by Rome and by others, to his ethnicity and to the
strangeness of his experience of Australia. To some of the Anglo-Australians, he is an
'ignorant dago' (p.14) and 'Eyetie'. (p.18) For him, it is 'hot, so hot this country, alwiz
hot'. (p.10) He regards himself as 'a stranger, an exile, tryin' to make 'is way'. (p.44)
Any display of aesthetic sensitivity on his part becomes increasingly rare, although it is
apparent in this nostalgic portrayal of his own homeland:
ROME: It's beautiful as paradise, as the first creation .... 1 lived in a pink farmhouse
made out of stone in a grove of olive trees .... In the kitchen the laurel and the
olive wood burned in the open fire place .... In the parlour sometimes we had
a dance, but the dances was for men only, with wine to drink and mandolins
and fiddles. (p.4.3)
So in contrast to the explicit association of Louisa with the Australian landscape, Rome is
identified most strongly with his Italian heritage and shown in an antipathetic relationship to
the landscape. And the play's construction of Rome proceeds in such a way that his
'Italianness' acquires a range of negative associations. Certainly, Rome's 'exoticism' in
the early scenes is endearing, but as the drama unfolds his aggression and arrogance
become increasingly explicable in terms of his status as a foreigner. In particular, the play
is explicit in aligning Rome's character, and his Italian heritage, with the ideology of

fascism; specifically, Rome is identified with his former mentor Gabriele D'Annunzio, the
'Italian poet, novelist, dramatist and self-styled 'superman" whose later exploits as an
aviator were to make him one of the heroes of Mussolini's regime'.37 In the end,
therefore, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that Rome's destruction of the landscape is
intended to be understood as an act of fascism. This claim can be supported by a brief
consideration of some of the facts of D'Annunzio's life.
The love plot centred on Rome and Louisa has distinct parallels to the celebrated reallife affair of D'Annunzio and the great tragic actress Eleonora Duse. D'Annunzio had
become very popular in Europe as a novelist and poet by the end of the nineteenth century,
though his work was characterised by its salacious tone and 'cloyingly "poetic" prose':
'The series of "romances"...he wrote in the years around the turn of the century represents
the worst excesses of the literature of the Decadents. They are, simultaneously, hyperbolic,
hysterical, sadistic, tedious, and risible.'38 Beginning with Ii sogno d'un mattino di
primavera in 1897, he wrote a series of dramas specifically to be performed by Duse and
her company, and the two had a successful theatrical collaboration until their personal and
professional relationship broke down after almost ten years.39
The similarities between the real life affair of the writer and actress, and the fictional
affair of Rome and Louisa, are clear. Like Duse, Louisa is the embodiment of the artistic
spirit. Like D'Annunzio, Rome is charismatic, but brooding and egotistical a typically
romantic male lover. He emerges as the ruthless exploiter both of women and the land, the
-

two being equated within the play's metaphoric order. Rome's exploitation of each is
depicted as an assertion of male power; more than that, though, his aggressive ambition is
given a specifically political character by being explained through reference to his fascist
sympathies. Rome himself invokes the lessons he learned from D'Annunzio, with whom
he marched to liberate the port of Fiume as a sixteen year old legionnaire: 'He taught us the
love of danger, the habit of energy and boldness .... Then we dreamed of a march on Rome.
Mussolini gave us his support. We 'ad the energy of distant winds an' rebellious seas.'
(p.42) Louisa, though, recognises the dark underside of Rome's fascist allegiance. Some
of the years 'missing' from the play's narrative

-

1932-1944

-

Louisa spends in Europe,

witnessing first-hand the excesses of the man Rome considers to have been 'a great hero'.
She tells him: 'Ii Duce, your genius of law and order, declaring war from the Palazzo
Venezia balcony and the nightmare begin (sic).' (p.88) For Louisa, Rome's destruction of
the farming district is attributable to his ideological conditioning. Accusing him of having
37 A. P. Riemer, "Influenced by D'Annunzio": Maurice Guest and the Romantic Agony', in Harris and

Webby, eds, Reconnoitres: Essays in Australian Literature in Honour of G. A. Wilkes (Melbourne: Sydney

University Press in association with Oxford University Press, 1992), p.61.
38 A. P. Riemer, p.67 and p.66.
39 For accounts of the collaboration between Duse and D'Annunzio, see A. P. Riemer; also Laura
Richards, 'The Theatrical Collaboration of Eleonora Duse and Gabriele D'Annunzio in the 1890s', Essays in
Theatre/Etudes Théátrales, 10, 1 (November 1991), pp.83-94.
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ruined the farmlands, she declares: 'You blackshirts make me sick. You're all the same.
. thought you were supermen, and instead you were only a bunch of cold-hearted,
Y
ambitious thugs.' (p.88)
Thus Rome's aggression and callousness are simultaneously historicised and
politicised. His antipathetic relationship to the landscape is placed within a larger cultural
context which serves to motivate, and so to explain, his actions. Drawn as antagonist to the
play's protagonist Louisa, Rome is also figured as antagonist to the landscape. Louisa and
her father, conversely, emerge as the landscape's proper custodians. And yet in contrast to
the provision of an historical explication for Rome's antagonism, Louisa and Tom
Barrow's attachment to the landscape is left largely uninterrogated, and finally,
unmotivated. Their occupation of the high moral ground in the struggle for Marvell Locke
is justified, apparently, by an intrinsic sympathy derived from just being there, and in
Louisa's case, from being born there. The Barrows' history as pastoralists, presumably
part of the 'original' British squattocracy, seems to be justification enough for their claims
to occupy and to protect the landscape. Unlike Rome, who despite his acquisition of
property remains an alien throughout, the Barrows
imperial heritage

-

-

bearers of the English cultural and

are shown as spiritually harmonised with the land. Tom's main

justification for resisting Rome's attempted purchase of Marvell Locke is that 'it's been in
[his] family a long time', and that 'Louie might come back'. (p.73)
At one level, then, The Fields of Heaven traces the decline of a patrician class and the
rise of another nouveau riche capitalist class. In another discursive sense, though, the play
seems also to suggest that the land is rightfully the preserve of the descendants of white
Anglo settlers. Rome's quasi-naturalistically motivated antagonism as an outsider is left
unbalanced by a motivated sympathy with the landscape on the Barrows' part. Instead,
they simply have a 'natural' affinity, a romantic attachment which is ultimately metaphysical
in nature. An inevitable conclusion is that the Barrows are the proper custodians of the land
because it has 'always' been theirs, and because they assert a familial identification with it.
One implication of such a reading is that Rome could never be at home in Australia, but
must remain ever the outsider, an immigrant whose fascist sympathies will always dictate
the terms of his relationship with the new country. It must be acknowledged that Hewett
refutes such an interpretation, arguing that the play is 'not anti-Italian' but 'for the country,
and anti those who've exploited it'.40
Nevertheless, there remain a number of substantial difficulties in the play's casting of
the 'original' occupants in the role of saviours, and the alien as force of destruction. In
particular, the implication that the Barrows have some inherently rightful place in the
landscape highlights something of an absence, or a hole in the fabric of the text; and it
40 See 'Dorothy Hewett', a video interview conducted with Hewett by Bill Dunstone as part of the
Australian Playwrights Speak series of video programs (Melbourne: Australian Film Institute, 1986).

appears that the ideology ultimately informing the text is actually most clearly discernible in
this absence. Of particular concern in this regard is that the play begs a number of
questions concerning Aboriginality. For there is a marked absence of any overt reference to
Aboriginal culture, or to ideas of Aboriginal consciousness and spiritual attachment to the
land. At the same time, however, there is an insistence in the play on notions of the
Barrows' felt connection to and guardianship of the land

-

notions conventionally

associated with Australia's indigenous peoples such that the play points inevitably, and in
-

a sense despite itself, to an oblique concern with Aboriginality. The Barrows' 'authentic'
and spiritual connection to the earth parallels that type of identification generally understood
as fundamental to Aboriginal consciousness. Yet the play makes no actual reference to
Aboriginality, the whole notion of which thus 'disappears in the hole in the play's fabric
referred to above, an absence remarkable for its presence.
This absence is so marked, in fact, that the play appears to invite a rather odd
allegorical reading. Considered in allegorical terms, the depiction of the Barrows as
spiritually harmonised with the landscape, and of Rome as destructive alien force, suggests
that the Barrows are aligned with ideas of Aboriginal custodianship, while Bodera becomes
the white colonial intruder, nurturing his self-interests and dismissive of the dangers to the
land of his arrogance. The difficulty here of course is that any suggestion of a parallel
between Aboriginal spiritual kinship with the land and that of the white settler family seems
absurd; almost as problematic is the Italian immigrant's aggressive expansionism as an
allegory for white settlement. In practice, then, any such allegorical reading cannot be
sustained, yet the text's abiding concern with attachment to, and custodianship of, the land
appears to invite such a reading.
Some real tensions arise, therefore, within the apparent political project of The Fields
of Heaven. While the play does privilege the Rome-Bodera love story, it also supports at
one level the ideology of environmental conservation. The depiction of the landscape's
deterioration stands as an indictment of those attitudes and values enshrined in the
mythology of the pioneering spirit. Some of the qualities associated with the early settlers

-

dogged determination, pragmatic stoicism, opportunism and so on are here undermined,
-

exposed as exploitative and hostile attitudes capable of destroying a sensitive ecosystem.
This political intention, however, is fundamentally compromised by the play's total denial
of an Aboriginal perspective, or at least by its confused allegorical treatment of the invasion
of an 'original' and 'authentic' culture by an inauthentic and rapacious alien culture.
One of the primary concerns of The Fields of Heaven, then, is the encounter between
'The Foreigner' or 'Alien' and the Australian landscape. The play also explores the
inscription of an alien culture into the landscape, a process involving the imposition of one
set of (European) signs and meanings over other, authentic and pristine, Australian signs.
The following essay on Janis Balodis' Too Young For Ghosts examines similar concerns

which figure in that play, partly in an effort to investigate further this relationship between
'The Alien'arid the Australian landscape. in the context of dominant paradigms of white

Australian history, this relationship demands some careful interrogation.

TOO YOUNG FOR GHOSTS
Since Janis Balodis' Too Young For Ghosts was given its premiere production in
1985, the play has met with considerable critical and commercial success throughout
Australia. The fact that small amateur companies, University drama departments and the
professional mainstream alike have shown an enthusiasm for staging the play is worth
remarking, and not just because this reflects favourably on the work itself. For the
important place that Too Young For Ghosts has come to occupy in the national repertoire
reflects some significant developments, both in the particular instance of drama and in the
broader context of national culture. In terms of its dramaturgical style, the play might be
compared to some of the other formally innovative, non-naturalistic works by the 'Second
Wave' writers of the 1980s. And as this essay will argue, the inventiveness of the play's
formal strategies

-

which work to refigure dominant (imperial) paradigms of space and

time is integral to its interrogation of contemporary issues of cultural identity, and most
-

notably Australian multiculturalism. Too Young For Ghosts can be seen as part of an
efflorescence in 'migrant writing' which has coincided with the burgeoning ideology of
multiculturalism in Australia over the last two decades. I The play's central and unifying
project is to explore, from a post-colonial perspective, the interrelated psychological,
cultural and ideological crises occasioned by the encounter between the 'foreigner' and an
alien landscape. In other words

-

and to invoke here a phrase characteristically

circumscribed within a superficial nationalist discourse Too Young For Ghosts engages,
interrogates, and finally reformulates 'the migrant experience'.2
-

As a descriptive term, the usefulness of the word 'migrant' is very limited. Here it
refers to people who come to Australia from another country. However, Sneja Gunew's
contention that 'within Australia, Migrant connotes an inability to speak English'3
1
Contemporary writing by authors from non-English speaking backgrounds has contributed significantly
to changing perceptions of Australianness. See for example Peter Skrzynecki's Joseph's Coat: An
Anthology of Multicultural Writing in Australia (Sydney: Hale and Ironmonger, 1985); Sneja Gunew's
many anthologies, including Displacements: Migrant Story Tellers (Melbourne: Deakin University Open
Campus Program, 1982); and Veronica Kelly's selection of 'ethnic' plays in her 'Falling Between Stools:
The Theatre of Janis Balodis', Ariel, 23, 1 (January 1992), p.119. The attitudes and experiences expressed
in such works are especially interesting in relation to two well-known Australian texts from the 1950s
which also deal with 'the migrant experience': Nino Culotta's novel They're A Weird Mob (Sydney:
Humorbooks, 1957) and Richard Beynon's play The Shifting Heart (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1960).
Neither of these authors was Italian (both were in fact Irish-born), and the 'Italian' voices in their work are
invented rather than authentic. Both pieces, though very different in tone, ultimately endorse an
assimilationist ethic.
2 A telling instance of the typically reductive use of this phrase appeared in a review in The Bulletin of No
Going Back, the second play in a projected trilogy beginning with Too Young For Ghosts. The article
suggests that terms such as 'multiculturalism' and 'migrant theatre' 'have become outmoded "buzz words".
It goes on to argue that No Going Back 'at least takes the migrant experience out of community based
theatres and places it firmly in the mainstream'. See Fiona Scott-Norman, 'Ghosts Revisited', The Bulletin
(August 11, 1992), p.94.
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and Sneja Gunew, 'Questions of Multiculturalism', in Simon During, ed.,
The Cultural Studies Reader (London: Routledge, 1993), p.194.

suggests that ideas of migrant-ness' are predicated principally on linguistic criteria, thus
excluding Anglo-Ceits from, say, Britain or New Zealand.4 The point is worth noting,
since 'the migrant experience', a falsely homogenising and reductive concept, has come
similarly to be framed within mainstream Australian culture as a process of cultural and
psychological re-orientation undergone by migrants of non-English speaking
backgrounds. White anglophone migrants, in conforming to the racial and linguistic
norms of the prevailing culture, are somehow outside this migrant experience. In Too
Young For Ghosts, however, a more broadly constructed type of migrant experience
extends to include figures associated with imperial invasion the explorer Leichhardt and
-

his party

-

as well as the non-English speaking Latvian migrants who are themselves

ambivalently rendered as pioneering explorers and potential colonisers. The
representation of the European explorers and the Latvians alike as migrants serves to
remind that only one group of people has an indigenous and authentic claim to the land:
the Aborigines, whose 'subtle keening'5 figuratively pervades the whole drama.
The propagation of British imperial culture in Australia, figured in the play through
the Gilbert and Leichhardt narrative, has been in broad historical terms a relatively short
process. In the early phase of this history, the settlers' perceptions of their environment
were conditioned by the 'home' culture and its ways of seeing. Indeed, many cultural
products from the colonial period

-

paintings, journals, letters, poetry and novels

-

are

expressions of a type of migrant experience. As Helen Gilbert argues, 'all non-Aboriginal
Australians are in some senses migrants and.. .concerns about exile and the encounter with
alien space are thus common across other cultural boundaries'.6 The first poets to write of
the 'new' landscape, for instance, tended uniformly to express a sense of strangeness, a
disorientation prompted by their dislocation from the familiarities of home. Kevin
Magarey, paraphrasing Brian Elliott, describes this generalised response thus:
In an early stage the new arrivals find the environment very foreign to
their conditioned expectations ...and the sense of the foreignness of the
new environment is itself partly conditioned by the European myth of the

It has to be acknowledged that the term 'Anglo-Celt' is itself fraught with problems as a descriptive term,
its chief value here being that of expedience. Stephen Castles et al. argue that the 'concept "Anglo-Celtic",
commonly used in debates on multiculturalism today, is an ill-conceived monstrosity'. See Stephen Castles
et al., Mistaken Identity: Multiculturalism and the Demise of Nationalism in Australia (Sydney: Pluto
Press, 1992), p.8. Veronica Kelly asserts that '[m]any observers would probably not consider an
anglophone white British or New Zealand migrant as 'multicultural", thus revealing the ethnocentric biases
of the term'. See Veronica Kelly, 'Falling Between Stools', p.118.
5 Alison Cotes, 'Review: Too Young For Ghosts', Courier Mail (May 25, 1988); reproduced in Australian
and New Zealand Theatre Record, 7, (May 1988), p.6.
6 Helen Gilbert, draft version of 'Ghosts in a Landscape: Louis Nowra's Inside the Island and Janis
Balodis' Too Young For Ghosts', p.3. The quotation cited here does not appear in the version of this article
published in Southern Review, 27, 4 (December 1994), pp.432-447.

antipodean world being upside down.7
Of course, the 'new environment' was new only in the sense that it was newly
encountered, and its foreignness was constituted precisely in relation to the
preconceptions and prior experiences of the newcomers. All the settlers were migrants in
a new land. For them, 'New South Wales' was unknown space which could only be made
sensible by reference to known place. The landscape was not inherently strange, nor
hostile, nor upside down. It acquired these characteristics only by being contrasted to the
places familiar to the settlers, the gap between the known and the unknown being deeply
inscribed in the words and forms used to describe their experience.
This sense of dislocation, expressed in the referential gaze back to the home culture
in works produced during the early phase of settlement, is common to many settler or
invader societies. Sometimes, attempts are made to use language in new ways in order to
express the unfamiliar: 'The experience of a new place, identifiably different in its
physical characteristics, constrains ... the new settlers to demand a language which will
allow them to express their sense of "Otherness".' Nevertheless:
.the first texts produced in the colonies in the new language are frequently
produced by 'representatives' of the imperial power .... Despite their detailed
reportage of landscape, custom, and language, they inevitably privilege the
centre, emphasizing the 'home' over the 'native ..... At a deeper level, their claim
to objectivity simply serves to hide the imperial discourse within which they
are created.8
In Too Young For Ghosts, cultural and ideological conditioning similarly determines the
perceptions of Australia of both the Latvians and the explorers. This discussion will
argue that the play places these perceptions in historical relation to each other, but also in
a complex relation to the landscape. The characters' individual and collective histories
are shown to be responsive to, and in some ways determined by, the Australian landscape;
historical discourse is thus spatialised, and landscape, in turn, becomes conceivable as
" Kevin Magarey, 'Place, Landscape, Saussure, Region, and Two Australian Colonial Poets: Some
Footnotes', in Eaden and Mares, eds, Mapped But Not Known: The Australian Landscape of the
Imagination (Netley, S.A.: Wakefield Press, 1986), p.1 11.
8 Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literature
(London: Routledge, 1989), p.1 1 and p.5. In a separate discussion, Gareth Griffiths makes the following
observations on the new settler's impulse to develop alternative modes of expression: 'Linguistic and
cultural dislocation occurs in some degree even to the free settler of English stock, free, in theory at least, to
continue in the exercise of his Englishness, and yet who, as text after text demonstrates, feels constrained
within one generation or sometimes less to seek markers of difference which can express his sense of
'otherness" and distinction from the culture of the originating centre.' Gareth Griffiths, 'City and Bush in
the Australian Theatre 1922-1988', in Anna Rutherford, ed., Populous Places: Australian Cities and Towns
(Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1992), pp.34-35.

temporal as well as geographical space. It will further be argued that the play's strategies
for representing space and time are central to its critique of the imperial enterprise in
Australia.
In beginning to explore the responses to landscape of the Latvians and of
Leichhardt's party, both of which comprise dislocated or displaced persons, a brief
consideration of the key notion of 'place' will be useful. In this context, it means
something closely related to 'home': the known, familiar environment with which one
identifies and feels a sense of belonging. Though physically tangible, place also has
important cultural and psychological dimensions, since an individual's entire being, and
the ways in which one apprehends the world, are conditioned substantially by one's place.
Place thus becomes a principal determinant of cultural identity, and a shared sense of
place normally implies a shared cultural identity as well.
Landscape in these terms is not the same as place, but the two are fundamentally
related: 'A similarity of landscape and climate will disguise a difference of place, a
difference of landscape will foreground it.'9 Hence the Canadian landscape, for instance,
by offering more familiar points of reference to European colonists than that of Australia,
elicited somewhat less extreme accounts of alienation during the early phases of that
country's colonisation. In Australia, landscape has figured prominently, but always
ambivalently, in attempts by migrants to develop a sense of place and of belonging. The
early settlers defined themselves in opposition to a landscape perceived as hostile and
different; later generations sought patriotically to heroicise the landscape, defining an
essential Australianness by invoking its unique physical character. 10 Too Young For
Ghosts, too, explores this relationship between culture and place. Indeed, the play
problematises the relationship by showing that the hardships experienced by the Latvian
refugees derive mainly from dis-placement. Not only are they dispossessed of their
known physical and cultural place, but the loss is exacerbated by their confrontation with
an environment almost totally alien to them and in which they themselves appear alien.
Thus the difficulties encountered by the seven Displaced Persons (DPs) are conveyed
largely through the figurative field of landscape, a space to which most of them, initially
at least, cannot adjust. To adapt a phrase used by Balodis in relation to his play Heart
For The Future (1989), the DPs, like Leichhardt, are burdened with a kind of 'mental
baggage':" memories, expectations and predispositions which condition their responses
to the new land.
Kevin Magarey, p.106.
10 Fry and Willis point out, for example, that a recent exhibition of Heidelberg School paintings was
promoted thus: 'These are some of the paintings that shaped a nation. They depict the searing heat, dust and
light a unified Australian spirit when pride in being Australian and things Australian first surfaced.' Tony
Fry and Anne-Marie Willis, Criticism Against The Current', Meanjin, 48, 2 (1988), pp.225-226.
11 See Veronica Kelly, "Projecting the inner world onto an existing landscape": an interview with Janis
Balodis', Australasian Drama Studies, 17 (October 1990), p.33.
-

Considered in terms such as these, Too Young For Ghosts can usefully be
understood as a post-colonial text. For as Bill Ashcroft et al. point out, 'a major feature of
post-colonial literatures is the concern with place and dis-piacement. It is here that the
special post-colonial crisis of identity comes into being; the concern with the
development or recovery of an effective identifying relationship between self and
place."2 Too Young For Ghosts functions, then, as a post-colonial text a work which
-

interrogates Australian culture through the historical prism of imperialism and
immigration. Helen Gilbert offers a persuasive post-colonial reading of the play, arguing
that it effects 'a postcolonial deconstruction of imperial history (and geography) by
revealing that the land is a site of discursive and territorial contention as well as an
"accumulative text" which records in multiple inscriptions the spatial forms and fantasies
of both indigenous and settler cultures'. 13
While the present discussion is alert to the play's status as a post-colonial text, its
principal focus is on a different, but related and equally important, discursive and political
field with which the play engages: that of multiculturalism. What is to be avoided,
though, is a critical model which seeks to identify the play as itself 'multicultural'. As
Veronica Kelly remarks:
The question of discursive boundaries seems of decisive importance:
whose precisely is the responsibility, within current discourses, for
commentary on Balodis? Is he to be classified as a 'migrant writer'
or as a 'mainstream Australian playwright'? Despite, and indeed because
of, the currency of discussions about Australian multiculturalism, these
definitions appear to impose as many restrictions as they do opportunities.'4
Kelly's comments not only signal the continuing importance of the 'multicultural debate'
in Australia, they also point to some of the tensions inherent in the predominating
discourse of what Tom Burvill calls 'simple pluralist multiculturalism.15 In the terms of
this discourse, 'multiculturalism' is reduced to a kind of generalised multi-ethnicity, thus
excluding other types of cultural formation; further, once acknowledged, this ethnic
diversity 'is often constructed as a colourful pageantry within a greater unity and
consensus'. 16 In their overview of the multicultural debate in Australia, Stephen Castles
12 Bill Ashcroft et al., pp.8-9.
13 Helen Gilbert, Ghosts in a Landscape', p.433.
14 Veronica Kelly, Falling Between Stools', p.116.
15 Burvill uses the phrase in a discussion of Sidetrack Theatre's Kin (1987): 'Kin tries to get beyond simple
pluralist multiculturalism ... or "spaghetti and polka multiculturalism". In simple pluralist multiculturalism,
'ethnicity' is seen in relation only to transportable customs, diet and folkways.' See Tom Burvill,
'Sidetrack'sKin: intervening in multiculturalism', Australasian Drama Studies, 12/13 (1988), p.62.
16 Tom Burvill, p.61.

.
M

et al. contend that the doctrine of multiculturalism, whilst overtly espousing an
acceptance and celebration of the pluralism of Australian society, accommodates cultural
diversity only where such diversity is incorporated within, and subordinated to, a system
of beliefs and practices grounded in a dominating nationalist ideology. Authentic and
radical difference, therefore, is vigorously resisted in favour of a supposedly unitary and
harmonious but in fact reactionary and neo-assimilationist search for national identity.
-

-

Thus the dominant Australian 'vision of a multicultural society shares with [the dominant]
concept of citizenship, a strong emphasis on building a cohesive and harmonious society
which is all the more tolerant ... because of the diversity of its origins'.17 Castles et al.
argue that multiculturalism's 'incorporative thrust' homogenises pluralities through its
appeals to the deceptively comforting universal of nationhood:
It is possible to retreat into culture narrowly defined. But there is a sense
in which this is precisely the effect of that brand of ethnic politics which
merely sees multi-culturalism as the removal of cultural or 'attitudinal'
barriers from minority groups to play the core cultural game, which itself
remains fundamentally unquestioned .... The step beyond multiculturalism
is the transcending of national identity, the denial of its necessity, the
recognition that .... [h]uman identity must become transnational. 18
The concerns expressed here, and their relevance to this examination of Too Young
For Ghosts, can be summarised in this way: If multiculturalism is to provide an adequate
model for resisting and re-figuring the values and practices of the centre or dominant
culture, it cannot homogenise disparate socio-cultural formations and conditions.
Otherwise, minority cultures become 'knowable' in terms set down by the dominant
culture, and are relegated to a subordinate position with that culture, so that a status quo
of undemocratic socio-political relations is maintained. Accordingly, any dramatic text
which engages questions concerning Australia's multicultural history and identity, as Too
Young For Ghosts does, has similarly to resist such generalisations. Action and
characterisation informed by an essentialist conception of 'the migrant experience', for

17 See Stephen Castles et al., Mistaken Identity, p.3. One of the central arguments working through the
book is that populist conceptions of multiculturalism tend to be limited to outward, celebratory forms of
cultural expression, while crucial matters of cultural politics are obscured. In the dominant Australian
culture, multicultural Australia is meant to be at the level of Trivial Pursuits: song and dance, food and
folklore... Italian peasant-village life and Polish communism are not culture because we could not really
have either in Australia. They are not 'culture" because no-one would suggest that we take
multiculturalism that far. But spaghetti and polka are, without doubt, 'culture'. At this point,
multiculturalism becomes neither a serious area of social reform policy nor an intellectually worthwhile
focus of study.' See Mistaken Identity, p.121.
18 Stephen Castles et al., p.122 and p.13.

example, have to be resisted in order that specific experiences not be totalised within an
overarching model of Otherness.
Given these potential dangers, one of the principal achievements of Too Young For
Ghosts is its careful conjunction of the typical and the particular. That is, while its
characters can be understood in some senses as types representing a generalised historical
experience the encounter with alien space they are individuated as distinct personalities
-

-

as well. They function, then, through a dialectical interplay of public and private
thematics, or emblematic and particularised narratives: their responses to the environment
are conditioned by the cultural and discursive histories they bring with them, but each
character is uniquely individuated within those general patterns of cultural identity. Their
'mental baggage', then, is personal as well as cultural, and Balodis makes it difficult to
read his characters merely as 'exotic creatures in an alien landscape', constructing them
instead as 'people with particular personal problems that cross national boundaries'. 19
This individuating of the main characters is an important aspect of the play, because
as Fazal Rizvi points out in reference to the DPs (though his general point applies to
Leichhardt and Gilbert as well):
.there is nothing uniform about the struggles of the post-war refugees....
Each individual refugee has experienced Australia in a profoundly unique
and contradictory manner. Each has been shaped by the Australia now
past and has in turn shaped the Australia we live in today.20
Nonetheless, the particular experiences of the individual characters in Too Young For
Ghosts need also to be framed by the particular history of Latvian immigration. The
play's narrative involving the Latvian emigres in Australia is made more acute in the
context of the history of mass immigration to this country following World War Two.
Between 1947 and 1964, more migrants joined the population than in the eighty years
after 1860.21 About twenty thousand Latvians emigrated to Australia between 1947 and
1953; only the United States received more Latvian refugees. Many were traumatised by
war, and depressed following long periods in refugee camps. The hardships of physical,
cultural and linguistic isolation, of tough manual labour, racism, the pressure to assimilate
and so on were in many instances extreme. Emigres from this time continue to
experience severe psychological stresses relating to feelings of alienation. Aldis Putnins'

19 Janis Balodis, in Veronica Kelly, 'Projecting the inner world', p.32.
20 Fazal Rizvi, The Post-War Australian Immigrant Experience', in Janis Balodis, Too Young For Ghosts
(rev. ed.) (Sydney: Currency Press, 1991), p.x.
21 Geoffrey Blainey, The Tyranny of Distance: How Distance Shaped Australia's History (Melbourne: Sun
Books, 1966), p.334.

Latvians in Australia: Alienation and Assimilation22 provides a detailed account of these
eXperlenCeS.
In Australia, Latvian culture had been very much a minority culture prior to the war.
And although many Latvians settled here after the war, the government agreed to accept
only those refugees who were healthy, free of fascist sympathies, and ready to live
anywhere and work at anything.23 In the contemporary multicultural debate, it is
sometimes suggested that the post-war immigration program, of which Latvians were
such a large part, is evidence of an historical willingness on the part of white Australians
to embrace multiculturalism; such claims, however, disguise a less commendable
historical reality:
Today an attempt is being made to re-interpret the immigration programme
as a deliberate move towards a multi-ethnic society. This is far from the
truth: immigration was seen in the mid-1940s as a strategic necessity to
make the country economically and militarily strong enough to repel the
'yellow peril'. No ethnic diversity was intended: British migrants were
wanted, and when they could not be obtained in adequate numbers, the call
was for 'assimilable types' who would rapidly become indistinguishable
from other Australians. 24
In a socio-political climate of this type, as Too Young For Ghosts demonstrates, (nonBritish) Displaced Persons were bound to experience alienation and discrimination.
Racism on the part of white Australians was rife, especially given the effective
legitimation of racial hostility following years of international warfare.
In bringing these particular DPs' stories to theatrical life, Too Young For Ghosts
makes use of a non-linear, multi-narrative dramatic structure. Much of the play's appeal,
in fact, stems from the inventive device in which three discrete narrative lines are
interwoven, achieving an epic historical sweep. The intermingling of these narrative
strands, which Balodis compares to the three dimensional image of a plait,25 will be
elaborated upon as this discussion develops; briefly, though, the play is structured as
follows. The central plot-line concerns the seven DPs in North Queensland in 1948-49,
with the play's short final scene being set in 1950. The DPs' experiences of hardship and
alienation, compelling enough in themselves, are made more resonant by being
counterpointed with two separate but related dramatic worlds. The first of these centres
22 Aldis Putnins, Latvians in Australia: Alienation and Assimilation (Canberra: ANU Press, 1981).
23 Aldis Putnins, p.16.
24 Stephen Castles et al., p.9.
25 See Veronica Kelly, Projecting the inner world, p.33.

on the same group of characters, but shown in a Stuttgart refugee camp in 1947, the year
before their arrival in Australia. The second focuses on the Austrian botanist and explorer
Ludwig Leichhardt and his expedition party as they travel through North Queensland in
1845, the year of Leichhardt's first and only successful journey through that country. It
will be clear even from this summary that the play in production demands a highly
versatile stage design.
Balodis suggests that these separate narrative lines ought to be framed in production
such that 'Leichhardt's journey and the D.P.s' time in Stuttgart are like a "dreaming"
experienced by the D.P.s in Australia in 194849'.26 Thus, in Balodis' conception at least,
the narrative concerning the DPs in North Queensland constitutes the play's primary
dramatic world, its 'true' present; the other two strands augment that world, enriching it
with an historical depth and scope. The play's structural complexity, and the elaborate
layering of ideas thus enabled, elicit somewhat polarised responses. On one hand, there
are those who consider the action too dense: David Malouf (whose review of the play was
generally favourable) believes it has 'too many ideas',27 and Doug Kennedy describes it as
a 'complicated theatrical layer cake which appears to invite audiences to bite off more
than they can intellectually chew'.28 Conversely, commentators such as Roger Hodgman,
director of the play's premiere production (at the Melbourne Theatre Company in 1985),
regard its complexities favourably, believing that 'the parallels and reverberations [give]
the play stature'; Hodgman also observes that the polarising of responses was evident
even from the early stages of the script's appearance at the Australian National
Playwrights' Conference in 1984.29
Too Young For Ghosts, then, marshals an historical logic in its depiction of the
encounter between migrants and the Australian landscape. But as will be shown, it is an
unconventional logic. The 'primary' narrative concerning the DPs in Australia is shown
in an historical relation with the other two narrative strands, both of which predate the
action set in 1948-49. The Latvians' reactions to their new landscape are elucidated
through the depiction of their recent hardships in Stuttgart. A more suggestive
dramatically more ambitious

-

-

and

relationship is the historical consonances established

between Leichhardt's expedition party and the Latvians. Separated in time but figured in
the same geographical space, the two groups' experiences and responses are shown as
coincident in certain respects, divergent in others; any simplistic comparisons based on
notions of a universal 'migrant experience' are therefore resisted.

26 Janis Balodis, 'Authors Note, Too Young For Ghosts, p.xvii.
27 David Malouf, 'A Splendid Blend of Complex Worlds', The Australian (September 17, 1985), p.12.
28 Doug Kennedy, 'Review: Too Young For Ghosts, Gold Coast Bulletin (May 28, 1988); reproduced in
Australian and New Zealand Theatre Record, 7, no number (May 1988), p.6.
29 Roger Hodgman, 'Producing the Play', in Janis Balodis, Too Young For Ghosts, p.xiii.
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Resisted also is the rendering of these historical parallels solely in terms of linear
time. While the DPs' Australian encounters are illuminated by episodes from their past
(and from the land's past), the play's narrative scheme collapses conventional boundaries
between past and future, such that they become in many senses co-existent. The
responses to Australia demonstrated by the characters, ranging from Leichhardt's drive to
're-write' the landscape to the eventual resolution of (some of) the DPs to change and
adapt, all converge in a kind of transhistorical present in which 'it is just as possible to
perceive a past haunted by the future as a present haunted by the past'.30 And while the
landscape functions as the central point of reference the organising space of this 'polypresent' it is subject to a variety of readings by different individuals. It does not
-

-

function, therefore, as a constant, but its presence is constantly foregrounded.
So rather than showing historical experience as fixed in the sequential framework of
unidirectional time, as dictated by the traditional Western (imperial) paradigm, action is
rendered as 'floating' in a temporality which enables simultaneity, interpenetration and
coalescence. However, as might be suggested by the use of spatial terms such as
'dimensional' and 'linear' in characterising its representation of time, the play's temporal
discourse is ultimately inextricable from its spatial discourse: history and geography are
dialectically entwined, and meaning is generated through an elaborate interplay of
temporality and spatiality. Significantly, though, the play's treatment of space and time
observes principles markedly different from those of traditional positivist Western
science.
It is axiomatic that the natures of space and time have been dominant concerns in
European thought for centuries. Following the classical tradition of Euclidean geometry,
Western epistemologies since the Renaissance have normally posited space as an
absolute, immutable and timeless medium. In his Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy (1687), Newton formulated 'a self-sufficient space, that is, space which was
absolute in its own nature and remained always similar and immovable'.31 Modern
Western philosophies have similarly been predicated on the positivistic view of time as
unilinear and unidirectional:
Bergson's theory of knowledge was based on the accumulation of
information in time. Darwin's world was grounded in the steady
progression and development of an organism from simple to complex.
The Marxists' world was rooted in absolute space and a progressive
movement of absolute time from past to future. 32
30 Helen Gilbert, 'Ghosts in a Landscape', p.439.
31 Michael Kobialka, 'Inbetweenness: Spatial Folds in Theatre Historiography', Journal of Dramatic Theory
and Criticism, 5, 2 (Spring 1991), p.87.
32 Michael Kobialka, p.87.
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In recent decades, however, these traditional conceptions of space and time have been
substantially revised, as have conceptions of their relationship. In particular, the
postulates of relativity theory and quantum mechanics have become increasingly
influential, not only in their applications to science but to the humanities as well.
Quantum physics is a conceptually difficult and densely theorised field of enquiry; it
might be enough here to indicate in broad terms some of its impact on contemporary
thought. Relativity theory has effected a complete reconceptualisation of the structure of
time and space. As Michael Kobialka observes, Einstein's 'special theory of relativity
irrevocably altered the perception of time in physics [and his] general theory of relativity
dynamised the structure of space... .Einstein's geometry was ... concerned not with a threedimensional empty space, but with a four-dimensional manifold of space and time.'33 The
Einsteinian universe, rather than being a fixed spatial structure, is mutable, its geometry
varying in different directions. In 'thinking this elasticity', Rosemarie Bank suggests, 'it is
useful to conceive of time as a dimension of space'.34
Quantum theory had a substantial impact on the arts and humanities in the early
decades of the twentieth century. It influenced many individual artists including
Duchamp, Gertrude Stein, Eisenstein, Tzara and Breton, as well as movements such as
Surrealism and (especially) Cubism.35 In recent years, it has also become highly
influential in criticism. As Gregory Ulmer states: 'Criticism now is being transformed [by
concepts of quantum theory] in the same way that literature and the arts were transformed
by the avant-garde movements in the early decades of this century.'36 In particular, much
contemporary criticism has utilised concepts of 'spatial history' that mode of critical
discourse which regards the spatial structures in which cultures function as socio-

historically determined and determining; space is thus recognised as complicit in the
processes of cultures. Michel Foucault was instrumental in theorising this field. His
schematisation of history as power/knowledge is a spatial history.37 Edward Soja,
following theorists such as Foucault and Marshal Berman, describes an epistemological
privileging, especially in critical discourse, of time over space. He identifies a 'spaceblinkered historicism' in which contemporary knowledges seem 'enveloped in a temporal
master-narrative, in a historical but not yet comparably geographical imagination'.
33 Michael Kobialka, p.89.
34 Rosemarie Bank, 'Time, Space, Timespace, Spacetime: Theatre History in Simultaneous Universes',
Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, 5, 2 (Spring 1991), p.67.
35 See Rosemarie Bank, p.69.

36 Gregory L. Ulmer, 'The Object of Post-Criticism', in H. Foster, ed., The Anti-Aesthetic (Seattle: Bay
Press, 1989), p.83.
See for example Michel Foucault, in C. Gordon et al., eds, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and
Other Writings, 1972-1977 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980); in fact most of Foucault's oeuvre utilises
concepts of spatial history.
-
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However, from the confrontation between the 'pious descendants of time' and the 'pesky
postmodern' intruders, there is emerging a 'more flexible and balanced critical theory that
re-entwines the making of history and the social production of space'. 38
Soja and many other contemporary thinkers theorise concepts of spatial history;39
the discursive construction of space in Too Young For Ghosts as fluid and multivalent
works in effect to stage the theory. As Michael Issacharoff argues, movement or dialogue
can virtually be banished from performance, but space is a constant imperative.40 And
space in this play is endowed with agency and rendered as an active force. The North
Queensland landscape and the Stuttgart refugee camp, conjured, at times simultaneously,
in the same theatrical space, are foregrounded as the 'provocative emplacements which
affect thought and action'.41 In this context, Balodis' apparently quite simple description
of the play as a 'play about a location'42 is in fact a very suggestive remark.
One of the key things it suggests is that the Australian landscape is not merely an
environment which passively receives human action, but is instead an essential aspect of
the lived conditions determining action. And the particular ways in which space is
figured in this play as multi-dimensional and interactive with history rather than as fixed
-

and inert

-

constitute an important strategy in the play's post-colonial project. For the

efficacy of the play's spatial discourse, especially its radical reconception of space, lies in
its counter-discursivity. The play proposes an alternative aesthetic, a subversion of the
'temporal master narrative' which characterises imperial constructions of reality. In this
way, the play emulates other (mainly oral) narrative traditions. As Stephen Muecke
observes, for example, Aboriginal narratives characteristically subordinate time to space,
and so tend to be 'circular' rather than teleological:
The philosophy of spatial distribution may be contrasted to the more
temporal philosophies of the West which tend to be oriented towards
goals and results, which 'build on' the past, which erase (and occupy)
Space in the (imperial) narrative of Time.43
Yet Too Young For Ghosts achieves more than a simple inversion of the
conventional relationship between time and space in imperial discourse. As indicated
38 Edward Soja, 'History: geography: modernity', in Simon During, pp.136-137.
9 Influential studies in spatial history include works by Jean-Francois Lyotard, Fredric Jameson, Gaston
Bachelard, David Harvey, and Henri LeFebvre. Paul Carter's The Road To Botany Bay, cited in the
previous chapter, is subtitled 'An Essay In Spatial History'. (London: Faber and Faber, 1987).
40 Michael Issacharoff, 'Space and Reference in Drama', Poetics Today, 2, 3 (1981), p.21 1.
41 Edward Soja, p.139.
42 See Veronica Kelly, 'Projecting the inner world', p.11.
43
Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces: Aboriginality and Cultural Studies (Sydney: New South Wales
University Press Ltd, 1992), pp.2-3.

earlier, the play constructs history and geography as interdependent and interactive.
Every space encountered by the play's characters is encoded with histories, including
histories yet to be played out, and even different histories played out simultaneously.
Several theorists have provided accounts which help to illuminate this theatrical
intersection of space and time. Sarah Bryant-Bertail, for example, describes a similar
process in a 1989 production of Fernando de Rojas' La Célestine: '[S]patial patterns are
gradually created by repetition, displacement, condensation, or expansion of internal and
external spaces. In short, space is structured by time, in a process which is the play's
spatiality.'44 Bryant-Bertail alludes to Mikhail Bakhtin's notion of the 'chronotope' in
describing these spatio-temporal dynamics. The chronotope, in Bakhtin's The Dialogic
Imagination, is defined as 'literally "time space"...the intrinsic connectedness of temporal
and spatial relationships.... [Time] thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible;
likewise, space becomes ... responsive to the movements of time, plot and history.'45 It is
this kind of re-figuring of the relationship between space and time which informs Helen
Gilbert's discussion of Too Young For Ghosts. She describes the play's 'time/space' as
'phantasmic, reticulated, unbounded and non-linear, a direct contradiction of imperial
(and empirical) models'.46
This matter of the interpenetration in the play of temporal and spatial discourses
finds a parallel in the following passage. In a discussion of Joseph Conrad's Heart of
Darkness, Anne McClintock makes this observation on the confrontation between
Marlowe the foreigner (actually imperial invader) and the alien landscape of the African
coastline:
Marlowe is re-enacting what has become a recurrent, almost ritualistic
moment in the colonial narrative: the moment of verbal and visual crisis
as the colonial intruder stands dumbfounded before an inexpressible
landscape... .The effort to give voice to a landscape that is unspeakable
because it inhabits a different history creates a deep confusion.47
The analogy here between Conrad's Africa and Balodis' Australia is necessarily a
tentative one. Nevertheless, McClintock's central point opens the way for a more detailed
analysis of landscape discourse in Balodis' play. Its chief significance here is its
suggestion that Marlowe's conception of the African landscape is mediated through an
44 Sarah Bryant-Bertail, 'Space/Time as Historical Sign: Essay on La Célestine, in Memory of Antoine

Vitez', Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, 5, 2 (Spring 1991), p.102.
Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination (ed. M. Holquist) (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981),
p.84.
46 Helen Gilbert, 'Ghosts in a Landscape, p.440.
47 Anne McClintock, ''Unspeakable Secrets": The Ideology of Landscape in Conrad's Heart of Darkness',
Journal of the Midwest Modern Language Association, 17 (Spring 1984), p.42.
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historical consciousness. The crisis for the 'colonial intruder' derives as much from
historical and cultural, as from spatial, difference; it stems from Marlowe's inability to
read the space according to his own frame of historical reference. As will be shown, the
landscape in Too Young For Ghosts is conceived similarly as a temporal space by
Leichhardt and Gilbert, and by the DPs. And whilst their respective encounters with the
landscape provoke a variety of responses, all the characters experience this deep sense of
dislocation. McClintock refers to it as a moment of crisis; Too Young For Ghosts
explores the crisis not as a moment, but as a condition.
This condition has a basis in ideology. The vast, barely cultivated North Queensland
landscape, and the crude signs of human settlement contained within it, are conceptually
framed for the play's two main sets of characters within a totalising concept of 'Nature'.
For most of the Latvians, as for Leichhardt and Gilbert, nature exists in contradistinction
to civilisation and culture. The ideological opposition of nature and culture, as indicated
previously in this thesis, has historically provided one of the principal justifications for
imperial expansion. European states in particular have defended their colonial
aggressions on the basis that societies and geographies subjugated in the process were
'primitive' or 'uncultured', and would benefit from the colonial power's superior civilising
influence.
The related notions of culture, knowledge, civilisation and progress in the imperial
-

imagination at least

-

all have an essential historical dimension. Culture, in short, is

understood as the product of accumulated history. And although the DPs are not
imperial invaders, their cultural conditioning aligns them in some respects with that
imperial ideology more overtly associated with Leichhardt. This is indicated, for
example, in the terms used by one of the DPs, Ilse, to convey her disappointment in her
'new home'48 in the Queensland cane barracks:
I thought these people came from Europe with knowledge that was
hundreds of years old. There's no evidence of it. Perhaps we've fallen
amongst exiles who have been sent as far from civilisation as possible.
Is this the best they can do in a hundred and fifty years? (p.15)
use's frustration is fuelled by the memories of her European homeland, with its cultural
and political history spatially transcribed in architecture, roads, agriculture, monuments,
and so on. She knows that the European settlers brought with them centuries of
civilisation, but is unable to reconcile the knowledge with her present surroundings
because that historical legacy has not, apparently, manifested itself spatially. It appears to
48 The phrase is repeated a number of times; it appears, for example, on pages 1, 3 and 15 of the published
text.

we
her that everyone who comes to Australia has to start from scratch' (p.15) in a virtual
wilderness. By coming to Australia, she seems to have travelled back in time to a
landscape 'too young for ghosts'. The reality, of course, is that the signs of indigenous
history, of Aboriginal culture and civilisation, are deeply inscribed in the landscape. But
because written in a language of which Ilse has no understanding, these signs are
invisible. Too Young For Ghosts thus constructs the Australian landscape as the site, or
set of sites, in which the struggle between histories, between competing cultural realities,
is transposed from the realm of ideology into that of space. The play's resistance of
spatial fixity, both in its spoken and scenic discourses, actualises this tension. In political
terms, the play seems to confirm Fredric Jameson's injunction that '[w]e must ... begin to
think of cultural politics in terms of space and the struggle for space. Then we are no
longer thinking in old categories of critical distance but in some new way
where ... subversion and negation is conceived differently.149
Unable to perceive history in the space around them, the DPs are consequently
unable to understand the landscape. For some, at least, the landscape does promise
something of a future; they work hard to accustom themselves to its extremes, and some
of them ultimately do 'opt for survival and transformation in their new landscape'.50 But
the initial response of all of them (and this becomes a permanent condition for some) is
encapsulated in use's declaration: 'I don't understand this country and it doesn't
understand me.' (p.30) However the play's thematic concern with the opposition of nature
and culture is made particularly apparent through Lydia, the prim, bourgeois exshopkeeper. Reminiscing, she tells her friends about her life in Latvia:
LYDIA: I didn't walk across fields. I left that to the peasants. I had a nice little
shop in Madona and sold china and the most delicate glasses.... [H]ere
everything is iron. Iron houses, iron cups, iron plates .... We live in the dirt.
My Otto had a responsible position as a bookkeeper, and now he is breaking
his back like a slave. (p.29)
According to Putnins, such sentiments were not unusual amongst Latvian emigres in
Australia. Many came from professional backgrounds, and members of the intelligentsia
were over-represented in the refugee population. Unsurprisingly, there was a degree of
prejudice against Australians, whom it was felt 'lacked culture and history'.5'
Ilse's reference to the European corpus of knowledge that is 'hundreds of years old' is
tellingly re-worked in the Leichhardt narrative. Like the Latvians, Leichhardt
49 Fredric Jameson, cited (but not referenced) in Stephen Muecke, p.vii.
50 Veronica Kelly, 'Falling Between Stools', p.123.

51 Aldis Putnins, p.19.
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understands the landscape in temporal terms. For this mad doomed visionary',52 though,
it is a landscape full of history not past, but future. It is a landscape of potential:
-

LEICHHARDT: We are in a new land in a new time .... 1 am discovering the way
for your others to follow and the trees I mark will stand as monuments to
our achievements. Thousands will come from the stagnant civilisation of
Europe where men kill each other for a pocketful of soil. They will come
with knowledge that is hundreds of years old and cultivate this Eden. The
future is all around, larger than life, innocent and without secrets. There are
no ghosts in her closets. (p.22)
Time and space merge here for Leichhardt in (what is for him) a pristine landscape; the
future becomes a virtually tangible presence in the space around him. Ironically, though,
his accurate prophecy of post-war immigration is grounded in an arrogant misreading of
the past.
In contrast to the DPs' antipathy towards their new home, then, Leichhardt celebrates
the landscape, conceiving it as a latter day Eden and installing himself as a kind of
creating deity. Australia presents itself to him both as an idyllic landscape of pastoral
expanses, and as a timescape. It is a place, like the Garden of Eden, at the beginning of
history. In asserting that the 'future is all around', Leichhardt simultaneously spatialises
historical potential and temporalises the landscape. As a wilderness per se, however, the
landscape appears virtually useless; only cultivation and civilisation by Europeans, the
building of towns and farms, will realise its true worth. So while nature and culture are
juxtaposed in his philosophy, nature is not so much demonised as considered a challenge
-

its cultivation, indeed, regarded as something of an historical responsibility.
Leichhardt's companion, the ornithologist John Gilbert, has in common with his

leader an urge to 'know' the landscape to read and translate its vast difference into the
-

language of empirical and imperial 'reality'. In different ways, both men are engaged in
re-writing the landscape, bringing it into being through processes of inscription. Gilbert,
however, regards Leichhardt's methodology with deep suspicion. To him, Leichhardt's
impetuous, unscientific zeal is an impediment to their mission of discovery. Gilbert's
preference for close, detailed observation 'My world is what is within my field of vision'
-

-

contrasts with his leader's doctrine that the 'further the horizon the better'. (p.21)

Leichhardt's preoccupation with horizons serves as a metaphor for his fixation with the
future and posterity. Gilbert, conversely, resists any impulse to totalise the landscape
within an all-encompassing vision. His strategy instead is to 'build' it methodically, piece
52 Alison Cotes, p.6.

09.1
by piece; to 'open up the bird, split the tree, dig in the soil', discovering in minute spaces
the history of 'nature's secrets'. (p.21) And unlike his companion, Gilbert is sensitive to
the ghosts of the land, to the presence of 'the natives and their whole host of spirits'.
(p.22)
Despite their differences in outlook, both Leichhardt and Gilbert adopt textual
strategies in their efforts to know the landscape. Their respective relationships with the
environment, that is, are constituted through reading it and writing it. Leichhardt's first
appearance shows him using the sextant (the instrument on stage standing metonymically
for European imperial expansionism) in order to read and log his position. In this,
according to a later outburst by Gilbert, he lacks proficiency: 'The way you use a sextant
we'll be in London in a month. There has to be an easier way to Port Essington than
strolling to the tip of Australia and turning left.' (p.44) Nevertheless, Leichhardt's
survival is attributable in part to his ability to 'live off the land' to read it sufficiently
-

well not to have to depend entirely on stored supplies.53 The fact that this enables him to
eat a rotting dingo carcass and 'then spend the best part of an hour vomiting in the
undergrowth' (p.50) might, however, place his reading skills in a somewhat suspect light.
Similarly, Gilbert's reading and writing are centred in the landscape. The play
constructs a textual relationship more explicitly, perhaps, in Gilbert's case, in that his
journal becomes something of a defining character motif. He is typically diligent in
maintaining it, recording the data which complement the specimens he preserves.54 The
importance of this record to Gilbert is such that he considers his work finished only when
there are 'no blank pages left in [his] journal'. (p.21) His responsibility, then, is to decipher and de-scribe the landscape; to read its unfamiliar signifying system and re-write it
in the language of his own (scientistic) culture, filling out his own tabula rasa in an effort
to contain the wilderness in taxonomy.
Leichhardt, of course, adopts a different writing strategy. Driven egotistically to
create the 'new land' in his own image, Leichhardt writes himself into the landscape,
specifically as a series of marks on trees. His 'inspirational message' (p.5)

-

L 1845

-

constitutes a textual testament to his presence, mapping for posterity the path of the
visionary pioneer. By marking the trees, he is transcending mere discovery, and actually
bringing the landscape into being, authenticating it as a text readable by the European
eye. For him, this is the truly valuable journal produced by the expedition, far more
substantial than all of Gilbert's meticulous entries. This urge to self-inscribe the
53 Balodis considers this one of Leichhardt's most notable achievements: 'He only survived that first
journey for two reasons: one was that he had blacktrackers, and the other because he was prepared to live
off the land, which most of the explorers in Australia have not done. See Veronica Kelly, Projecting the
inner world, p.23.
54 John Gilbert did in fact keep a detailed journal. It was found in 1938, and is now held at the Mitchell
Library, Sydney.

landscape appears especially arrogant in the context of his casual dismissal of Aboriginal
culture and history: 'Pah! Black men and their viney-viney. Thousands of years they
have been herc and who can tell? They have hardly marked the soil.' (p.22) Here too is
evidence of the ideology that culture and history are mutually defined: by failing to see
Aboriginal culture manifested in spatial codes familiar to him, Leichhardt is able in a
-

sense literally to 'write off eons of indigenous history and declare 'a new land in a new
-

time'.
Leichhardt's inscriptions are not, however, purely a self-aggrandising impulse. The
line of marked trees would guide the party home in the not unlikely event of their
becoming lost. But rather than being a way back, like the trail of bread left behind by the
children in Hansel and Gretel, the trees clearly represent for Leichhardt a way forward,
both spatially and temporally. He berates his demoralised men, insisting that the 'trees are
not an avenue for retreat'. (p.45) They are a celebration of himself, signs of his right to be
there: the landscape named and so created by him is owned by him.
-

-

In this, Leichhardt's writing might be likened to one of the characteristic assertions
of canine masculinity. In marking the trees, that is, he is also 'leaving his mark', mapping
out the territory he regards as his by right of occupation. And while a comparison with
the behaviour of male dogs might seem somewhat facetious, it does in fact point to a
further significant implication of Leichhardt's textualising drive. For his writing of the
landscape can also be understood as a type of masculine penetration, and, by association,
insemination. Leichhardt's inscriptions become not only images of imperial conquest, but
of male sexual conquest as well, and the play thus establishes a relation between imperial
and patriarchal domination. The explorer's faith in his droit de seigneur as an agent of
empire is paralleled in his quasi-sexual appropriation of a landscape conceived as female

-

a landscape, that is, to be subdued, invaded, and owned.
This parallel between imperial and patriarchal exploitation is strikingly suggested
throughout Too Young For Ghosts. As discussed earlier, the play makes use of a number
of narrative devices which disrupt those presumptions of linear time and fixed space
which are standard to imperial discourse. Frequently, for example, the stage action shifts
abruptly from one historical period to another, sometimes to the past, sometimes the
future. And throughout, the same theatrical space contains all narratives, and the same set
evokes all locations. One particular device, however, which simultaneously historicises
space and spatialises history, warrants attention. The effect occurs a number of times, but
one scene especially

-

scene eight, part one (pp.27-28)

-

makes disarmingly clear the

parallel between imperial aggression and male sexual violence.
Veronica Kelly has described this scene as:

100
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.a favourite in recent Australian theatre, the 'cross-over' scene...: the rape

scene where the Aboriginal women are assaulted by the explorers and the
refugee women are being monstered by the Americans different worlds in
-

the same 'space' but unaware they are sharing the same fate.55
The scene begins in the dramatic world of the Leichhardt narrative. Two members of the
expedition party, Murphy and Phillips, enter a bush clearing chasing two native women,
intending to rape them. When the women appear, however, and are indeed raped, they
are not rendered in any conventional sense; rather, they are embodied in the figures of
Ruth and Ilse, two of the DPs, who are themselves being molested by American soldiers
in the Stuttgart refugee camp. Two separate dramatic worlds converge simultaneously in
the unifying theatrical world of performance. Eight characters, their respective
timeframes and geographies, are evoked by four actors in a single stage space. At this
point in performance, boundaries between the play's previously distinct narrative strands
are collapsed; the Stuttgart camp merges with the North Queensland bush in a synthesis
of parallel actions and experience.
The effect is not to diminish the brutality of either reality, but to amplify each
through the simultaneous evocation of both. For although in one sense the two scenes
enact the same fate, they are also culturally and historically separate fates. The assaults
on the women are synchronised in a single stage action, but that action depicts separate
realities, with different circumstances and outcomes. Thus, each reality augments the
other without actually becoming it.56 Nevertheless, the play does establish a strong
parallel between the specific act of rape and the general ideology of (British, American,
or any form of) imperialism. The convergence in stage space and time of the two assaults
places each in historical relation to the other, and both are shown as manifestations of the
whole ethos of violence enabled and enacted by imperial authority. 57
There are other instances in Too Young For Ghosts of this technique in which
separate dramatic realities converge in theatrical simultaneity.58 Towards the end of the
play, for example, a similar effect is realised, but with some significant differences.
Scene four, part two (pp.55-66) is a long scene, set in a clearing surrounded by a river in
flood. Although the scene takes place in 1949, it begins with the figures of Leichhardt
and Gilbert. In accordance with the heightened, poeticised, and indeed supernatural tone
55 Veronica Kelly, Projecting the inner world', p.10.

56 A comparable relation applies to the pattern of character doubling in the play: each of the two and in
some cases three characters played by a single actor enhances the audiences understanding of the other(s),
but the individual characters are not drawn simply as different historical versions of the same personality.
57 A similar trope is worked into Timberlake Wertenbaker's play The Love of the Nightingale. As one of
the play's characters, Niobe, observes: 'Countries are like women. It's when theyre fresh they're wanted.
See Timberlake Wertenbaker, The Love of the Nightingale (London: Faber and Faber, 1988), p.31.
58 See also scene one, part two (pp.41-42); and scene two, part two (pp.50-51).
-

-
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of the play's final sequence of scenes, the explorers appear now as ghosts, wandering
disconsolately in a landscape to which neither is properly reconciled. As spirits,
Leichhardt and Gilbert not only inhabit the same physical space as that of the DPs a
century later, they enter the DPs' temporal space as well. In haunting the North
Queensland landscape, then, these ghosts are simultaneously part of its past and witnesses
to its future. However, in contrast to the rape scene(s) described above, the explorers see
the other set of characters, but do not interact directly with them; they remain as unseen,
distant observers. Nonetheless, a tangible connection links the two groups: the last of
Leichhardt's trees. Just as the explorer predicted, one of his marker trees 'makes the
journey' as it were from his time to the future. Its discovery by the DPs is,
characteristically, interpreted by Leichhardt as confirmation of his achievements and a
sign of hope: 'These migrant peoples have found my marker tree .... They are young and
strong, the treasure of this country, the nucleus of a nation. And at the centre, my tree.'
Gilbert, typically adopting the role of antagonist to Leichhardt, believes the Latvians to be
'disaffected and wretched, not at home on this soil'. (p.64)
The depiction of the explorers as ghosts will be discussed in more detail shortly.
Here, though, it is worth considering the 'flood scene' in which they first appear in the
context of the following passage. In an interview with Balodis, Veronica Kelly suggests a
link between Queensland's seemingly endless, unbounded landscape, and the idea of
multiple possible histories, a notion which figures in several of Balodis' plays:
It's a wonderful visual metaphor for the stage: people moving in something
that has no edges or boundaries, or frame. If there's no spatial frame, then
there needn't be any temporal frame either; things can become very fluid.59
Kelly's remark that 'things can become very fluid' has particular significance in relation to
one of the key ways in which the play's space-time dynamic is figured in the extended
sequence of the 'flood scene'. That is, spatial and temporal flow are foregrounded in a
series of images of water: rain falling, the river rising, flooding and drowning. And rather
than depict water as a presence or element per Se, the flood sequence shows it in a vital
relationship with the larger landscape. In this way, images of water participate centrally
in the play's spatio-temporal discourse. For it is water, with far greater effect than people,
which etches the landscape, defining topography by inscribing its own irrefutable text of
geological history.
Published accounts of Leichhardt's journeys indicate the great extent to which the
explorer's fortunes were dependent on water. On the first expedition, much time and
energy were expended in locating water for men and stock. The second trip, through the
59 Veronica Kelly, 'Projecting the inner world', p.25.
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same country a year later, was drenched almost from the day of departure. Mystery
surrounds the fate of the third expedition, but Leichhardt and his party probably died of
thirst; this is certainly the explanation furnished by Gilbert in the play. (p.64) These
published accounts, written by members of Leichhardt's various expedition parties, also
provide information which is very suggestive in relation to the signifying functions of
water in Too Young For Ghosts. The following passage, for example, is by Daniel
Bunce, one of Leichhardt's companions on the second expedition in 1846-47. Bunce
describes the discovery of the remains of 'extinct species of animals of giant size in
Eastern Queensland:
The station of Messrs. Hughes and Isaacs (Gowrie) has proved to be
wonderfully prolific in the production of these gigantic remains; indeed,
fresh specimens generally offer themselves after an unusually high flood,
when portions of the banks of the creek and watercourses have given way.6°
The image here of floodwaters exposing the bones of extinct species can be considered in
relation to the conjuncture of spatial and historical discourses in the play. For just as
water functions in spatial terms to shape the landscape, so it functions historically,
revealing the history of the landscape by exhuming the bones of its past. And the play's
'flood scene' similarly images the un-earthing of bones by the agency of water. Otto,
arriving by boat, announces his discovery of bones 'Old bones. From man, or womans'
-

(p.59) together with Leichhardt's tree. The bones are those of an Aborigine, long dead,
-

but have been used by Gilbert's spirit as a comfort, his own remains having been taken off
by wild pigs. The floodwaters function in another way to evoke temporal and spatial
flow. Ruth and Leonids decide that their affair is untenable in the present climate of
secrecy and deceit. Seeking an alternative future in an alternative landscape, they sail
away on the river and are consumed by its rising waters. Here again, the river functions
as a temporal space, an avenue promising the lovers an escape from their miserable
landscape and release into a future of their making.
Their death by water, a 'richly romantic, even operatic image', is described by
Balodis as being 'chewed up by the landscape'.6' Ideas concerning the integration of
bodies into the landscape

-

or the consumption of bodies by the landscape

-

figure

centrally in Too Young For Ghosts. Throughout, images of the consubstantiality of
bodies and earth work to suggest the relatedness of human history and geographical
space. A series of references to 'blood and bone', for example (pp.17; 26; 58), suggests
one of the ways in which landscapes can be made fertile by the remains of organic life
60 Daniel Bunce, Travels With DrLeichhardt (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1979), p.91.
61 See Veronica Kelly, 'Projecting the inner world', pp.22-23.
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and death. (The idea of space made fecund by organic remains is ironically undercut by
Ilse's description of the fields of her childhood being 'fei'tiiised by blood and bone' (p.26)
following the war.) A more consequential synthesis of humans and landscape, perhaps, is
realised through the figures of the ghost-explorers. Leichhardt and Gilbert, both dead for
a century but still restless, describe their fates: Leichhardt dead in a desert, his 'body dried
out and [his] mouth filled with sand'; and Gilbert, shot and abandoned in a burnt clearing,
discovered by Aborigines who 'wrapped [his] organs in aromatic leaves, filled [his] body
and laid [him] to rest on a platform in the branches of a tree'. (p.55)
Neither spirit, though, is properly assimilated into the landscape. Both roam the
country, Leichhardt blindly seeking the life-force promised by his beloved tree, Gilbert
craving the comfort of the old Aborigine's bones. The play thus depicts the explorers, and
ultimately, the displaced Latvians as well, as spirits who are themselves haunted by the
'mental baggage' of their cultural conditioning. By refusing to acknowledge the landscape
as existing independently of their own ways of seeing, and clinging obstinately to
European culture and history, many of the play's characters seem destined never to be
able to bring their cultures successfully to the new land, and never to be able to conceive
it as their own place rather than as alien space.
To conclude, then, Too Young For Ghosts shows landscape in a dynamic
relationship with character and with history. In exploring the need for psychological and
ideological reconciliation with the landscape, the play depicts all non-Aboriginal
experience of Australia as a type of migrant experience, and it conveys this idea by means
of a variety of figurative motifs. These include images of writing, of inscribing the
cultural self into the existing landscape; and images of consubstantiation, of becoming
physically integrated with, or swallowed up by, the landscape. There is, then, a concern
in the play to explore the relationship between the physical human body and the physical
space of landscape. And as the following essay in this chapter argues, similar concerns
are evident in Louis Nowra's Inside the Island. There are many instances in the play of
writing, processes of inscription which function as violent forms of cultural imposition.
And through the collective 'character' of the hallucinating soldiers, the play creates
powerful images of consubstantiality, wherein the men become corporeal extensions and
manifestations of the land's repressed trauma.
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INSIDE THE ISLAND
Louis Nowra is one of the most prolific dramatists currently writing for the
Australian mainstage; he is also one of the most versatile. Since he began writing in the
early 1970s, Nowra has produced more than twenty-five original playscripts, as well as
two novels, numerous libretti, scripts for film, television and radio, translations and
adaptations. He also writes critically on his own work and on Australian theatre. His
playwriting has evolved over a number of different phases, and it is now somewhat
difficult to generalise usefully about his work, especially given the surprising new
directions apparent in some of his most recent plays.
Nevertheless, it is possible to characterise most of Nowra's drama as internationalist
in outlook, theatrically inventive and non-naturalistic; indeed, much of his work could be
considered anti-naturalistic. In an interview recorded in 1992, Nowra claims that he has
always found naturalism to be 'too weird', the 'actors' grim insistence on the reality of
what they were doing' seeming almost surreal to him.1 In the same interview, he defines
his writing in opposition to the 'New Wave' naturalism of the 1960s and 1970s, which he
considers parochial and insular, and which he believes ultimately endorses a docile and
bourgeois view of the world. Common throughout most of his plays is an exploration of
the relationship between the individual psyche and the exterior world of history and
conditions, an exploration generally linked to a concern with the mechanisms and abuses
of social power.2 Comparisons between his work and that of Stephen Sewell have been
common, both writers being associated with the 'Second Wave' of Australian drama,
although Nowra has rejected the very existence of a 'Second Wave'.3
Discernible in Nowra's recent work, however, has been a shift towards a more
personal, perhaps narrower, vision, as well a willingness to experiment with naturalistic
forms. In the 1990s Nowra has maintained his prolific output, writing plays such as the
The other thing that irritates me about naturalistic plays is that they insist on the psychological reality of
their chaiacters and yet the plots clank like a windchime of iron pieces in a hurricane. See Paul Makeham,
"The Black Hole of Our History": A Conversation with Louis Nowra', Canadian Theatre Review, 74
(Spring 1993), p.30.
2 Several commentators have remarked upon these concerns. Neil Armfield contends that all Louis
Nowra's plays are about power'; Elizabeth Perkins characterises this recurrent concern as an exploration of
'the power of insanity and the insanity of power'; John McCallum observes that a dominant theme in all
Nowra's work is the confrontation between the characters personal vision and the reality of the world
outside'; and Veronica Kelly believes that Nowra's consistent achievement 'is to foreground the
interpenetrations and interdependencies of the outer and inner worlds, to explore history as a product of
mind and mind bending under the imprint of history'. See: Neil Armfield, 'Director's Notes', in Louis
Nowra, Inside the Island and The Precious Woman (Sydney: Currency Press, 1981), p.94; Elizabeth
Perkins, 'Review: Inside the Island', LiNQ, 11, 1 (1983), p.93; John McCallum, 'The World Outside:
Cosmopolitanism in the Plays of Nowra and Sewell', Meanjin, 43, 2 (1984), pp.286-296; reproduced in
Veronica Kelly, ed., Louis Nowra (Amsterdam: Editions Rodopi B. V., 1987), p.12!; and Veronica Kelly,
'Introduction' to Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, p.19.
See Jim Davidson, Sideways From The Page: The Meanjin Interviews (Melbourne: FontanalCollins,
1983), p.289.
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semi-autobiographical works CosI(1992) and Summer of the Aliens (1992), as well as the
topical black comedies The Temple (1993) and Miss Bosnia (1995). Nevertheless, these
more recent works continue to address many of the dominant thematic concerns of the
earlier plays. Nowra has always been particularly interested in Aboriginality, as well as
in the notion of a collective non-Aboriginal Australian historical amnesia' the white
-

culture's occulting of the genocide and land-theft perpetrated by their forebears in the
name of settlement. These concerns are clearly worked through such plays as
Capricornia (1988), Radiance (1993) and Crow (1994), but many of his other plays

explore them in various ways as well. Nowra is a 'political writer', but whereas Stephen
Sewell's most powerful theatre engages political themes explicitly, Nowra's politics tend
to be made manifest obliquely, through resonance and metaphor.4
Also common throughout most of Nowra's drama is a preoccupation with landscape.
Indeed landscape, realised in diverse ways, is one of the primary media through which
the scale and complexity of Nowra's visions are given theatrical life. In 1979, describing
the sense in which he considered his work 'epic', Nowra spoke of 'trying to add an extra
dimension to [his] plays, a dimension that is rarely included in a definition of Epic
Theatre the landscape'.5 And in much of his work, landscape is textualised as a vast,
-

mysterious presence which compels the figures within it to 'read' and respond to it, in
order to survive in it:
The Australian landscape is so individual that you either love it or hate it.
It is as if it was the creation of a maddened King Lear who wanted a largely
flat, worn land that made you earn its love, only if you could survive and
understand the kabala of its rocks and stones. Figures in such a landscape
seem to me to be both insignificant yet potent (an oxymoron, I know) and
I've always been more fascinated to see a figure in a landscape than in a
'Nowra's theatre is full of endlessly deferred signifieds, where the "meaning' of one image is continually
compounded by other possible meanings. More than just indeterminacy, this "multiplicity" also competes
with the "singularity" of the image of, or metaphor for, Australia. The result is an extremely rich drama
that pushes the meanings of "Australian" and "history" considerably beyond that of [other Australian
playwrights].' See Joanne Tompkins, Setting the Stage: A Semiotic Re-reading of Selected Australian
Plays by Dorothy Hewett, Jack Hibberd, Louis Nowra, and Stephen Sewell (A doctoral thesis submitted to
the Faculty of Graduate Studies, York University, North York, Ontario, Canada: January 1992), p.20. With
regard to the relationship of Nowra's politics to those of Sewell, Dennis Carroll remarks: 'Nowra has
recently become more "political" in his playwriting at a time when Sewell seems to have become less so
so it seems particularly justified in late 1994 to couple their works together....' See Dennis Carroll,
Australian Contemporary Drama (rev. ed.) (Sydney: Currency Press, 1995), p.332.
Nowra goes on to cite examples from Shakespearean drama in which landscape images are central:
'These examples ... contain a great pictorial sense, but it's more than that, they indicate (for the theatre at any
rate) a highly developed sense of figures in a landscape. So many plays, including Brecht's, seem to deny
what I call "the landscape", and, to me, lack the extra depth which one associates with Shakespeare .... By
placing figures in a landscape one provides not only a greater resonance, but also devises an emblem rich in
suggestive possibilities.' See Louis Nowra, 'Inner Voices and the First Coil', Australian Literary Studies, 9,
2 (1979); reproduced in Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, p.47.
-
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However, Nowra's fascination with the exterior physical landscape and its relation to the
interior psychological landscape has been less evident in his recent work, in which
interior settings feature more prominently than in the earlier plays.
One of these earlier works, Inside the Island, actually depends centrally on a
transition from interior to exterior locations, tracing a broad movement from a domestic
interior to an external rural landscape. The play stands as an exemplar of the ways in
which Nowra's discursive construction of landscape accommodates his imaginative and
political concerns. Landscape functions in the play as the centre of a complex signifying
network, such that its representation links together a range of other discourses concerning
the human body, empire, gender and writing. It should briefly be signalled here,
however, that this complexity of landscape representation also leads to a number of
problems in the play as a whole. For in condemning the colonialist enterprise in
Australia, the play also re-inscribes, through landscape, the nature/culture dichotomy
which has historically sustained colonialism.
Inside the Island was Nowra's third full-length play, but his first Australian play. It
was the first of his plays, that is, to be set in Australia. It therefore marks an interesting
point in his writing, given the so-called internationalist orientation of his work up to that
point. The premiere production, at the Nimrod Theatre in 1980, was directed by Neil
Armfield. In general, reviews of this production were hostile. Harry Kippax's notice in
the Sydney Morning Herald, for example, was titled 'Angry ambitious play that fails'.7
Nowra claims that as a result of this review, twenty per cent of bookings were cancelled;
it was only after the appearance of an open letter to the paper by the Australian novelist
Patrick White, in which the play was defended and the review criticised, that houses went
back to anticipated levels.8
The play is set in the summer of 1912, on a remote wheat station in north-western
New South Wales. The property belongs to George Dawson, but it is his in name only.
De facto, it is owned and managed by his wife Lillian, who had to sign everything over to
her husband in marriage; the farm, the house, the flour mill and so on had all been built
by Lillian's father. A company of fifty soldiers arrives to do exercises on government
6 See Paul Makeham, p.30.
H. G. Kippax, Sydney Morning Herald (August 15, 1980), p.8. Although his review is wide of the
mark, Kippax can be credited with some measure of wit, at least, for his sardonic reference to the play's
second act chaos as 'Gotterdammerung on the Gwydir'.
8 From a personal interview recorded with Nowra on 22 April, 1992. White's letter is reproduced in
Veronica Kelly, "Lest We Forget': Inside the Island', in Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, p.106.
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land adjoining the property. At their Captain's request, Lillian makes the men a gift of
flour milled from wheat grown on the property, which is then made into bread for a
picnic cricket match held by the soldiers. It transpires that the wheat is infected with a
fungal parasite which induces a range of symptoms in the men: hallucination, delirium,
convulsion, tongues and extremities turning black, self-mutilation and other violent
manifestations. These behaviours are consistent with ergot poisoning, accounts of which
have been documented for centuries, although Nowra admits to some dramatic licence in
combining symptoms from different types of ergotism. In the end, nine of the men are
dead, others have been blinded or otherwise injured. George and his daughter Susan are
dead, and the wheatfields, the mill, the house are all destroyed, burned in what might be
described as a typically Nowra-esque apocalyptic fire. The play is very clearly divided
into halves: Act One establishes the dramatic world presided over by the matriarchal
figure of Lillian

-

a world of civilised propriety; Act Two shows the destruction of that

world, as the soldiers enact the scenes of chaotic violence.
One specific episode at the end of the first scene provides an early indication of the
play's primary concerns. Peter Blackwood, an itinerant worker, sings a song about Big
Black Jack, a man whose fighting got him thrown out of the pub. Enraged at having been
ejected, Black Jack 'lit a big fart! And blew the pub apart'. (p.23) Peter's song obviously
has a comic function. Nevertheless, Black Jack's fervid retribution can also be
understood as participating in the play's larger metaphoric discourse, by signalling, as
Veronica Kelly suggests, 'the suppressed emotions of anger and frustration [which] ... may
yet erupt in fiery destruction'.9 Kelly's point is worth remarking, because Inside the
Island, like other plays by Nowra, is centrally concerned with forces of oppression and
repression, but equally with the consequences of such repression: the irruption, through
the surface of reality, of the unsaid and the unacknowledged. And Big Black Jack's
outburst is an especially useful figure for these concerns, because it is so essentially a
corporeal action, in a play preoccupied with the human body and its associated actions
and processes: ingestion, transformation, expulsion. In this play, that which is consumed,
absorbed, or in some other way received whether it be bread, or language, or culture is
-

-

seen always to re-emerge, though rarely in the same form and rarely without dire effects.
The play explores, therefore, what might be termed the 'dynamics of process': the
transformation or conversion of things from one form to another.
This concern in Inside the Island with forces and modes of repression contributes to
the play's primary political project, which is, to state it plainly, an indictment of the
British colonial enterprise in Australia. This, as other commentators have already shown,
is the play's motivating impulse. Helen Gilbert, for example, observes that 'Inside the
Island provides a direct and sustained challenge to romanticised narratives of settlement
Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, p.111.

(read invasion) .... It is [the] sense of colonial droit de seigneur towards the landscape and
its inhabitants that Inside the isiand...aims to question."° In order to achieve this
political end, the play employs a fairly elaborate arrangement of thematic and imagistic
strands, each of which attaches to this central project. It has already been suggested that
one of the most important of these sets of images concerns the human body, or to put it
another way, corporeality and somatic actions, especially those of eating and drinking;
these images will be elaborated upon below. Here though, a relation can also be
identified between the plays concern with human bodies and its landscape discourse: the
various appearances, behaviours and meanings of human bodies in Inside the Island
become inseparable, ultimately, from the physical spaces they occupy. Yet this
interaction goes beyond the mutual determinations between essentially autonomous
figures and spaces outlined previously in this thesis. Rather, humans and the physical
world in this play are interdependent to the point that the characters become not figures in
the landscape, but of it consubstantial with the earth. This is not to suggest, though, that
-

the characters are harmoniously integrated with their environment; much of the play's
meaning is generated by the violence of the relationship between bodies and landscape.
A final general observation should be made in this regard: this interaction of bodies
and spaces is also explicable as a textual process. Of particular interest are various
manifestations in the play of inscription. These are evident, for example, in instances in
which humans 'write' themselves their psychic and cultural selves into the landscape,
but also in which bodies are themselves written on by the landscape. The particular
-

-

senses of 'writing' intended in this discussion will become clear as specific examples are
discussed. The main point to be made here, though, is that writing is also processual,
since it is a means of giving symbolic shape to an idea or a condition by transforming it
into a sign. As such, the various manifestations of writing in the play also contribute to
its exploration of the dynamics of process referred to above.
One of the principal means by which a type of writing is made manifest is through
the central figure Lillian. In some respects, Lillian is a typical Nowra female protagonist:
resolute, intelligent, powerful. And although individuated as a fully-drawn character, she
also has an emblematic function. That is, she stands for the repressive and destructive
forces of British colonial rule and tradition. Veronica Kelly characterises Lillian as:
.the figure of the 'invader' seeking to justify control of an 'uncultured' land
by bogus 'culture'... .Her grande-dame assumption that inferior flour is good
10 Helen Gilbert, 'Ghosts in a Landscape: Louis Nowra's Inside the Island and Janis Balodis' Too Young
For Ghosts', Southern Review, 27, 4 (December 1994), pp.435-436. This paper offers a post-colonial
reading of these two plays, with a particular emphasis on questions of staging and spatial relations. With
regard to Nowras play, Gilbert asserts that 'apocalypse is the telos of empire imaged by Inside the Island
and theatricalised through its spatial grammar'. (p.438)
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enough for the ranks highlights the poisoned legacy that British class hatred
and colonialist arrogance have left this country."
Lillian manifests a writer's impulse. She is motivated, that is, by the colonialist drive to
inscribe her psychic and cultural self into the landscape. This impulse becomes apparent
in Act One, during which her domestic domain is featured. As she explains, the house
had been built forty years earlier in what was then wilderness, 'a huge plain of
Aboriginals and gum trees'; her father 'got rid of the blacks, except for those whom he
converted; removed the gum trees'. (p.24) The house contains a variety of signs of
English bourgeois culture: the pianola, the music-box, the visitor's book and so on.
These transplanted icons seem at once incongruous yet weirdly familiar in the rural
setting. The house is an 'island' of civilised British order, an enclave of imported values
standing fortress-like against 'life in this backwater with riff-raff. (p.33) Within its walls
Lillian tends an indoor garden, nurturing such fragile European exotica as fuchsias. Here
is a sign of the ethos which deems that nature be controlled by culture, that natural order
and growth be replaced by a rigid yet genteel human order. It is largely through various
bathetic episodes in which this veneer of civilised propriety is rudely fractured that the
play achieves its comic effects. George's drunken pratfall in front of the Captain (p.30),
for example, seems all the more gormless in the rarefied atmosphere of Lillian's domestic
realm.
Lillian's association with the house might normally be seen as conforming to an
entrenched historical

-

and imperial

-

condition of 'femininity'. In the conventional

discourses of empire, men are shown as active and adventurous; women, conversely,
have been consigned to the domestic sphere, at least in the historical accounting of
empire, if not in fact. In accordance with this differentiation of so-called 'natural' male
and female roles, women have been oppressed by being confined within conceptions of
femininity, conceptions constructed and disseminated by men and which typically centre
on domesticity and servitude. Despite her association with the house, however, Lillian is
actually more closely aligned with a markedly different type of imperial woman. For the
oppressive roles assigned to women were (and are) part of an imperial culture which
ironically has been sustained and celebrated largely through female monarchs, namely
Elizabeth I and Queen Victoria. But it was only through these queens' repression of their
own femaleness, together with the construction of themselves as somehow masculine,
that they were able to participate in the discourse of empire and propagate its interests.
Thus it was possible, or even necessary, for Elizabeth I to declare: 'I have the body of a

11 Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, pp.105-106.
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weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart and stomach of a king. 12 In this, she
anticipates the masculinist sentiment of James I, who asserted: 'Kings are compared to
fathers in families; for a King is truly parens patriae, the politic father of his people."3
Clearly, British queens have also adopted, or at least been burdened with, the role of
parens patriae.
Lillian's house, standing at the centre of the cultivated landscape, can be understood
as a kind of complex written sign, or set of signs, which physically asserts the British
cultural tradition. But from the house, the centre of this signifying complex, Lillian's
writing extends outwards to mark the open landscape;'4 the careful sense of order created
by the imported domestic icons extends into the larger scale of the wheatfields. So the
pristine, authentic land has been made to give way to Lillian's landscape it is repressed,
transformed, re-written such that its original character is replaced by the signs of her
-

-

transplanted culture, or more specifically, agriculture. As a representative figure, Lillian
stands for a people very adept at writing on the land: 'Every Old World hectare has been
ridden over, written over, inscribed into an elaborate, all-engrossing national culture.
Virtually every region is a signifier in the chain of English history."5 The wheatfields in
Inside the Island fulfil an elaborate metaphoric function. They not only represent an
inauthentic, because imposed, European farming tradition, but also evoke the foreign
battlefields, especially those of World War One, on which Australians fought and died in
defence of British imperial interests. 16
The cricket ground functions similarly in the play as a physical manifestation of
British cultural tradition. The oval had once been an Aboriginal campsite, until Lillian's
father 'converted' the Aborigines, and those who survived the conversion 'just
disappeared'. (p.60) Richard Fotheringham, comparing the function of the cricket ground
in this play to a similar trope in George Landen Dann's Fountains Beyond (1944),
remarks that the 'idea of the cricket ground as the white "sacred" site replacing an
Aboriginal one is a motif taken up by Louis Nowra in Inside the Island...; he too sees it
as the imposition of an alien and absurd spiritual ceremony in place of an authentic

12 Cited in The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Quotations (2nd ed.) (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1981), p.95.
13 Cited in Carolyn Merchant, The Death Of Nature: Women, Ecology, and the Scientific Revolution
(London: Wildwood House, 1980), p.173.
14 Helen Gilbert describes the transition from inside to outside as action moving 'in a broad sweep from
the relatively safe confines of the Dawsons' living room through a number of ambiguous spaces which I
term "verandahs" the verandah itself, the rear of the church, outside the mill, and the edge of the cricket
ground before being concentrated in the open fields'. See 'Ghosts in a Landscape', p.436.
15 Ross Gibson, 'Camera Natura: Landscape in Australian feature films', in Frow and Morris, eds,
Australian Cultural Studies: A Reader (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1993), p.21 1.
16 These ideas are explored fully by Veronica Kelly in her essay "Lest We Forget": Inside the Island'.
Kelly's discussion of the play refers to Nowra's reading of Gavin Souter's Lion and Kangaroo, which Nowra
claims was a key moment in the play's development.
-

-
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one. 17 Although not actually represented on stage but indicated through language and
gesture, the ordered, circular, defined character of the cricket ground is familiar enough
as a locus of traditional English (male) gentility. The picnic cricket match, the long first
scene of Act Two, is a key sequence, described by Dennis Carroll as the play's 'structural
fulcrum'.18 It is during the game that real cracks appear in the carefully ordered surface
of reality. A transitional scene, it occupies a liminal space in the play, marking a shift
from 'civilised' order to a kind of pre-civilised or primal disorder. From this scene on, it
becomes clear that the imperial centre cannot hold, and 'the repressed' begins to assert
itself most menacingly. Neil Armfield remarks that with this scene, the 'surface has been
burnt through and images run and wildly collide'. 19
This running and colliding is primarily that of human bodies. And the cricket scene,
with its focus on sporting activity, and on eating and drinking, signals the special
importance of the human body and somatic process throughout Inside the Island.
Examples of corporal and culinary imagery from the first act include: George's whisky
drinking; the Sergeant's sherry-guzzling and biscuit-gobbling (scene two); Lillian's
surrealistic account of the Chinaman's mouthful of gold teeth (p.26); the story of 'The
Tiger and the Butter' (pp.38-39); and the incentive of a beer for Private Higgs to load
bags of flour (scene seven). There are many others. In Act Two, human bodies are even
more explicitly foregrounded as signifying sites as they enact the violence and chaos of
the soldiers' descent into delirium. And as the chaos unfolds, these bodies become
densely textualised. That is, both the actual and imagined marks which appear on the
soldiers' bodies as they begin to hallucinate become readable as the outward signs of
complex inner crises. These signs tongues, feet and hands turning black, eyes put out,
-

convulsions, flowers growing from the chest, roots growing through the body, a head full
of snakes, and so on are all consistent with ergot poisoning, and hence are realistically
-

motivated. At the same time, they function as metaphors, representing an abstract inner
conflict. Ultimately, though, the precise significance of these inner crises remains
unclear. Through several levels of metaphor, the men's delirium points to a generalised
reaction against an unspecified psychic and cultural condition. The signifying burden
which the soldiers' bodies are made to bear is a measure of the play's complex
achievement, but also, perhaps, of its compromising of its political concerns. In order to
argue this, it is necessary first to examine some of the ways in which the soldiers' bodies
might be read.
In the article "Lest We Forget": Inside the Island', Veronica Kelly traces two main
figurative strands involving the soldiers. The first concerns the men as images for
17 Richard Fotheringham, Sport in Australian Drama (Sydney: Cambridge University Press, 1992), p.197.
18 Dennis Carroll, Australian Contemporary Drama, p.319.
19 Neil Armfield, Director's Notes', in Louis Nowra, Inside the Island, p.93.
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Australians soon to be killed in imperialist campaigns. Bearing in mind that the action is
set in 1912, it is understood that the play anticipates World War One, and.... disastrous
campaign at Gallipoli in particular; but it also 'remembers' other wars, including the war
in Vietnam, and Kelly makes a point about 'the image of maddened drugged soldiers
mentally devastated by their environment'.20 The second main figurative strand
concerning the soldiers is centred on the original inhabitants of the land, the Aborigines.
As noted earlier, the cricket ground had been an Aboriginal campsite, until Lillian's
father arrived and 'got rid of the blacks'. So when the men appear in the second act
coated in the flour they have rolled in bizarre parodies of cricketers in whites they also
-

-

embody the spirits of the slain Aborigines. The violence and injustice of the Aborigines'
fate, repressed beneath 'the bland pastoral myth of settlement',21 is manifested now in the
terrible forms of these soldier-ghosts, returned to reclaim their place and seek vengeance
on their dispossessors. Thus the soldiers' bodies are inscribed with the outward signs of a
repressed history, that is, 'settlement', as well as a grotesque history soon to be suffered
by young Australian men in defence of empire mass warfare.
-

But the force and presence which emerges as the true site of the repressed is not
human, and bears no direct resemblance to the human form. Rather, the land itself

-

in

the play's discourse, the authentic essential land is shown as most profoundly violated
-

by foreign occupation, and it is the land which emerges as having the most potent means
of resistance and retaliation. In the final moments of performance, as Lillian surveys the
devastation wrought by the previous night's chaos, she recognises the land's capacity to
endure: 'The grass will soon grow back at least the soil is never ruined by fire.' (p.90)
-

Even Harry Kippax in his vituperative review understands that the scenes of devastation
enact 'the revenge of the land and its life against the aliens';22 and Dennis Carroll refers to
'an expropriated outback striking back in vengeance'.23 Contrary, then, to Lillian's claim
that the 'strong forget, the weak remember' (p.91), the land's 'memory' is its strength,
galvanising it into retaliatory action.
The nature of this vengeance is diffuse, encompassing fire, destruction of property,
violence, and murder. Yet all of these are effects, ultimately, of a primary stimulus: the
land's production of the infected grain. It is in these terms that the land can also be
understood to write, only here it is the empire writing back to the imperial centre. The
repressed original land re-inscribes Lillian's landscape, as it were, with its anger. And if
it is true that you are what you eat, then the men, by eating the wheat, become it, and in
turn become corporeal extensions of the land itself, their bodies literally incorporating its
text. Beyond this writing on the men's bodies, though, there is another, related textual
20 Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, p.105.
21 Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, p.99.
22 H. G. Kippax, p.8.
23 Dennis Carroll, p.236.
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process at work in the play. For in addition to the individual soldiers' bodies bearing the
signs of the land's repressed resentment, the men themselves all of them collectively
-

-

become signs on the body of the landscape. It is as if they are symptoms, visible marks
on the personified land's ailing body. In this way, the violent chaos of the second act
becomes a form of hysterical reaction.
Historically, discourses surrounding hysteria have been highly contentious. Despite
substantial clinical and theoretical investigation, no consensus exists as to the causes or
symptoms, nor even to the existence, of hysteria. Although traditionally thought to affect
females almost exclusively, especially in the form known as 'Briquet's syndrome', or
more recently 'St. Louis hysteria', contemporary views suggest that this is a patriarchal
construct: 'Men have little instinctive aptitude for empathy with women; and they are in
any case liable to write off specifically feminine ways of thinking, feeling and acting as
"hysterical".'24 Where there is some consensus, however, is in the view of hysteria as a
processual disorder. That is, following the pioneering work of Charcot and Freud, it is
understood to be a phenomenon in which the subject unconsciously converts an inner
psychic crisis (usually sexual in nature) into any of a variety of external, somatic
symptoms. This too, then, is an illustration of the dynamic of process at work in the play.
Hysteria is a process of symbolic displacement, in which the functional manifestations of
the hysteric derive from his or her unconscious. 'Conversion hysteria' is a clinical term
denoting a wide range of neurological signifiers, including convulsive fits, 'spells',
hallucinations, aphonia, dancing manias, and many other manifestations. All these signs,
variously displayed by the soldiers, are 'produced by the "conversion" of (unconscious)
anxiety ... into a symptom with symbolic meaning for the patient'.25
These observations have an important bearing on landscape discourse in Inside the
Island. By means of an anthropomorphism reflecting the Cartesian dichotomy of body
and mind, the land is attributed with a psyche as well as a body, and this psyche writes its
crisis, through the soldiers' bodies, into its own body. Again, the dynamic of process
explored in the play manifests itself when the land's writing is understood in terms of
symbolic process:
The mechanism of conversion signifies the passage, the transport, the
transposition of something from the psychical domain into another that
is heterogeneous to it, the body. The passage has to be conceived as a
symbolic shaping, a transcription.26

24 Eliot Slater, 'What Is Hysteria'?, in Alec Roy, ed., Hysteria (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1982),
p.39.
25 R. E. Kendell, 'A New Look At Hysteria', in Alec Roy, p.28.
26 Monique David-Menard, Hysteria from Freud to Lacan (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989), p.11.
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It is worth also observing that a characteristic frequently ascribed to hysteria is a thespian
impulse, a histrionic desire to act out the intrapsychic crisis. So unlike neurosis or
hypochondria, for example, the hysterical display is supposed to be quite rare without an
audience as witness. This has interesting implications in the context of this discussion,
since it suggests that the soldiers' bodies, seen on the stage, might themselves be
understood as theatrical sites. Kay Ferres explores a similar notion with specific
reference to women in melodrama.27 She argues that 'the conventions of melodrama the
-

mute role, the primacy of gesture

-

potentially allowed a means of escaping the

constraints of rational and scientific discourses and made possible an (irrational,
hysterical) discourse of feminine desire'. Ferres cites Tania Modleski, who suggests:
If women are hysterics in patriarchal culture because, according to the
feminist argument, their voice has been silenced or repressed, and if
melodrama deals with the return of the repressed through a kind of
conversion hysteria, perhaps women have been attracted to the genre
because it provides an outlet for the repressed feminine voice.28
There is nothing to suggest, of course, that the soldiers in Nowra's play are not acting out
their own repressed feminine desire; nevertheless, Ferres' general point about the
hysterical display as a form of resistance to rational discourse is very useful given the
extent to which the soldiers' bodies are foregrounded in performance. Just as women in
melodrama could express physically a resistance to the dominant symbolic order, so the
men's bodies in Inside the Island become counter-discursive sites, grotesquely re-writing
imperial law in a violent textualising of repressed anger. If the soldiers are in one sense
signs on the body of the land expressions of that body's crisis
-

-

then there is also the

sense that they are acting out the feminised land's resistance.
A second general point concerning hysteria relates to the socio-political commentary
implicit in Inside the Island. Outbreaks of mass hysteria, or 'collective hysteriform
manifestations' in the medical terminology, similar to those in the play, have been
recorded for centuries. Of these, though, only a minority has been attributed to ergotism.
In many cases, these outbreaks have afflicted lower socio-economic groups, and have
been precipitated by a state of ideological or cultural transition, as well as periods of

27 Kay Ferres, 'Women making a spectacle of themselves: Rosa Praed's Ariane, melodrama, and marriage
reform, Australasian Drama Studies, 23 (October 1993), pp.56-64. Ferres claims that 'in the public spaces
of the theatre ... women made a spectacle of themselves, articulating a bodily discourse outside the
constraints of rationality', and illustrates her argument with a discussion of Rosa Praeds 1888 drama
Ariane.
28 The Tania Modleski quotation cited by Ferres is from 'Time and Desire in the Woman's Film', Cinema
Journal, 23, 3 (1984), P.21.
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uncertainty and social stress such as wars.29 Many combat-related disorders
hallucination, disorientation, fits, psychosomatic blindness, and so on

-

-

are highly

characteristic of hysteria. In this regard, the soldiers' behaviours are consistent not only
with ergotism, but also with their participation in the play's metaphoric battle(s). The
setting of the play in 1912 places it squarely within a period of major social change a
-

few years before World War One, a decade or so after Federation. This contrivance of
the dramatic action such that it functions through multiple figurative and thematic levels
is the play's principal achievement.
The figurative complexity of Inside the Island might, however, also represent its
weaknesses. For close examination reveals a conflation and confusion of ideas
concerning 'the repressed', a tendency to collapse disparate states or conditions into an
amorphous (w)hole of Repression. This too-general construction of the repressed stems
ultimately from the use of the soldiers as figures for the Australian post-colonial
condition, insofar as they represent the crisis of being both the 'coloniser and the
colonised ... victors and victims both'.30 This split identity, which has psychic, cultural
and political dimensions, is finally realised through a simple dichotomising of civilised
and savage, where 'civilised' is associated with all that is repressive, and 'savage', with all
that is repressed.3' The binary opposition is reflected in the play's two-part structure: Act
One, as noted earlier, presents a world of culture, Act Two shows its disintegration. The
signs and rituals of Lillian's domestic order in the first act give way to a night-time world
governed by a fierce primal logic, and constituted of elemental matter. Images of earth
and fire predominate. The soldiers become 'wild men' (p.71) and 'savages' (p.76); they
are seen 'running in circles near the fire' (p.83), their manic dancing accompanied by
primitive rhythms of feet, hands and sticks.
The play, then, traces a reversion to a pre-invasion, natural/primitive state, and a
dialectical tension is generated between Lillian's cultural system and repressed nature.
29 Accounts of the phenomenon known as amok, for example, suggest a relation between periods of social
transition and manifestations of hysteria. This behavioural syndrome, from which the English phrase 'to
run amok' derives, has historically been associated particularly with Malayan societies. It is a frenzied
homicidal attack, often by an otherwise peaceful acquaintance, especially a trusted servant. Descriptions of
amok have been common in European novels and stories throughout the colonial histories of Malayan
societies. Recent studies suggest that the causes of amok violence are social in nature; that it 'waxes and
wanes over time in relation to various disturbing events or conditions and is spread from one population to
another'. See Robert L. Winzeler, 'Malayan Amok and Latah as "History Bound" Syndromes', in Rimmer
and Allen, eds, The Underside of Malaysian History: Pullers, Prostitutes, Plantation Workers (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 1990), pp.214-229. The quotation in this note is from Winzeler, p.217.
Jacqueline Lo informed me of the existence of the amok phenomenon. It should also be noted that a strong
case exists for seeing amok as a European colonialist interpretation of violent attacks, rather than as a
uniquely Malayan behaviour.
30 Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, p.105 and p.99.
31 Peter Fitzpatrick claims that common throughout all of Nowra's plays is an interest in 'primary
oppositions of good and evil, innocence and experience, which resist all rational explanations and received
structures'. See Fitzpatrick, 'Modern Drama', in Laurie Hergenhan, ed., The Penguin New Literary History
of Australia (Ringwood: Penguin, 1988), p.53 1.
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And this tension is played out in the figures of the soldiers, simultaneously the repressors
and the repressed. The men thus represent the Australian subject in crisis, the split
consciousness arising from the uneasy mix of allegiance to empire and the impulse
towards autonomous national identity. In addition, the men enact the settlers' slaughter
of Aborigines (insofar as the play's metaphoric battle evokes Australia's 'first' war, fought
against the Aborigines

-

'the war for the land itself 32) as well as the Aborigines'

retaliation. Finally, through the soldiers, nature is valorised and culture impugned, and
the 'Australian' part of the men is aligned with repressed nature. Repressed nature,
though, is a very generalised formulation in the play, encompassing not only the
authentic land, and Aboriginality, but also colonial subjectivity and even the
unconscious.33 The 'English' part of the men, heroicised in Lillian's poem to 'her troops'
(p.61), is that malignancy which their captain realises was 'inside of them, like when
people go crazy on drink'. (p.90) The imperialist culture embodied in Lillian

-

and in

some aspects of the soldiers is exposed as ruthlessly self-serving, arrogant, and finally
-

moribund. Lillian's sanctimonious moral code emerges as a code of immorality, and she
departs for Home. The signs of her occupation are exposed as fragile and superficial,
destroyed by the blaze which, in the play's movement towards closure, cauterises the
imperial wound.
In all of this, it does seem an ambitious, and self-defeating, political task to totalise
so many aspects of Australianness and Australian history within so generalised a
conception of repression. It is as if the play constructs one all-encompassing signified

-

'the repressed' but that this single concept is over-determined by an agglomeration of
-

signifiers (marks on bodies, violent display, burnt earth, and so on). Accordingly, a very
wide range of disparate conditions is collapsed into this one overarching concept. One of
the problems inherent in this is that the play appears to identify the repressed Australian
part of the Anglo-Saxon subject with repressed Aboriginality, such that the play might
itself tend towards a kind of appropriation of historical experience. Discernible also is an
implicit elision of Aboriginality with the landscape, in the fashion of much colonial and
some contemporary literature. However, the crisis of Australian identity allowing that
-

such a unitary condition exists at all cannot properly be reduced to binary oppositions.
-

Yet even as Inside the Island condemns the colonialist project and exposes its shameful
consequences, the play also powerfully reinstates the nature/culture dialectic which is
deeply embedded in, and which sustained, that project.
32 Veronica Kelly, Louis Nowra, p.105.

33 An episode from Act One, involving the Dawsons' daughter Susan, illustrates the play's construction of

an unconscious condition of repression (identified in this instance with dreaming) which is contradistinct
from the rational, surface reality of Lillian's imperial culture. Having overheard Susan's restless sleep the
night before, Lillian remarks: Perhaps you were dreaming? ... When you're in England you'll learn more
restraint; cultivation will follow.' (p.36). It could of course be the case that Lillian had in fact heard Susan
masturbating, and that the girl's moaning indicates the expression of a repressed sexuality.

CHAPTER THREE
Bran Nue Dae
The Kid
Aftershocks
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BRAN NUE DAE
Ever since they were first encountered by Europeans, Australia's indigenous peoples
have been objectified and misrepresented within an essentialist white discourse of
'Aboriginalism'. It is important to recognise, however, that Aboriginality is not, and has
never been, a singular, fixed and empirically knowable thing; rather, Aborigines have
always been the bearers and producers of diverse and highly adaptable cultures. The
musical drama Bran Nue Dae, written by Jimmy Chi and the band Kuckles, celebrates
this cultural diversity, both past and present, as well as the sense of racial solidarity which
characterises contemporary Aboriginality. In so doing, the play also celebrates
Aboriginal survival of and resistance to the continuing oppression of blacks by state
institutions, financial interests and broad sections of the public. And while Bran Nue Dae
certainly alludes to the past, to the forces of history and tradition, it marshals these forces
as ways of working towards new beginnings, towards a 'bran nue dae' in the continuum of
Aboriginal culture and history.
A key strategy in achieving these effects is the appropriation of white discourses and
white cultural forms. The play subverts dominant discursive constructions of
Aboriginality by deploying stereotypical representations self-reflexively and parodically,
'often pointing with urbane wit to the prejudices of the entertainment traditions which
inform it'.1 In particular, by adopting and adapting the European tradition of the popular
musical, the play makes strategic use not only of specific images, but of an entire form.
As Klaus Neumann has argued, Bran Nue Dae 'does not formulate a counter-hegemonical
claim, but subverts white cultural hegemony by (mis)appropriating some of its pillars'.2
Subtitled 'A Musical Journey', Bran Nue Dae takes the motif of the quest or journey
and sets it within a musical framework of twenty-two songs; these are interspersed with
fairly brief exchanges of dialogue, most of which are spoken in a hybrid type of English
called Broome kriol. The various musical influences on the play range from country and
western, reggae, blues, pop and Broadway to Catholic mass and gospel. Dramatically, its
range is equally eclectic, borrowing from genres as diverse as the Hollywood musical,
romance, vaudeville, road movie and political drama. The play's episodic narrative,
structured in two acts, charts the journey of the young protagonist Willie and his Uncle
Tadpole as they travel the fifteen hundred miles from Perth back home to the Lombadina
mission at Djarindjin, a Nyoongah community on Western Australia's remote northern
Helen Gilbert, Review: Bran Nue Dae', Australasian Drama Studies, 20 (April 1992), p.137. Tom
Zubrycki, maker of a film documentary of the Bran Nue Dae project, points out that the use of the popular
musical form owes much to Chis personal affection for musicals of the 1960s and 1970s such as West Side
Story and The Sound of Music. He adds: 'That doesn't mean that issues like land rights, racism and black
deaths in custody aren't dealt with.' See Michael Visontay, 'Zubrycki's happy contrast', Eastern Herald
(Sydney) (April 25, 1991), p.27.
2 Klaus Neumann, 'A Postcolonial Writing of Aboriginal History', Meanjin, 51, 2 (Winter 1992), p.296.
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coast. This narrative functions through several levels of metaphor, depicting not only
Willie's particular journey from youth to adulthood, but also a generalised type of
Aboriginal homecoming a celebration and renewal of origins. Incorporating Aboriginal
-

words, images and ideas, and played by a mainly Aboriginal cast, the musical becomes a
contemporary, accessible and dynamic form of hybrid theatrical expression.
Amongst many instances in the play of the convergence of disparate cultural forms,
that which has the greatest bearing on this discussion is its synthesis of the European
popular musical and the traditional Aboriginal song cycle. The characters' interactions
with the landscape as they journey from city to bush, considered in the context of the
song cycle's figuring of landscape and space, are of central importance to an
understanding of the historical, spiritual and political concerns at work in the play. The
song cycle, as with other modes of landscape representation, constructs and textualises
space, such that the material world

-

the land

-

becomes densely acculturated as

landscape; song cycle space is culturally inflected space. Hence, the urban and bush
locations rendered theatrically as Bran Nue Dae's particular form of song cycle progresses
become not merely sites for action, but 'Aboriginalised' landscapes, signifying spaces
which actualise and reflect distinctively Aboriginal ways of seeing and of being in the
world. Music and song are particularly important in endowing various landscapes with a
complex Aboriginality or rather, with complex Aboriginal ities.
-

Bran Nue Dae makes a substantial investment in notions of ancient and traditional
connections between Aborigines and the Australian landscape. However, the play resists
stereotypical representations which align the 'primitive' indigene directly with nature. As
Helen Gilbert points out, 'Willie and Tadpole's movement from the city to the country
activates myths-of-origin thematics, but their journey is more picaresque than pastoral
and the text carefully avoids linking the bush to a pre-invasion ideal of Aboriginal
essence'.3 Indeed throughout the play the very notion of 'origin' as a pure, essential site or
condition is problematised. Rather than presenting Aboriginality in terms of a 'timeless'
relationship with the land, and rather than showing it as determined solely by an original
(and thus 'authentic') genetic code, Bran Nue Dae suggests that Aboriginality is 'inflected
epistemologically';4 it is 'a mode of consciousness which stems from a particular and
shared sense of political, cultural and social struggle'.5 Moreover, any suggestion that
Willie's journey charts a transition from Edenic innocence to worldly experience is
compromised by the fact that the 'Eden' from which he is expelled (Rossmoyne), like that
to which he returns (Lombadina), is a mission, a site of oppression as well as of
Helen Gilbert, p.137.
Chris Lawe Davies, Black Rock and Broome: Musical and Cultural Specificities', Perfect Beat, 1, 2
(January 1993), p.58.
Jacqueline Lo, 'Tropes of Ambivalence in Bran Nue Dae', unpublished paper, (University of Newcastle
Drama Department, 1994).
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protection. So instead of being presented as pure or innocent characters representing an
idealised condition of authentic (ab)originality, Willie, Tadpole and others are shown as
modern Aborigines who nevertheless retain, and are motivated by, traditional cultural and
spiritual values.
Yet whilst Willie and Tadpole are accustomed to and conditioned by modern urban
culture, they are also alienated by it, chiefly because the city is the domain of white
society and white institutions. Action set in the more open landscapes of the north-west,
on the other hand, as the protagonists approach their home, shows a predominantly
Aboriginal and socially cohesive dramatic world. As a consequence, the play does
construct an opposition between the city and the bush. Most urban locations in the play

-

from the Rossmoyne mission hostel, to the fringe dwellers' park and the busy streets in
Perth, to the Roebourne lockup

-

are figured as hostile places which constrain and

threaten; it is not until Willie and Tadpole reach Broome's Chinatown that a built
landscape becomes a congenial space, and even then, most of the action in Broome takes
place outdoors, down by the mangroves at Roebuck Bay and at Kennedy Hill. In
particular, the gaol in Roebourne represents in microcosm both the literal and
metaphorical confinement of Aborigines imposed by European social structures. The
lockup scene has a broadly symbolic function in the drama, but it also evokes very
pointedly the specific matter of Aboriginal deaths in custody. This scene, and the final
scene, are explicit in their engagement with contemporary Aboriginal politics. Directly
and indirectly, though, allusions are made throughout the play to the history of black
suffering, to questions of political and economic self-determination, land rights, the statesanctioned fracturing of families, alcoholism, and other issues of particular moment to
Aborigines.
It does not follow, however, that Aboriginality must be presented in relentlessly
sombre terms. The play is characterised by its tone of joyous celebration, and by song
and humour. As Jack Davis has stated, Aborigines historically 'learnt to keep themselves
alive by laughing',6 and Adam Shoemaker asserts that 'probably the most salient
distinguishing characteristic of Aboriginal drama is the ability to perceive the humorous
in the face of the figurative cyclone'.7 Nonetheless, this essay contends that any theatrical
representation of contemporary Aboriginality is of necessity political. Theatre depicting a
black experience of white Australia is always already a theatre of difference and,
explicitly or otherwise, of political resistance.
Colonial powers control the definitions of the peoples and the landscapes they
subjugate. When Europeans saw Australia for the first time, they immediately began
6 Jack Davis, cited in Patti Watts, 'Plea For Assistance', West Australian (Perth) (July 17, 1980), p.
58.
Adam Shoemaker, 'Aboriginal Drama: A New Voice in Australian Theatre, in Daalder and Fryar, eds,
Aspects ofAustralian Culture (Adelaide: Abel Tasman Press, 1982), p.29.
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constructing and containing the continent's indigenes within a particular discursive field.
An early example is provided by the Englishman William Dampier who, following the
first of his two voyages to 'New Holland' (in 1688 and 1699), published the first extended
description of the Aborigines of Australia. The sentiments expressed therein 'set the
pattern of European responses to the Aborigines for many years to come':8
The Inhabitants of this country are the miserablest People in the World.
[S]etting aside their humane shape, they differ but little from Brutes..
They are long visaged, and of a very unpleasing aspect; having no one
graceful feature in their faces.
Such disparaging representations of Aborigines competed in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries with the Romantic image of the Noble Savage, the simple,
unencumbered Arcadian who represented an idealised pastoral Golden Age which held
great appeal for a Europe in the throes of industrialisation.
To many Australians, Aborigines still represent a kind of atavistic vestige of ancient
Australia, the past re-emerged in the present; this notion is especially apparent in popular
images which associate Aborigines with the outback. Jeremy Beckett observes that the
location of Aborigines simultaneously in the 'remote past and the outback brings together
time and space within a unitary concept'.9 A consequence of this idea is the perception,
common amongst Australians, that Aboriginal land claims should only be entertained
when they are made by 'tribal' or 'authentic' Aborigines.'0 Aboriginal cultural and
political energies are thus fundamentally constrained by having to compete with white
constructions of 'Aboriginality'. The suppression of Aboriginal voices, effected by the
prevalence of representations generated by non-Aboriginal discourses and institutions,
can therefore only begin to be redressed when Aborigines wrest some control over the
means of cultural and discursive production in Australia.
8 Richard White, Inventing Australia: Images and Identity 1688-1980 (Sydney: George Allen and Unwin,
1981), p.3. The quotation from Dampier is cited by White, p.3.
Jeremy Beckett, 'The past in the present; the present in the past: constructing a national Aboriginality', in
Jeremy Beckett, ed., Past and Present: The Construction of Aboriginality (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies
Press, 1988), p.6.
10 In 1992, the High Court of Australia upheld the land claim made by Eddie Mabo and others for parts of
Queensland's Murray Island. The court's decision was enormously significant for its overturning of the
legally-sanctioned fiction that Australia had been terra nullius that is, unowned and unoccupied prior to
white invasion. However, the decision can be cited as a precedent only by indigenous land claimants who
can prove continuous and traditional links with the land to which they are laying claim. The Mabo decision,
therefore, does little to redress the false dichotomy of tribal and non-tribal blacks. Chris Lawe Davies,
citing Bob Hodge, refers to this dichotomy as 'that other orientalism which Hodge (1991) terms
"Aboriginalism", constructed neatly through binary arguments of authentic (tribal) and inauthentic (nontribal)'. See Chris Lawe Davies, p.57. The Hodge article Lawe Davies mentions is 'Aboriginal truth and the
white media: Eric Michaels meets the spirit of Aboriginalism', Continuum, 3, 2(1990).
11 Bruce McGuinness maintains that 'unless Aboriginal people control the funding, unless Aboriginal
people control the content, the publishing, the ultimate presentation ... then it is not Aboriginal... .If it's going
-

-
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Bran Nue Dae provides an exemplary illustration of this principle of discursive
control. From conception to production and publication, the entire project was overseen
by Aborigines. This is not to say that there was no input from non-Aborigines;
contributions and assistance came from a wide range of sources.12 But throughout, the
powers of creation and of veto rested with Aborigines themselves rather than with white
'experts'. In this, the process from which Bran Nue Dae evolved might be compared to
traditional forms of Aboriginal cultural production, in which an individual's right to
participate in a community's signifying economy, to re-present a story or image, is both
highly prized and strictly regulated. 13
However, given the current predominance of white cultural forms and modes of
discourse in Australian public culture, it seems both necessary and strategically astute that
Aboriginal self-representation proceed for the present at least
-

-

within the terms of the

dominant discursive order. Robert Ariss suggests that:

• .

.the political status of Aborigines within a dominating culture...

necessitates their taking up the discursive practices of that culture in
order to assert its separate identity while simultaneously building
communication with that culture.14
Importantly, Ariss goes on to argue that it is also possible to effect changes in the
prevailing symbolic field within which Aboriginality is discussed. And it is precisely this
which Bran Nue Dae sets out to achieve: to effect change in repressive discursive
practices by appropriating, modifying and re-deploying them. 'It is the appropriation of
the loci of control of Aboriginal life, including symbolic constructions, which is seen as
the only feasible means of approaching true self-determination.'15
The entry by Aborigines into the dominant symbolic order does not constitute a
'betrayal' of their Aboriginality. It is, rather, consistent with a capacity to incorporate and
to be legitimate Aboriginal literature then it must come, flow freely, from the Aboriginal people, from the
Aboriginal communities without any restrictions placed upon them.' See Bruce McGuiness and Denis
Walker, 'The Politics of Aboriginal Literature', in Davis and Hodge, eds, Aboriginal Writing Today: Papers
from the first National Conference of Aboriginal Writers held in Perth, Western Australia, in 1983
(Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1985), pp.44-45.
12 Financial assistance for rehearsals of the original production was provided by the Thatcherite English
Lord, Alistair McAlpine. The publication of the printed text was financially supported by many sources
including the Wim Wenders Film Production company, BHP Minerals Limited, and two Western Australian
members of parliament.
13 As Stephen Muecke observes: 'Aboriginal rights to texts are ... policed in terms of correct custodianship as
well as the textual form. Setting up a performance seems to involve getting the right people to play the
parts, as well as debating the precise and correct form of the text.' See Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces:
Aboriginality and Cultural Studies (Kensington: University of New South Wales Press, 1992), p.58.
Muecke acknowledges as the source for his comments Eric Michaels' For a Cultural Future: Francis
Jupurrurla Makes TVat Yuendumu (Melbourne: Artspace, 1987).
14 Robert Ariss, 'Writing black: the construction of an Aboriginal discourse', in Jeremy Beckett, p.138.
15 Robert Ariss, pp.132-133.
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adapt which has historically been a feature of Aboriginal cultures. Nor does the adoption
of European forms of representation, such as the popular musical, the novel or verse,
necessitate the surrendering of traditional values or modes of expression. Ronald M.
Berndt emphasises that 'the "new" Aboriginal writing [has] very deep roots in the
traditional present as it does in the traditional past. It is the continuity of ideas which is
significant."6 And Stephen Muecke points out that many contemporary Aboriginal texts
(where 'texts' denotes a broad range of formal representations) are 'motivated reworkings
of a social experience which is always already represented in some way. It is in this way
that one can look on a corpus of modern Aboriginal texts as the reworkings of new
experience in the context of a more traditional culture.'17
The emphasis here on the Aboriginal re-working of European forms, as distinct from
the simple replication of them, is important. For it is a key aspect of many Aboriginal
texts, including Bran Nue Dae, that the adoption of the dominant white culture's forms
involves strategic adaptations, with new hybrid forms resulting. There are instances now,
for example, of corroboree performances where traditional chants, songs and dances are
performed together with country and western music or mission songs with Christian
messages. In the Northern Territory, corroborees are sometimes performed at
eisteddfods where traditionally only whites have competed. Gillian Oxford, in describing
some of these events, remarks that in corroboree today 'lies the secret of continuity with
the past, and ideas for the future'.18
Bran Nue Dae depends for much of its effect, then, not only on stylistic eclecticism,
but also on its creation of the sort of hybrid form which is generated by the mingling, and
often the clashing, of different languages, belief systems and practices. The play shows
that modern Aboriginal subjectivity is constituted by disparate, sometimes irreconcilable,
cultural influences, although such influences are by no means portrayed in an exclusively
pessimistic way. Klaus Neumann argues that Bran Nue Dae:
lacks reference to an 'authentic' black culture, that is, a culture that is
perceived as frozen in time .... Instead it depicts a lively and thriving
present-day Aboriginal culture that takes and integrates diverse influences
from other cultures as well as contemporizing and mimicking 'traditional'
Aboriginal concepts, all of which contribute to its distinct Aboriginality
and reverse the process of assimilation. 19
16 Ronald M. Berndt, 'Opening Address to the 1983 Conference of Aboriginal Writers, reproduced in
Davis and Hodge, p.8.
17 Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces, p.78.
18 Gillian Oxford, The Purple Everlasting: the Aboriginal Cultural heritage in Australia', Theatre Quarterly,
7, 26 (1977), p.94.
19 Klaus Neumann, p.297.
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As noted above, the play's structural foundation is the journey motif. Its narrative
progresses in relatively discrete episodes from place to place, with each new location
bringing the protagonists closer to their physical and spiritual home. Willie and Tadpole's
quest for return and renewal, in which they are accompanied by the white characters
Marijuana Annie and Slippery, is given dramatic shape, and is dynamised, by its musical
format. The plot is propelled by the economical use of dialogue, while the dramatic core
of each scene is music

-

usually two or three songs, as well as instrumental

accompaniment and 'bridges'. The chorus populates and enlarges the play's various
locations, evoking a diverse and mainly Aboriginal society of school children, prison
inmates, tribal hunters, hotel drinkers, Pentecostal Christians, and many others. It is
during these choric sequences that much of the play's emotional and theatrical energy is
created and sustained. In these broad formal terms, then, Bran Nue Dae is a musical in
the Western European popular stage tradition. It is clearly influenced by the Hollywood
musical film genre as well.
Yet Bran Nue Dae amalgamates the generic conventions of the popular musical with
those of Aboriginal oral culture, including those formalised in the tradition of the song
cycle. Thus the structural motif of the journey in Bran Nue Dae is overlaid onto the
specifically Aboriginal form of the song cycle, a type of ritual journey of re-enactment
which, like Chi's play, is also 'a musical journey' and a renewal of origins. For the
landscapes encountered by the play's travellers are to a large extent sung; through a
combination of words, music and images, these landscapes embody aspects of Aboriginal
philosophy and consciousness. Obviously, as a modern stage musical, Bran Nue Dae
diverges from the authentic conditions of traditional song cycle performance;
nevertheless, the play's fundamentally Aboriginal impulse, its grounding in Aboriginal
culture, spirituality and sense of place, suggests that it is informed at least as much by
Aboriginal social and aesthetic traditions as by those of the European musical. As such, it
is part of a much broader movement of recent Aboriginal cultural production in which
contemporary Aboriginality is defined largely through reference to Aboriginal history and
traditions.20 Some brief consideration of Aboriginal speech conventions, and particularly
of song cycles, will illuminate these observations.
Aboriginal societies prior to white invasion employed an elaborate range of media,
including physical objects, to communicate.21 In general, however, these rich archives of
20 This vigorous body of work, as Mudrooroo Narogin has stated, signals 'a homecoming and a re-entry. A
return from alienation and exile into Aboriginality .... Culture is built on the faith of a people and the history
of a people. This presses into the present in a constant surge and we define and keep on defining ourselves
by it.' See Mudrooroo Narogin (Cohn Johnson), 'White forms, Aboriginal content', in Davis and Hodge,
p.29.
21 Jack Davis has described some of the ways in which Aborigines produced actual tangible texts thus: 'We,
the Aboriginal people, have been recording our history for thousands of years. Our medium has been stone,
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iconography notwithstanding, it was primarily with words rather than objects and images
that Aborigines communicated: 'Fundamental instructions and information ...came through
words

-

not so much through drawings, cave paintings and visual symbols, but

predominantly through words, spoken and sung: stories and songs were a major means of
transmitting and sustaining Aboriginal culture.'22 Stories, spoken and sung, were thus the
primary discursive media of information and socialisation

-

the constitution of

subjectivity. Storytelling remains a characteristic feature of contemporary Aboriginal
culture, both for urban and non-urban blacks. (Indeed, the dichotomy of urban and nonurban is to some extent a false one.) The telling of stories is normally governed by strict
social conventions dictating appropriate speakers, listeners, times and places. Stories,
poems and songs describing the exploits of mythological dreamtime heroes often contain
a moral message; they function as lessons in social conduct. In more traditional societies
and on ceremonial occasions, these might be performed in the formal, quasi-theatrical
conditions of the corroboree.
At other times, travel provides the occasion for storytelling or singing.23 Since no
cities, no centres of geographical or cultural unity existed in Aboriginal Australia,
practices associated with nomadism and travel were central to Aboriginal life, and these
continue to have a vital cultural role for many Aborigines. Knowledge of traditional
practices is an important feature of contemporary Aborigines' sense of identity and pride
in their heritage, and amongst these traditions is that of the song cycle. These complex
travelling stories, the functions of which are described in detail elsewhere,24 are
memorised by groups and individuals who recite them in a combination of speech,
incantation and song as they travel over particular routes called dreaming tracks or song
lines. In so doing, they are re-tracing

-

or rather re-enacting

-

the journeys of heroic

dreamtime spirits, singing their songs and telling their stories in elaborately codified
performance sequences.
The following account of the characteristics and social functions of song cycle
performance is very illuminating in the context of Bran Nue Dae:
There are various mnemonic devices in traditional performances. Repetition
is very important, as song lines are sung over and over with varying cadence
hair, wood, the walls of caves; and the flat surface of rock has been the canvas of our ancestors. Hair string
manipulated by fingers can tell a myriad of stories and the land was our drawing board.' A variety of other
aesthetic media wood carving, rock and bark painting, sand drawing, scarification and body decoration
contributed to the symbolic currencies of Aboriginal societies. See Jack Davis, 'Aboriginal Writing: A
Personal View', in Davis and Hodge, p.11.
22 Catherine H. Berndt, 'Traditional Aboriginal oral literature', in Davis and Hodge, p.93.
23 Stephen Muecke, 'Aboriginal Literature', in Laurie Hergenhan, ed., The Penguin New Literary History of
Australia (Ringwood: Penguin, 1988), p.30.
24 See for example Muecke's Textual Spaces and Bruce Chatwin's The Songlines (London: Jonathan Cape,
1987).
-

-
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in the song-cycles. In performance, these can have a chorus effect called
'tracking'. When the lead singer has sung his or her line, and the voice is just
dying away, the group of other singers comes in and repeats the line.... Songcycles are likely to work with memory in that they progress nomadically,
going from place to place across a stretch of country, literally following in
the footsteps of the ancestor who first walked through there and created the
landforms. Knowing the performance text thus means also knowing the
country, and what it has to offer in terms of water and game, as well as in
historical and spiritual significance.25
Bran Nue Dae shares many of the features of traditional song cycle performance. The

journey it depicts is narrated by means of a sequence of songs, delivered by individual
speakers and singers together with a chorus. Certain lyric and song conventions of the
popular musical form, such as repetition and antiphonic exchanges, are evident here too,
and can be understood as consonant with the 'tracking' described above. The characters'
journey in Bran Nue Dae, as with traditional song cycle travelling, enables social and
spiritual maintenance and renewal. In the first instance, Willie and Tadpole's journey
renews social links amongst themselves and their friends and families

-

as well as

bringing previously unknown or hidden familial ties to light. (In a denouement revealing
complex genealogies, it transpires that most of the play's characters, including the 'whites'
Marijuana Annie and Slippery, are at least part Aborigine.) Probably more significant
than these outcomes, though, is the process of the journey itself as it advances. In
moving, in travelling, the characters enact their Aboriginality. Travel is a characteristic
and necessary Aboriginal response to landscape and to place, for at the heart of
Aboriginal systems of social relations is a philosophy which holds that survival is about
movement rather than settlement.26 Thus, instead of focussing on arriving and attaining,
Bran Nue Dae is in many respects about moving away from and into different physical
-

(and necessarily social) landscapes. It is about being 'on the way' to a Bran Nue Dae. In
these terms, the play's construction of landscape accords in many respects with
constructions of landscape in traditional forms of Aboriginal discourse.
It goes without saying that there are many difficulties inherent in writing about that
is, in representing Aboriginal perceptions of landscape. As this discussion has made
-

-

clear, there is no single defining way of seeing which holds true for all Aborigines. Even
if there were, it would not be possible to translate into English the concepts and values
which attach to landscape in Aboriginal consciousness. Having recognised these
theoretical problems, though, it has also to be acknowledged that many Aborigines do
25 Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces, p.52.
26 See Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces, p.47.
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assert a particular Aboriginal understanding of and sense of attachment to the physical
world. This assertion derives from an ancient and complex ideology which has virtually
no relation to the ideas and practices brought to Australia from Europe. Values and
qualities traditionally ascribed to landscape in Aboriginal consciousness are still held up
as a frame of racial and political reference for Aborigines.
David Tacey describes the relationship which links Aborigines to the natural world in
this way:
Aboriginal consciousness and landscape are intimately bound; in fact,
Aboriginal spirituality is primarily a spirituality of place.... [F]or Aboriginal
consciousness, ecological and theophanic awareness go hand in hand; the
actual earth itself, its physical features, is their way to the Dreaming. 27
This is a useful description because it emphasises that the sacred or religious is immanent
in the Aboriginal landscape. Physical human and ecological reality is intimately related
to, but not the central existential part of, that spiritual reality. Deborah Bird Rose
(adapting a term used by Aldo Leopold) sees Aboriginal societies as having evolved an
'Aboriginal land ethic'

-

a non-human-centred view of the world which encourages

'human beings to treat their environment [including each other] as a moral community':
For Yarralin and Lingara people [for example], all animals are spoken of
and treated as moral agents; so too are some 'natural' phenomena such as
sun, moon and rain .... Ngarinman people see the cosmos as a whole as being
conscious, as are most, if not all, of its parts. 28
By resisting a solipsistic conception of the universe, then, and emphasising instead the
interrelatedness of its infinite parts, the Aboriginal land ethic instils in the individual a
sense of responsibility towards the land as a type of custodial obligation.
There is an especial difficulty in describing this relationship between Aboriginality
and landscape. For it is virtually impossible, at least in the context of Western notions of
the fully individuated subject, to reconcile the Aboriginal conception of the self as part of,
yet separate from, the physical world. That is, Western discourse implicitly distinguishes
the individual from the world, the subject from the object, but the same dichotomy does
not translate exactly into Aboriginal consciousness. Aborigines have traditionally

27 David J. Tacey, 'Australia's Otherworid: Aboriginality, Landscape and the Imagination, Meridian, 8, 1
(May 1989), p.57.
28 Deborah Bird Rose, 'Exploring an Aboriginal Land Ethic', Meanjin, 47, 3 (Spring 1988), pp.378-381.
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conceived themselves as autonomous individuals, but as individuals who are at the same
time part of a greater whole; they are in the landscape, and have a responsibility to it.29
For Aborigines, then, as for all societies, land is constructed as landscape, and the
process is mediated through culture and cultural relations. The Aboriginal landscape is
inscribed with and embodies the discursive practices of the social community. Inherent in
it is a combination of aesthetic, material, religious and socio-political values. To some
extent, this is true of European landscapes too, but for Aborigines these various facets of
culture appear to be more holistically integrated; Aboriginal aesthetic expression is in
itself political

-

Aboriginal culture has not 'learned' to de-politicise the aesthetic.30

Therefore, representations of landscape in a contemporary Aboriginal production such as
Bran Nue Dae necessarily reflect a political rather than merely 'cultural' aspect of
Aboriginality. Depictions of the city, the gaol, the rock pools at Roebuck Plains and so
on all contribute to the play's depiction of Aboriginal subjectivity as a complex sociopolitical condition. The motif of the journey, too, by evoking what is in effect an
Aboriginal political practice (the song cycle), also reflects an Aboriginal politics what
-

might be termed a politics of movement. A description of the play's stage plan, as
specified in the published text, will illustrate how this movement from place to place,
from city to country, is facilitated in performance.31
A thrust forestage, bearing small railway tracks, projects towards the audience from
the stage proper behind it. On either side of the thrust are rock pools. This is the basic
arrangement. In performance, various other items of set are added for individual scenes,
which, together with dialogue and technical effects, evoke numerous locations and
landscapes. A stylised, sculpted shape set upstage centre in the opening scene and in later
Broome scenes represents the bare sand of Broome's Kennedy Hill Reserve. This
structure offers a third tier for performance, in addition to the two levels created by the
stage proper and the rock pools. In the play's final scene, a framework structure topped
by a cross and garlands of flowers is brought on to represent the Lombadina mission
church. This single structure might be understood as encapsulating the eclecticism and
29 It does not follow, though, that Aborigines are equatable with, or reducible to, the landscape. In
describing this relationship between Aborigines and their environment, Mary Graham, an Aborigine of the
Kumbumerri people, emphasises the human, culture-bound aspect of Aboriginal consciousness: 'In
Aboriginal culture the most important thing is to be human and caring for the land teaches us to be human.
That is our axiom, our Law. We look after the land. From it comes the custodial ethic .... By looking after
the land we learn to look after each other. This, for us, is the meaning of life; this is what forms our
collective spiritual goal. See Mary Graham, in Saskia Kouwenberg, 'Mary Graham: A Kumbumerri
Perspective', Horizons, 2, 3 (Summer 1994), p.7.
30 Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces, p.58.
31 In addition to the play's narrative structure, the touring production of Bran Nue Dae can also be thought
of in terms of song cycle. Helen Gilbert observes that the 'dissemination of its music and lyrics among
diverse audiences across Australia could be seen as enacting a kind of theatrical song cycle, wherein a
particular form of Aboriginal artistic expression makes tracks from home ground to other spaces'. See
Helen Gilbert, p.134.
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hybridity which characterise the whole production. Photos of the church built for the
original production are reproduced in the published text, the introductory section of which
also features a 'graphic' based on the church building. Referring to this design, Helen
Gilbert comments that 'the play enacts a hybrid vision of life and art which is neatly
illustrated on the first page by a logo that evokes a church, a corrugated iron shed, a
Chinese paddy hut, and a bush dunny, all in one drawing with Japanese and English
characters spelling the play's title'.32 The mission church contributes in this way to the
play's depiction of Aboriginal culture as plural and multivalent.
This versatile stage plan accommodates the full range and fluidity of the play's
action. Of course, this same kind of observation might be made of any number of plays,
including Too Young For Ghosts and Inside the Island. Here, though, various props and
items of set, incorporated easily in performance, function as key indicators and markers of
location. Landscapes are constructed according to, and so reflect, characteristically
Aboriginal ways of seeing; spaces and objects are 'Aboriginal ised'. In the opening scene,
for example, a projection screen suspended as a backdrop to the performance area,
together with two rows of deckchairs arranged along the forestage, identifies the location
as Broome's Sun Pictures outdoor cinema, 'a site of the sacred and profane, a place where
they still show movies after 80 years, and where they say most of the loves of the town
were begun'.33 By beginning in this location, and by featuring the projection screen, the
play foregrounds its interest in performance and entertainment conventions; it signals
simultaneously its adoption and subversion of traditionally European modes of
storytelling. In this way, the opening sequence conveys a specifically Aboriginal
experience of the Sun Pictures cinema. Jacqueline Lo, reading the play from a postcolonial perspective, argues that this scene theatricalises 'the limits of colonial authority
as well as suggesting an excess store of alter/native [Aboriginal] potential which is never
fully captured or subjugated':
The set suggests an outdoor cinema... .'God Save the Queen' is heard as a
[headless] picture of the monarch astride a horse appears on a screen at the
back of the stage. The 'kids' however subvert the colonialist discourse of
the moment. Although they stand up and face the image, their homage is
parodic and carnivalesque .. .So what you have immediately is the fore.

grounding of tension between competing cultural and political discourses.
Although the hierarchy is emphasised semiotically with the Queen ... on a
32 Helen Gilbert, p.135.

33 Peter Bibby, Introduction', in Jimmy Chi and Kuckles, Bran Nue Dae (Sydney: Currency Press and

Magabala Books, 1991), p.vi. Sun Pictures also has particular historical resonances for Aborigines: the
published text features a photo of the cinema, circa 1920, which clearly shows the racially segregated
audience.
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higher level.. .nonetheless [the kids'] youthful irreverence and preoccupation
with an embodied sexuality signals a resistance to the oppressive and
alien imperialist discourse.34
The thrust forestage represents in this first scene Streeter's Jetty in Broome. As noted
above, the scene also features a structure evoking the Kennedy Hill Reserve. By means
of these stage objects which have a metonymic function, Broome itself is evoked through
the representation of three of the town's landmarks; the jetty and the sand hill, depicted in
the same theatrical space as the Sun Pictures cinema, are parts of the town embodying the
history, character, and experience

-

but particularly the Aboriginal experience

-

of the

whole. Chi comes from Broome, the script and songs were developed there over a
number of years, and the first production, with a cast comprising mostly Broome
performers, was rehearsed there; Bran Nue Dae is imbued with the spirit of this unique,
multicultural town.35 A more detailed discussion of the Broome landscape will be made
below in relation to the sequence of scenes set there in the play's second act.
The discursive construction of landscape in Bran Nue Dae is closely tied to the play's
narrative structure, itself based on the journey motif. The progression from city to
country, that is, both establishes and reflects the range of values with which landscapes
are inscribed in performance. The organisation of the following part of this discussion,
accordingly, is broadly determined by the structure of the play, with scenes being
considered in their narrative sequence. Rather than citing individual page numbers from
the playtext as various instances in the play are discussed, page references indicating
whole scenes are used.
The play's long second scene (pp.4-1 6) is set in the Rossmoyne Pallotine Aboriginal
Hostel in Perth. The location is transformed from Sun Pictures to the mission hostel
when Father Benedictus emerges from an explosive cloud of smoke, his black cassock
embroidered with the Cherry Ripe bars which appear ubiquitously during the play. His
very first words establish the mission hostel's urban location: 'Ah so, Villie! Come een
fellow!! Velkom to der city.' In this way, Willie's experience of the hostel is situated
immediately in a larger urban context. Indeed, this scene signals the negative tenor of
depictions of the city, and of urban experience, which prevails throughout the rest of the
first act.
Appearing in this scene, and later at Lombadina, Benedictus embodies the institution,
practices and doctrines of the Catholic church. With his comically theatrical German
accent, his stentorian manner and hypocritical foibles, Benedictus is roundly satirised; the
34 Jacqueline Lo, p.4.
35 Chris Lawe Davies article, cited above, offers a useful account of the interracial musical culture from

which Bran Nue Dae emerged.
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Christian philosophies and traditions he represents, however, have a much more
ambivalent status within the drama, for the play does embrace certain of the values and
some of the imagery associated with Christian teaching. Indeed, the final stage direction
dictates that the 'cast goes up to heaven'. In general, though, Christianity in the play is
presented in unorthodox and hybridised forms, most notably as Pentecostalism, and it
functions as a complement to other Aboriginal social practices and values. And while
certain Christian ethics and practices are implicitly espoused, many others are explicitly
lampooned. Further, the institutions responsible for instilling Christian values in
Aborigines

-

that is, the Catholic missions and schools

-

are shown as complicit in the

twin projects of dispossession and assimilation, and hence are derided. As Benedictus
makes clear, his 'greatest desire is to see der native people be edercated und trained in der
skills ov der modern vorid'. In the context of its broader commentary on European
society, the play implicitly associates the institution of the church with that of the prison
system; both are manifestations of European culture and colonial rule, and both are
characterised as alien and unsympathetic to Aboriginality.
Expelled 'as iffrom the garden of Eden'by the institution which caused him to leave
his mission home in the first place, Willie is left to fend for himself in the city. Although
it posed its own kinds of hardship, the hostel had at least provided some protection from
the dangers of the metropolis. Kevin Gilbert, describing the history of confinement of
Aborigines in white-administered missions and reserves, observes that, ironically, such
reserves protected Aborigines as in some instances they still do from the dangers posed
-

-

by white society:
The 'reserves' or 'missions' became a refuge, as well as a prison. The 'Kamp
Commandant', the white manager, and the police kept the worst of the
barbarians away. Then these concentration areas became 'home', offering
the security of institutionalisation, dependency on food supply, a little
medical attention and, above all, peace from the madness and predictable
hatred and unhappiness of white society. Night-time curfews, separate
compounds for boys and girls, forced removal of family heads and husbands
and mothers ... were an acceptable alternative to imprisonment, death or burning
on the 'cheeky blackfella boong fires' that profaned the landscape.36
The play shows that the 'security of institutionalisation' afforded Willie by the Pallotines,
and to which he had been accustomed growing up at the Lombadina mission, might
indeed be preferable to the greater threat posed by the surrounding city. But as noted

36 Kevin Gilbert, 'Black policies', in Davis and Hodge, p.36.
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earlier, the texts suggestion of Rossmoyne as an Edenic garden is ironically undermined
by Willies actual experience of the place.
Willie, alone, finds himself at night in a city park the quintessential urban space of
-

Aboriginal oppression, dislocation and alienation. While the city tends often to figure in
modern art and literature as a space of alienation and aggression, for Aborigines, in life as
in art, these qualities are felt particularly acutely. Many examples of Aboriginal cultural
expression portray the ghettoisation of Aborigines in cities and towns, conveying the
hardships of fringe dwelling and the associated problems of crime, unemployment,
violence, alcohol abuse and so on. Gerry Bostock has commented on the particular
difficulties confronting Aborigines in cities, or on the edges of cities, remarking that 'the
majority of Aborigines living in places like Sydney come from rural areas, and they still
have their culture intact. They still know their history and they still have their life
experiences as Aborigines.' But in the urban context, in a social space dominated by the
signs and practices of white culture, this sense of Aboriginality can produce deep
tensions, 'because kids, when they grow up on missions [as with Willie in the play] and
then move into the city, they have to "wear" two faces. They have to present one face to
European society and one face to their black brothers and sisters.'37
The location of this scene in a park (pp.17-21) is an important aspect of the play's
landscape discourse. The urban tradition of parks and gardens in public areas reflects a
desire to retain a form of natural environment in the city, but it is a nature contained and
controlled. Such locations have important symbolic as well as practical functions: the
park is that prized urban space which offers temporary refuge from the built environment,
providing revitalising contact with nature. And yet a park is not a 'natural' space, but a
social space constructed and maintained by people. Nature there is made subservient, it is
cultivated and ordered, contained by the surrounding city. Water is sculpted in fountains
and ponds, trees placed so as to form avenues, garden beds laid out and sown
systematically.
The depiction of the park in this scene, however, at night and occupied by homeless
drinkers, subverts this civilised ethos of 'nature perfected'. The park is shown from an
alternative point of view, from the perspective of the urban outcast. For these Aborigines,
the park is not a haven but a last resort. It offers an escape from the hostile city, but
whatever sanctuary in 'nature' might be found there is fragile and inauthentic, so that the
site intensifies the Aboriginal experience of urban dislocation. At the same time, though,
while the scene does convey the desolation of the fringe dwellers, it also conveys their
kinship. Out of isolation, poverty, and a mutual need for security emerges companionship
37 Gerry Bostock, 'Black theatre', in Davis and Hodge, p.64. Bostock goes on to argue that theatrical
expressions of this experience, of 'living as a black person in the general white society', are of necessity
'political'.
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amongst the marginalised. The members of the chorus, each wrapped in a blanket, are
huddled around a fire, some drinking, handing a flagon around, touching and sharing as
Tadpole mournfully sings 'I'm a longway away from my country'. Tadpole and Willie
meet, discover their familial bond, and determine to leave together for home. The
Aboriginal experience of urban alienation is summarised in Tadpole's bitter declaration:
'I'm here in Perth and I got fuckin' nowhere to go.' In some respects, the park for Tadpole
might just as well be a prison cell. His melancholia, however, soon gives way to alarm as
he and Willie negotiate the chaos of the city in their efforts to escape it.
It is during the 'traffic lights' scene (pp.22-29) that Willie and Tadpole meet (by
means of Tadpole's cunningly engineered 'accident') their travelling companions
Marijuana Annie and Slippery. In this fast-paced, entertaining scene, the chorus creates
the urban space, physicalising the rush and mayhem of pedestrian and motor traffic,
embodying the frantic rhythms of the busy city. The threats inherent in the metropolis are
thus literally personified, the actors' bodies simultaneously evoking the cityscape and
conveying the nervous tension generated by it. Confused and intimidated by the
regulated chaos of the streets, by the jungle of cars' controlled by a 'white gloved cop' and
omnipotent, indifferent traffic lights, Tadpole resorts to guile (more street-dumb than
street-wise) and lets himself be hit by Slippery and Annie's car. Despite its depiction of
high urban anxiety, the 'traffic lights' scene is rendered comically; Tadpole's
sanctimonious outbursts

-

the script describes him as 'real argumentative drunk' are
-

especially entertaining.
Both the humour and the danger inherent in this scene's construction of the city
reflect a characteristically Aboriginal response to urban locations. 'Going to the City' is a
perilous activity, yet one which must also be negotiated with laughter. Indeed, the 'traffic
lights' scene conveys many of the attitudes towards urban landscape upon which a
particular type of Aboriginal storytelling is based:
There is a genre of Aboriginal stories about the bush blackfella who comes
to town and gets things hilariously wrong. Old uncle so-and-so who goes to
a department store and watches people go into a small room. The doors close
and later a different set of people get out. Over and over to his greater
confusion .... This 'going to the city' story can be used to bring out a philosophy
of post-colonialism: an approach to culture which starts to see things a little less
from the point of view of metropolitan centres, in terms of settlement, capital,
and singularity, and a little more in terms of a regional and itinerant philosophy
of the bush.38

38 Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces, p.47.
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The representation of the urban landscape in this scene, then, is informed by an
identifiably Aboriginal experience of the city; the audience's perception of that
environment is mediated both by the panic and the laughter of the protagonists, such that
the city is seen from an alternative, marginal cultural position. The landscape associated
with the dominant culture in this way is 'Aboriginalised'.
Even in finally escaping the metropolitan centre, however, Willie and Tadpole cannot
escape the constraints, simultaneously physical and cultural, of white society. Guilty by
association with Annie's 'totally necessary' marijuana plants, they are ensconced in the
Roebourne Lockup. Though personally innocent, Tadpole 'is used to the situation and
influences Willie to accept it too'. So in a country that was itself conceived as a vast,
natural gulag by Europeans obsessed with the ideology of incarceration, the protagonists
find themselves literally locked into the prison scenario which is still undergone by
Aborigines at rates many times higher than those for other Australians.39 Having
travelled hundreds of miles through the coastal landscape north of Perth, they are once
again confined within a built structure which actualises a European ideology, and which
in many respects represents the antithesis to Aboriginal ways of being. Typically, the
gaol scene (pp.3 1-40) has a distinctly humorous tone: the police, like Father Benedictus,
are satirised as buffoonish figures representing establishment (white) authority. And
while the debasement and fear engendered by captivity are conveyed, the lockup scene
also depicts imprisonment as 'a moment of community with many other incarcerated
Aborigines, including the legal aid officer'.40 Indeed for Willie, never before gaoled,
imprisonment becomes a rite of passage, an initiation into contemporary Aboriginality:
'Yeah Uncle' he tells Tadpole, 'I'm a man now.'41
However, the prison scene also raises the particular matter of Aboriginal deaths in
custody, an issue which continues to loom over the national conscience. The choice of
Roeboume prison as the setting for this episode is highly significant, as it was in the
juvenile cell at Roebourne on 28 September 1983 that John Pat died:
39 In 1983, Pat O'Shane reported that the rate of imprisonment for blacks in New South Wales was

approximately 600 per 100,000 people. This was 'many times higher than the rate of incarceration of other
indigenous groups around the world', and the figures are even worse in Western Australia. See Adam
Shoemaker, Black Words, White Page: Aboriginal Literature 1929-1988 (St Lucia: University of
Queensland Press, 1989), p.241. It might be worth noting Shoemakers observation that an ironical benefit
of this institutionalised anti-black bias is that 'some of the finest examples of Aboriginal literature are born
of incarceration. He cites as examples Kevin Gilbert's Ghosts In Cell Ten (unpublished, 1970) and Robert
Merritt's The Cake Man (1978). See Adam Shoemaker pp.239-242.
40 Helen Gilbert, p.136.
41 Robert Merritt, author of The Cake Man the first play by an Aborigine ever to be published (in 1978,
but written five years earlier in Bathurst gaol) puts this Aboriginal 'ritual of incarceration' in a rather more
sobering light: 'It suits society's purpose to give government mandates to build filthy institutions that keep
Aborigines in prison.... [hf you're a drunk, or if you're a crook, you'll get a two-bob lawyer that's been out of
law school for five years. You've got an identity. If you want to be a normal person there's no incentive in
life whatsoever for ya . . To break the law now it's a substitute initiation.' See Robert Merritt, cited in
Adam Shoemaker, Black Words, White Page, p.232.
-

-

..

-
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Outrage over John Pat's death ... contributed more than anything else to the
establishment of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody....
[I]n the findings of this particular inquiry the commissioner came closest to
ascertaining that the death under consideration had been caused by police
intentionally inflicting grievous bodily harm on the deceased, although in
1984 a jury of twelve non-Aboriginal persons had acquitted the five police
officers who stood trial for the offence of manslaughter of John Pat. 42
Despite the levity of its opening moments, then, underlying this scene is a deep
resentment of the history of black deaths in custody. Though built by whites, the lockup
becomes, as with the city park at night, an 'Aboriginalised' location

-

a site which

manifests, both literally and metaphorically, the Aboriginal experience of white society.
And although not situated in the metropolis, Roebourne gaol nevertheless reproduces in
microcosm the stifling confinement of the European built environment. Typically, it is
through music that the Aboriginal responses to this location are most effectively
communicated. The chorus of inmates intones 'Linjoo Blues', a doleful song interwoven
with exchanges of dialogue. Then 'Listen to the News' makes a passionate admonition of
Aboriginal suffering at the hands of white justice: 'Is this the end? Is this the end of our
people? [Wail

-

a woman in the chorus] .... Is this the end of our people? [Clapsticks,

didgeridoo, darkness].' The scene concludes on a disturbing note, resisting neat closure
and leaving a bitter taste.
This moment is a turning point in performance. The heavy emotionalism and
bleakness of the prison scene mark a crucial, despairing moment in the journey, after
which the characters enter entirely new physical and (therefore) social landscapes. They
are approaching their home, and renewal. Some unspecified time after the lockup scene,
they awake by a pool; open air and bright light, sounds of birds calling and water
splashing contrast the gloom of Roebourne. The opening lines of the scene identify and
characterise the location, underscoring the developing sense of homecoming:
M. ANNIE: Jesus it's hot.
TADPOLE: This Roebuck Plains, this country.
M. ANNIE: Fuck is it always this hot up here?
TADPOLE: When you come from this country it's not hot. [Wipes perspiration from his
face.]

42 Klaus Neumann,

p.295.
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That the stage direction appears to contradict Tadpol&s last remark is worth noting, since
it signals a kind of playful ambiguity or irony of Aboriginal representation which runs
throughout the scene. That is, in this Roebuck Plains scene in particular (pp.41-49), there
is a genuine celebration of traditional Aboriginal culture hunting, ceremonial dance and
song, tribal language, bush tucker, bindjins, spears and boomerangs which in
-

-

performance is also self-reflexive and parodic. There is a level at which these images
function as the stereotypical indices of 'Aboriginalism' which characterise European
perceptions. They are knowingly theatricalised, drawing attention to themselves as the
signs which, in white discourse, connote an essential, museum-piece indigeneity. The
scene might be understood as inviting audiences to 'look at us show you how you look at
us'. Yet while the representations are self-reflexive, they are not self-deprecating; the
scene enacts a celebration of being, and of moving, and of the unique relationship which
connects Aborigines to one another and to the natural world. In these terms, the idyllic
bush landscape of Roebuck Plains is theatricalised and made ambiguous, a kind of ludic
space in which satire and celebration converge in what Jacqueline Lo refers to as 'tropes
of ambivalence'.43
The scene also advances the play's sexual thematics. A relation is established here
between sexual love and the open bush landscape, anticipating a similar association made
in the second act, when the chorus sings 'Everybody Looking For Kuckle' down by the
mangroves at Roebuck Bay in Broome. Willie's confused interest in Annie and Slippery's
lovemaking signals his entry into an unexplored aspect of his self. Thus, parallel with
this phase of the physical journey, his sexual awakening marks a moment of near arrival.
Most of the second act is set in various places in and around Broome. The act begins
with a brief exchange of dialogue (p.50) in which the location is established as the
exterior of the Roebuck Bay Hotel, in Broome's Chinatown. As is common throughout
the play, it is dialogue rather than scenic detail which does most of the work in
establishing place. In just eight lines of speech, all necessary locational information is
conveyed: the four travellers have reached Broome; Kennedy Hill Reserve, where Willie
lived prior to moving to Perth, is in the background; and the pub, offering music and
drinks, is the next logical point in their journey.
Broome's population has always been racially mixed, the town's pearling and
associated industries having attracted workers of many nationalities, especially from
Asian and Mediterranean countries. For many years, this blend of cultures was most
apparent in an area around Streeter's Jetty called Morgan Camp, recently re-named
Chinatown. " To some extent, Bran Nue Dae 's interest in cultural hybridity is informed
3 See Jacqueline Lo, 'Tropes Of Ambivalence', cited above, note 5.
44 Chris Lawe Davies, describing the 'invention of Chinatown, says that prior to the arrival of Lord
McAlpine, people of AboriginallAsian heritage lived in a place called Morgan Camp, near the famous town
jetty where countless luggers unloaded their treasure and crews, melding culture with culture. The Camp
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by the racial diversity of the town in which the play was created. Indeed, there is a kind
of ceremonial homage paid to Broome's racial diversity later in Act Two: a flotilla of
miniature boats, bearing lighted candles, is set adrift on the rock pools as the cast sings
Town By The Bay, a song of nostalgic affection for Broome. The printed text points out
that these boats represent the many races of Broome. In performance, they are also
identifiable with the Vietnamese theatre tradition of water puppetry.
The theme of cultural hybridity, woven throughout Bran Nue Dae, is interestingly reworked in the episode set inside the Branding Iron Bar (pp.51-57). Specifically, this
scene shows the appropriation and integration into Aboriginal culture of the originally
North American tradition of Country and Western music, dance, costume and even
sentiment

-

in short, Country and Western culture. The pub functions as an ambivalent

space in this scene, a space inscribed and acculturated with the mixed forms produced by
the adoption of the Country and Western tradition by Aborigines. The particular type of
'Black Country and Western' which results is neither absolute nor essential, but is instead
an illustration of cultural hybridity and heterogeneity. More than that, this scene in
particular constructs Aboriginality in broadly cultural, rather than specifically racial,
terms; the characters are defined by what they do and by how they express their
community rather than by any shared racial characteristics. In all of Bran Nue Dae, it is
only in this pub sequence that an interior location is depicted as a truly convivial space.
While there are moments of jocularity and fellowship in the Roebourne lockup, that space
is dominated ultimately by the fear and anger associated with Aboriginal incarceration.
The Branding Iron Bar, by contrast, is a happy place in which a particular hybrid form of
Country and Western culture becomes the medium and expression of celebration

-

of

romance and sex, of community, and for Willie and Rosie, of reunion. And while the pub
is a built location in a large town, its country music and ambience explicitly resist any
alignment of the space with urban culture.
The pub scene precedes a relatively long sequence set down by the mangroves at
Roebuck Bay, and then at nearby Kennedy Hill (pp.58-80). From the interior of the
Branding Iron Bar, then, the action shifts to another exterior landscape, where once again
the rock pools, and all the levels and dimensions of the stage, can be used to good
theatrical effect. The two songs with which the scene begins create an atmosphere of
joyful, unrestrained sexual energy, the cast performing a bawdy dance routine to the
sustained double entendre lyrics of 'Everybody Looking For Kuckle'. Here too, then, as
with the Roebuck Plains scene in Act One, it is outside in nature that human being,
was. ..rustic and egalitarian; a kind of settlement of "Others".... Since McAlpine, though, it has been tidied
up, evacuated, and most of the tin buildings fixed for tourist shops. The famous open-air cinema, Sun
Pictures, which features in Bran Nue Dae is a part of Morgan Camp. Now the Camp is called China Town,
and apart from a souvenir shop or two, its Aboriginality expunged .... Even the ordinary aluminium phone
boxes and supermarkets has (sic) Chinese pagoda roofs.' See Chris Lawe Davies, pp.56 -57.
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especially as it is expressed in sexual love, is celebrated. This is worth remarking: the
unembarrassed, often humorous presentation of this aspect of human relations in Bran
Nue Dae tellingly counterpoints those modes of discourse predominant in Western
cultures in which sex and sexuality are fetishised and restricted to the personal and
private.
The mangroves by the bay are presented as a site of liberated sexuality, at least in the
opening moments of the scene. As such, this location also is 'Aboriginalised' in the sense
that it reflects a natural and uninhibited

-

but for Europeans an atypical

-

response to

being in nature. Importantly, though, this is but one aspect of the landscape, which has a
variety of related functions here. For as the scene unfolds, the notion of liberation is
transposed from the realm of the sexual into that of the religious and spiritual. Willie's
song 'Nyu! Nyul Girl' a love song combining English and Broome kriol lyrics

is
interrupted by the arrival of a congregation of Pentecostal Christians. This group,
-

-

including the new characters Pastor Flakkon and Willie's mother, Theresa, enters in
procession, possessed by the spirit of worship and singing 'All The Way Jesus'. The
sequence which follows takes full theatrical advantage of the heightened emotions
generated in religious ritual; here, though, the unorthodox practices of the Pentecostalists
are invested with a special energy in that they occur outdoors, in nature, unconstrained by
any formal church building. By virtue of the events occurring in it, then, the landscape in
a sense becomes sanctified, a place in which miracles are not only possible, but actually
occur. In terms of the play's dramatic structure, this scene uses formal ritual and
intensified emotion to signal the climactic point in the characters' journey.
The liberated sexuality depicted early in this scene is related to notions of spiritual
liberation, enacted through a series of revelations and witnessings. The first to be
emancipated is Marijuana Annie, who, spurred on by the charged atmosphere and by a
burden of personal guilt, discloses the sins of her past in a moment of cathartic release.
Her entry into a kind of religious grace is sealed by Theresa, who baptises Annie in the
rock pools where only moments before the chorus had danced in their sexual revelry.
Slippery admits that he too is 'evil' and 'a lost indaweeduwal'. The most telling revelation,
though, comes when Theresa declares that she once had a child to a German missionary.
This information prompts a chain of disclosures revealing a web of hitherto unknown
familial relations amongst the play's main characters. These discoveries continue to
unfold as the action shifts from the beach to the sandhills of Kennedy Hill Reserve. From
behind the hill emerges Willie, naked and triumphant, he and Rosie having consummated
their love. Willie's sexual arrival, appropriately, is attained in the open landscape, and it
coincides with the reunion and reconciliation indeed the discovery of his family. This
new experience also parallels his initiation in the Roebourne lockup, his words echoing
-

those he spoke in gaol: 'Uncle I'm a man now.'
-

-
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This series of revelations uncovering the network of family ties is clearly designed to
push at the limits of credibility, in the tradition of melodramatic coincidence and
resolution. At the same time, however, the revision of the family such that it now
includes previously 'white' characters also contributes to the play's exposition of
Aboriginal hybridity. That is, given that closure is also disclosure that point at which all
-

events in a text are explained

-

the 'bizarre set of closures'45 in this scene startles

audiences into a recognition of hybridity. In a sense, a virtue is made of incredulity,
whereby attention is drawn self-reflexively not only to the artifice of the revelations, but
also to the whole notion of hybridity. Slippery and Annie's incorporation into the family
signals the possibility of an inclusive and multifarious, rather than exclusive and singular,
Aboriginality. The chorus' declaration that 'we're all born black', and Slippery's
exclamation 'Ich Bin me Aborigine!!', both accentuate the play's thematic concern with
the diversity of experience and subjectivity which constitutes modern Aboriginality.
The narrative moves to its conclusion as the characters finally arrive at their
destination. Again, in the opening moments of the play's final scene (pp.81-89), location
is established and characterised by means of an economic use of dialogue:
TADPOLE: There him, there hi (sic). There Djarindjin hills.
M. ANNIE: Hey, we're in Lombadina.
SLIPPERY: Wahhh it's just like Goa.
-

Arriving at their mission home, the travellers again find themselves in the midst of a
Christian ceremony. They encounter the chorus, now the Lombadina community,
celebrating the feast of Christ the King. Processing in 'stately movement', the people bear
'a statue of Christ the King in a bindjin followed by the church in the form of a frame,
topped by a cross with garlands of flowers'. Clearly, both the figure of Jesus and the
mission church reflect a hybridised, specifically Aboriginal Christianity; even Father
Benedictus, appearing from within the framework structure of the church, is
'Aboriginalised' in this sequence, at least inasmuch as he acknowledges his membership
of the extended family. And his alignment with the institution of the church is re-figured
here when he announces that the mission is finished.
Amidst this general mood of celebration and reconciliation, it is left to Tadpole to
draw the play to its conclusion. In an introductory recitative to the play's title song,
Tadpole delivers a monologue which brings together the various experiences of the
journey and sets them within an explicitly political context:

5
Chris Lawe Davies, p.58.

4
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TADPOLE: This fella song all about the Aboriginal people, coloured people,
black people longa Australia. Us people want our land back, we want 'em
rights, we want 'em fair deal, all same longa white man. Now this fella
longa Canberra, he been talkin' about a Bran Nue Dae us people bin waiting
-

for dijwun for 200 years now. Don' know how much longer we gotta wait,
and boy it's makin' me slack.
The political sentiment here is unambiguous. The lyrics of the song which follows were
apparently written on the back of a truck during the protests against the mining of
Aboriginal sacred sites at Noonkambah in 1979. Although relatively little overt political
commentary of this type has been made in the play up to this point, the placement of
Tadpole's speech here, with the performance signalling its imminent conclusion, endows
it with special focus and weight. Tadpole's monologue and the song that follows it place
the political claim for a 'fair deal' for Aborigines in direct relation to their demand for land
rights. For Aborigines, whether tribal or not, whether urban or rural, access to some of
the land which was theirs virtually without contest for eons before white settlement is a
requirement of paramount concern. For as this discussion has argued, Aboriginality,
insofar as it can be defined at all, is a consciousness of, and an obligation to, the land.
Jimmy Chi says the 'definition of Aboriginal is a person of a country. And that's all.'46
To be dispossessed of the land, therefore, is to have the basis of individual and collective
identity, a society's image of itself, fundamentally compromised. In these terms, one of
Bran Nue Dae's most significant achievements is its 'Aboriginalised' discursive

construction of landscape. The various locations along the journey together constitute an
Aboriginal landscape, sung into being by means of a hybrid marriage of song cycle and
popular musical, and reflecting an Aboriginal consciousness accessible to, but worlds
away from, the predominant Australian way of seeing.

46 See Chris Lawe Davies, p.58.
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THE KID
As a consequence of the infamous mauling of his Bicentennial play 1841 at the
hands of newspaper reviewers, Michael Gow left the playwriting arena for several years.'
Until he retired hurt in 1988, however, Gow had been accorded quasi-celebrity status in
the 'post-New Wave' or 'Second Wave' period of 1980s Australian drama. Together with
Louis Nowra, Stephen Sewell and (to a lesser extent) Alma de Groen, Gow was a high
profile playwright, and as with the work of those other dramatists, his plays continue to
be widely read and performed. In particular, Away (1986) gains a substantial new
readership annually, largely by virtue of its inclusion on a number of state upper
secondary syllabuses.2 While Away is Gow's most popular piece to date, many of its
thematic concerns and narrative devices recur throughout his work. The core group of
characters in several of his plays, for example, is (various formulations of) a family, and
there is a recurrent concern with notions of faith in the redemptive or transformative
potential of the physical journey of going away.3
-

These characteristic interests in the family and the journey, discernible in most of
Gow's writing, are each anticipated in his first play. The Kid is the story of a family

-

albeit an unconventional, non-nuclear family of disaffected adolescents, apparently
orphans

-

whose quest into Sydney constitutes the play's structural spine and serves as

one of its primary metaphors. The fractured, disjunctive arrangement of scenes and the
apocalyptic thematics are consistent with other types of episodic journey' narrative, one
important modern type of which is the road movie. In a larger sense, though,
comparisons can also be drawn between the kids' journey and descents towards chaos
depicted in works as diverse as Dante's Inferno and Conrad's modernist parable Heart of
Darkness. As with Away and another Gow play On Top Of The World (1986), the
journey charted in The Kid takes the form of a family travelling along the New South
Wales coast. Importantly, however, while those other two works depict journeys north,
away from Sydney, The Kid shows its protagonists southbound, heading into and then

For a detailed account of the critical de/construction of Gow, see Tony Mitchell, 'Great White Hope or
Great White Hype? The Critical Construction (and Demolition) of Michael Gow', Spectator Burns, 3
(1989), pp.17-27. Gow has since returned to playwriting. His play Furious was produced by the Sydney
Theatre Company's research and development wing New Stages in 1991. Several other works have
followed.
2 'Away has spawned a secondary theatrical industry. Currency Press, which publishes the script, has sold
about 60,000 copies of the play. Compare that with the average sale of about 500 copies a year for most
Currency play texts. Away is nothing if not a phenomenon.' Bob Evans, 'The trial that won't go away',
Sydney Morning Herald (August 5, 1994), p. 20.
3 The central figure of the family occurs in The Kid, Away, and On Top Of The World; the journey motif
features in all these works, as it does also in Europe and 1841. See Luke Simon, Michael Gow's Plays: A
Thematic Approach (Sydney: Currency Press, 1991) for an introductory discussion of 'Family' and 'Going
Away' as recurrent concerns in Gow's work.
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being consumed by the city. Their place of origin is unspecified in performance a farm,
-

perhaps, or rural community, designated in the printed text merely as 'the North'.4 (pA.)
It might normally be expected that a narrative depicting 'the mythic Australian
journey from country to city'5 would suggest a transition from one human state or
condition into another antithetical to it; if constructed according to standard European
discourses of landscape, this transition would be from Nature into Culture. And given
the extent to which 'The City' the essential sign and domain of Western culture
-

-

has

been impugned (especially in the twentieth century),6 such a journey might be expected
to trace a movement from a type of pastoral or Edenic innocence into worldly experience,
into some condition of inauthenticity or alienation. But while The Kid does make use of
a city/country dialectic, any conventional dichotomising of the two is resisted. For 'The
Country' in this play is no more or less valorised than is 'The City'. The early scenes, set
in various non-descript country locations, depict an economically depressed and
spiritually void rural culture. The kids are already alienated as they set out for the city,
the traditional pastoral myths of country life having no relation to their experience of
unemployment and welfare dependence. Their indifference to the consolatory white
fictions proffered by the Australian bush tradition is made particularly apparent in the
play's second scene. The proprietor of a country bookshop, keen to enthuse the kids with
his crass coffee-table celebrations of 'our ... heroic beginnings' (p.10), emerges as a
pathetic figure, reduced to peddling pornography under the counter in order to stay in
business.
In both Bran Nue Dae and The Kid, 'The City' functions similarly as a locus of
alienation and oppression. But whereas Chi's narrative charts an escape from urban angst
towards salvation in the bush, Gow's kids are shown moving from one hopeless state to
another, through a bleak, spiritless rural landscape into an infernal city landscape. There
is some sense of gradual decline, but the journey in The Kid is less a process of
transformation, or even degeneration, than a mere accumulation of horrors. In these
terms, the play stands as a telling counterpoint to Bran Nue Dae.
One principal difference between the two is that while Bran Nue Dae appeals
optimistically to a redemptive future, The Kid allows of no future at all; its dystopian
That the kids come from a rural community is suggested in Snakes long speech (p.14) in which she
refers to 'one of the Abo stockmen'.
Veronica Kelly, 'Apocalypse and After: Historical Visions in Some Recent Australian Drama', Kunapipi,
9, 3 (1987), p.69.
6 Burton Pike has made a detailed study of the image of the city in modern literature. The principal theme
of his book is the paradoxical idea of the city as a 'paved solitude'. That is, the city is 'a highly developed
form of social organization ...yet [it embodies] the isolation or exclusion of the individual from a community,
and in the twentieth century.. the fragmentation of the very concept of community.... [The city] of necessity
represents a separation from the world of nature, the imposition of man's will on a natural order .... In modern
times the real cities of Western Europe and America have generally tended to be associated with the evils of
human nature....' See Burton Pike, The Image of the City in Modern Literature (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1981), pp.xi 7.
-
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vision is unrelievedly nihilistic. At the beginning of the play the kids do have faith in a
metropolitan salvation, but the tenor of the drama is such that their hope seems inevitably
ill-fated. The play's thematic compass is broad and ambitious. It engages a range of
topical social issues including youth suicide, domestic violence and the welfare state, but
contextualises these within a more broadly conceived interrogation
condemnation

-

-

and ultimately

of the entire ethical basis, the condition and direction, of modern post-

industrial society. Nadia Fletcher, describing The Kid as 'outstandingly the best new
contemporary play from anywhere staged in Sydney in 1983', contends that 'its theme is
no less than a reflection on the collapse of Western civilization'. Somewhat surprisingly
(with regard, for example, to some of the existing commentary on Esson's The Drovers)
Fletcher goes on to suggest that The Kid is 'as close to genuine tragedy as Australian
drama has ever come'.7 In any case, the play is unambiguous in its diagnosis of
contemporary culture as moribund, if not already dead, and in its suggestion that the
damage has been self-inflicted.
Perhaps the central point of interest for critical analysis of The Kid lies in the means
by which the play implies a profundity of experience beyond that evoked by its 'surface'
narrative, such that the tawdry mundanity of the kids' world is invested with a kind of
transcendental moment. Veronica Kelly touches on this aspect of the play in a discussion
which draws comparisons between The Kid, Nowra's Sunrise and Sewell's The Blind
Giant Is Dancing. All three works premiered in 1983, and as Kelly observes, all are
strikingly similar in theme and dramaturgy: 'All use extensive and deliberate intertextual
allusion, gaining ironic effect by their juxtaposition of Australian history with past
European consensual certainties, be they theatrical classics, high bourgeois art-forms like
opera, or the Christian myth.'8 Indeed, The Kid makes ironic reference to all these
embodiments of a once unshakeable European cultural self-confidence, although it is
Wagner's classic operatic cycle The Ring of the Nibelung which provides the primary
point of reference for the play's intertextuality. The allusions to The Ring and other
operas

-

introduced explicitly in dialogue and musical effects, but also less overtly

through plot and characterisation

-

require careful consideration, not least because they

are probably the play's most contentious aspect. Tony Mitchell, for example, takes issue
with Gow's apparent adoption (and the critics' endorsement) of 'European classical
literary sources as a means of achieving "higher" artistic value in Australian theatre'.9
Nadia Fletcher, 'Review: Jennifer Claire's The Butterflies of Kalimantan and Michael Gows The Kid,
Australasian Drama Studies, 2 (April 1984), p. 116.
8 Veronica Kelly, Apocalypse and After, p.68.
9 Tony Mitchell, p.19. Veronica Kelly offers an interesting reflection on Mitchell's critique. She states
that Mitchell 'interprets the transparently ideological manoeuvres of the mainstream press as exact
reflections of the project of the plays themselves; whereas arguably the plays are amenable to alternative and
less comfortable readings'. See Veronica Kelly, 'The Melodrama of Defeat: Political Patterns in Some
Colonial and Contemporary Australian Plays', Southerly, 50, 2 (June 1990), p.137.
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Certainly, there is an awkwardness about the ways in which the musical fragments are
interpolated; even if it could be assumed that audiences will recognise the allusions an
unsustainable supposition), the use of the fragments as bridges linking episodes appears
at times gratuitous, their chief benefit being to 'fill' between scene changes.
Yet Gow's operatic allusions are not explicable merely in terms of an
unproblematised deference to the European cultural 'centre'. For while there is
considerable irony in the tension between the depressed reality of the kids' experience
and the play's appeal to a supposedly higher cultural frame of reference, that irony is not
born simply of contrast. The play's despairing vision resists conceptions of a European
Romantic Golden Age, apotheosised at the expense of an entropic present; rather, The
Kid laments the entire Western historico-cultural tradition, of which the present is merely
the pathetic but logical endpoint, and of which The Ring is conventionally held up as a
crowning achievement. Gow appropriates Wagner's apocalyptic vision
adaptation of an ancient, apocalyptic master-mythology of ekpyrosis'°

-

-

itself an

to highlight

European culture's historical complicity in the decay of the present. The ironic relation
between the kids' Sydney and Wagner's mythic Valhalla, therefore:
.is by no means conservative, directed merely at a shrunken present,
presumed fallen from some implied height of inherited immanent
significance. The provisional and ideological nature of all culture is
foregrounded, and the European Faustian heritage interrogated...."
In the end, all the signs of the European cultural tradition, including its high art
(metonymically evoked by the opera records which appear as props at various points in
performance), 12 have no greater status than the rest of the flotsam cluttering the adult
world.

10 Delia Falconer has argued that apocalypse is 'perhaps the empowering narrative of western cultural
hegemony'. Her observation finds an historical context in these observations by Sally Kester: '[A]pocalypse
represents both the consummation and the destruction of time, and its typical form is the image of fire in a
mighty cosmic conflagration (the Greek ekpyrosis, the Norse [Eddic] Ragnarok [the Norse Edda was
Wagner's mythic model for The Ring], Gotterdammerung ... ), in which the world is consumed by fire. In
many religions and mythologies the ekpyrosis is preceded by a period of corruption at all levels of human
society: the fire comes as a judgement upon a crepuscular and degenerate world.' For Falconer's comments,
see Mark Gibson, The Figure of Apocalypse and Contemporary Culture', Southern Review, 26, 1 (March
1993), p.129; for Kesters, see Sally Kester, The Archetypal Motives of Cosmogony and Apocalypse in The
Ring', Miscellanea Musicologica, 14 (1985), p. 108.
11 Veronica Kelly, Apocalypse and After', p.69.
12 See for example Scene Five (p.1 7) when Woman C scratches some of Cohn's opera records with her
fingernails, and gives the others to the kids; Scene Six (p.20) when Donald asks Dean to listen to The Ring;
and Scene Eight (p.26) in which Donald's stolen portable stereo contains a tape recording of Fidelio. There
are also numerous spoken references to opera, such as in Scene One (p.8); Scene Three (p.13); and Scene
Eleven (p.32).
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In its concern with spiritual alienation and apocalypse, and in its intertextuality, the
play projects a typically modernist sensibility; but its cannibalisation and ultimate
condemnation of Western culture perhaps reflect a more truly postmodern consciousness.
Andreas Huyssen, reviewing modernism 'at the stage of its exhaustion', argues that 'the
modernist project ... always upheld a vision of a redemption of modern life through
culture. That such visions are no longer possible to sustain may be at the heart of the
postmodern condition.'13 Nevertheless, as this discussion will make clear, while the
rendering of The Kid's dramatic world seems to reflect a postmodern consciousness, the
play's relatively conventional modes of dramaturgy and characterisation are such that the
text as a whole cannot properly be characterised as postmodernist.
The Kid depends centrally for its dramatic effects on the simultaneous evocation of
disparate realms of experience. The gritty reality and immediacy of the kids' world, their
low humour, cynicism and despair, are always resonant with the deeper mythopoeic
chords struck by 'an operatic cycle almost appalling in its self-confidence and its huge
visions of heroism and catastrophe'.14 Operating throughout, therefore, is a kind of
double referentiality. The immediate, 'surface' level of narrative is familiar and directly
accessible to contemporary Australian audiences. At this level, the landscape's pervasive
red glow and oppressive heat, intensifying as the journey unfolds, are realistically
motivated, recognisable as the Ash Wednesday bushfires of 1983 (or indeed as the
equally devastating fires which raged through New South Wales in the summer of 1994).
Also at this quasi-naturalistic narrative level, the city which beckons the kids is Sydney,
specifically located in time and space. Beneath this surface, though, is constructed an
alternative mythic reality; here, the heat and glare of the fires become signifiers not of a
local and physical, but of a profound moral, disorder: a 'flaw in the cosmic machinery'.15
The city in these terms is figured as a grotesque dystopia, terrible enough in its apathy
and horror to be the site at which the end of the world can be played out.
The play's representation of the contemporary local world, then, is overlaid with a
(Western) universalist conception of the mythic. Together with this double referentiality,
the play adopts a stylistic variety, wherein the naturalistic 'surface' is underpinned by an
expressionist impulse. Throughout, elements of expressionist dramaturgy

-

made

manifest in terms of action, language, and character can be discerned in scenes which
-

conform, superficially at least, to naturalistic conventions. There are, for example,
several sudden outbursts of intensely violent action. In general, such episodes are
incidental to the unfolding of the narrative, functioning instead as expressionistic
3 Andreas Huyssen, After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture and Postmodernism (London:
Macmillan, 1988), cited in Andrew Milner, Contemporary Cultural Theory: An Introduction (Sydney: Allen
and Unwin, 1991), p.111.
14 Nadia Fletcher, p.117.
15 Sa1ly Kester, p.99.
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eruptions of the generalised crisis afflicting the world. One particularly disturbing
outburst occurs in Scene Seven, set in 'The Department', in which Man C is shown
tormenting Woman D, perhaps his wife; the man's verbal abuse of the woman
precipitates a series of physical attacks on her. (p.25) A further example of violent
display occurs when Aspro experiences 'The Other Thing'. (p.l'7) His manic screaming
and leaping, realistically motivated by his physical illness, are explicable as outward
embodiments of his, and indeed of the other kids', inner condition; their collective crisis
is marked on his body.16 An expressionist logic also informs the characterisation of
adults in The Kid, all of whom remain anonymous, their identities being indicated in the
printed text simply by letters

-

Man A, Woman C and so on. None of these adults is

drawn as a fully developed character, each tending towards caricature in individual
scenes. They function as expressionist representations of an abstract state or condition
rather than as naturalistically rounded individuals. Many of the play's short 'telegraphic'
bursts of violent or crude dialogue are also expressionist in tone and form.
Of special significance here is that the play's stylistic hybridity, its conjunction of
naturalistic and expressionist techniques, also informs its representations of landscape.
At the naturalistic level, the play's landscapes are understandable as the actual physical
and socio-cultural environments of contemporary Australia. In these terms, the kids'
hardships and cynicism are shown as causally determined, forced upon them by an
economically depressed rural sector, dysfunctional and uncaring bureaucratic structures
and incomprehensibly complex, unaccommodating urban spaces. These environments,
especially those in the city, embody an institutionalised adult world. They are the
landscapes of contemporary culture which determine the terms of the kids' existence and
deny them any form of social agency. At the same time, though, the play's landscapes
function expressionistically to project not the actual physical or social world, but two
distinct types of inner crisis. In the first instance, the fractured, oppressive landscapes
reflect a condition of moral decay a condition associated with the adult world. In this
-

sense, the play implicitly attaches blame to its (emblematic) adult characters for the
condition of the world into which the kids blunder. Simultaneously, though, the play's
landscapes reflect a complementary condition of spiritual vacuity, a kind of inner absence
which afflicts all the kids. And the play formulates a relation between these conditions of
inner crisis, suggesting that the moral decay of the adult world (representative of Western
culture in general), expressed through its institutions, is visited on the kids, bringing
about their spiritual collapse. The adults, then, are both responsible for and expressions
of a world in decay; the kids, journeying into that world, become its victims.

16 In these terms, The Other Thing' is comparable to the soldiers' hysterical physical isations of inner crisis
in Inside the Island.
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The journey from country to city passes through landscapes which are, at one level,
recognisably real, but which are never staged naturalistically. Nine of the eleven scenes
are set indoors, and staging requirements are not especially demanding. No scene calls
for a full or detailed scenic rendering of location, and indications given in the printed text
as to setting are scant. Accordingly, dialogue rather than scenic effects is the principal
medium for creating landscapes, although lighting and other technical means would seem
crucial in suggesting the surrounding 'firescape'. To a large extent, this minimalist
scenography is determined pragmatically. The play's episodic structure, and the physical
territory 'covered' by the kids, necessitate a stage design flexible enough to facilitate
fairly rapid scene changes. Beyond these technical considerations, though, and more
importantly, a minimum of set and properties works to enhance the play's
theatricalisation of its thematic concerns. As Peter Fitzpatrick argues, 'in the physicality
of performance, the absence of visual clues in the stage picture can be as suggestive as
their presence, in developing images of emptiness, anonymity and disorientation'. 17
Fitzpatrick's comments are part of an analysis of urban imagery in Australian drama, but
they are instructive in relation to The Kid's early 'country' scenes as well as to the later
scenes set in Sydney. For as suggested earlier, a sense of alienation and decay pervades
both urban and rural landscapes in the play, and a relative absence of visual clues in the
stage picture suggests these qualities equally in both contexts.
The Kid's eleven relatively autonomous scenes each advance to some degree the

play's 'story', but given the disjunctive nature of the narrative, individual scenes are
perhaps best understood as contributing in different ways to the atmosphere and impact
of the whole to the evocation of a world in crisis. While the play's principal landscape
-

is the city (eight of its eleven scenes are set there), the opening sequence of three
'country' scenes is important in establishing the nature of the kids' dramatic world. The
first scene (pp.5-8) is set in a country cafe. Far from being characterised by rural charm
and warmth, the cafe has an eerie sense of emptiness and slow, quiet decay. Prior to the
kids' raucous arrival, 'it's very quiet' as the first of the anonymous adult characters,
Woman A, relates her recurring nightmare to Donald, who sits silently staring into space.
Woman A's surreal monologue is notable for its prefiguring of the play's larger concern
with notions of fragmentation and disintegration. She describes the nightmare vision of
her dead husband 'in little pieces falling slowly to the ground'. This image is echoed
shortly after in Snake's description of her sick brother Aspro: 'He's going to pieces.'
Various indications that the (unnamed) town was once a thriving centre throw into relief
its present malaise. The woman, nostalgic for an irrecoverable past, tells Donald:
'Nineteen fifty-two. Before the by-pass. This town was a resort then. The main street
17 Peter Fitzpatrick, 'Views of the Harbour: The Empty City in Contemporary Australian Drama', in Anna
Rutherford, ed., Populous Places: Australian Cities and Towns (Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1992), pp.50-51.

W.
was criss-crossed with coloured lights all summer. On New Year's Eve we all stood in
the street and held hands and cried like on V.E. night.' Her image of the vitality of the
town's past is countered when Donald explains to Dean that: 'This place has had it. They
put a by-pass in. It's really dead.' Similarly, Snake's typically abrupt inquiry 'Was this
-

town designed by a moron or what? There's one other milkbar right up the other end of
the street and it's closed' helps to convey the sense of an empty town in the final stages
-

of an insidious degeneration.
This opening scene has an important establishing role, but Scene Two (pp.8-12) has
a greater bearing on this discussion, for here the play makes some pointed observations
concerning the discursive construction and mythologising of landscape. Having left the
town, the kids return the following morning, the charismatic Dean intent on 'claiming'
Donald. In the bookshop where Donald works, they encounter the second of the play's
anonymous adult characters Man A, the bookseller. This scene is driven by Man A's
-

fetishistic heroicising of the colonial past and the bush legend. His stock of books

-

'Campfire Yarns', 'Bush Ballads' and so on is steeped in the familiar, hackneyed rhetoric
-

of pioneering spirit and mateship. Many of them, apparently, marshal images of the
landscape's 'savage beauty and other such cliches, the standard fare of that broad
discursive field. Snake, for example, reads aloud these lines from W. H. Ogilvie's
nineteenth-century verse 'Abandoned Selections':
SNAKE: On the crimson breast of the sunset
The Gray Selections lie
And their lonely, grief-stained faces
Are turned to a pitiless sky.
They are wrinkled and seamed with drought-fire
And wound at the throat with weeds
They sob in the aching loneness
But never a passer heeds. 18
The central role of landscape discourse in a broad Australianist agenda is foregrounded
here. In its sentimental tropes of personification, its simultaneous celebration and
demonisation of the natural environment, the poem is typical of the literary style
favoured and made famous by The Bulletin. This image of a harsh but beautiful
landscape has traditionally been, and remains, a key strategic device in the propagation of
Australian nationalist ideology. The bookshop is a monument to Australianism
great time now vanished' as Man A laments

-

-

to 'a

but Nadia Fletcher points out that it is 'a

18 The poem is included in an anthology of poems by William Henry Ogilvie, Fair Girls and Gray Horses
(Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1958. First published 1898).
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romanticised "legend of the nineties" Australia which the street-kids cannot recognise'.19
For them, history is irrelevant; there is no solace in a past whose mythologies are as
insignificant and hollow as those of the present. This disjuncture between the adult
world-view and that of the kids has been suggested earlier in the scene. In a moment
which foreshadows the appearance of 'God's Survival Kit' later in the play, the bookseller
is shown rhapsodising over a carton of lavish colour-plate history books; for him (as later
for Desiree), the boxes have a kind of cargo cult status they are the packaged faiths he
-

invests with ultimate meaning.20 For the kids, though, they are rubbish, and Dean
actually throws some of the books in a bin in the scene's climactic conclusion.
Prior to that, though, the wastepaper bin has featured comically. Dean, persuaded to
speak a passage from a play the bookseller has written for the local historical society

-

'just to see how it reads' dons the bin to 'get the effect' of the town's 'own bushranger'
-

Danny McReady. He reads Man A's script aloud:
DEAN: This is a hard land, a cruel land. A land of savage beauty. A land
of dry bones beneath a bleaching sun. It will be hard to win, but win
it w (sic) will. We will struggle against the elements: fire, wind, flooding
rain and searing endless drought, to build here a land of free men, of proud
tall men....
In its melodramatic triteness, Gow's invented dialogue comes pretty close, as good satire
must, to some existing genuine articles. This episode has a comic effect, but it is largely
a humour of recognition; the speech's imagery, its sentiment of struggle against the land,
are redolent of many Australian novels, plays and verses.21 Its deployment of
stereotypical landscape imagery, as with Ogilvie's verse earlier in the scene, highlights
the extent to which an idealised image of Australianness is predicated on a particular
discursive construction of landscape. But the framing of the speech here is ironic and
pejorative, so that it functions as a critique of the co-option of this landscape discourse
within the nation-building enterprise. Dean's appraisal of the speech is blunt: 'So this is
what intellectuals write. Load of shit. I wipe my arse of intellectuals.' [He does so, with
the script.]

19 Nadia Fletcher, p.117.
20 See Veronica Kelly, 'Apocalypse and After', p.70.
21 The speech is comparable in tone and sentiment, for example, to Barcroft Boake's late nineteenth-century
bush ballad 'Where the Dead Men Lie': Out on the wastes of the Never Never! That's where the dead men
lie!! There where the heat waves dance for ever! That's where the dead men lie!/ ... Out where the grinning
skulls bleach whitely! Under the saltbush sparkling brightly! Out where the wild dogs chorus nightly! That's
where the dead men lie!' See Russel Ward, ed., The Penguin Book of Australian Ballads (Ringwood, Vic.:
Penguin, 1964), pp.111-113.
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Scene Three (pp.12-14), the last of the scenes located in the country, offers a kind of
pastoral hiatus prior to the kids' arrival in the city. Set in an unspecified 'open country'
location (indicated presumably through technical effects), the scene begins with an
intimate conversation between Dean and Donald. The boys' exchange of confidences is
characterised by an unusual tonal mix. Their directness with one another has a certain
innocent charm, but the dialogue is at the same time fairly confronting. Much of it is
sexually explicit and raw, detailing stories of violence and homosexual sex; most of what
Dean says is self-aggrandising invention. (His claim, for example, that 'no one else
knows' about his tattoo is contradicted by Snake in the play's final moments.)
Nevertheless, it is one of the few instances in the play of a close, confidential human
exchange, and there is gentle pathos in Donald's account of his first sexual encounter.
Snake's monologue, following the boys' conversation, is important on a number of levels.
She reveals that this is merely the latest in a long series of trips to the city, the trials of
which have become almost ritualised: 'Honestly. I hate this trip. It's always chaos.
Always a fight. By the time we get to Auntie Eileen's, no one's talking to anyone. I have
to do everything. Get the boys ready. Stock up on drinks and Marlboro and chips. Hate
it.' Snake's bad temper is contrasted by her modest vision of a utopian future 'when we
-

get the money' in which she envisages the family, truly happy, operating a service
-

station. The scene ends energetically with signs of life in anticipation of the big smoke:
'Beer everywhere. Wind. The city appears in splendour at the back. Music: end of Das
Rheingold.' The kids are approaching their Valhalla.
The remainder of the play is set in Sydney. With no intermediate suburban phase,
the action shifts abruptly to the city, to a 'small flat, no more than a box with doors'
(p.14), part of the 'largest [block of flats] in the Southern Hemisphere. Not counting
Housing Commission, of course.' (p.18) This building, a signal location, will be
discussed in detail shortly. It need only be mentioned here that the play's short fourth
scene (pp.14-15) introduces Woman B, the caretaker of the flats, in an introductory
exchange with Desiree, while Man B, Desiree's brutal father, 'lours in a corner of the
room'. Possessed by a 'charismatic certainty'22 of impending nuclear holocaust, Desiree
is in a sense a modern Cassandra, the tortured, captive visionary of Greek tragedy. Given
the particular nature of The Kid's intertextuality, however, her role is more usefully
considered in its relation to The Ring. There are parallels, for example, between
'Brunnhilde's heroic self-immolation and Desiree's infatuation with cosmic doom', while
'in Desiree's relationship to her powerful and destructive father there are echoes of
Brunnhilde and Wotan'.23

22 Veronica Kelly, 'Apocalypse and After', p.70.
23 Nadia Fletcher, p.117.
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The following scene, however, is more instructive with regard to the play's depiction
of the oppressive cityscape. For it is Scene Five (pp.16-18), in which the kids arrive at
what they believe to be their Aunt's house, that marks the beginning of their urban
disintegration. Proceeding as a series of confusions and disappointments, the scene is
propelled erratically by dialogue working at cross-purposes. Alone in the living room of
a house, Woman C is discovered, weeping, in a pill-induced stupor. The room is a site of
depressing containment; its door might offer escape, but only into the threat and chaos of
the surrounding city, itself surrounded by fire. Woman C's ex-lover, having given her
notice to leave, has accused her of stifling him: 'I have to go. I box him in. I imprison
him. I hang around his neck. Like a dead whatever.' Following the initial confusion of
the kids' arrival 'I thought something was up. The houses have all been painted' it is
-

-

revealed that something indeed is wrong. The kids' Auntie Eileen has died, and her
house has been sold as a deceased estate. With this revelation, the kids' only link to the
city is severed. Suddenly, they are alone in the city, without refuge and without a point
of reference from which to orient themselves. Aspro's plaintive question 'Are we in the
-

wrong house?'

-

encapsulates the deep sense of bewilderment and anxiety which

characterises the kids' urban experience for the remainder of the play. From here, a series
of discrete episodes is offered which, in accumulation, forms an image of a hostile and
ultimately unnegotiable metropolis. The city is presented as 'fragmented and transparent
rather than tangible and coherent, a place consisting of bits, pieces and shifting moods;
it ... stand[s] under the sign of discontinuity and dissociation rather than community'.24
Also from here are more insistent reminders of the relation between the play's formal
structure and its concern with social breakdown. The rapid-fire episodic form evokes
'modern urban rhythms of space and time fragmented, short-range, immediate'. 25
-

The narrative focus shifts back to the block of flats referred to above, where the kids
rent 'a small flat identical to that in Scene Four'. This location parallels and advances the
stifling confinement suggested in the previous scene: the flat, euphemistically described
as 'compact' by the caretaker, is tiny. More importantly, though, the play's concern with
the moral debasement of the adult world is particularly acute in this sixth scene (pp.18

-

24), in which this moral condition is given spatial expression. The block of flats
physically manifests a corrupt social order, embodying the inequities of social power.
That is, a rigid social hierarchy in the building, representing a more general social
stratification, corresponds directly to its physical form. There are one hundred and sixty
units in the block, the size and standard of each being relative to the building's vertical
24 Burton Pike, p.72.
25 Burton Pike, p.77. Peter Fitzpatrick notes as well that this image of the citys disintegration is achieved
substantially at a formal level: 'The fragmentation of the plot here directly reflects the perception of the
mystified victim. Gow's disaffected street kids are presented as casualties of the modern city. See 'Views
of the Harbour, p.55.
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structure the higher the better. The kids meet the caretaker, but their landlords remain
-

abstracted and anonymous. Woman ifs account of the building of the flats suggests that
due process was disregarded in their planning, construction having been made possible
only by virtue of local political corruption and at the expense of the socially
disenfranchised:
WOMAN B: No, against all opposition this place was built. No help from the
unions, no help from the locals. The Council actually rushed through a
by-law to allow it to be built. The Mayor and his wife live on the top
floor. I've been up there once. Sweeping views. She's the chairman of
the residents' committee. You've got to own before you can be on that.
Like everything else.
Woman B's dialogue in this scene is worth noting for a number of reasons. First, it
indicates a vertical stratification of social power, not only in the building but more
generally as well. Moreover, in this speech quoted above, and in earlier dialogue, the
woman makes some suggestive references to windows and views. She mentions, for
example, the 'sweeping views' from the Mayor's top-floor apartment. The equation here
between political power and sweeping views stands in contrast to an earlier sequence in
which the woman shows Dean the lower-floor flat:
WOMAN B: View? Yes, there is one. Come here. You really need a chair,
but open it up. [They lean out.] See there, between the kiddies' bike
factory and the wogs on the corner. That's a bit of the bay, that gray bit,
past the smoke stacks. See it? Let me guide your head.
Passages such as these can be considered in relation to the 'framing' devices discussed in
the first chapter of this thesis. That is, particularly with a play such as Pioneers,
windows and views function as means of ordering and containing the external world; the
Mayor's commanding aspect from his upper floor in The Kid has a comparable effect.
The kids' impoverished outlook, by contrast, serves only to reinforce their relegation to
society's lower depths. No agency or prestige is suggested by their view to the world
outside, and even the physical act of looking is manipulated by an adult. These
observations find a parallel in an essay by Peter Fitzpatrick, alluded to earlier in this
discussion. In 'Views of the Harbour: The Empty City in Australian Drama', Fitzpatrick
compares six Australian 'city-plays of the 'eighties'. He notes the tendency in all of these
works, including The Kid, towards non-naturalistic scenography, suggesting that 'the
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strength of naturalistic signification runs directly counter to the multiple locations and the
impersonal forms of power which the dramatising of the city entails':
[A]ll six develop the metaphor of 'the view', not only as an index of
social hierarchy, but as the central term in an analysis of states of profound
moral failure .... The more commanding the view, the more visible the
command .... The view.. .signifies a disconnection from the social realities
below, and from the self.
However, in contrast to the other plays in Fitzpatrick's analysis, The Kid's concern is
'wholly with the powerless, and with the view from below'.26 The kids' social reality of
alienation and subjection is made all too apparent by their restricted view of a polluted
industrial cityscape. Because they are physically on the same level as the city's lower
order, they have a horizontal rather than a vertical relation to it.
The play's spatialisation of social power is reworked later in Scene Six when Aspro
delivers a long, disconsolate speech about walking the city streets. Aspro's monologue
details the horrors of being ritually subjected to bureaucratic incompetence and apathy in
his quest for compensation. He describes being shunted from one government agency to
another, having to walk from office to office in the 'boiling heat in the middle of the day'.
Here again, the notion of being in a horizontal and hence powerless relation to the city is
emphasised. Experienced from below, from within, the city remains fractured and
incoherent:
The inhabitant or visitor basically experiences the city as a labyrinth,
although one with which he may be familiar. He cannot see the whole of
a labyrinth at once, except from above, when it becomes a map. Therefore
his impressions of it at street level at any given moment will be fragmentary
and limited: rooms, buildings, streets. 27
Experiencing the city from below is the subject of Michel de Certeau's influential essay
'Walking in the City'.28 De Certeau's observations are illuminating in the context of this
discussion, even though his central contention is that walking in the city is potentially
empowering for the individual, since the 'rhetoric' of walking offers a means of resisting
large metropolitan power structures. Beginning with an assertion of an inherent
26 See Peter Fitzpatrick, Views of the Harbour, p. 49; p. 50; and p.55.
27 Burton Pike, p.9. Pike cites as the source for these ideas Kevin Lynch's The Image of the City
(Cambridge, Mass.: The M.I.T. Press and Harvard University Press, 1960), pp. 1-2.
28 Michel de Certeau, Walking in the City', in Simon During, ed., The Cultural Studies Reader (London:
Routledge, 1993), pp.151-160.
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'texturology' in large cities, de Certeau draws a distinction between the urban experience
of the 'voyeur' and that of the 'walker'. He suggests, as do Pike and Fitzpatrick in their
essays, that seeing the city from above has the effect of totalising it; such a view satisfies
a 'scopic drive' to make the 'complexity of the city readable'. This 'seeing the whole
[totalises] the most immoderate of human texts' and produces a 'voluptuous pleasure'.
The main thrust of de Certeau's argument, however, is that walkers 'Wandersmänner'
-

-

can resist the city's spatial power structures by 'writing' as they walk, choosing pathways
in a text they cannot read.
James S. Duncan and Nancy G. Duncan note that Roland Barthes formulates a
similar idea in his essay 'Semiology and the urban' (1971). They paraphrase Barthes'
article thus: '[Barthes] argues that all participants in the urban drama write landscape
poetry as they wend their own particular paths through the city streets. He quotes Victor
Hugo's comment that those who move through the city are readers ... and adds his own
observation that they can also be thought of as writers .... 29
' As discussed above, The Kid
evinces a similar concern with the power dynamics inherent in views from above, and
from within, the city. Crucially, however, whereas Barthes and de Certeau offer
postmodernist models of resistance 'from below', any such suggestion of choice or
agency is absent in The Kid. For the play's protagonists, walking in the city is both
disempowering and futile. Again, in these terms, the play might be understood as being
about postmodernity without actually being a postmodernist text.
Scene Seven (pp.24-26), set in 'The Department', is the play's most pointed
dramatisation of the consequences of the power imbalance between bureaucracy and the
individuals supposedly served by its structures. The scene offers a disturbing evocation
of social decay, both at the institutional and (accordingly) at the interpersonal level. The
play's refusal to make clear precisely which state agency is responsible for processing
Aspro's claim works to distance and dehumanise the Department, effectively suggesting
the sense of it as an inaccessible, unaccountable monolith. The minimalist stage setting
simply a row of seats

-

-

suggests an atmosphere of utilitarian blandness that seems to

typify a generalised government bureaucracy. As noted at the beginning of this
discussion, it is here that the anonymous Man C, apparently a victim of 'The System',
unleashes his frustration in a grotesque display of violence against his wife.
The play's final movement of four scenes brings with it an intensifying sense of
impending apocalypse, of the city crumbling around the crumbling family. The eighth
scene (pp.26-30) begins with a monologue by Donald, himself now alienated from the
family yet pathetically trying to retain Dean's affections. He describes the cityscape
29 See J. S. Duncan and N. G. Duncan, 'Roland Barthes and the secret histories of landscape', in Barnes
and Duncan, eds, Writing Worlds: Discourse, text and metaphor in the representation of landscape
(London: Routledge, 1992), pp.26-27.
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immediately beyond the flat: 'The city's surrounded by fire. The air is full of ash .... There
are fires in the town as well. They start by themselves it's so hot. Spontaneous
combustion. The city's at a standstill. All the streets are blocked off.' The motif of
apocalypse becomes more insistent in this scene and is brought sharply into focus with
Desiree's slide-show presentation of 'God's wonderful message'. There is an ironic pathos
in the image of the kids presented here. Together in a tiny darkened room, the venetian
blinds lowered against the inferno outside, they watch packaged, propagandist images of
global destruction projected on the wall. It is a kind of inversion of a cartoon by Michael
Leunig in which a father and son gaze awestruck at a sunrise on television, oblivious to a
view of the real thing through their window. The biblical promises of catastrophe are for
Desiree a form of deliverance, a longed-for final solution to her present suffering at the
hands of her father. Of all the kids, Desiree is the most spiritually deadened, despite (or
rather because of) her rigid adherence to fundamentalist dogma. Brutalised and
powerless, she has relinquished any desire for control of her life: 'The day our first Kit
arrived from America I stopped feeling I had to work everything out for myself. There
was this incredible silence in my head. All I have to do now is wait.' The scene ends in
chaos: Dean, physically fighting with his sister, is punched by Donald; as Desiree's
father comes in and takes his daughter away, Aspro collapses, vomiting blood.
The remainder of the play traces the final stages of the family's destruction. The last
three scenes are all short, each being dominated by images of hostility and defeat. Scenes
Nine and Eleven are set in the flat building. In Scene Nine, Dean assaults Desiree's
father offstage, almost certainly killing him, then leads Desiree away from the building.
Snake reveals in Scene Eleven that Aspro has died. Donald leaves, Snake leaves, and the
play's final image is of Dean in the process of overdosing on the tablets stolen from
Woman B. It is Scene Ten (pp.31-32), however, which requires some brief comment
with regard to the play's depiction of the city, partly because this is the only scene in the
play which takes place outdoors in the city. Set in 'open ground somewhere', this scene
suggests something of an urban wasteland. Dean and Desiree are shown locked in a
struggle on the ground. Above them, the night-sky glows red, while the surrounding
silence is punctuated by the wail of sirens. Rather than being a refuge, this is an exposed
and unprotected area to which Dean and his captive Desiree have retreated while the city
collapses around them. Desiree, rejecting Dean's sexual advances 'I'm alone. I don't
-

want you' craves withdrawal from the landscape entirely, imagining herself locked
-

underground in a nuclear shelter. She closes her eyes and wills the final inferno 'End.
-

Now.' but opens them again to find herself alone and still alive.
-

It might be argued that The Kid is less concerned with a world headed for
apocalyptic destruction than with a world in which the end has already happened
with a bang but a whimper. Yet these two possibilities

-

-

not

slow decay of a (Western
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cultural) corpse long dead or imminent catastrophe are by no means mutually exclusive.
-

Rather, the play can be understood as showing human spirituality and morality as having
died, while the social and physical world

-

the institutional landscape

-

stumbles on

towards its inevitable destruction, largely as a result of this inner demise. And it is in
reading the play's landscapes that both these conditions are suggested. Landscape is
presented as both the cause and the expression of social decay. Particularly the city,
conventionally understood as the site of 'advanced' human culture, but also the bush, are
ambivalently inscribed as the social and physical landscapes of the adult world and as
projections of inner states of crisis. In general terms, Bran Nue Dae presents equally
derogatory images of the city. By contrast, Aftershocks figures the city as hero
hero in crisis as will be shown in the following essay.
-

-

albeit
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AFTERSHOCKS
In the two plays discussed so far in this chapter, urban landscapes are rendered as
oppressive sites of alienation and confinement, hostile to the individuals who inhabit
them. In Bran Nue Dae, the protagonists' journey towards community and self-fulfilment
takes as its starting point a physical and spiritual escape from Perth; The Kid, conversely,
shows its central characters being drawn into and then consumed by a dystopian Sydney
in the throes of apocalyptic self-destruction. Aftershocks, the final play to be considered
in this chapter, is also a 'city play'. And as in The Kid, the city in Aftershocks is in a state
of crisis: Newcastle, the city in which the play is set, is shown having been devastated by
the earthquake which killed thirteen people and destroyed large sections of the city on
December 28, 1989. Specifically, the play focuses on the collapse of the Newcastle
Workers' Club, and traces the effects of this event on the Club's staff and patrons.
However, in contrast to the depictions of urban landscape discussed so far in this chapter,
Aftershocks neither demonises the city nor shows it in an antipathetic relationship to its
inhabitants. Indeed, while the play makes many references to Newcastle as a complex of
autonomous built structures (albeit many of them in ruin), the city itself emerges as more
than the sum of its physical parts. Both as a location and as an idea, it becomes closely
aligned and in some senses inseparable from the individuals who live in it. Despite the
manifestly physical

-

the geological character of its crisis, the city is understood in its
-

most important aspects to be a socio-political structure constituted of people in
community. Notions of Newcastle as a physical location are thus subordinated to notions
of the city as a discursive construction, a set of sites brought into being by a community
of voices speaking collaboratively. As this discussion will show, it is this complex social
formation to which the play is responsive, and which is embodied in the play's
representation of the Newcastle cityscape.
Aftershocks proceeds as a series of complementary stories shared among sixteen
characters and delivered directly to the audience. The play's dialogue consists entirely of
verbatim accounts given by real people, and although mediated by a detailed process of
recording, transcription, editing and performance, the authenticity of these stories remains
relatively uncompromised. This shared storytelling form, and the simple presentational
mode of performance it compels, reflect an ideological commitment to collaborative
cultural production and to the expression of voices normally marginalised by dominant
processes of historiography. Moreover, the telling of real stories directly to the audience
serves always to remind that the play is not merely an artefact, produced by a group of
professional specialists to be passively consumed as 'Art'. Rather, performance of the text
directly engages and includes its audience as participants in an exchange, thereby
enhancing the play's potential for social effectivity.
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It must be recognised, however, that the degree of such potential is directly
conditioned by the physical and cultural contexts of performance, since, as Baz Kershaw
has argued, 'the context of [any] performance directly affects its perceived ideological
meaning'.' Staged at Sydney's Belvoir Street Theatre in 1993, then, Aftershocks was
located within a cultural context markedly different from that of the play's premiere
production in Newcastle in 1991. It therefore became, necessarily, a different kind of
performance event, and even, in a sense, a different play. Of particular interest in this
regard is the extent to which critical responses to the Belvoir Street production adopted a
discourse of 'universalism' to describe the play's effectiveness as a work of theatre.
Whilst it is both inevitable and desirable that audiences outside Newcastle find new
points of entry to the play, this essay will argue that universalist readings of Aftershocks
substantially weaken the play's potential for cultural intervention, since the play's
principal function is to express the particular experiences of the local community it
represents. Where the play's complexities are in fact at the surface level of the text, the
universalist reading finds some apparently deeper, but actually reductive, meaning behind
the surface.
In any performance of Aftershocks, the spoken word is foregrounded. Language, to a
far greater extent than visual images or other signifying media, does the work of the
drama. And it is only through the co-operation of different characters' stories that the
evocation of the city in all its detail is achieved. Through the interweaving of a variety of
spoken perspectives, the city is communicated to members of an audience who, serving in
a sense as interlocutors, also become participants in the construction of the play's
landscape. The actors' dialogue keeps intact the original storytellers' characteristic speech
patterns, including pauses, repetitions and non sequiturs the hallmarks of conversational
-

speech. A certain 'unwriterly' and spontaneous quality is thus generated, and the dialogue
consistently signals to the audience the process by which the stories were originally told
and recorded. This becomes 'a way, a Brechtian way, of actually revealing to the
audience the way in which you got the material';2 as a consequence, it is the source
material which 'becomes the true protagonist in the drama'.3 A distinctive feature of
Aftershocks, then, is that the spoken text itself, rather than the characters or actors who
speak it, becomes the principal focus in performance.
The central argument in this essay is that the discursive construction of landscape in
Aftershocks proceeds as a series of detailed negotiations. The Newcastle cityscape,
1 Baz Kershaw, The Politics of Performance (London: Routledge, 1992), p.33.
2 Rony Robinson, cited in Derek Paget, "Verbatim Theatre": Oral History and Documentary Theatre
Techniques', New Theatre Quarterly, 3, 12 (November 1987), p.333. Robinson also states: 'There is, I
would contend, a direct connection between the collecting of the material and the successful performing of
it.' See Derek Paget, p.327.
Derek Paget, p.318.
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despite being in a particular condition of collapse, is progressively constructed and
communicated in performance by members of a poly-vocal community, whose many
different but complementary perspectives on a single event are ultimately unified in
reception. Authority for constructing and interpreting space is thus de-centred, shared not
only amongst the characters but members of the audience as well, who become 'detectives
for whom fragments of story become variously signposts, echoes, hard evidence or
confirmation of theories'.4
In order to make this case, an initial clarification of the methodology adopted in this
essay is required. This is important, since the reading of Aftershocks proposed here
requires some modification to the approaches adopted up to this point in the thesis.
Discussions of individual works so far have focused virtually exclusively on the printed
text (in Keir Elam's terms, the 'dramatic text'), on the basis that such documents constitute
'a linguistic transcription of a stage potentiality'. Extra-textual considerations, such as
particular productions of the plays, the processes by which texts were produced, or
biographical information about the playwrights, have not been central to the critical focus
of the thesis. However, given the particular nature of Aftershocks as a community theatre
project using Verbatim Theatre techniques, some variations to this approach are essential.
For critical analysis of this play demands some consideration of the process which
generated the written text, because the text itself is deeply inscribed with and continually
foregrounds this process.
Verbatim Theatre is a specialised form of theatrical production and performance
belonging to the larger tradition of documentary theatre.5 As defined by Derek Paget, it is
'a form of theatre firmly predicated on the taping and subsequent transcription of
interviews with "ordinary" people, done in the context of research into a particular region,
subject area, issue, event, or combination of these things'. It has frequently been the case
that plays produced by this method are fed back into the communities (which have, in a
real sense, created them), via performance in those communities'.6
Aftershocks fits squarely into Paget's definition. As an initiative of the Workers'
Cultural Action Committee (WCAC)

-

a sub-committee of Newcastle Trades Hall

Council, whose premises were (and are again) part of the Newcastle Workers' Club

-

the

project was always firmly grounded in the socio-political community whose physical and
symbolic locus was the Workers' Club. Writer in Residence Paul Brown and a team of
Paul Brown, 'Aftershocks Film Treatment (First Draft, August 1994)', an unpublished proposal for a film
version of the script.
Documentary Theatre techniques have been widely employed internationally throughout this century.
Some of the examples best-known to English speaking audiences have been the Federal Theatre and Living
Newspaper projects in the U.S. in the 1930s; and in Britain, Joan Littlewood and Ewan McColl's Theatre
Workshop (both pre- and post-war), whose methods directly informed Peter Cheeseman's work at the
Victoria Theatre in the 1970s and 1980s.
6 Derek Paget, p.317.
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eight researchers, working under the auspices of the WCAC, tape-recorded twenty-three
separate interviews with staff and patrons of the Club in December 1990; these
supplemented some existing interviews which had been taped by various parties in the
days immediately following the earthquake. This recorded material was transcribed by
the interviewers, producing an initial document of some two hundred and fifty pages.
There followed an extensive process of editing by Paul Brown, public readings of early
drafts to interested audiences, and detailed consultation with the Workers' Club
community until the final shape of the performance script was arrived at. Stories had
been closely edited and arranged to create an overall dramatic structure, but no dialogue
was invented by the writer. Open auditions were held by the (then) Artistic Director of
the Hunter Valley Theatre Company Brent McGregor, himself a member of the WCAC,
and a company of six local performers was formed. The play premiered at the Civic
Playhouse in Newcastle on 12 November 1991. Paul Brown's introduction to the
published text provides a more detailed account of the process which led to the final draft
of the script.7
This type of work entails a fundamental obligation on the parts of the research team
and the performance company to the people who give their stories. It is imperative, both
in ethical and practical terms, that storytellers are confident their personal experiences
will not be exploited, distorted or disparaged in the process of being theatricalised. The
integrity and authenticity of the Aftershocks project were ensured by the formation of an
extensive consultative network, both formal and informal, within the Workers' Club
community. This mechanism gave the research team, most of whom were personally
acquainted with the individuals they interviewed, continuing access not only to the
storytellers but also to a steering committee made up of trade unionists and club staff.
Formed specifically for the project, the steering committee provided information,
criticism and advice throughout the development phase of the project. The public
readings of early drafts allowed this consultative network to hear the text, and to gain a
sense of the ways in which their friends and colleagues
themselves

-

and in some cases they

would eventually be represented onstage as theatrical characters (albeit
characters' in an unconventional sense).
-

Even from this brief account of its key developmental stages, it will be clear that
Aftershocks was informed by a model markedly different from that which characterises
most theatrical production. The modes of production and presentation, for instance,
insisted upon the authenticity of the dialogue. More than this, the emphasis on
See Paul Brown, 'Introduction', in Paul Brown and the Workers' Cultural Action Committee, Aftershocks
(Sydney: Currency Press, 1993), pp.vi-xx. This account first appeared as 'Aftershocks: Verbatim Theatre
about the 1989 Newcastle Earthquake: A Work in Progress in Oral History Association of Australia
Journal, 13 (1991), pp.49-55. The article includes as an appendix a copy of the 'Letter of agreement about a
taped interview' which all interviewees and researchers signed.
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collaboration and consultation, the factual nature of the play's subject matter, the direct
audience address, as well as other aspects, all distinguish the project from the more
familiar paradigm which sees plays written by individual playwrights, often on fictional
subjects and almost exclusively with invented dialogue, presented for commercial
consumption by audiences largely unconcerned with the process by which the work came
before them. In terms of its methodology, then, Aftershocks serves as a useful illustration
of documentary theatre techniques. Of more importance, however, is that the entire
project was also energised by the same kinds of ideological concerns which have been
central to the documentary theatre tradition. Many participants were alert to the project's
political dimension, and specifically to the key position occupied by documentary theatre
in the 'arsenal of oppositional theatrical techniques'.8
In the days and months after it occurred, the Newcastle earthquake was recorded and
contained as public or official History

-

by the media, by local authorities, and by a

Coronial Inquiry. Yet in these acts of representation, the myriad psychological, social
and political consequences for those 'ordinary' people most affected by the loss of the
Workers' Club went unrecorded and largely unheard. It is this imbalance between
'official' and 'unofficial' histories which Aftershocks seeks to redress. The decision to
focus the play on the Workers' Club

-

a site inherently inscribed with the leftist

collectivist ideologies of labour and unionism

-

reflects a commitment to a politics of

cultural intervention. That is, the play's concentration on the Club provides a platform for
a community of workers whose experiences had become the object of international media
attention, but from external, imposed and often voyeuristic perspectives. Few
mechanisms existed for members of the Club community formally to represent their own
experiences, amongst themselves and to others, in terms of their own language and
subjectivities; accordingly, as the play makes clear, the community's experiences were
largely misrepresented in the public media.9 This is characteristic of a public culture

-

and certainly of an 'Art' culture in which working class voices are rarely heard except
-

when invented or exploited by middle class producers as the objects of pity or derision.10
Chrys Salt maintains that 'one of the interesting things about the [Verbatim Theatre]
genre ... is that you actually bring working-class history to the stage. It's the language of
8 Derek Paget, p335.
As one of the play's characters, John Constable, remarks: They had a radio goin and one of them said,
'Fifty dead at the Workers' Club".. .and I thought, how do they know that", yknow? It was the Sydney
media that said that, it wasn't the local media.... (p.34.)
10 This is especially unsurprising considering the historical stigmatisation of workers organisations.
Donald Home notes the extent to which the voices and concerns of unionists are marginalised in most
capitalist societies. He argues that unions and the labour movement play 'a weak, or at best a tolerated and
restricted part in the public culture... .Union activities are likely to appear in the news only if there are
strikes, and these are usually projected as threats to consumers, probably to the 'economy", and not
infrequently to the whole social order. See Donald Home, The Public Culture: The Triumph of
Industrialism (London: Pluto Press, 1986), p.171.
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the common man (sic)

-

something that would never in normal circumstances become

material for the theatre.'11 Aftershocks might thus be understood as a history written 'from
below'.
Documentary theatre projects, then, have traditionally been concerned to present
source material

-

often in the form of oral histories

-

as a means of enabling particular

communities to express in their own language those experiences and values which would
otherwise be marginalised by mainstream History. Such projects 'move beyond the
determinist fallacy of seeing people solely as the products of a given, and pre-existing,
culture, and take into account their role as co-authors of that culture'.12 (Indeed in
Aftershocks this principle is reflected by the fact that the dramatic text was 'authored' by
members of the Workers' Club community.) Community artists in particular have been
drawn to the documentary theatre mode, which is unsurprising given its capacity to
facilitate community self-expression. For community theatre typically eschews those
conventional theatrical practices which, attended as they often are by universalist
assumptions about 'Art' and standards of aesthetic excellence, tend to privilege the
European high art tradition. Instead, it seeks to strengthen individual communities by
involving them in the collaborative production of art objects and events which are
determined by and which reflect the communities themselves. The efficacy of some
community arts work in the last thirty years, both in Britain and Australia, has been
compromised by a lack of theoretical rigour on the part of its practitioners.'3 However, a
better-developed theoretical framework currently informs most community arts practice.
A brief account of the central precepts of this body of theory will be instructive before
turning to a closer analysis of the play.
One of the chief problems encountered by the community arts movements in Britain
and Australia has been that of defining 'community'. Different concepts attach to this
term in general usage to the extent that it has become practically meaningless. Raymond
Williams points out that 'unlike all other terms of social organization (state, nation,
society, etc.) [community] seems never to be used unfavourably, and never to be given
any positive opposing or distinguishing term'.14 Accordingly, it is invoked by politicians,
the media and others to appeal, apparently unproblematically, to specious social
formations as disparate as the 'local community', the 'ethnic community', the 'Australian
community', the 'international community', and even simply 'the community'. All of these
uses rest on conceptions of the communities to which they refer as somehow fixed,
11 Chrys Salt, cited in Derek Paget, p.326.
12 Owen Kelly, Community, Art and the State: Storming the Citadels (London: Comedia, 1984), p.51.
13 Owen Kelly describes how Britain's community arts movement in the 1970s, lacking a clear theoretical
grasp of its own oppositional potential, was reduced to doing little more than social work for so-called
'disadvantaged' groups. See Community, Art and the State, pp.7-40.
14 Raymond Williams, Keywords (London: Fontana, 1976), p.76.
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quantifiable entities. Central to community arts theory and practice, however, is an
understanding of 'community' as an active and self-conscious process, a protean 'event'
rather than a fixed and stable grouping. Owen Kelly, emphasising the consensual and
dynamic nature of community, considers it necessary that:
.the members of a community acknowledge their membership, and that
this acknowledgement plays a recognised part in shaping their actions....
Community then is not an entity, nor even an abstraction, but a set of
shared social meanings which are constantly created and mutated through
the actions and interactions of its members, and through their interaction
with wider society.
Kelly goes on to argue that communities thus conceived have a potential for social agency
and cultural intervention, and that the dynamic view of community becomes an
oppositional tool against the pressures exerted by the 'centralised and centralising state'.15
David Watt argues that dynamic notions of community 'allow the creation of purposive
communities of interest which, by the process of self-definition, resist being... subsumed
and can retain an oppositional integrity'.16 The Aftershocks project, adhering to the
principle of collective participation in community cultural expression, thus embraced an
ideology of cultural democracy. That is, the project was not simply imposed by wellmeaning arts professionals working independently of the Club community; rather, arts
workers from within the community proposed and developed the project in conjunction
with a large and always-evolving network of other community members, continual
consultation with whom determined the product's form and ensured its integrity. It is in
these terms that this type of artistic practice can be understood as culturally democratic:
This is what we mean by cultural democracy. It is a continuous political
system, which depends on exchange and collaboration. It depends on
listening as well as telling. It is necessarily accessible to contributions
from many sources, and it makes possible democratic movement through
the building of social alliances. 17

Culturally democratic practices enable individual communities to assert a collective
identity which distinguishes them from the dominant culture, which by contrast seeks to

15 Owen Kelly, pp.49-51.
16 David Watt, 'Interrogating "Community": Social Welfare Versus Cultural Democracy', in Vivienne
Binns, ed., Community and the Arts: History/Theory/Practice (Sydney: Pluto Press, 1991), p.64.
17 See Shelton Trust, Culture and Democracy: The Manifesto (London: Comedia, 1986), p.40.
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reproduce itself and its interests through the democratisation of 'Culture'.18 Such
practices are, therefore, radically political.
These theoretical observations on the nature of 'community' provide the basis for a
detailed consideration of landscape discourse in Aftershocks. 'Landscape' in this play is
manifested as a diverse set of spaces, ranging from the larger cityscape to more intimately
lived spaces of work and home. The ways in which these various spaces are rendered
constitute the play's discursive construction of landscape. It has already been indicated
that the depiction of space takes the form of a series of shared stories. Many of these are
short-lived within individual scenes; others, most notably John's and Lyn's, are revisited
and elaborated as the show progresses, and constitute 'throughlines' in the play's structure.
Yet while John's and Lyn's stories have an important organising function within the text,
no single story or character takes narrative precedence over another. The play's sixteen
voices are individuated, but can also be understood collectively to stand for the Workers'
Club community from which the stories were gathered. Characters' feelings and
experiences are spoken to the audience simply and directly, relatively unmediated by the
theatrical conventions of naturalistic playing and fourth wall illusionism.19 Members of
the audience are thus reminded that the material is authentic, and that it was produced in
much the same way as it is being performed: by storytellers talking to interested listeners.
The idea of the Club as a community, as a dynamic 'event', is reflected in the
collaborative nature of the play's representations of the city and the earthquake. The
modes of speaking and listening, upon which community proceeds, are foregrounded in
performance; non-verbal signifying codes more familiar in other theatrical forms, while
still important in Aftershocks, are subordinated always to words. The published text
specifies that the setting in performance should be 'the simplest possible', and it is
certainly possible perhaps preferable to perform the play with no set at all.20 No need
-

-

exists for elaborate 'atmospherics' or technical effects, since the felt authenticity of the
piece is in no way dependent upon an illusionistic representation of the Club or the city.
Indeed, a complex staging would very likely detract from the raw immediacy and
18 For a fuller discussion of competing notions of 'community', and of the concepts of 'cultural democracy
and the 'democratisation of Culture', see David Watt, pp.55-66.
19 This discussion cannot provide a detailed consideration of acting styles. It is worth noting, however,
Derek Paget's comments on the type of Brechtian, presentationalist acting that he considers most appropriate
to the performance of Verbatim source material: '[T]he actor's own speech rhythms are often located in
subtle balance with the speech rhythms of the original source... It is not, entirely, a question of the actor
constructing a character, nor is it that they are playing themselves.' He goes on to cite Chris Honer's
observation that 'it's a slightly detached thing on the part of the actor ... very lightly sketched in, but very
precise.' See Derek Paget, p.332.
20 The Newcastle production used a stage bare except for six chairs (from the original Club) and the titles
of individual scenes, listed in order, painted on the back wall. The chairs functioned not only as chairs for
the actors to sit on, but also in a variety of non-naturalistic ways to represent objects as diverse as concrete
blocks, ladders, cars, and bouquets of flowers. The Belvoir St Theatre production used more elaborate
staging and technical effects, and a stylised set which evoked through typification an Australian (leagues,
RSL or workingmen's) club.
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authenticity of the material, which is compelling enough to stand on its own simply
through storytelling. Minimalist staging enables rapid transformations in time and space,
and engages the audience more fully in a willing imaginative collusion than would be the
case with naturalistic scenic detail. As British Verbatim Theatre practitioner Michael
Honer remarks:
All the shows I've done have been quite ridiculously puritan. I don't think
we've ever had any props at all everything has been mimed .... You would
-

need so much, in the shows that I've done, in terms of visual support that,
in a way, it's better to have nothing. Because what you imagine is better,
I think. 21
Together, but from a variety of perspectives, characters use language to create the
city, evoking images of entire buildings in ruin, of people dead or injured lying in rubble,
on streets, under cars. Their speeches range from intricately detailed descriptions of
single moments and tiny spaces ('I only had about a ten inch square to breathe in' (p.1 6)),

to sweeping, sometimes surrealistic views across newly exposed city blocks ('I can see as

far as Hamilton .... And up to Bull St ... There's just nothing.' (p.11)). In broad structural
terms, the play traces a movement from interior, detailed views of the Club to more
generalised, exterior perspectives on the surrounding city. This constitutes a narrative
progression of sorts. It is a form of journey from inside to outside,22 paralleled by the
play's shift in focus from the physical damage and chaos of the early scenes, to more
overtly politicised and historicised thematics in Act Two. Stefo's speech, half way
through the first act, provides the first exterior perspective on the Club and various other
locations around the city; the series of speeches at the beginning of Act Two (pp.23-25)
signals the enlargement of the play's thematic scope throughout the second act. Such
structural patterns in the text are evidence of Paul Brown's efforts in organising the raw
material, but as he makes clear in his introduction, 'the selection [also] reflects the central
concerns and the mood of individual interviews'. Many of the storytellers, for example,
felt that the events of the year following the earthquake amounted 'to a protracted
aftermath...more full of crisis than the day the earthquake struck'.23 The geological
phenomena indicated by the play's title thus accrue a metaphorical significance as the
play proceeds.
21 Michael Honer, cited in Derek Paget, p.321.
22 At certain points in the text, even the categories 'inside and 'outside' are problematised. Lyn Brown, for
example, describes how the very interiority of her office is transformed by the earthquake: 'And right next to
me right shoulder, cause my office is so very small, the sides of the wall right next to me, opened up ... There
are cracks, two and three feet wide .... And round me the Club is gone. I can see as far as Hamilton, straight
down King Street without moving me head.' (p.11)
23 Paul Brown, 'Introduction', p.xiii and p.vii.
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The play's various 'landscapes', then, comprising a range of urban, work and
domestic spaces, are constructed via a process of detailed and collective negotiation.
People speaking co-operatively depict, and in a sense create, the city, images of which
always bear the traces of those individuals who 'speak' them into being. Descriptions are
highly subjective, and opinions, emotions, histories and imaginations are all discernible in
evocations of place; particularly apparent is the shock and confusion created by people's
remembered relations to places and objects transformed or destroyed by the earthquake.
Linguistic patterns are characteristic of individual speakers, with the result that objects,
rooms, buildings and streets are inscribed with the personalities of the storytellers who
describe them. (John's detailed descriptions of events and locations, for instance, are
punctuated by his characteristic exclamation of 'Oh no', which becomes something of a
'running gag' in his dialogue.) This quality of subjectivity counters those apparently
'objective' views of the earthquake constructed by the public media, investing 'the whole
event [with] much more significance and power'.24
As individual accounts accumulate and interweave in performance, a detailed image
of the city is constructed. It emerges not merely as a set of built structures, but rather as a
complex system lived in by individuals who interact with it and with each other. In these
terms, the city, with the Club at its centre, becomes an extension of the individuals who
live and work in it, rather than simply an autonomous physical location. Importantly, the
play's community centres specifically on the Club, as distinct from Newcastle generally.
Certainly there is a level at which the sixteen characters can be understood to speak on
behalf of all Novocastrians, and many locals identify strongly with the events depicted.
But the play's people and events do not stand for Newcastle as a whole, and the text
resists any simplistic reduction of the city to the Workers' Club community. Aspects of
the city and its administration are shown in an unfavourable light, and elements of
conflict and controversy

-

relating to certain rescue personnel for example25

-

are

important features of the text's 'negotiation' of the city and the construction of its specific
community.
This particular form of landscape discourse, in which the city emerges as a physical
manifestation of a special type of social formation, is worth contrasting briefly with
representations of the city in both Bran Nue Dae and The Kid. The preceding discussion
of The Kid, for example, cites Burton Pike's description of the modern Western city as 'a
paved solitude'. In Pike's terms, the city is 'a highly developed form of social
organization [which nevertheless embodies] the isolation or exclusion of the individual
from a community'; in the twentieth century it represents 'the fragmentation of the very
24 Paul Brown, 'Aftershocks Film Treatment', p.4.
25 John Constable remarks that members of the rescue services must have stolen some of the money which
had spilled onto the Club floor from broken tills and poker machines: 'I thought it just goes to show there's
some people got just enough time to fill their pockets while they go help someone.' (pp.33-34)
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concept of community'.26 Pike's description applies equally to the image of Perth
depicted in Bran Nue Dae and to the Sydney of The Kid; both cities are rendered as sites
of alienation. The image of the city created in Aftershocks, however, is very different. It
is more consonant with that set of ideas inherent in the Greek term polis ('city'). For the
ancient Greeks, the idea of the city was a concept cognate with that of 'citizen' (polites)

-

the polis being the institution in which people normally lived their lives. To be 'political'
meant to be 'of the city'; that is, to be a human living in a complex social structure with
others. Aristotle argued that the individual was 'born to live in complex organisation with
his or her fellow creatures, in community and harmony, through compromise, but united
through a common purpose, which is to live a shared life'.27 Similarly, in Aftershocks, the
city is dependent upon, and constituted of, individuals in community whose shared stories
combine to produce it, at least insofar as it exists in performance. In these terms,
'Newcastle' has meaning in this play by virtue of what these particular characters say
about it, so that it bears the traces of its speakers throughout its construction in
performance.
Thus the city becomes an extension of the characters, whose points of view are
always resonant with personal experience. Their descriptions of the (altered) cityscape
proceed in direct relation to remembered and habituated patterns of living, of physically
being, in the Club and in the city. John Constable's first speech conveys this sense of
lived space as he describes his work routine: 'The place [Club] was amazing. Just every
nook and cranny. I've been in the roof, on the roof, underneath stages, above stages, up
where the chandeliers are in the big auditorium.' (p.2) In thus describing where he
worked, John helps to establish who he is. And in a sense, the character Stan is made
knowable as much by his references to locations around Newcastle as by his and others'
descriptions of himself:
STAN: I was.. .I'm a fisherman, mate. And a surfer. A surfer and a bloody
fisherman. I love me old beach fishing and that sort of stuff. I do a lot
of beach fishin' at Dixon Park, and Bar Beach.. .1 go on holidays up
Stockton Beach for about three weeks every year ... Me mate's got a hut
up there, a shack. We have a lovely week's seven or eight days holiday
on Stocko Beach. (p.21)

26 Burton Pike, The Image of the City in Modern Literature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981),
p.xi and p.7.
27 See Graham Maddox, Australian Democracy In Theory And Practice (2nd ed.) (Melbourne: Longman
Cheshire, 1991), p.ii.

Similarly, Eddie's and Julie's speeches in the 'Barriers' scene (pp.25-27) convey the deep
sense of distress prompted by being physically separated from familiar parts of the city.
Julie says:
JULIE: I heard on the radio that you weren't allowed to enter the city... [l]t's
like being cut off from someone who's ill .... It was like having a wide
shot of something, and what you really want is a close up, you know.
And all I could really think of was little bits of buildings in my head
visually, like corners of windows, and I just wanted to be closer....
There was this.. .yeah just a constant thing of no go areas, which to me
reminds me of childhood things a lot. (p.27)
For this storyteller, the inability to interact physically with the city as usual alters her
entire conception of it; it also engenders a deep anxiety. In the larger context of the play,
the barriers become signifiers of social conflict between 'Authority' and the Club
community.
While multiple perspectives are given on what was obviously a protracted and
chaotic situation, the textual arrangement of voices is such that the individual stories
bring a kind of order to the chaos, while simultaneously conveying its full extent. This is
achieved in large part by the intersection and overlapping of separate narrative lines at
certain key points. Paul Brown refers to such intersections as 'nodes' in the drama:
'Wherever multiple perspectives on the same incident are available, such an incident
becomes a "node" within the play, a point in time to which the narrative may return
before branching along a new path.'28 Brown uses the phrase 'a point in time' here, but in
fact these nodes occur very often in relation to physical locations

-

that is, as points in

both time and space. One of the best illustrations of such a 'spatial node' occurs when
Howard, describing his separation from Stan as the earthquake struck, says that just by
sheer luck, he went west, and I went east'. In the scene immediately following, Stan's
account of the same moment corroborates Howard's version to the extent that he adopts
the same spatial terms: 'Yeah, Howard went east, and I went west.' (p.8) These separate
voices, using the same spatial 'currency', negotiate the collapse of a particular structure
(the main auditorium). Of course it is only when received by a third party the audience
-

-

that the exchange is truly complete and becomes meaningful. Indeed, at one point in his
first speech, Stan actually makes a direct appeal to the audience to confirm their role as
participants in the storytelling: '[E]verything just come down. You got this massive ... you
been to the main.. .you been up in the main auditorium? ... Well that dance floor's still
there.' (p.9)
28 Paul Brown, Introduction, p.xiv.
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Even within individual scenes, different narratives and points of view intersect, such
that detailed images of locations are negotiated, sometimes line by line, amongst
individual voices. The interpenetration of the three men's stories in the 'Poker Machine
Room' scene (pp.13-16) is perhaps the best illustration of such a negotiation within a
scene. Gleaned originally from three separate interviews, the stories in this scene all
centre on a single space, the Club's poker machine area; in performance, this space is
rendered by means of three individual accounts working co-operatively:
JOHN: Here's the twenty cent carousel, then your ten cent machines across
there and there's more ten cents there. Well the crack came along here,
so you lost the twenty cent carousel there, half the ten cent...
BOB: There was a ten cent line that went across ... half of them had gone.
HOWARD: And then you had your five cent there and there, and another
twenty cent carousel there ... All that had gone straight through. (p.M.)
This exchange is notable in part for what might be termed its deictic density

the
prevalence of locational references, especially 'here' and 'there', which work to define the
-

dramatic space being constructed.29 Of particular interest here, though, is that the 'here'
and 'there' which enable and propel the exchange are agreed upon by the speakers in order
that the scene can progress. It is also worth observing that deictic language such as this
virtually compels the use of certain indicative gestures, so that aspects of stage action are
clearly signalled by the text.
Intersecting narrative lines such as these also function to communicate the larger
Newcastle cityscape. The 'Priorities' scene (pp.l'7-20), for instance, interweaves speeches
by husband and wife Howard and Elaine Gibson, each of whom describes from different
spatial perspectives Howard's journey to, and arrival at, their house after having walked
home injured from the Club:
HOWARD: It's only when I reached the footpath that I sort of.. .the.. .the gravity
of the whole thing emerged. I realised Christ, if it's done this to the
Workers' Club, I live in Parry Street, within less than a kilometre from the
Club, in an old terrace place. I thought well, Jeez. I knew my wife and some
of my family would be there. My wife could be under a pile of rubbish, and
rubble. So I hot-footed it home. I looked up Laman Street ... that seemed to
cop ... must have been one of the highs in the earthquake configuration. And...
so I picked up speed.... [He goes on briefly to describe the journey home.]
29 For an account of the key function of deictic language in drama, see Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre
and Drama (London: Routledge, 1988), pp.137-144.
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ELAINE: We ran outside the house ... 'Oh, no it wasn't an earthquake'. And then we
found out that it was, I thought, 'Oh, Howard'll be coming round the corner
any minute to see if we're okay[']. And just as I'm thinking that, Howard's
coming round the corner, and I'm sort of waving to say, 'We're okay. We're
okay'.. .And I suddenly looked at him, and he was dreadful. He was in a state
of shock. He couldn't breathe. (p.1 9)
Here again, two different points of view on a single event are provided, the perspectives
merging in reception to produce a negotiated image of the city. There are many other
examples of such passages in which individual accounts function co-operatively to create
detailed, collaborative images of the city.30 'The Ladder' scene (pp.38-40) combines two
separate accounts of Lyn's rescue by John which together provide a highly detailed
rendering of sections of the collapsed Club.
One of the most engaging features of verbatim dialogue is its quality of idiosyncrasy,
a kind of natural spontaneity that Rony Robinson finds in 'the strength, the boniness, the
quirkiness, the oddity of the words'.31 Such language manifests itself in many striking
ways throughout Aftershocks, sometimes with poetic effect
collapse as the 'death of a building' (p.7)

-

-

Bob describes the Club's

and occasionally in a way which produces

surrealistic imagery. In fact a surreal quality pervades many of the stories, some of which
convey the storytellers' subjective impressions of the Club and the city as being strangely
and shockingly altered. For Elaine Gibson, encountering a covered corpse lying in the
street was like 'stepping into your TV ... to see something in Beirut or somewhere. It was
just unrealistic.' (p.20) Similarly, while Club Secretary Manager Wayne Dean's first
speech is characterised by its tone of careful officialese, it also includes details which
have a strange dreamlike quality: 'And I recall that falling like confetti were the
aluminium slats off the ceiling. Ten metre long slats floating down like confetti,
hundreds of them. Then it struck me that those slats belonged on the ceiling of the
auditorium, the level above. They'd fallen through two floors.' (p.28) The play's long
closing speech, spoken by John Constable, intertwines the personal with the political; the
entire speech acquires a quality of poetic surreality, including references to a dream
prompted by the earthquake:
JOHN: And I dreamt that I'd found the core of the earthquake. It was in the
basement of the Workers' Club. What it was, was just this deep hole.
I'd got all the bosses together and I said, 'Listen, this is where the
30 See in particular 'Barriers' (pp.25-27); and 'Homes' (pp.33-36).
31 Rony Robinson, cited in Derek Paget, p.333.
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earthquake comes .... They've gone, 'John, John, we want you to prove it'
And that was it. ..Fd found the core of the quake ... And I'd just left all the
bosses in the middle of the club and I'd escaped my own way. (pA.5)
Here the Club

-

but specifically the basement, an occluded space associated with John's

identity as a rank-and-file worker

-

is simultaneously poeticised and politicised. The

'deep hole' symbolises both the cause of physical disorder and an escape from the political
disharmony prompted by such disorder.
Thus the play's many voices function collaboratively to create the city. The depiction
of Newcastle, and specifically the Workers' Club, is enabled through what Owen Kelly
calls 'a set of shared social meanings'. In these terms, the city is conceivable as a type of
textual formation, a system of topographical signs (streets, buildings, signal locations)
which becomes culturally encoded in performance as it is evoked. It is established by a
polyphony of voices whose common symbolic relation to the city helps to constitute them
as a community. Kelly argues that:
.to establish the boundaries that provide the basis of a sense of community,
any particular community's members must ... agree to use the same symbols....
[T]he continual and collective making of meanings through the use of common
symbols constructs the boundaries of particular communities and gives them
their specific ideological complexion.32
It is in the context of these remarks that the playts potential for cultural intervention
can begin to be gauged, and it is instructive here to consider some of the problematics
inherent in the performance-audience relations established within different performance
contexts. This is important because Aftershocks, like any play, is subject to different
readings by different audiences; it will mean differently depending upon who reads or
decodes it. But with Aftershocks, variations in audience response are especially
problematic, because the play makes a special appeal to local knowledge of Newcastle on
the part of its audience. The characters' textual encoding of Newcastle in the play
operates in specific ways, and generates particular meanings for local audiences who have
themselves a similarly local, lived, and textualised conception of the city. This is not to
suggest that for audiences outside Newcastle the experience of watching the play is
somehow diminished or less authentic; it is to suggest, though, that responses to the play
by non-local audiences must differ from those of local audiences, and that substantial
dangers inhere in some of these different responses.

32 Owen Kelly, cited in Baz Kershaw, p.30.
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For the purposes of this discussion, it might be said that there are many 'Newcastles':
one is that city which is textually encoded by the play's characters; another is the 'citytext' of Newcastle, as conceived and inhabited by Novocastrians; yet another is the idea of
the city as it is perceived by others. The relationship between the first two of these
'Newcastles' the city created in the play, and that inhabited, and hence textualised, by its
-

residents is understandable as an intertextual one. Intertextuality refers here to 'the ways
-

in which a performance text gains meaning for an audience through its relationships to
other texts, including non-theatrical texts which communities produce'.33 In this
formulation by Baz Kershaw, specific types of relations are established between
particular audiences and performances. This is a key consideration here, because the
ways in which Aftershocks inscribes Newcastle with a particular community's ways of
seeing that is, in which the play's city is invested with ideological meaning are subject
-

-

to re-inscription when the play is performed outside the context of its community:
To say this is simply to stress the ideological relativity of performance, to
make the fairly obvious point that the same performance may meet with
vastly different reactions in different ideological contexts .... However, the
point also underlies a crucial notion ... : namely, that the context of performance
directly affects its perceived ideological meaning .... [Furthermore], the sociocultural complexion of the audience, its sense of community (or lack of it) is
the most crucial factor in evoking the contextuality of a text. 34
So it is important to consider the types of reading which occur when the play is performed
outside Newcastle. If the ideological transaction between performance and audience is
conditioned by the context of performance, then this play's construction of Newcastle as a
type of 'city-text' must work differently for audiences outside the city. More specifically,
audience members unfamiliar with the old Workers' Club
residents of Newcastle

-

-

including (perhaps most)

will attach meanings to images of the Club which differ from

those attached by members of the Club community.
It must be stressed that such variations in perceived ideological meaning are not
necessarily 'wrong' or 'bad'; virtually all texts circulate beyond the time and place (the
socio-cultural context) of their production, and so are continually subject to re-inscription
by new audiences. The presentational nature of performance, governed by the text's
verbatim dialogue, engages all audiences as participants in the performance event to a
similar extent, and there is a level at which virtually all audiences can empathise with the
drama of the play's events. Further, audiences outside Newcastle can imaginatively create
33 Baz Kershaw, p.33.
34 Baz Kershaw, p.33.
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their own localised dramatic world through what is said onstage. But on the evidence of
several newspaper reviews, it would seem that some audiences at the second production
of Aftershocks, staged by Sydney's Belvoir Street Theatre in 1993, tended to make sense
of the play to gain access to it by reading beyond the surface level of the text and the
-

-

particular events described there. Instead, meaning was inferred through reference to a
humanist/universalist paradigm in which the play's characters were understood not as
particular individuals, but as emblematic 'human-in-crisis' figures. 'Ordinary people in
extraordinary circumstances'35 appears to have been a standard reading of the events
depicted. This represents a fairly substantial compromise of the play's specificity, and
hence, of its political potential.
This present discussion is not concerned with the Belvoir Street production per se,
but with responses to it. Moreover, responses of newspaper reviewers to that production
cannot be used to gauge the perceived ideological meaning of the play for Sydney
audiences generally, whose readings were no more singular or uniform than those in
Newcastle. These reviews do indicate nonetheless how different reading formations
metropolitan as opposed to local/regional, for example

-

-

produce different, and in some

cases politically disabling, readings of texts. The special relation of this play to a
particular group of people, its status as a piece of theatre produced by a particular
community, ultimately had little bearing on responses by most newspaper reviewers to
the Belvoir Street production of Aftershocks. Staged outside the immediate context in
which the play was written, and in a state capital city, the specificity of the characters'
experiences became subject to a set of readings which universalised them as human
experience. The play's discourse of localism was refigured in different ideological terms,
such that the events depicted became 'as eloquent and moving a portrait of humanity laid
bare as anything in Shakespeare'.36
In particular, two reviewers' readings of the Belvoir Street production's 'Clubscape'
are used in the service of broader universalist readings of the play. Describing the set
design at Belvoir Street, Angela Bennie remarks that the stage, 'like the story and the
people it is complementing, is dressed in the vernacular: heavily figured carpet, veneercoated table, plastic chairs, a very ordinary room to be found in any and every
leagues/RSL club across Australia'.37 Bennie here makes the Club knowable by
35 In Pamela Payne's review of the Belvoir Street production, for example, this phrase appears: [T]he way
in which ordinary people confront disaster. See Pamela Payne, Sun-Herald (July 25, 1993); and this phrase
appears in Frank Gauntlett's review: [Tlhe extraordinary people we call ordinary people', Frank Gauntlett,
Telegraph-Mirror (July 17, 1993). Both reproduced in Australian and New Zealand Theatre Record, 7, 7
(July 1993), p.11 and p.10.
36 This phrase appears in the promotional statement on the back cover of the Currency Press
programlplaytext. Notions of 'timeless' and universal' human truths are, of course, commonly invoked in
reference to Shakespeare's works.
37 Angela Bennie, Sydney Morning Herald (July 15, 1993). Reproduced in Australian and New Zealand
Theatre Record, 7, 7 (July 1993), p.9.
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containing it within a stereotype; her implication is that the Workers' Club was
identifiable as an Australian 'Everyclub'. She goes on to conclude that the play 'becomes
a communal experience: Newcastle's story becomes our story, everyone's story'.
Frank Gauntlett, writing for the Telegraph Mirror, insinuates a personal connection
to the play by beginning his review with a nostalgic evocation of Saturday nights at
Grove House, the Trades and Institutes Union in London's East End of which his 'Dad is a
life member'. It becomes clear that Gauntlett's response is underpinned by assumptions
similar to those of Angela Bennie. He reduces the characters, events and spaces of
Aftershocks to an overarching 'working class, working club' apparently applicable to all
such institutions, even when his model is on the other side of the world and distanced by
perhaps thirty or forty years. Again, Gauntlett's is a strategic stereotypification, a
simplistic homogenisation of 'working class experience':
The punters at Grove House would understand Aftershocks which,
through its sharpness of focus on the devastating events of December 28,
1989, becomes a universal celebration of the courage, community, vitality,
depth and subtlety of the extraordinary people we call ordinary people.
If this gripping liberation of neglected richness was plucked from our
Belvoir Street Theatre and plonked down at The Grove, those good people
would understand this superb quasi-documentary perfectly ....Aftershocks
is important it's about us... 38
-

Aftershocks is not in fact about 'us', whoever that might be, but about a group of
individuals who experienced and responded to something in very particular ways.
Once again, the contention here is not that Aftershocks can be authentic only within
its original context. Clearly, the play was well received in Sydney, where the text was
given an entirely new style of production in which audiences found new meanings. But it
does not automatically follow that the play has always to be inscribed with, or read in,
humanistluniversalist terms when produced outside Newcastle. No implicit quality in the
text exhorts audiences to efface those differences of locale, class, experience and so on
-

-

which necessarily exist between them and the community of voices which creates the
play's dramatic world. For to understand the play in terms of a dehistoricised, unlocalised
universal human spirit is ultimately to negate its power as a history written by a particular
group of people in unique circumstances. To reduce the play's collectively negotiated,
inhabited cityscape to a kind of generalised backdrop against which the 'real' human
drama is played out is to undermine the unique spatiality of the events depicted. It is to
abrogate the complexity and specificity of the relationship between these individuals and
38 Frank Gauntlett, p.11.
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the (radically changed) landscape which forms part of their communal identity. And
ultimately, the universalist response is one of appropriation, a falsely inclusive reading
which serves the purposes of the dominant 'Art' culture and nullifies the plays potential to
make, 'from below', a contribution to the politics of cultural intervention. Such
appropriation has the effect of a form of censorship a censorship of inclusion rather than
-

exclusion
formation.

-

but serving nonetheless to repress the voices of a particular socio-political
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CONCLUSION
The readings of landscape developed in this thesis have been predicated on the
understanding that all landscapes are systems of representation rather than autonomous
material entities. 'Landscape' has been considered to be the projection of human
consciousness, since 'it is people who decide how to represent things, not the world
itself.1 Understood in these terms, landscape becomes a way of seeing and organising the
visible world according to a range of historical, cultural and (hence) ideological
determinants; it is a way of conceiving the world as 'a rationally-ordered, designed and
harmonious creation whose structure and mechanism are accessible to the human mind as
well as to the eye'.2 The historico-cultural influences made manifest in landscape
representation are embodied not only in the observing subject who represents, but in the
medium of representation as well. Landscapes, framed and mediated by socially
constructed perspectives and expressed as sign systems, are readable as textual formations.
As with other textual forms, dramatic texts can be interpreted through a type of critical
analysis whose primary function is to describe the ideological orientations inscribed in
those texts. This type of critical strategy

-

the type adopted throughout this thesis

-

is

broadly informed by a 'symptomatic' theory of reading; in other words, the essays in this
project seek to identify 'the structures of determinate absences and presences'3 which
occasion the various texts discussed.
Discourses of landscape circulate throughout many spheres of Australian culture and
have a crucial role in defining Australians' cultural experience. Dominant constructions of
national identity have historically been closely tied to images and ideas of landscape,
especially those of 'the bush' and 'the outback'. The ideology which holds that Australian
national identity is intimately bound to the natural landscape is deeply entrenched in
Australian culture, even though the experience of non-urban environments for most
Australians is primarily imagined rather than lived. Nevertheless, the powerful
mythologies through which landscape and identity come to be associated remain influential,
providing the basis for a 'national imaginary' of communal experience:
In popular imaginings it often becomes quite an effort to realise that it
is not the landmass itself but the fact that it has been brought under one
government that makes Australia a nation .... The fact that 'we' occupy
1 Barnes and Duncan, eds, Writing Worlds: Discourse, text and metaphor in the representation of landscape
(London: Routledge, 1992), p.2.
2 Denis Cosgrove, 'Geography is Everywhere: Culture and Symbolism in Human Landscapes', in Gregory
and Walford, eds, Horizons in Human Geography (New Jersey: Barnes and Noble, 1989), p.121.
See Andrew Mimer, Contemporary Cultural Theory: An Introduction (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1991),
p.72.
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a whole continent as nation without any external contestation has been
partiy responsible for the underdevelopment of politicised nationalism and
the heavy load borne by cultural nationalism in Australia.4
Popular faith in a shared and authentic national connection to an essential, palpable
Australia reflects a forceful politico-cultural ideology whose effects are both material and
pervasive. The potency of landscape in facilitating economic exchange reaches far into the
realms of both high and popular culture: '[A]dvertising for even the most practical goods
and services ... has often been in a landscape context .... The landscape usually provides the
background to the advertisement, whether it is a rural road, a leafy suburban backyard or a
spectacular bit of coastline but frequently the landscape also conveys the main message.'5
-

In the context of Australian art, landscape has been and remains an abiding national
fascination, operating in the binary tenns of an 'attractionlrepulsion' dialectic. Discernible
in poetry, prose, film, painting and drama is a profound ambivalence, a dualistic attitude
according to which the landscape is alternately, and often simultaneously, demonised and
heroicised. This dialectic manifests the more general nature/culture binary which figures
powerfully throughout the Western cultural and political traditions, and which lies at the
heart of Australia's imperial history. Representations of the outback and the city

-

an

uninhabited, unknowable wilderness on one hand and built, social spaces on the other

-

demonstrate the extent of this perceived opposition of nature and culture. Yet whilst
discourses of landscape in Australia have commonly valorised the bush at the expense of
the city, no general uniformity is identifiable in the values or qualities ascribed to either
bush landscapes or cityscapes in Australian culture.
Informing all the essays in this thesis is the notion that specifically theatrical discourses
of landscape are intertextually related to a range of landscape discourses operating more
generally within Australian culture. The project's title is taken from an intriguing stage
direction in Esson's The Drovers indicating that the drovers 'have disappeared on their
-

journey across the long, dry stage' in order to suggest that fictional dramatic landscapes
-

are always subject to the actual conditions of cultural production; moreover, they shape and
are shaped by other landscape texts which circulate throughout the wider culture. In
recognition of this, it was asserted in the introduction that a stage landscape is conceivable
as a representation of a representation, a particular form of landscape text intertextually
related to the landscape texts circulating at the broader cultural level. Thus the signs which
constitute stage landscapes stand in a complex relation to a whole range of other discourses
which are themselves historically determined: 'Though it may make complex and numerous
connections, the sign in the theatre is never free. It simply does not exist outside of
Tony Fry and Anne-Marie Willis, Criticism Against The Current', Meanjin, 48, 2 (1988), p.223.
Peter Spearritt and Ann Stephen, 'The Selling of the Land', The Australian (February 22-23, 1992), p.28.
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history, which [is] a society's ongoing codification of its own existence. There is no
ahistorical meaning.'6
It is important to emphasise, however, that stage discourses do not serve simply to
transcribe and endorse those ideologies operating at the broader cultural level. Certainly,
discourses of landscape on the stage do sometimes reflect and reinforce more generalised
ideologies, but they can also stand at a critical distance from them, so that the dramatic
representation of landscape has a role in exposing and commenting upon the ideological
bases of other discourses prevalent in Australian society. This is certainly the case with
several of the works examined here; in particular, the twin ideologies of colonialism and
imperialism are the objects of critical commentary in several of the plays discussed in this
project, and landscape functions as a principal medium for such commentary.
Although these plays demonstrate between them a wide range of forms and concerns,
each shows landscape and character in a dynamic and mutually determining interrelation.
In none of the plays is the function of landscape reduced merely to that of scenic backdrop
to the human drama. In the realist works discussed in Chapter One, certainly, landscape is
rendered as background to the primary sites of human action. However, the depiction of
landscape as background does not imply that it has a subordinate function within the drama
as a whole; as Darko Suvin argues, dramatis personae are determined at least as much by
their relationships to this 'dramaturgically transposed real environment'

-

that is to a

background as by their mutual relationships. In Chapters Two and Three, time, space and
-

action are depicted as fluid and multivalent, with the result that, often, no clear distinction
exists between character and environment at all.
The realist 'bush plays' examined in Chapter One demonstrate between them three of
the basic scenic types enabled by realist conventions: a wholly enclosed domestic interior;
an interior which opens out to views of the surrounding landscape; and a wholly exterior
setting. In each of these works the dialectic of nature and culture is deeply inscribed in
representations of landscape. In the first two plays, At Dusk and Pioneers, the suggestion
of an oppositional relationship between nature and culture is expressed scenically: a clear
distinction is established between 'in here' and 'out there', between domus and wilderness,
with a series of tensions arising between these two spaces. At the heart of this structural
dynamic is an ideological conflict between the world of the individual consciousness and a
'made and making' external world of history and conditions. The Drovers is set outdoors,
but that play is also deeply conditioned by the nature/culture dialectic, and ultimately
endorses the drovers' occupation of the landscape.
In At Dusk, the external world is never shown, but remains an offstage presence
throughout. The ghost-figure Coglan and the eerie bush landscape are aligned with one
6 Sarah Bryant-Bertail, 'Space/Time as Historical Sign: Essay on La Célestine, in Memory of Antoine
Vitez, Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, 5,2 (Spring 1991), p.103.
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another, their very invisibility rendering more potent the threat they represent. The bush
landscape in this play has the status of nature as supernature. In Pioneers, the landscape is
constructed as a view through a window frame, with the effect that the wilderness is
ordered and contained as a cultural object; it is made picturesque. At one level, the play
seems to affirm the standard colonial philosophy that the land be made functional and that it
serve the needs of its owners. However, an implicit resistance in the play to the dominant
culture's ideology is transposed into the play's endorsement of a libertarian ethic. The
virtual absence of plot in The Drovers and the picturesque quality of its still images behind
,

the proscenium arch, are such that the play in performance is comparable to a framed
canvas. Like a painting, the play on the stage participates in the construction of an
essential, heroic moment in Australia's mythologised history.
Three full length plays written between 1980 and 1985 were examined in the second
chapter. These works are all concerned with the encounter between the 'foreigner' and the
Australian bush landscape; they also explore notions of 'writing' the cultural and psychic
self over an existing landscape. A notable consequence of the concern in these works with
the relationship between the Australian landscape and the figure of the foreigner is that each
play focuses issues of Aboriginality. These issues, however, are manifested in very
different ways, ranging from the notable absence of any explicit engagement with
Aboriginality in The Fields of Heaven to the complex figurative representation of
Aborigines in Inside the Island.
The Fields of Heaven is the first of these works defined as non-realist, although the
matter of the play's style is contentious, since there is a seeming confusion of stylistic
impulses. The play's metaphoric scheme is fairly complex, with landscape and character
being constructed as complementary figures, each standing in a dynamic interrelation with
the other. Rome's status as antagonist to the land is implicitly associated with his heritage
as an Italian immigrant with fascist sympathies; Louisa's identification with Marvell Locke,
on the other hand, is motivated by a merely romantic attachment to the earth. The closed
love plot centring on Rome and Louisa overwhelms the drama's deeper narrative concern
with environmental conservation, while the burden which landscape is made to bear within
each of these discursive realms seems, at times, too great. In Too Young For Ghosts, time
and space

-

history and landscape

-

are dynamically interrelated. Although historically

distinct, the experiences of the play's two main sets of characters converge in the dramatic
space of the North Queensland landscape, understood alternately as an Edenic garden and
an irredeemable wilderness. Encounters between the Australian landscape and the play's
various individuals agents of empire and displaced aliens alike suggest that 'the migrant
-

-

experience' is a falsely homogenising invention of the dominant culture; they also suggest
that settler cultures need to divest themselves of their accumulated 'mental baggage' in order
to live authentically and productively in new environments. In Inside the Island, the
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foreigner is Lillian who, like Leichhardt, is also the bearer of the imperial tradition.
Lillian's wheatfields are both literally and metaphorically an imported culture, and in
Nowra's own words, when 'an imported culture is assumed to be an intrinsic part of a
nation's make-up or identity, then disaster is just around the corner'.7 The destruction
wrought by the land through the men's bodies is the vengeance of an authentic, original
landscape against an invader culture. In these terms, the land's retaliation can be
understood as a type of hysterical response, wherein there is a symbolic transcription of the
land's crisis from its 'psyche' into its body.
Many of the landscapes discussed in Chapter Three are cityscapes, urban locations
which are always complex and often disturbing: Bran Nue Dae shows a journey away from
an antagonistic Perth; The Kid shows a journey into an apocalyptic Sydney; and
Aftershocks shows a series of negotiated journeys within Newcastle, after the city's
devastation by an earthquake. In the first two of these plays, the city is an oppressive site
of modern alienation; in Aftershocks, the city is rendered more sympathetically, even
though it is also in crisis.
Bran Nue Dae is a musical drama borrowing from a variety of popular Western
performance traditions. The journey it depicts, however, is conceivable in terms of the
traditional Aboriginal song cycle, a form of ritual journey in which landscapes signify in
highly complex ways. The hybridity thus made apparent in performance reflects not only
Aboriginal resilience in the face of overwhelming odds, but also functions as a counterhegemonic strategy by way of parodic appropriation. Spaces discursively constructed as
the characters proceed become 'Aboriginalised' landscapes, culturally inflected locations
embodying Aboriginal ways of seeing. The menacing landscapes of The Kid, typified by
fire and urban chaos, reflect an inner spiritual decay which the kids have inherited from a
society comprised of anonymous, hopeless adults. The play depicts at one level a
recognisable, contemporary Sydney, ringed by bushfires and characterised by bureaucratic
apathy; at a deeper level, it envisages the decaying corpse of Western civilisation. Sydney
becomes an emblematic metropolis in which the end of the world is played out.
Aftershocks also depicts a city in crisis. More particularly, it depicts a particular location

-

the Newcastle Workers' Club in crisis, conveying at the same time the reactions of the
-

Club's working class community to the loss of their symbolic locus. The play's landscapes
are discursively rendered in such a way that they become in some senses inseparable from
the sixteen individuals who speak them into being. Language is foregrounded in the play,
and the verbatim text compels a presentational style of performance which continually
signals the process from which the text emerged. While different interpretations of the play

See Candida Baker, 'Louis Nowra, in Candida Baker, Yacker 3: Australian Writers Talk About Their
Work (Sydney: Picador, 1989), p.252.
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are both inevitable and desirable, substantial dangers inhere in those universalist responses
which seek to uncover deeper human' truths behind the surface meanings of the text.
As the essays in this thesis have shown, the symbolic field of landscape continues to
be a powerful presence in Australian drama, as it is in Australian culture more generally.
Both in Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal drama, notions of a fundamental association between
landscape and identity figure prominently. It has to be recognised, however, that the
discursive terms within which landscapes are represented in contemporary culture have
evolved considerably in recent decades, and that these shifts reflect a new set of
understandings of the land itself. The influence of the discourse of environmental
conservation in particular has been substantial, and a fundamental change is discernible in
the ways in which land is perceived and valued, with the effect that 'landscape' now carries
a range of connotations and values only relatively recently ascribed to it. In the last few
decades, 'conservation', 'heritage', 'wilderness' and 'ecology' have become key terms in
the nation's cultural, political and economic dialogue. Green values are translatable as
votes, and environmental friendliness sells. 'What we value today as wilderness to be
preserved our forebears regarded as wilderness to be tamed. There is a whole change of
philosophy here involved.'8
One term in particular 'environment' seems to embody these more recent trends in
-

-

thinking about land and landscape. In the discourse of environmental conservation, this
word evokes an ideology which holds that the state of the environment and the material and
spiritual condition of societies are interdependent. Traditional Western conceptions of
humans and the physical world as separate entities, of nature and culture as mutually
exclusive terms, are now widely recognised as harmful, and are currently being eroded.
'Our relationship to the land has assumed a sense of urgency as we realise that Australia's
future will be determined by the environment we have shaped.'9 So while it is true that
'there is no landscape without a sense of otherness',10 it is also increasingly being
recognised that there is no environment without a sense of oneness.
As the essay on Bran Nue Dae makes clear, this notion of a complex interrelation
between humans and the natural environment is an essential characteristic of an Aboriginal
world-view. David Malouf acknowledges this in describing his vision of a national
education curriculum which would be centrally informed by such a philosophy:

8 Sir Ninian Stephen, Opening Address', in D. J. Mulvaney, ed., The Humanities and the Australian
Environment: Papers from the Australian Academy of the Humanities Symposium 1990 (Canberra:
Australian Academy of the Humanities, 1991), p.xii.
Peter Spearritt and Ann Stephen, 'The Selling of the Land', The Australian (February 22-23, 1992), p.30.
Judith Wright observes that although the continent 'holds some of the most recently European-occupied land
in the world ... there is virtually no part of it that has not been influenced, often for the worse, by its
European inhabitants'. See Judith Wright, Landscape and Dreaming', Daedalus, 114, 1 (Winter 1985), p.31.
10 Stephen Muecke, Textual Spaces. Aboriginality and Cultural Studies (Kensington: University of New
South Wales Press, 1992), p.166.
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I have in mind something that would begin ... with an introduction to the
land and its many landscapes, how they came into being, their flora and
fauna, with questions about land use and how the way we understand
what land means might influence the way we use it and want it used.
This would naturally lead on ... to a study of the difference, say, between
Aboriginal and European attitudes and open up moral and religious questions
about how different cultures ... regard nature and the place of humans in the
totality of it.11
Studies in discourses of landscape in Australian drama would make a valuable
contribution to such a program. The types of analysis presented in this thesis clearly
engage the issues and epistemologies alluded to by Malouf, since they compel an inquiry
into the history of Australian relations with the continent itself. Such a field of study would
incorporate plays such as those discussed in the preceding pages; moreover, it could
address a variety of less conventional landscape performance texts and events, such as
environmental art and site-specific performance. The Australia Council's CEAD Program
(Community, Environment, Art and Design), for example, fosters community-based
projects designed to improve the natural and built environments in which communities live;
the program thus recognises that fundamental links exist between the quality of the
environment and the cultural life of communities.12 Applied to such works, the types of
readings of landscape presented in this thesis have a role in enriching Australians'
perceptions of their environment, society and national identity. More importantly, these
readings can contribute to a broader understanding of the ways in which the physical spaces
which Australians inhabit both determine, and are determined by, their psychic and cultural
conditions of being.

1 David Malouf, 'Making Better Australians', The Australian (September 17-18, 1994), p.29.
12 An example of site-specific performance was the Voices In The Trees project, conducted by the Cairns
Community Arts Centre in 1992. Performed at night and illuminated by candlelight, in Cairns' Flecker
Botanical Gardens, the play addressed our shared responsibility towards the environment and the need to
protect and sustain ecosystems. Many successful projects have been funded by the CEAD program. One
example, 'Waterbirds Odyssey of the Wetlands, was a unique environmental arts project involving
communities in Australia, New Zealand, Asia and Siberia. The aim of the project was to encourage the
preservation of the wetland habitats of the Eastern Curlew, a migratory waterbird whose flightpath extends
over some 13,000 kilometres. The project consisted of a series of performance events at selected points
along the bird's flightpath. It provided unique opportunities for collaboration between Maori, Warundjeri and
Yawuru artists, giving voice to these indigenous groups' concern for the global environment. See Anne
Maria Nicholson, 'Community, Environment, Art and Design: The Australia Councils CEAD Program', a
pamphlet published by the Australia Council (Sydney: Australia Council, 1994).
-
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